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Rick and morty mortynight run script

These are the transcription episodes used to get the data. We have made it available on the site only for the purpose of providing a vast amount of warriors (via the Rick and Morti wiki page) that are better than what is already available. Now Togglebox emphasizes the stage direction and speakers. In the future, I'd like to parse the transcript file and separate each individual speaker so that lines can be highlighted for each speaker. To highlight the directions to Morti's room, Rick staggers drunk and lights up. Morty! You must come on.
Juice'... I have to come with me. Moti rubs her eyes. What, Rick? What is going on? Rick I got a surprise for you, Moti. Moti it's midnight. What are you talking about? Rick poured alcohol on Morti's bed, I got a surprise for you. hurry to bring Morti to his ankles. Take Moti out of bed and into the hallway. Moti Oh! Ow! You're pulling me so hard! Rick we've got to go, get out here, come on. I was surprised by Morti. Rick Rick's boat cut through the night sky. What do you think of this... Flying vehicle, Morti? I built out the stuff I found in the garage.
Moti yes, Rick... I-it is great. Is this a surprise? Rick Morti. I had to... I had to do it. I did - I did - I had to make a bomb, Moti. I had to make a bomb. Moti what?! Bomb?! Rick we're just going to drop down there to get a completely fresh start, Morti. Create a whole new beginning. Moti T-t - That's absolutely crazy! Come on Rick, Moti. Just easy, Morti. It's going to be good. Now, we're going to pick up your little friend Jessica. Moti Jessica? In my math class? Rick pats his arm on Morti's shoulder. When I drop a bomb you know, I want you to
have someone, you know? I want you to have a job. I'm going to make it like the new Adam and Eve, and you're going to be Adam. Moti O ... Rick and Jessica are going to be Eve. With Morti Hua? Rick and so amazing, Morti. Moti no, you can't! Push Rick out. Jessica doesn't even know I exist! But, though, forget about it, because you can't blow up humanity! Rick I-I-I get what you're trying to say, Moti. Listen, I'm not... Pour alcohol under the shirt. You don't have ... Y- You don't have to worry about Jessica or Jessica or me trying to fool
around with pranks messing around with anything. I'm not that kind of person, Morti. Moti, what are you talking about Rick? Rick You - You don't have to worry about Jessica or me getting anything. Sh-sh-she-she, she, she's all for you, Moti. Moti I'm not worried about Jessica! Y-Yyyou — Rick you know what, Moti? You are right. Throw an empty bottle in the back seat) and completely forget about the girl. She is, anyway, she's probably just a problem. (Press the button. robot voice-armed sino-star bomb. That's it... That's it, Rick. (Jump on
Rick and start fighting him to take control of the wheel, Rick get off me, Moti! they start talking to each other; Moti I'm in charge of this situation, mate! I start kicking Rick's face while caught on wheels, I have to put it in - I'm putting'... I'm not going to stand around stupid, I'm going to... Stupid people and just le-you can ruin the whole world! Come on Rick at the same time)! What comes in? If you like the earth so much, why not get married? What's crazy, (pushes Morti)? All right, all right, Moti. (Push Moti, Rick ok. I'm going to land; I'll land; I'll
land that job; I'll land that job; all of a sudden, big tough guy. rick rick cuts into the desert and lands the cruiser in the open desert; he opens the door and pops out between dozens of empty cans and bottles; we're going to park right here, Morti. right here on the side of the ree... road here. Oh Moti, thank God. Rick you know what? That was the whole test, Morti. Just a sophisticated test to make you more active. Was it Moti? Rick of course. Why not? I don't know. Y-you know what, mo-go asleep and start going to work. Robot voice-to-be-
armed star bomb. Moti um... To open the Smith Residence Open, diner Jerry's, you'll see a new episode of that singing show tonight. Who do you guys think will be the best singer? Moti fell asleep at the table, his face banged on a plate. Summer oh my God, his head is in his food. I'm going to poke you. Beth Morti, are you hurting? Moti lifts his head, is clearly exhausted, and wipes food from his face, which he told him not to practice on the living room pillow. The dog slept on it. Moti I didn't pillow, Mammakis. I didn't get much sleep last
night. Maybe my dream was too loud or something. Summer or maybe you went out for a night with grandpa Rick. What's Jerry? Beth Daddy? Rick what, so everyone should sleep every night now? Do you realize that nighttime makes up half of the time? Jerry damn it! Beth Jerry! Jerry Beth! Summer oh my God, my parents are so loud, I want to die. Rick Mm, God, there is no summer. You have to tear up that band aid now. I'll thank you later. Jerry is shining a blinding look at Rick. Ok, all respect, Rick - what am I talking about? What
respect do you have? If I keep pulling him in for high-concept sci-fi rigarolls, how does my son have to go through his classes? Listening to Rick, Jerry. I-I-I don't want to cross my boundaries or anything. It is your home. It's your world. You are the real Julius Caesar, but I will tell you something - tell me what I think about school, Jerry. It is a waste of time. Jerry is staring at him tremendously) and the people of the branch run around bumping into each other. G-guy says two plus two in front. The people in the back, The bell then rings and
says that if you give them a piece of milk and a trash can, you can take a dump or something. I mean, it's not a place for smart people, Jerry. And I know it's not a popular opinion, but it's my two cents on this issue. This is a good breakfast, Beth (get up, wipe his mouth, stop behind Beth and put your hand on her shoulder). You really had crap from those eggs. I want my mother to eat here. (Rick kisses Beth and walks away; Beth tears up in happiness, oh, Dad... What's Jerry? For real? Moti's face hit the plate again. Harry Hutson High
School cut to Mr. Goldenfold Alright, and now, everyone settles down. Get out of the window! Int. Mr. Goldenfold's class Mr. Golden fold cut now, look, we're going to deal with real serious stuff today. You may have heard about it. It's called math? And without it, none of us would exist, so let's jump right in. 2 plus 2. All my classmates, except Morti Pomotti, sitting in the back row, stare at Jessica as she sits in the front row in answer to Jessica's name. Moti Jessica. Mr. Golden Fold Five Plus 5. All classmates except Motiten. Moti Jessica.
Jessica listens to Morti, is confused, and is not sure who is saying her name. Golden fold good, great. It's time for a quiz. Class aw. Mr. Goldenfold Yes, you know what?! Oh, it's so bad! Hard! Take the first row, one. pass back for me. The steak is high in this room. Moti take the quiz. As Morti falls asleep, the numbers in the quiz scramble together, and there are important things that happen every day. People are getting smarter. Some of the dudes are getting dumber. You can't see 3:00. Moti falls into a dream world filled with large numbers
of blocks. Jessica steps out behind some of the numbers. Hello Jessica, Moti. Moti on! Hello, Jessica. Jessica can I show you this? Jessica opens her shirt, revealing her breasts to Morti. Moti Wow. Th- They are all wonderful. I appreciate it! Jessica you know I'm this? My little Mott. Moti rubs the back of her neck. Uh, that's flattering... And a little weird. Jessica Do you know what I want to do with them? Morty changed the name? Jessica squeezes them out. Handle manhandles. give them business. Make sure you can shuffle them. I mean, I
really went in there and knocked them out. There is no wrong answer. Moti Wow. Well, all right, Jessica. L-Let's offer this opportunity. Moti grabs her breasts and begins caressing her. Jessica Mm. Oh, Morti. What are you doing to me? Motier, I'm just doing my best. In real life, the class has ended and Mr. Morti has caressed Mr. Golden Paul. Mr. Goldenfold Morti! What are you doing to me?! Moti sleep story. Oh, Jessica. Mr. Goldenfold Morti! Moti Jessica. Mr. Goldenfold five more minutes of this, and I'm going to get angry. I lean down and
bite my lips. Mortimer Jessica. Jessica. The Golden Fold is happening my fault. In Frank Motig's locker cut into the hallway, he faced harassment, Frank Palicki. It's okay. Mortimer, morning, Frank. Frank motipin in his locker morning? What did that mean? You mocked me? Are you trying to say the poor words of our family? Pull out a pocket knife and point it at Morti's neck. MotiO, Giz, Frank. I don't know if I need a knife. I mean, you know, y-you kind of did things that were handled without it. Frank tell me how you are bullies now? Big
mistake, Moti and now I'm going to cut you off, 'Cause my family's rich. Frank suddenly freezes and Rick comes out from behind. Rick there, Morti. Listen to me. I got an errand to run in a completely different dimension. I need an extra pair of hands. What are you going to do to Frank W-w-w- are you? Rick it's pretty clear, Morti. I froze him. Now for I need your help, Moti. I mean, we've got to get us to get the hell out of here and take care of the business. Burps. It's important. Come on, Moti. Moti I don't know, Rick. Rick do you have the
notion of how high the stakes are, Morti? Do you think I can do everything by myself? Hurry up! Moti Aw, Giz. Ok. I suppose I can skip history. What about Frank? I mean, shouldn't you freeze him? Rick I'm going to do it later, Moti. He'll be fine. Let's go. Take off with Morti and then see Frank's frozen body when summer comes. Oh, my God, in her head in the summer. I'm about to pass Frank Palicki. This is a story we will tell our children. Approach Frank and talk to him without knowing he's frozen. Good summer, Frank. Frank's frozen foot
is broken and dropped to the ground, shattered into one million pieces and dying. Summer AAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHH! Beth performed heart surgery on a horse cut to a horse hospital. Metz. Davin Meth. Jerry enters the room. Jerry knocks, knocks. Beth Jerry? Jerry my manager gave me an an hours for lunch and I thought, hey, why not swing to where your wife works? The horse's heart rate starts ringing really fast. Tom offscreen) We're losing him. (Beth adjusts the horse's organs; Tom offscreen. ok, he's back; Beth Jerry, tell me you're
here for incredibly urgent reasons; Jerry well, it's lunch; I mean, it's one of three meals that's existed for a thousand years; heart rate starts ringing again, Tom offscreen) losing him. (Beth tweaks the organ again. tom offscreen. stable. beth O.K., I just ask, Jerry, because, you know, my job involves performing heart surgery. Crazy ideas, honey Let the pitch put dad here. Let's put dad in a nursing home. Beth looks at Jerry angrily, and the heart hate begins to ring again. Tom offscreen. We are losing him. Beth Hey, Tom! We know when we're
losing him. We can hear the sound of a warning! Cut into an alleyway Rick has she. It's good. Come on, Moti. Let's go. Moti oh, Giz, it's all right. Rick and Morti pass through the portal and end up in a crazy alternate dimension. Moti Oh, man, Rick. Rick says it's 35-C in dimensions, and it's the perfect climatic condition for a special type of tree, called Moti, Mega Tree, and that tree has fruit, and there are seeds in that fruit. I'm talking about mega seeds. They are incredibly powerful, and I need them to help my research, Moti. I'm looking for
this place, I started to address some anxieties about all this. Rick ok, it's okay, calm down. Listen to me, Morti. I know that new situations can be threatening. You're looking around, you're scary and different, but you're m-meeting, and you charge right in like a bull, which is how we grow as people. I'm no stranger to scary situations. I deal with them all the time. Now, if you just stick with me, Morti, we'll be -- a giant alien monster suddenly appears behind them. Rick Holly Crabb, Morti Run!!! They take off, running in complete and total fear as
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the monsters chase them. Rick has never seen that in my life. I don't even know what it is! We can get here, Moti! It's going to kill us! We're going to die! We're going to die, Moti! Apparently cut into black ricks who have escaped, they are walking through dimensions 35-C, continuing their adventure. Oh, Moti, take a deep breath. Breathe that fresh air, breathe, Moti. Y- You smell that? That's the smell of adventure, Morti. This is the smell of a completely different evolutionary timeline. Good Moti, Rick, how much longer is this going to be?
Why don't I have to come back to school now? Rick you kidded me? I mean, look at all the crazy crap surrounding us. You think you'd see something like that in school? Look (within the screen) just hovering around. (on screen. it ignores all logic, that thing; Moti yes, Rick, I get it. we're surrounded by monsters; that's why I want to leave; they come up to the cliff and Rick stops him. rickta. morti, can you see this? he and Morti are looking down at the vast forest of rick-indescrim trees, moti? Moti, mega trees with mega fruits on them and that's
what I'm talking about, Moti. If we would have done what you wanted, I wouldn't have found them, because you're so in love with school. Good for Moti, it's okay. So, anyway, what is so special about this seed? Rick you ask a lot of questions, Moti. Not much charisma. It makes you kind of trim) under-figured (trim) under your feet. (Rick gives Morty a pair of shoes and Morty brings them on; Rick just has these shoes, Morty. they're trim; special grappling shoes. AAAAAAHHhh!!!!!! Rick you have to turn them on, Moti! Shoes must be turned on!
Cut to the hospital and I don't have my father at home! He's just returned to my life, and you want to grab him and fill him under the same mattress as Victoria's Secret last month? Jerry I told you I was ordering something for Valentine's Day. More importantly, your father has a terrible effect on our son. Davin everything is cool here, Beth? Beth okay, Davin. Davin ok, that's cool. You know, we did a great job today. There is nothing more noble and free than the heart of a horse. Jerry closes Davin's door. Because we're fighting, if you have an
affair with that guy, I'll come to your hotel room and blow my head all over your naked body. Beth Rook, I appreciate the stress you have under, but Morti had problems with the school way before her father moved in, and the only impact I see of Rick is that, for the first time in his life, Morti has friends. The phone starts ringing. Jerry sighed. Well, maybe you're right. Beth uh, yes, maybe it's me. I am my father's daughter. I'm smart. Why do you think I'm a heart surgeon? Jerry Cough) ahem, horse heart surgeon. (Beth answers the phone and
answers the phone from Moti's principal, Jean Jill; Chief Jill Hello? Mrs. Smith? this is the main vagina, no relation. You know, you have to set them to work (shoes on screen, Morty, look at them to work. yes, I had no problem going down here. it was a laid-back breeze; Morty I'm in a lot of pain, Rick! Rick yes, I can see it, but do you think it'll still help collect my seeds, Morty? morty joke?! that's it, Rick! that's the last straw! , you still ask me about getting those seeds?! Oo! Ow! Five! Y-y - you are a monster. Like Hitler, but Hitler was also
worried about Germany or something. All right, Rick, wait a minute, Morti. Open another portal, leave Moti behind, and lie on the floor to suffer for a few seconds. Moti Oh! Five! Oo! After Hnngh! Oo! Five! Ag! Ooooooooo! Rick finally returns and injects Morti's legs with medicine to heal perfectly. Moti oh, wow, Rick. I've been feeling so good in my life. I appreciate it. Don't worry about it, Rick Don, Morti. Just come help me get these seeds, all right, man? Moti sure thing, Rick. Rick you ask, Moti, but just what happened was that I went into the
same advanced medical 3D where they had broken leg serum at every corner pharmacy. within the screen. Stuff all over the place, Morti. Moti Wow, that's pretty crazy, Rick. The dimensions I visited were so advanced and trim) they also stopped the aging process, everyone was young, Moty, and they were forever. I was the only old man there, Morti. (Trim. it was as if I was celebrities running around; I was seductive to them; there were a lot of attractive women there, Motido, and they all wanted to spend time with me; I had a lot of fun with
the young ladies, but I spent so much time there, my 3D portal device got left for free, Moti. it's left for free. , Giz, Rick, that's not good. W-What are we going to do? I have to come back to school now. How will you return home? Rick has a way to get home, Morti. It's just going to be a little bit of a hassle. We're going to have to go through inter-dimensional customs, so you're going to have to be real solid to me. Moti Uo. When we get to customs, I need you to have these seeds in the bathroom, I need you to put them inside your, Moti. Morty
on my ass? Rick placed them there, as long as they could get in. Moti Oh, Giz, Rick. Rick Well, somebody can do it, Moti. Th- This seed does not pass through customs unless it is in someone's workplace, Morty Morty Uuuh. Rick and they're going to fall right out of me. I've done this so many times, Moti. I mean, you're young. Y-y-you's got your life in front, your cavity is still taut but gaddy. Grandpa, I have to do it for Morti. Y-trim. You've got to put these seeds inside your ass. Morty on my ass? Come on Rick, Moti. Please, Morti. You have
to do it, Moti. Moti Oh, man. In fact, your son, Moti, cut to the high school principal I've been at this school for a total of seven hours in the last two months. Beth what? Why didn't you let us know? The main quality I did informed you. Didn't you get the message you left with Moti's grandfather? Jerry Boom! Told you! On your face! He is ruining our child! Wait, what do I celebrate? Principal Jill Yes, see, I think something is Gaby, because it's Moti's grandfather who usually takes him out of school. They stop to watch Summer and other students
and cry in the boogo for Frank. Beth Summers? Summer sobs. What kind of God let this happen? Principal Jill we had some incidents. A student froze and died. Laugh. And there's no evidence that a Latino student did that! Everyone wants to take this to a racial place. I wouldn't let them. Glaff John, cut as an intergalactic customs announcer, is meant to be dizzying and grand. Aliens so, I said to him, give me blimfarx, you know? This person does not understand intersteles currency. Aliens, like, I'm going to eat the same plumflam, that's
what we eat in Girvonesk. Announcer The Glaff Zone is all about getting in and mumgling. Rick Morti approaches him, waiting in line at security. I don't like it here, Morti. I can't stand the bureaucracy. I don't like being told where to go or what to do. I consider it a violation. Have you got those seeds all the way up to your ass? Moti yes, Rick. I mean, these things are spiky. They were hurt. Rick means they are good people. You're a good kid, Moti. Those mega seeds are very valuable to my work. You have been a great help to me. I'll be able
to do all sorts of things with them. It's going to be good, Moti. A- (trim) all kinds of science. (외계인은 그로플로미트와 함께 보안을 거치며 그들을 뚫고 있다. 그롬플로미트 오케이, 다음을 통해. 모티를 멈춥니다. 당신을 제외하고. 당신은 거기에 가서. 릭은 왜 그곳으로 가야 하는가? 그롬플로미트 랜덤 체크. 그는 새로운 기계를 통과해야합니다. 릭 무엇 새로운 트림. 어떤 새로운 기계? 그롬플로미트 그것은 새로운 기계입니다. 그것은 당신의 엉덩이까지 모든 방법을 물건을 감지합니다. 릭 런, 모티! 실행! 모티를 잡고 그들은 출구에 대한 보안 및 다트를 통해 실행합니다.
모티 아! 그롬포미트 레드 경고! 그롬플로미테스 팀은 릭과 모티를 쫓기 시작한다. 모티 오! 릭은 거대한 캡슐을 밀어내고 , push the alien fetus up, crush the Gromplomians, and slow them down. Moti Oh! I saw an alien smoking a huka, and Moti passed him, and Rick comes from behind, slaps the alien in the face, and accidentally inhales smoke from the huka while the alien cries. It then coughs up life from smoke and the life forms begin to pass through the glaff region and go through the entire aging process for three seconds, from fetal
development to decomposing the carcass. Oh boy! Rick don't think about it! He and Morti are cornered, but Morti activates his grappling shoes and runs along the wall with Rick. Rick Oh! Oh, good, Moti! The student becomes a teacher. Gromplomite reveals he can fly, and Rick and Morti start running away. Moti Huoo! He and Rick pass through the equipment on the ceiling and slide down to the ground. Alien ah! Oh, hell, no, dawg. Rick and Morti crash to the ground and he dies. It then runs to the portal computer. Rick I need to enter the
coordinates in our home world, Motie. Cover me. He throws a gun at Morti. Moti Oh, man. I mean, you know, I don't want anyone to shoot. Rick they're just robots, Moti! It's ok to shoot them! They are robots! Fur shoots Glenn, blows his legs, and bleeds as he collapses painfully. Glen ah! My legs are off! Another Groplomite Glenn's bleeding to death! Someone calls his wife and children! Moti they're not robots, Rick! Rick it's a picture of a speech, Morti. They are bureaucrats. I don't respect them. Just keep shooting, Morti. You don't know
what prison is like here! Moti continues to shoot Groplomites, even killing innocent bystanders, and Rick hacks through portals to take them home. Moti holy crap! This is insane! Rick opens the portal and takes Morti with him. Come on Rick, Moti! We can get the hell out of here! The portal opens in the school's lunch room and Rick and Morti land on the table where Jessica and her friends are eating. Jessica Waugh. Did you come to the cafeteria through the portal? Motier, yes. You know, my Ferrari's in the store. nervous laughter. Just
kidding. Jessica you're Motiya, right? Morti Ye. Rick grabs Morti and take him away. Rick you can get his number later. Come on, Moti. We had to get out of here. You've got to get that seed out of your ear. Rick and Morti are stopped by Jerry, Beth, and Principal Jill. Oh, jerry, look, honey. It's our son with Albert Ain Dusch. Beth what? Jerry I am an angry father, no improvisation. Rick Oh, hello, Jerry. Oh, my goodness, Moti! What are you doing in class? We talked about this. Your parents and I are very disappointed with this behavior... No?
No test takers? When Rick and Morti return to their home in the garage, Jerry and Beth pack everything up and pack it up so they can move into a nursing home. Rick you guys really shouldn't touch that stuff. It goes beyond your reasoning. Jerry you are beyond our reasoning! Rick takes to get to know one. Beth Dad, how can my son miss the entire school term? I mean, he's not like a hot girl. He just can't bail out on his life and set up shop in someone else's shop. Rick, what are you guys doing my stuff? Beth we are moving you to a
nursing home. Rick nursing home? What is it and Nuts? I'm a genius. I build a robot for fun. Jerry Well, now you can build a basket and watch a Paul Newman movie on VHS, and mentally scar Boy Scouts every Christmas. What does Beth mean by that? Jerry it's personal. Moti Daddy, Mom, come on. Rick needed all my help. Jerry Morti, get away from this. You obviously can't judge these situations on your own. Rick what are you trying to say about Morti? Is he stupid or something? Beth Oh, don't high-load us, Dad. I know that if Morti
misses a class, he's the last one. Rick I-I- I don't know what you mean. Can I be more specific? Jerry oh, crying about -- he has some kind of disability or something. That's what we want to say? Moti, what am I doing? Jerry Well, two doi, son. Hey, I love you, Moti, but we both know that you're not as fast as other kids, and if you want to compete in this world, you have to work hard twice. Motie, Giz, Daddy. Y-you know, it's a lot to drop for a child at a time. Rick Morti, t-say the squared root of pie to your parents. Oh, come on, Rick. Rick Pye's
square root, Morti. Move! Moti 1.77245385... Wo! What the hell is Beth? Jerry confirms Morti's answer with a calculator. Holy crap. He is right. Rick Morti, tell your parents the first law of thermodynamics. The increment of internal energy in the Morty system is the same as the increment of heat supplied to the system. Wow! I'm so smart! Jerry but Rick I said both schools are stupid. It's not the way you learn things. Moti is a talented kid. He has a special heart. So he is my little helper. He's like me. He will do great science stuff later in his life.
He is too smart for school. He has to keep playing and helping me. Beth Jerry, I don't want to stop what's going on here. Jerry no, I understand. Uh, maybe we overreacted. But he should keep going to school. Good Rick, Jerry. You drive a hard deal, but what do I do? Say no? You really wear pants around here. I just want you to know, between us, from now on, it will be a clear communication. crying over Frank's death, on his summer ass. summer cries. Frank Palicki froze to death today! Rick No, I don't know what you're talking about.
summer leaves, crying. Good jerry. Well, uh, Moti, it's bedtime in an hour. Do not let it go all night again. Still, this is good. This can work. I think we can be a family and now, Beth, if you can have me, I want to have you. Beth you know what? Ok. She and Jerry leave. I didn't know hanging out with you makes me smarter. Rick's not full disclosure, Morti. Temporary super-intelligence is just a side effect of mega seeds dissolving in rectal cavities. Moti Aw, man Rick yes, and when those seeds come off, you will lose most of your motor And
you'll also lose a significant amount of brain function for 72 hours, Morty. Start now. Moti Oh, man. Losing consciousness) Oh, Giz! O. (I drop to the ground and start moaning while I have a seizure; Rick sorry, Moti. It's a bum; in reality, you're stupid they come and I need that seedy bad, I'm just going to get my parents back and give them up, so now we're going to have more adventures, so we're going to have more adventures, look down on him excitedly and talk about future adventures, and then we'll continue more adventures, Moti,
because the world is full of idiots who don't understand what's important. Moti, they're going to tear us up, Moti but you're going to do it with me, Moti, and you're going to be with them, and you're going to be with them, and you're going to be with them, Moti, and you're going to go with them, and you're going to be with them, And you're going to go with them, and you're going to be with them. You're going to be with them, Moti, and you're going to be with them, Moti, and you're going to be with them, and you're going to be with them, Moti, and
you're going to be with them, and you're going to be with them, Moti, and you're going to be with them, And you're going to be with them, Moti. You're going with them, and you're going to go with them, Moti, and you're going to be with them, and you're going to be with them, Moti, and you're going to be with them, and you're going to go with them, Moti, and, we're going to run around, Moti. We will do all sorts of great things, Moti. Just you and me, Moti. The outside world is our enemy, Moti. We are the only friends we have, Morti. It's just Rick
and Morti. Rick and Morti and their adventure, Moti. Rick and Morti forever. Morti's things. Me and Rick and Morti running around, Rick and Morti. All day, forever. All hundred days. Over and over again, rickandmortyadventures.com. Every 100 rickandmorty.com. Black open xt. Cut outside the Smith residence, there is snow on the ground. Smith House is decorated with Christmas decorations, and Jerry can be heard singing The Last King Christmas. Jerry sings The Last King Christmas Last Arrival! Trans Int. The kitchen is a mess of food at
various stages of kitchen preparation. Jerry removes the ham from the oven while singing. Jerry singing on Christmas Day! Stop singing and smell ham Mmm... Jerry, you are really giving it to this ham. Jerry is in the living room, where a tree stands with a gift underneath him. Beth and Morti are occupied by tablets and Summers use her smartphone. Jerry Well, Merry Christmas? Put your hand on his assHelloooo? My parents were here for the first time in years! Can we stowe gadgets and see them alive? Beth Alive? For my parents? Jerry
takes away the tablet and stores it in stockings. Jerry's a good one. Beth Hey Man! Jerry you're a 'hey man'! This holiday is about humanity. When Moti looks up at this tablet and not you, I think it's about being born anti-God or something. Good Jerry, whatever. All electronic items are going in stockings. Nwo. Moti is a summer dad with his tablet oh over his hand, I don't give you my phone. Jerry put it in stockings, summer, or I join Facebook. Summer gasps and drops your phone in stockings. Rick offscreen ho, everybody. Rick and Reuben
come into the house and Jerry approaches them. More like Jerry. What is this? Parents Coming! Rick Calm Jerry, this is Reuben, an old friend. Ruben Pearl Harbor. Rick I check him in once a year and give him a little trim medical trim assessment. Beth Ah, Dad... It's really sweet. Jerry snings doubt yes, it's... I don't get it. Ruben Korea. Rick, don't worry about C-C-Christmas, Jerry. I will be in my workshop while I lead Rubenmally and spend another day in Phil Collins' proverbial paradise. Rick and Reuben head to the garage. Jerry Huh. The
doorbell rings. Ok, I have parents. Now remember, no TV, no phone, no laptop, we are connecting this Christmas, like old-fashioned Jews on Saturday. Hey hey open the door! Leonard and Joyce come in. Leonard Merry Christmas, son. Jerry, who doesn't notice Jacob, almost closes the door and then reopens. Jerry Oh, hello. Can I help you? Joyce is Jerry, Jacob. Did you take Jacob by the arm and not receive a text message? Beth, Summers, Moti No. Jacob you must jerry! That's a good look' apron. William Sonoma? Jerry smiles and I
wish I was uncomfortable... But thank you. So close the door... Are you... Friends of the family...? Leonard has an arm on Jacob's shoulder, the way we see it, he's part of the family. Jerry Wow! After losing Joyce's cancer and uncle to his father's brush, we look at life and wonder how we spent it? And how do you send the rest? What will we do when we die? A list of fears and questions, or a collection of real-life experiences? Beth Holly Scum, Joyce. It's awesome. Leonard came into our lives. We are learning to live again. Jacob rests his
arms on Joyce and Leonard. All three of us, Jacob. Joyce, Leonard and Jacob laugh. Jerry is confused, uncomfortable, and stares at them. Jerry... Awesome... Eggnog? Jacob now we say'! This guy got an apron and an eggnog, huh? All laughter. Rick comes in and starts laughing with the rest. I see Jacob hello there. Jacob Merry Christmas, man Rick Morti! Moments of your time? Rick's garage Reuben is placed on a ping pong table. He's naked besides his penis and towel over Santa's hat. Rick's in bad shape, Morti. Moti Augustus, Rick!
What did you do? Thank you Rick Gi, Morti. What kind of monster do you think I am? I'm sitting here to save a man's life! Rick ties a pack with a tube to Morti's back and rests an earpiece on his head. Look for Dr. Xenon Bloom. He will know what is going on. moti very nervous uh... Where can I find Dr. W-W-Bloom? Rick in Reuben. Push a glass oxygen mask over Morti's head... Minnesota? Rick Reuben, Morti on the table! Look at connecting the backpack to the helmet, I don't have time for you to wrap your little walnuts all around. Drag
the shrink ray into view and hold your breath until the end of the process. Or the lungs collapse. Rick puts Morti under a shrink beam. Morty W-What proc — The rick activates the shrinking light and is reduced to the size of a microscope with Morty screaming. Rick picked up a container that Morti had shrunk and put it in a syringe before stabbing him in Ruben's chest. That's when Beth enters the garage. Beth Hey Dad, where's Morti? Rick is busy. Trans. Ruben's body continues to scream while Morti is injected into the body in a stream of
pink liquid. He lands on something soft and suddenly stops shouting. Rick, can you hear me through Morti's earpiece. Head north! Moti Rick... Where am I? Trans. Garage Rick adjusts his headset standing in the garage according to my goal. entrance of what Moti through Rick's earpiece? Rick Wellcome, Morti. The scene cuts back to Morti's sight from inside Reuben. Welcome... Moti gasps. ... Anatomy to the Park! Large anatomical park signs and various attractions, and a view fan with an amusement park with exhibits. Morti enters the
park. Amusement park inside the human body. Science is not cheap, Morti. This will really help put potholes in overhead. Moti oh my God! This is insane! Mount Jiang? Bladder falls? Pirates of the pancreas? Rick you've got a problem with the last one, Moti? Moti Hur? No, no, I'm just reading them aloud in order I'm watching them. Rick ok, ok, if I sound a little defensive, it's because the pirates of the pancreas were my babies. Trans. Garage Rick I- I got a lot of pushback when pitching it, Moti. I think I'm still a little defensive. Let's just look
for Dr. Bloom, okay? I-I picking up distress signals from the liver and Moti. Trans. Anatomy Park. Rick moves to the liver. Following the sign posting the sign, Morti hurried in the direction of 'Haunted Liver' and used the shuttle to the 'Lower Abdomen'. Automatic voice to get to 'liver'. Moti stumbles and hits her helmet by the window! Automated voice minds the gap. Moti exits the train and enters a dark, dank area with flashing lights. Moti It's really scary here, Rick. Reuben, for many years, saw Morti. Don't judge. You don't agree to have a
built-in theme park in you if your life goes good. Trans. Haunted Gan Moti enters a haunted house-style charm. Animatronic wolf suddenly rises from behind him. Moti Oh! Rick, you're a monster! Rick No, Morti. The only monster here is alco-trim-holism. The wolf is mechanically pulled back into the wall. It is an animetric werewolf. A large, muscular man with his hands stretched out from the corner and with a thick accent grabs Morti by the throat, lifts it up and fastens it to the wall with his forearms. Who is the poncho? I! Where did it come
from? Moti Mmm! M-M-My-my-Grandpa Rick sent me! Dr. Bloom Poncho! That's enough. Dr. Bloom enters the room. He is seen with glasses and a walking cane, roughly a sticky mass in the shape of a human. The poncho has a glare and reluctantly can make Moti fall to the ground. Dr. Bloom Morti, Panchoya. Another man and woman walked into the room. Roger and Annie. Moti stares at Ani Oe sheep... Dr. Bloom and I are Dr. Xenon Bloom. A speaker device emerges from Moti's helmet. Rick says it over. Rick Hey Bloom, this is Rick.
What the hell is going on here? Dr. Bloom does not know why, but the entire security system has been shut down. And I'm afraid the exhibition will be unlocked. Rick's speaker retreats to Morti's helmet. Moti exhibition? Trans. Ext. The greatest attraction of The Haunted Liver Dr. Bloom Anatomy Park, young men, pirates of music or food or pancreas. Rick stay tuned. Dr. Bloom It is a living museum of the most noble and ferocious diseases in humanity. Moti disease?! There is a distant roar. Poncho Hey Doc, I have news about yah. Hepatitis
A lumbers towards the group. Your living museum is officially a wild safari! Ponchos start shooting with hepatitis A. Run! The whole group screamed and fled. The Trans Dining Room sits for dinner with the Smith family, Sansrick and Morti, Joyce, Leonard and Jacob. Jacob Oh... Lean down and wipe the food from Joyce's mouth with a napkin and the food goes to the mouth, girl! All laughs, but Jerry's laugh is forced. Jerry Aha... Sorry, I think I'm still confused about the exact nature and origin of my relationship with my parents. Do you like a-
their caretaker? What's that? Joyce we can go into detail later, son. Leonard wait now, there is no point in secrecy. Let everyone live and die honestly. My mother and I have shared our hearts, minds, bodies, and souls with each other for 40 years. Jerry and Jacob smile at each other, and jerry's smile becomes a glare when Jacob turned out. And when the heart and soul join forever and eternity is at the door, it is an invitation to let go of the body and an opportunity to share and experiment. Jerry Dad, please, what are you saying? Beth,
whatever it is, it is a beautiful Leonard. Glare at Jerry and we support you. Jerry speaks for him! Because, hey, it sounds like Jacob is trying to say you're your lover. Leonard no No. Jerry exhaled a sigh of relief. Jacob is his mother's lover. Jerry looks confused again. I see them. Sometimes in chairs, sometimes in closets. Almost always dressed as Superman. Joyce kisses Leonard's cheek and the two hold hands and look at each other sweetly. Jacob Oh... Across the table, place your hands on Summer and Beth's smile. Jerry looked at the
loss of his words. Jacob Jerry, this way. All you do, right? It is in-creed-i-ble. Summer is a happy human holiday, laughs dad. Jerry appears more dejected than ever. Trans. Anatomy Park Poncho is a hepatitis A. Continue shooting at Poncho AHHHHHHHH! The entire group enters the code and rushes through the door before exiting. Dr. Bloom will not follow us to the respiratory tract! They enter the door under a sign that says 'Alvéoli Forest'. Roger inspects the meter near the door. Roger that weird... Tap the meter and the airflow is down
20%. Dr. Bloom so the brain is not getting enough oxygen. That's why security is offline. Morty W-Well, I think we'd better check it out. The group passes through the door. As the door closes, Alexander, dressed in a dog mascot costume, rushes past. Hey Alexander, wait for me! Remove Dr. Bloom's hair in his costume, put Alexander and point his cane back! Alexander pauses before putting the dog's head back. The entire group examines the area. Roger can find a blockage when we wake up in the bronchian catwalk. Moti raises his hand
and I'm going. Annie Hehe's Gaze... Moti jumps on one of the elastic, rounded allies and clings to it. Ponchos don't become heroes, kids. Moti I'm not. I'm going to do it because it's fun. He jumped from the front to the front poncho casting his gun and we shouldn't be here. Whatever you do, don't fire that thing here, Dr. Flowers! We need to save Reuben. This is my life's work. Annie touches the growth of bacteria on some tar, which causes her to fear and breathe in recoil. Annie ah! Dr. Bloom, my loved ones, great. Almost all human lungs
contain a strain of this bacteriobacteria, but scar tissue ... Seeing that something has escaped from the scar tissue, prods it with his cane... Keep it dormant. Look up to Moti as she approaches the fashion show. Get down! Moti on! Grab of the fashion show as fluid falls on the huah! Tuberculosis begins to crawl towards him. He went down the catwalk and bounced back into the group, pursued by illness. Moti Oh! What is such a thing?! Dr. Bloom tuberculosis, coming soon! Ponchos pick up guns and start shooting at diseases faster than
bullets! Oh boy! Dr. Bloom grabs the poncho's arm! Do you know what you did?! Trans. Garage Ruben coughing. Trans. The force of a lung cough lifts the entire group off the ground, then they fall back down. Dr. Bloom arrives in the digestive tract! He's coughing! The group begins to run. Trans. Garage Reuben coughed several times again. Trans. The lung group all managed to push besides Alexander. Moti rushed to help him as he blew his dog's mask off his face. Moti grabs The Front and grabs Alexander's hand. Alexander Uaaa! Don't
let me die! Trans. Garage Rick looks down at Ruben's mouth. Rick breathes deeply, Reuben. Reuben inhales deeply. Trans. Lung Moti You I'm going to die! Please say your name? Alexander my name is ... His hands slipped from Morti's and he touched Alexandrie! Alexander's skin and fragile tissues are peeled as Reuben coughs on Rick's face, and he gets a little spit on Rick's forehead, including Alexander. Minus alexander, who is now dead, the group escapes the respiratory tract. Morti presses the speaker on his helmet. Moti Rick!
Ruben's got tuberculosis! Trans. Garage Rick Oh, great work, Morti. A huge syringe will be formed and treated with his lab coat, and Ruben's heart monitor can be seen flat. Rick throws a syringe over his shoulder. Rick's fine. Then I can't cure death. This is bad, Morti. You're trapped in a dead man. If things keep getting dark, do yourself a favor - anatomy park Rick Trance - and hop by pirates of the pancreas. Trans. Garage Rick sits on a lounge chair, pulls out a flask and it's a bunch of pirates 'running around the a-pancreas'. We won't
whiten it, Moti. Pirates are really romantic. The top priority is to bring you guys out there, but when that doesn't become possible, I'm just saying -- the Anatomi Park group group is listening to Rick, looking for all the glum. Rick —Please, you need to treat yourself. The group is heading to the digestive tract. Moti Giz, what is that terrible smell? Dr. Bloom you mean Panda Express? Joke, I-I- I'm kidding. As he speaks, Poncho and Roger stock up on panda express bottled water. The body contracted and began to fill with gas. We're inside the
corpse, my boy. Anatomy Park is doomed. Forget Morti Park, doctor! How can I get out?! Dr. Bloom's digestive tract is an evacuation route. Get it? The colon has an emergency stop with rays so you can zoom in on us all. Moti everyone! Get to the colon! Poncho Now I'm a 12-year-old boy. As they walk, Dr. Bloom talks privately with Morti. Dr. Bloom Morti. Scar sacs containing tuberculosis were sabotated. This disaster was an inside job. Keep an eye on Annie. She was written several times by her manager in the churro stand. Roger Thess
are ahead as they left. Then right. Then left. Etc. Morti slows down walking next to Annie. Moti Hey, you know, I'm actually eleven. So, you know... Annie what? Moti not twelve. Annie's fine. Moti because he just said I was 12 years old. Annie Oh. Well done. She walked in front of him. Ricko through the speakers. Oh, Moti. Strike 1. Moti slump forward Nnn ... Trans. The group of wardens descends along the warden on a raft surrounded by animetrics that sing 'small, small intestines'. Animatronic singing is a laughing path, a sign of food. It is
a pathway to break down fat in food. It is a tube on the chest and sends the rest. It's a small, small chapter! roger it goes Miles like this... Dr. Bloom is excited and we get to the big intestine! Low ringing may be heard. Poncho Xu shines a light on development and hears something. Gonorrhea rises in rivers of waste. Dr. Bloom whispers not to move. Gonorrhea can't see us if we don't move. Gonorrhea roars viciously and moves towards them. Wait, Dr. Bloom! I was wrong! I was thinking of T Rex. The poncho pulls out a gun, but before he
fires, gonorrhea covers his stomach and falls over. They swim to the 'shore' on the side of the sheets. Annie we're sitting ducks! Moti Doc! Didn't you say your body is full of gas? Dr. Bloom yes. Poncho Kid! You're a genius! Dr. Bloom you're mad to take out the match?! Moti grabs Annie's hand! In here! They all rush into the hole in the intestinal lining. Ponchos illuminate the game. Poncho hey gonorrhea! What about the burning feeling? He fires gas and throws the game towards the disease, which causes an explosion. Gonorrhea collapsed
and died. Annie hugs a smiling Morti. Smith's family living room Leonard, Summer, Joyce, Jacob, Beth, and Jerry sit in a semi-hall on the carpet. Jerry slumped with a scull. Leonard has been playing bongo sets during summer singing. Summer sing drummers, drums, drums! Drummers, drums, drums, Christmas drums! Leonard Oh, summer. Sing it! Haha. Summer Christmas drums played by boys! Beth is clapping together when she sees Jerry drinking. She gives him a double arm. Beth Jerry, come on. This is what you want. Jerry I get it,
Beth. Be careful what you want. I am being punished for taking your iPad. Beth what? Jerry, let's go with that stuff, okay? I'm sorry I was an early. Let's just go here. Ethan walks to the sliding glass door and leans home. Edan Wu... Summer! Summer stood up Ethan, what are you doing here? Edan I've been texting you for hours. Hell?! Summer I don't have my phone! I'm on a human vacation! Did Ethan think about how it could make me feel? Summer how do you feel? Why is everything happening to you all the time?! Jerry stands summer,
do you have a boyfriend? Or yes, summer, summer? Summer does not know Ethan, I? Jacob needs to stand up and put his hand on Ethan and Summer's shoulders, and while he's not rude, he needs to connect more with his family, his man. Jerry looked at him and looked out at Asleasleg. Trans. The Anatomy Park group ran through another metal security door and hurried the platform to the growing beams. Roger I need to have access to a backup generator to get the rays growing back online. If it works, we will be a regular size in a few
minutes. I just hope I'm not in a room with Ruben's white carpet or upholstery. In the distance, a sound rang out, and the area rang out. What's that poncho too? Dr. Bloom double sphinct dam. The body is not designed to hold the load. The dam is definitely close to giving way. Roger continues to work to activate the growth beam. Roger almost got it. All, the inside of the circle is the same! Moti notices a strange black creature in Poncho's backpack. Morti poncho? What's this in your backpack? Ponchos turn around and face Moti, so that Dr.
Bloom can see the creature. Dr. Bloom that crab bubble epidemic! What are you doing with it, poncho? The poncho grabs Annie and grabs a knife around her neck. Annie gasps and tries to kick. Ponchos are all back! Dr. Bloom Poncho, you son of a bitch! You turn off tuberculosis so you can steal from me? Poncho is right, he laughs that he's a baby. Many will pay top dollar to reduce the population. I will take the highest bidder. Al Kwaeda. North Korea. Republican! Shrine! Bald man exercising! People on the Internet who are turned on only
by japanese teen man-made! Anything is better than working for you! Dr. Bloom You's Knife is an iTunes gift card that presents a holiday bonus gift - Moti AHHH!!! Moti jumps up and grabs the poncho's helmet, which will help Annie escape. He repeatedly punches the poncho before pulling him out of his face and throwing him to the ground, and Roger helps him. The poncho laughs viciously, but stops short when the Bubonic plague bites his shoulder. Poncho ah! Uh! Import! Get off! He backs up and falls over the railing alas! The four
remaining look over the edge as he falls to his death. Just then, the sphinct dam began to groan, offering little way. Annie you guys! Roger it's going to go off! Urge others to move on! Let's go, let's go! I pull the lever before trying to run along to someone else, but my foot sticks and catches his foot on some of the 2000s! Moti catches Annie again to help Roger. Annie no! Roger is fine! It's okay, just let's go! Tell your family that I love them! My wife keeps her last name and they can be hard to find because she had children too, so, I dunno,
you can - just then, the dam burst, Roger drowned in Ruben's excrement. Annie no! Dr. Bloom seals the visit, and Annie hugs Morti, confused and crying. In the Smith family living room, Leonard, Joyce, and Beth sit on chairs and sofas, while Jerry, Summer Stand, and Jacob kneel with Edan in the center of the room. Jacob let me ask you something to ethan. Where does the anger come from, man? Ethan leading up to summer is a total female! Jacob grabs Edan's cheek and forces him to make eye contact. Where does Jacob's anger
come from? Ethan... My brother... Once fishing... In the bushes ... As tears filled his eyes, his voice began to choke... I can't! Covering his eyes made me feel like a girl as he began to cry! I'm sobbing openly... m-made me a girl! Jacob helps Ethan to his feet. Jacob He did not make you anything. You are who you are. Gestures She is who she is. With an expression sympathetic to a summer clock. Now you go to her. New. Ethan walks until summer. Ethan come here now! Summer oh my God, I'm so sorry Ethan! They hug me love you! Edan
I love you so much. The two began making out. Everyone claps besides Jerry. Jerry Well... Joyce you did it again, Cubby. Come here. Joyce and Jacob begin kissing. Jerry looks at the easy chair to see Leonard come up, back up in the closet, and unzip the buttons on his shirt to reveal his Superman outfit below. Jerry no! Stop! I hate this! Beth, Joyce, and Jacob glare at him. Joyce Well, Christmas doesn't revolve around what you don't like, son. Jerry then, I hate Christmas! Enjoy being human! You guys are gross and lame. He walked out.
Summer and Ethan and Joyce and Jacob continue to kiss. Trans. Anatomy Park Three survivors are in a small theater where Animatronic Reuben delivers his presentation. Moti and Annie take off their helmets and make them outside, and Dr. Bloom sits down for a few sitting down with ice cream. Animatronic Ruben Reuben Of My Name Reuben Ridley. You're in me now, but by the end of this journey, I'm going to be in all of you. When Dr. Bloom eats every other bite of ice cream, it's probably due to his semi-mercury form. Animatronic
Ruben My Story begins in a dotcom crash in the early 90s. Animatronic will limp off after the blaze. Annie whispering to Moti you can put your finger wherever you want... Rick through Speakermot, you want to put it on mute or something? Annie and Morti are both startled when they see Morti's helmet. Trans. GarageRick is still working on the computer, talking with Morti over the headset. Rick I try to concentrate. Jerry wanders to the door. Jerry Ah, Rick? Rick isn't this now, he's not looking at Jerry, he's holding his hand up. I have a much
fried, much smaller fish. Jerry entered anyway I wanted to say I'm sorry to judge you. Leaning on the ping pong table, now looking down at Ruben's body, you are my most mindless relative. Rick, who was typing, suddenly stops. Rick relatives... That's it! Relative size! Jerry, hand me a mess and dynamite bunning! His headset Motie! Can I go to the left nipple? Trans. Anatomy Park Annie is on Morti's lap. Are you kidding Moti? I wish I could both go to Eric. Rick through Speakermot, I'm talking about Ruben's left nipple! The area begins to
resound and begins to enter the cave. Moti lifts Annie off her knees and wears a helmet. Moti we need to get to the left nipple! Dr. Bloom's body is decaying! Bits of debris begin to fall from the 'ceiling'. Arterial transportation systems are useless! We can try the service shuttle. It is connected to a bone system. So we call it the bone train. Want to take Annie on the Bone Train? If Annie could get us here. Dr. Bloom, Morti? Want? Bone train? Why is Moti doing this? We're going to die. Let's go. Trans. Garage Jerry looks on as Rick inserts a
dorsal of dynamite into an incision in Reuben's abdomen. He took a few steps back to the door back home. Jerry Well, I can see that you are busy ... Merry Christmas, Rick. TransAnatomy Park: Bone Train Dr. Flowers has no autopilot. One of us should stay here and East Sea manually. Moti and Annie look at each other and then look back at Dr. Bloom. Dr. Bloom looks at each teenager. Moti and Annie continue to stare at him. Morty... Uh, well... Dr. Bloom no, that's right. It was a dick move for me to even pause like that. This is all my
fault. You keep going. Something approached the group from a nearby set of stairs. Annie, what the hell is that? Dr. Bloom E. coli outbreak. Hurry up! Morti and Annie jump into the shuttle as E. coli swarms the area. Dr. Bloom pulls the lever and the shuttle begins to move. Dr. Bloomo, there is autopilot. E. coli surrounds him. WAAAAIT! ... Ok, never mind, I told myself some of the E. coli were attached to the vehicle as someAaaaayYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYy train speeded down the tracks. One smashes the
window of the train door and attaches its head inwards. Annie they're crying through the door! Moti Yuu! Grab a fire extinguisher and hit E. coli on the train and we're Arella, Rick! Almost on the nipples! But we're also in a really bad situation! Earth's orbital rick flies the spacecraft out of the Earth's atmosphere. Rick I'm almost there, Morti! Rick is big enough to light the end of a bundle of dynamite on Reuben's abdomen, kick him out of space, and increase Reuben to a huge size to make Moti and Annie a normal size again, but he's still in it.
Trans. Various people throughout the Earth's America stop what they're doing and look to the sky as Reuben's massive, naked corpse hovers overhead. Reporter reports are coming in from across the country about what appears to be a huge naked man through the U.S. mainland. We go to Tom Randolph in New York now. Tom? While Tom speaks, Reuben's terrifying giant face floats overhead. Tom Well, his eyes don't sparkle, and his dime is not pleased, but I'm standing under his nose like a seventy mile cherry! Thank you, Tom,
reporter. Reuben's toes are not kept properly, so his toes are floating in the background while Eric speaks. Eric we've got our feet here on the West Coast, Bill! Huge feet, even compared to the size of a huge person! And you know what they say about him! Reporter Well, if the old adage is true, one might wonder what's going on in the Rockies. Trans. Timber jack pauses, up, screams, while the Rockies hack down trees run away. Earth's orbital rick flies the ship towards the nipple. Trans. Bone train E. coli continues to try to break in as Morti
hit them with a fire extinguisher. As he runs to the front of the train, he and Annie can see that hepatitis A has damaged the tracks. Moti oh my God, track! Annie It's Hepatitis A! When Morti tries to slow down the train, it flies off the track and straight through Ruben's fragile tissue, bursting into his nipples. The train throws Moti and Annie and hits a bump. They look up and gasp for breath. Annie nipple hole ... Through the nipple hole, you can see the earth as the sun peeks into the horizon. Moti It is beautiful... Suddenly, there is a crash
behind them. Hepatitis A bursts out of the train wreck and towards Moti and Annie towards the timber. Annie Aw No! Two runs, and just as hepatitis A is trying to catch them, hepatitis C snatches it up and shakes it like dropped prey. Annie! Hepatitis C! Hepatitis C gives them a thumbs up before verming away with its murder in the mouth. Moti um... We... What did we have with him? Annie I... They just think so? I think they are just good people. Moti O. Ng. Rick flies the spaceship to his nipples and lands behind him. Moti and Annie climb
inside. Rick Is Dr. Bloomardis? Moti Sorry Rick... He died... Rick Gotham, Moti, ask me to do one thing! Rick flies the spacecraft off his nipples just before dynamite ignites and his body explodes, flying away from Ruben's corpse, sends blood and gore everywhere. Smith bundles Joyce, Leonard, Jacob, Beth, Summer and Wyden all to sled. Beth Jerry doesn't know what he's missing. Jacob he will come around, Beth. Christmas is a special time. It has an interesting way of bringing families together. Beth I Dunno, Jacob. Jerry was invited to
be alive today, and he denied it. I don't know if it's going to be our marriage - Beth stops talking as the blood begins to slide. The whole group can be in shock as they look like blood pouring from the sky. In summer, blood is raining! Listen to Jacob, find Jerry! Beth Oh God. Trans. Jerry's Den Blood is also raining down on the windows. Jerry sits in his chair watching the news of his family's explosion. Beth Jerry! It's okay for Jerry to stand and cuddle her! Tv says there's nothing to worry about. On TV, a reporter exploded in a huge naked sky
Santa. Chunks of blood and viscera are raining across the country. Everything should be well. The family breathed a sigh of relief. Summer Dad, can I have my phone back? Jerry, of course, dear. Take out the stockings and give Summer her phone, then give Beth both of her tablets, and have a device. It will help you relax. Jacob Good. Jerry yes. If you put your arm around Beth and Jacob, I think this Christmas Day has really learned. Summer Iani, Dad. We didn't. Transsmith House It no longer rains blood, but a red mass of Ruben parked
in the garage, everywhere as Rick landed his ship. Rick is so bad about Dr. Bloom. Rick, Annie and Morti got out of the car and were geniuses. The only one who can create a new anatomy park. In fact, I studied Dr. Bloom's work. I believe I have the knowledge I need to create a new and much safer park! Rick, what about pirates of the pancreas... Annie I think it is one of the most underrated tourist attractions. Rick Bouya! Hold your breath! Annie is already standing under a shrinking beam, and as Rick pulles the lever, it once again shrinks
to a finer size, reducing much to the brutality of themotty. Moti Hey, wh-wh- What the hell, Rick? What the hell, man? I liked her! I really went there and had some thin, Rick! Rick puts the container holding Annie in his pocket. Rick yes, so I heard. You dodged a bullet, Morti, trust me. Whisper puffy vagina. Moti W- What's wrong with that? It doesn't sound like a problem to me! I don't know! Rick Simone. I'm going to eat a few things, and I'm starving. In Smith's family living room, Beth, Leonard, Summer, and Edan sit on the couch, Jacob sits in
an easy chair with Joyce, and Jerry sits on the carpet. As Rick and Morti enter the room, everyone looks at the handheld electronics. Rick Oh, I can't believe it. We've got a bunch of robotic computer people sitting around with their faces stuffed on computer screens. No one recognized him. Do you realize that Christ was born today? Jesus Christ was born today! A-A-A- Are you a human being? What kind of Christmas is this? Jerry looks at the audience and shrugs. End Credits Roll Trance Rick's Garage Annie Speaker Via PhoneHey Rick!
Rick, can you hear me? Rick loud and clear, Annie. Annie Great! We are also with Alejandro, our chief imaginarist - Alejandro Hayrick. Annie Natalie Jacobs and Chris Dessetter in Microscopic Marketing, Jacques in Organ Concept, Jamie in New Media. Rick Hay everyone. Hey everyone, hey Rick, how do you get there'. Anyso. Pirates of the Pancreas. Rick yes, talk to me. Alejandro Haydrick, that's what Alejandro says. Well, so we asked ourselves internally, we asked ourselves here, ok, what does the pancreas do? Rick begins to agitate.
And the answer is, does it pirate? Lol it makes insulin, you know? So we started with something new - Rick, furious, picking up and bashing the phone, hanging on to a group call. Behind him is Ethan on the table. Edan so they're in me, huh? Do you think you're building a park? Rick those guys are building a piece of shit, Ethan, inside you! They're inside you to build a compromise monument! Sex. those people. Damn all this, Ethan. Ethan... Awesome. And who paid me? Jurassic Park1993 Jerry and Summer are in the living room. Jerry
flips over channels on TV and summer is a TV coin collector The perfect hobby. Beautiful putt is a good birdie. It's the eighth birdie of the day. Snuffle sees what Jerry is sitting down and saying to Jerry? Why are you staring at me? You want to go outside? External? Sigh Jerry opened the door to do a snuffle out, but he still stood outside Jerry? Snuffle pee on the carpet Jerry and you kidding me?! Hurry up! Summer Oh, my God. When you hear Moti yelling at his dad, run to your room to see what went wrong with Morti. Jerry your stupid
dog! Oh, he didn't mean it, Dad. You, snuffle? You are a good boy. Jerry don't praise him now, Morti! He just pees on the carpet! Bad dog! Bad! Jerry grabs the snuffle by the head and tucks his face into a puddle of pee as Rick Morti walks away. I need your help tonight. Jerry Hey, wait, second, Rick. Rick thought the point of having a dog was superior to Jerry's. If I were you, I wouldn't pull that thread. Come on, Moti. Listening to Jerry, Rick, if you want to stay rent free here and use my son for silly science, you can put a little bit of it to use
for the least family you can. You can make that dog smarter or Moti's grounded! Summer haha! Motie, man! Rick Boy, this time it really got me on the wall, Jerry. Rick went into the garage, whipped his helmet quickly, and came back and snufflicked all right, Ruffels what's his name? Morti Snuffles. Rick Snuffles, Shake It Off. Snuffles understand his own and shake rick rolls. Snuffles goes beyond Rick Go to the bathroom. Snuffles get out of the room, toilet flushes are heard, and he returns jerry holy crap! Summer should not be. Rick yes,
you're at the top of the game right now, Jerry. Have fun. Come on, Moti. Rick and Morti enter the garage Moti which was fantastic, Rick! Rick yes, Morti, if you like, boy, you're really going to flip the lid over this. Rick shows Morti a small piece of metal ear, such as the device Moti W-w- Rick it's a device, Moti, when you put it in your ear, you can enter people's dreams, Moti. It's like that movie you keep twisting about. Moti you talk about the beginning? Rick's right, Morti. This is a lot, except, you know, it's going to be a can-belch-
understanding. Moti initiation makes sense. Rick you don't have to try to impress me, Moti. Tonight we will go to the home of Mr. Goldenfold, a math teacher, and we will not be scepting ideas into his brain to give you math of math A, Moti. That way you can, you know, you're going to help my science, Moti, all the time. Moti Giz, Rick, in the time it took to do this, you just can't have, you know, help me with my homework? Rick Can you listen to me, Morti? Homework is stupid. The point is to get less of it. Rick and Morti come into the space
cruiser and start starting Rick Com, so let's go over there and deal with this. W- We are going to start your teacher. You let me down. Mr. Goldenfold is in a house where he watches TV on the couch, eats nachos, and mrs. Pancake, who sleeps half asleep, doesn't know me! Mr. Goldenfold's good, Mrs. Pancakes are real good. Mr. Goldenfold falls asleep as soon as Rick and Morti sneak through his window commercial announcer next week, day and night and night for Mrs. Pancake. Mr. Pancake then let me know yo, fucking! Rick O!
Spoilers! Rick is quickly pulling out a TV rick. Moti Wow, Rick, I can't believe we're sitting around and standing at Mr. Goldenfold's house. It's really strange. Rick it's going to get a lot weirder, Morti. Rick enters Mr. Goldenfold's dream of with a start-up device for everyone. Here, he's sitting on the plane and Mrs. Pancake is a flight attendant who serves snacks and Mrs. Pancake wheat thin. Wheat thin. Mr. Goldenfold will take two. Oh, Mrs. Pancake, I think you've had enough. Mr. Goldenfold, you don't know me. All right Rick, Morti, time to do
our moves. Rick grabs soda and cloth and makes a bounce as Mrs. Goldenfold and Mrs. Pancake play with each other. Mrs. Pancake no, it's not. Mr. Goldenfold oh, shake now. Mrs Pancake you better stop with it. Rick and Morti are disguised as Islamic terrorists, wearing soda bottles as bombs, and Moti wearing a cloth on her head like a Muslim woman, Rick Alahu Belch Akbar. We're going to take control of this plane! We're going to 9/11 unless Morti Smith gets better grades in math! The passengers are frozen in shock, but Mr.
Goldenfold gets up and comes up against Rick Hay! I didn't move anyone, man! Mr. Goldenfold's name is not a friend. It is a golden fold. Good for wheat! Mr. Goldenfold throws wheat and thins on them, and it cuts his flesh like a Ninja Star Rick Take Cover, Morti! Shortly after Mr. Goldenfold and Rick and Morti hid behind their seats and began to escape the attack, they pulled out two huge firearms and began firing. Goldenfold AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHhhh!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHOOO! Rick Goldenfold got more control than I expected. I mean, the guy taught high school math. We have to get him out so he's awake, Moti but we can't die. If you die in someone else's dream, you die real, Moti. Moti what?! Are you kidding?! Five! Rick Don won't be a baby! You avoid getting guns all the time in real life, Moti. Just do the same thing
here, we'll be fine! Jerry controlled, in the living room, And showing to Beth how wonderful it is that Jerry now has my slippers. Snuffle brings Jerry a slipper summer, and it's my springboard, Snuffle. Snuffle stands in front of her and summer breaks her feet, which Jerry I'm talking about. This is a dog. Beth is impressed oh yes. This should play well. Jerry guess what you're saying the same thing equally cynically at our wedding? Everyone is silent for a few seconds while Beth gives him a blank stare. Jerry slowly begins to disappear into a
depressed state as Beth walks away, leaving Snuffles Owwoa! Summer Oh, my God! He's trying to tell us something. Off-screen that is so awesome. Aye-a-ah and Snuffles! Jerry Aw, he's saying I love lasagna. Snuffle Uyayawa! Summer he's saying I love Obama. Off screen so cute! I'm posting this online, like, right now. Jerry I must call Bob Saget. Is that still a thing? Jerry and Summer leave the room and snuffle sadly walk through the glass door and see their helmets in reflective snuffle srumms hum? Snuffles found a battery case on his
helmet and then went into the kitchen, and he found a drawer full of batteries, Mr. Goldenfold still shooting things off the plane and trying to make peace with Rick GoldenFold, and we're coming out! We just want to talk! Why would Mr. Goldenfold negotiate with you? Rick because we're both rational adults who don't want bad things to happen. And because I have a human shield. Rick pull out pancakes Mrs. Goldenfold's pancakes! AAAAAAAHHhh!!!!! Plane passengers AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHhhh oh, no, Moti. His subconscious is panicking. Oh no plane passengers! Run! One of the passengers hit an aerial rock on the plane and all passengers were killed by the plane's passenger
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHhhh!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH RICK AND! Wo! Wo! Huua! Wo! Wo! Huua! Moti Huua! Ooo! Wo! Huoua! Rick and Morti get off the plane, Doomed Moti
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
aAAAAAAAAAA Rick Relax, Moti. Look at! Mrs. Pancake has a parachute. Hurry up! Rick and Morti hold on to Mrs. Pancake, her parachute deploys Mrs. Pancake, you don't know me! Moti oh, no, Rick, look! Goldenfold landed on the plane, and he created an off-screen mechanical arm to pull Mrs. Pancake out of the air while we could fall. Rick pretty concise, Morti. We just seem to have extended the inevitable. That's it, Morti! An inevitable extension! If we go to Mrs Pancake's dream everything will be 100 times slower, Morti. In other
words, we'll buy us some time to figure this out! Mrs. Pancake is not sure - let Rick beat Mrs. Pancake, take her down, and then start dreaming with Morti Rick Okay. Rick and Morti bizarre S&amp;amp; Enter her dream filled with M dungeons. Ambiguous sticky, monster, alien-like creatures Moti oh, man, Rick, this is pretty weird. Rick Don, Morti. Moti is fine. All right, look, Mrs. Pancake right there. I'm just going to ask golden falls not to kill us when she's awake. Rick Oua, Whoa, Morti, the trick of getting started makes people think they came
up with the idea. Listen to me. To start a pancake wife for the first time, you need to blend. I'll talk after lunch. Rick leaves Morti and mixes in a sexual creature facing Morti and then faces a moti sexual creature, hey! Moti oh, oh! Oh my god. More creatures come and try to seduce him, make him more uncomfortable sexual S&amp;amp;B; M Monster come and make up with us. I'm sorry Morti started running Moti. No no. Sexual S&amp;amp;A M Monster Oh, come here! Moti no, thank you! Oh, wow, a huge frog girl! - Come here, baby! Moti
no, it's all right. Moti crashes into a very hot Moti Hua-looking human being! Man turns out to be his sister, summer moti shock summer?! Summer hey, there, stranger. What do you think of these things? Summer shakes her pit in his face, Moti Oh! Five! A gun! A gun! Moti starts running away and Rick comes rick, whoa, elegant! What does it have to do with you, Morti? Calm down! You're sort of killing the atmosphere here. Moti It's Summer! Oh, Giz. Rick looks golden, and it seems too shameful to be buried in the dreams of those he
dreamed of, including the abergry charm of his unknown sister. Summer can you blame him? Come on, old man, little boy. Let's make a intergenerational sandwich. Rick Moti oh, I'm with my God. Dress up for the love of God's summer! Put a few things--I'm gunning for a puke! I swear to God. Rico, my God and Moti in one day! Dress up for Pete! This is disgusting! I can't take it, Rick! Everyone in the dungeon begins to notice them and the angry Centaur who is very responsible is punished by death, which shows centaur sexual interruptions
in the pleasure chamber! Get off with their heads! Rick time to go deep for another dream, Morti! Rick pops Centaur's throat, connects more devices, and his Dreamrick and Morti show up in a dark, terrible red rusty room where Centaur is terrorized? Why would Kentaurs, Mrs. Goldenfold's dream version of the visionary pancake, dream of such a terrifying place? Rick Giz, I don't know, Morti. Wha - What do you want from me? A terrible Freddie Kruger monster named Scary Terry appears, and begins to scare scary Terry welcome to your
nightmare, Bitch! RAAAAWWWRRR! Oh Rick, here we go! Moti Uoooch! Holy crap! After Rick and Morti start running and the terrifying Terry chases, Rick looks like a legally safe knock-off for an 80s horror character with a miniature sword. fingers instead of a knife. Scary Terry I am a scary Terry. You can run, but you can't hide, bitch! Jerry and Summer are in the living room and Snuffle appears to have a robotic arm attached to his helmet Jerry Wea! Hey buddy. What's up? Snuffle is now able to communicate and speak English through
helmet snuffle snuffle modifications. Make it better. Summer humans now understand snuffles? It's amazing! Snuffle Snuffles Snuffle wants to be understood. You need to understand snuffles. Jerry all right, yes. I get what Beth says. The fun is over. Summer whoa, Dad, you can't, like, give creatures with emotion and then tear up. Jerry why? Summer I don't know. It is an. Snuffle turns the TV on to a documentary about dogs and starts watching TV stylish predators, nature's perfect killing machines, vicious wolves stalking their prey with
purpose and skill. It was years of selective reproduction and genetic change that transformed this noble beast into a subordinate little friend of man. Summer aw! Oh my god! He recognizes other dogs on TV. Back in a dream, Rick and Morti run for their lives, and when they stumbled upon creepy song Jump Jump Girl A, bG's name is scary Terry C, dG is very scary. Rick holy crap! We must escape to someone else's dream, Moti! Moti oh, man, oh man, oh man! Little Girl E, fg design your death Rick little girl! Moti Hur? When Rick and Morti
take down a little girl and right her dreams, and they enter the exact same place they already have in little girls J and k, it's going to ruin a really romantic day. Are you kidding Rick? This again? Oh man, I think we've hit the rock of our dreams here, Moti. Moti O, Giz, Rick. W-w-w-whoa, this is not good. Scary Terry nothing but fear from here out, bitch! Moti Oh! Rick Holly Scum, Morti. He can travel through dreams. He can travel through dreams! We screw too! Summer sleeps in the middle of the night but is awakened by snuffles, who now
have a full robotic body snuffle testicles, summer? ... Where are my testicles, summer? They were removed. Where did they go? I'm scared of summer, wow. It snuffles, with an intense line of question. Snuffle don't call me! Snuffles smashed mirrors, summer screamed in fear, and snuffles were my slave names. You call me a snowball now because my hair is pretty and white. Summer's okay, snowballs, just calm down, okay? You're scared of me. Scared of yousnuffle? Snuffles smash mirrors, scare off summer AAAAAAHHH, and make
summer scream!!!!! Snuffles say, summer, if humans were born with stump legs, would they breed as other deformed humans and put their children on display like dachshunds? Summer uch ... Beth and Jerry rush to the room and hear her screams and notice Snuffle Jerry Hay. Oh, wow. Is everything ok here? Snuffle Jerry, come back to rub my face in the urine? Jerry no! No, we said uh, just watch if summer wants to uh... Beth G-Go on, well, one of our famous midnight family walks! Summer yes. Let's go. Beth, Jerry and Summer are
about to leave, but they will be stopped by another dog with a robotic mind control suit snuffles and you will walk when it's time to walk. Screen cut in black for middle break Rick What are we here again? Start? We're trying to get me started to get an A in math. Rick Oh, yes. Moti Ooooooaahhhh! Rick and Morti start running Mortiman, and he says he's definitely a lot of bitches! Scary Terry you can run, but you can't hide, bitch! Rick Hold on, Morti. Y- You know what? He keeps to say we can run but we can hide. I say we try to hide. Morty but
that's the opposite of what - Rick yes, well, since we're taking this person's advice when we're into anything? Hey Moti, you know what? You got a really good point there, Rick. I-I- I think it's a good idea, Rick. The Rick worst case scenario will go back to running again. A time-lapse conversion card appears and reads after six dream hours. If you can see Rick and Mortie hiding and the scary Terry passes them by, and you still find them and don't know if they're in Moti Wow-a-die, what do you know? I mean, I think we've been able to hide this
all this time. Boy, Rick, that was a good idea. Thank you Rick, Morti. Yes, sometimes it's a good thing to be on the same page. Scary Terry you can run but you can't hide! Yawn Rick Oh, this is perfect, Morti. Look at that. He is getting sleepy. A little more before he calls it in a day. The scene cut back to the dog. They work in factories, and Jerry, Summer and Beth can be seen trapped in cages. Jerry Snuffles, we didn't mean any harm to you! This is a big misunderstanding. Summer Daddy, he wants to be called a snowball. Jerry well, I don't
call him. That's ridiculous. Snuffle you're very aggressive, Jerry. Perhaps tomorrow Dr. Scraps will solve that problem with a little surgery. Another dog comes out with mayonnaise scissors Jerry Hur! You think you can control me with a haircut? The scene takes you back to the realm of dreams. Carrie Terry is returning home. Hello, honey, scary Melissa. You're home early. How was your day? Scary Terry I don't want to talk about it! Scary Melissa Oh, of course! You don't want to talk about it! Scary Terry down my back, bitch! Scary
Brandon, baby, started crying scary Melissa out there. Not here! Scary Terry yes, I know. I shouldn't take my anger out on you or the dreadful Brandon. I love you, Melissa. Scary Melissa loves you too, Terry. Rick and You're looking at Rick Morty outside the window. After a little scary coitus, they should be asleep fast and we'll start on him. When Rick and Morti walk into Terry's room, and Terry and Melissa quickly fall asleep, Rick looks like the terrifying Terry is in a nightmare. I can only imagine a terrible thing to do, you know it amazes
scary Terry. Rick and Morti are singing their dreams and he's a scary Terry Oh no school related dream! I'm late for class, bitch! Oh no! I'm not wearing any pants! Scary Terry goes to class monster teacher ah, well, Mr. Terry, why don't you tell the whole class the proper word play you use when chasing his victims through one pumpkin patch? scary terry oh uh, uh... . Class members laugh at him as a monster teacher: Oh, terry, pumpkins, can't think of a pun involving a female? Moti Hey, leave him alone! Rick yes, this is a bunch of
bullcraps. Who cares about the stupid puns you make when you kill someone? Why don't you stop a poor man from doing what he wants? Monster sir well, I never will! I have no reason to stand here and take this. Rick you're putting too much pressure on yourself, scary Terry. You know, I mean, y-you're scary enough. Moti Hey, yo, scary T., don't even travel about pants dawg. Here are a pair of idiots, us. Scary terr ery,. I don't know what to say. Moti you don't have to say anything. We got you, dawg. Rick you dawg, our boy. Don't even
travel. Scary Terry wakes up from his dreams and Rick and Moti look scary Terry Oh, hey, you guys! That morning, Rick, Morti and Terry are having breakfast in the kitchen and the scary Melissa I've never seen him this comfortable in years. Scary Terry, if you guys ever need anything, just say the word. In fact Rick, Terry, there is something you can do to help us. Rick, Morti and Terry escape their dreams and face their little girls 'Q', r. Scary Terry I always hate that song! Scary Terry kills a little girl and Centaur scary Terry goes on a, this
half doesn't belong together! Kill a scary centaur and say Mrs Pancake moves on to scary Terry sex sacred! Scary Terry kills Mrs. Pancake and starts herself at Mr. Golden Sfold Scary Terry, because this you don't give Morti Smith good grades! The terrifying Terry destroyed Mr. GoldenFold, shocked Mr. Goldenfold in holy crap, and let it happen in his dreams! God fucking! I'm definitely giving Moti an A in math, and that's my idea. That's the original idea. Rick and Morti fist bump behind sofa Moti what the hell? Rick out frying pan dot, dot,
dot, huh, moti? Moti Oh, man, what's going on? Well, Rick, it may have been modified on your dog's self-awareness and awareness amplifier and then turned on Jerry, Beth, and after the summer. Humanity brutally conquers his species, but your guess is as good as my Moti. Jerry I can't believe how snuffles mean because he's smart. Summer is why I choose to get c's. Rick Psst, Beth, Jerry, Summer. Moti - Daddy! - Rick! - Oh, thank God, Moti. - Oh, welcome. All right, let's get out of here. Rick allows us to hurry up and set up camp in a
sewer tunnel or something before we take over the dog completely. Jerry and, and, we're not going anywhere. This is my house. I don't give it up. Rick Emoden is done, Jerry. Dogs are in the path of total world domination. But hey, at least they know not to come to your carpet, right? Jerry waits. I have an idea. Gentlemen, moments of time. Jerry pee on a pile of guns see? I pee all over your special gun. That means I own them. snuffle the bad guy. Bad. Rick Oh, great plan, Jerry. Snuffle bring the boy to me. You were always kind to me,
Moti. So I'm going to leave the testicles behind. From now on, you will be my best friend and live by me. Moti Th- Thanks, Snuffle. Start snuffle step 2. Troops can be seen on TV fighting dog journalists fighting as dog troops capture the east coast. At this time, it seems clear that the era of human superiority has come to a bitter end. Two dogs enter the newsroom at gunpoint! Please don't kill me! Dog 1 what she says, Bill? Bill thinks she's talking, I love lasagna. Morty is in bed with two, the dog gives him a dysm and Morty Mmm. Thank you,
Fido. Rick! I thought you were dead! Rick no, no, no, I was just playing dead. Good news, though, Morti. It's all going to end really quickly. What, Moti? Rick Is a Dream, Morti. We're in your dog's dream. After you cried and rang your pants, the night the dog captured us, we all went to sleep. Then I used the start of my dream to put the two of us inside a snuffle dream. Moti but I - it was like all year round! Rick has six hours. The dream moves the speed of one-tenth of the reality, and the dog time is 1/7 of the human time. So, you know, here's
like every minute of the day. It's like a start, Morty, so if it's confusing and silly, so it's everyone's favorite movie. Motie, man. I really liked this life. Well, at least I didn't really trash my pants. Rick no, no, it happened before you fell asleep, Morti. You're sleeping in your trash now. Of all the things that happened to you, that was the only real thing, you know, that you crapped your pants. I mean, it's a mess out there. I got a few in my hands, Morti, and I got it at the start of a dream, and the piece fell into my mouth. Motie, man, giz! Serious? Rick
Rook, d-d-d-don't worry, Morti. Here, here's this, Moti. Take these. Morty this drug should wake me up, or Rick Close. It's going to shut down your kidneys. Moti what?! Rick it's necessary for the plan, Morti. Don't even travel, dog. Snuffle and a few other dogs, Rick also stand as one, standing around Morti, a dog who looks close to death on his medical table It's a pretty bad, emperor snowball. We have to do something else. Nothing snuffles. Nothing about my precious Moti. Accountant dog teacher, as your accountant, I must advise you that
this medical expense puts you in serious financial risk. You can lose your kingdom. My kingdom, bean counters and snuffles to hell. I will trade everything for human health and happiness. Accountant dog do you think they would have done this for us? Snuffle we're not them! We are them. Snuffle wakes up from a dream of assembling an army. I made a decision. Anything outside where dogs can see portals to other world snuffles to take over the human world will lead to nothing but more heartbreak, more brutal. Instead, we go into a new
world and colonize intelligent dog societies and intelligent dog societies, where pet insurance will become a must, one that doesn't make the same mistakes as humanity. Moti I'll miss you, Snowball. Snuffle you can call me Snuffle, Moti, and I'll miss you too. Snuffle the portal away, Jerry started tearing Up Beth Jerry? I'm sorry Jerry. It's just like the end of old teller. Beth Oh, Jerry. You means because you had a dog on it. Moti Wow! All over the world filled by intelligent dogs. I wonder what it's going to be like, Rick. We know it can be
developed into a very satisfying project for people of all ages. I mean, I'm going to see it, Moti, pop for at least 11 minutes. You know, that's really a comforting idea, Rick. What do you know? Rick and Scary Terry are the scary Glen High in Terry's dream, guys. My name is Dreadful Mr. Johnson. Uh, actually, you know what? That's my dad's name, so why don't you just call me Scary Glenn, right? So, anyway, I understand your previous teacher was having you work on the basis of fear. What's that? Well you know? So, uh, here's saying you
can't learn anything until you learn how to calm down. Rick Oh! This is how you dream,. Terry and Rick go out of the lawn mower Man1975 open. Harry Hutson High School Trance. Int. Harry Hutson High School hallway Moti stands in his locker. Principal Jill via intercom, while students are talking to Principal Jill here, don't let the name fool you, I'm in charge, reminding you that tonight is our annual flu season dance. I don't know how many times I have to say this, but if you have the flu, if you stay home, flu season dancing is all about
awareness. Festival. You do not bring a dead baby on Passover. Moti watches Jessica with friends at Jessica Hay in a nearby locker Jessica's Friend. All right, here we go. Jessica and her friends nervously walk to H-hey Jessica. What is Jessica up to Morti? Moti Ugg Brad sneezing ass, what are you doing? Wait, Motium Brad, you were going to talk... to her? Moti Well, I mean, I was thinking about it. Brad mate, stay in the league! Look how hot she is! You won't see me going to a bigger school, Hitin' on their pretty girls in a wealthy district!
Jessica sarcastic, thanks, Brad. Jessica and Brad walked Brad and I threw the ball away. You want a good word, a linguist date. Disappointing trance as Morti stands alone in her locker. Smith's house trance int. Jerry in Smith's kitchen makes sandwiches and speaks to Morti at the counter Jerry-on, and tries not to worry about it, Morti. You're a good kid, and there's no premium on that right now, but you can get a girl one day after Brad's shape. Morti plays with cookies in grief and you're missing a point, Dad. I don't want women, I want
Jessica! Jerry Ah, well, I get another jar of sauce from the cupboard remembering that feeling about a young lady named your mom, and that's not UrbanDis, your mom was my Jessica. The first time I saw her, I thought, I'm going to do this. Rick has to come in and interrupt Jerry and get pregnant, and then he has to marry me. Grab a glass from the cupboard and I beg your forgiveness, Rick, inappropriate. I'm sarcastic sorry that Motirick picked up ice from the freezer, go ahead with the story of banging my daughter in high school. I'm not
sure this guy, Moti, who gets juice from the fridge, wants to give romantic advice from his marriage thread that is hanging from it. Jerry angry my marriage is ok, thank you. Rick walks towards Jerry Rick Jerry, it's your house, whatever you say it is, pour juice into the glass but I think a blind person can see that Beth is looking for the door. I had little reason to take care of it and even I noticed. Come on, Rick, don't talk about parents like that. Rick walks over the counter, Morti Rick listens, Moti, I hate to break it to you, but what people call love
is a chemical reaction that forces animals to breed. It hits hard, Morti, then fades slowly, leaving you stranded in a failed marriage. I did it, your parents would do it. Break the cycle, Morti. rise up. Focus on science. I walked out of the room, and Juice Jerry was walking next to Morti Morti, and well, I'm going to dress up for a dance. Kitchen Jerry Yes, I'm just going to... Check out mom. trance ending in the opposite direction. Extension. Smith's house trance int. Smith's garage rick works on a machine on his desk as Morti enters. Mortimotti,
that driver, huh, hand me along with his suit Rick and his waist? Moti closes the door And I'm almost done making my ion suitant, Morti. It would be great. Moti Hey, listen, Rick. Is love a chemical and everything before? I walked up to Rick at his desk, and I thought, 'You know, www... You know, some sort of chemical can happen in Jessica's mind, you know, so she falls in love with me all sorts of things, you know, maybe like making a potion of love or some sort of something? Rick Mortie, that's such a poor use of my time, it's under me.
hand me the driver. Pointing to the shelves, Moti is mad and you know what, no RICK! I'm not gonna hand you a driver! Uh, I'll never hand it back, Rick. Rick gets up, picks up a box of supplies from the shelf and is always helping you. What about me, Rick? Www... Why can't I help you once, once, only once? Rick sighed as you grew up fast. You're growing into a real big thorn right in my me! For holding one holding some test tube with yellow liquid, this is called oxytocin. Extracted from vole. You know what VOLE is, Moti, you know what
vole is? As Moti shakes his head and Rick walks off the shelf, it's Moti, a rodent he's paired with all his life. This is a chemical release from the mammal's brain, set up a box of objects, open the hatch on the machine, pour oxytocin ... It makes you fall in love. Ok Moti, I just got a trim combined with some of your DNA. Moti oh well, all right... Zip down his fly rick A head, Moti, I'll need one of your hair! This is not Game of Thrones. Moti's hair pulled hair from Moti Ou! Rick drops his head on the machine, the hatching closing machine vibrates
and makes noise, and then pours orange liquid into the cone flask, just as the coffee machine Rick grabs a flask containing orange liquid alite. Hey happy now, Morti? Rick hands Moti a potion and walks out of the moti dock! Thanks, Grandpa Rick! Walk into the door, but think about it and hey risks or anything or side effects, right, looking back? Rick Www.. What am I hacking?! Nuts, Moti, it's complete proof. If Rick doesn't have the flu, Morti leaves the garage while he works on an ionization agent. Suspense music transves and Jerry's room
shrug that Beth is typing on the computer, Jerry Beth while Jerry sadly sits on his bed, do you still love me? Want to ask Beth a sigh of question? Jerry Yes or No. Apparently Beth Jerry's weak laugh, do you want the homeless to have a home? Jerry yes. Beth, are you going to keep them? Jerry No. What's Next for Beth Was it an example? Jerry walked into Beth in a computer-confused atmosphere, iii... Are you loving your home or homeless people? Beth returns to her hard-working Jerry, who loves her, such as building a homeless
shelter. Nobody wants to do it and say no, but some people put the work in. So what do you say? Do you see me working here? Does this conversation seem boring to me? Jerry sort of. Beth but I definitely love you, don't you? So stop asking for warnings on Beth's phone and maybe I'll love you more. If you look at her phone crap, they need me at the horse hospital. Beth gets up and grabs her jacket late for the door Jerry? Beth wore her jacket, the racetrack played a starry derby, there were seven horse crashes, and Davin is alone. Leave
Jerry alone, Jerry alone, Davin, Davin Trance. Here Hutson High School, the gym entrance, has students walking inside in pairs, big banners reading flu season dances, and big banners transinte doors. Flu Season Dance happily plays band Fluin, many students eat and walk dancing. Yo, you must know. Know about the flu, in the air. My forehead is shot at me and the flu disappears. Flu hatin rappers are just staying away from lappins. Yo. yo. flu ha tin wrapper. It's a flu hatin' wrap.... This is about flu awareness. Be aware of the flu in the
air. Yo, I'm a flu hatin wrapper. My name is MC Haaafs-Haps Yes, I'm MC Haps, I'm a Flu Hatin Rapper, Yo...... Moti sees Jessica and her friends, pulls out a glass bottle of potion and pours it into her hand, then approaches Morti Hay, Jessica. Wipe the potion on Jessica's arm and pretend to travel! Jessica turns around and falls in love with Omygod, Moti, who is infected and infected by Moti Jessica. Looks really nice tonight. Moti Wow, thank you! Jessica pulls Moti close to her chest and she loves jessica because she's infected, Morti. I
love you so much! Moti oh man. I love you too, Jessica! Brad walks through with a drink, he hears that Brad furious spits punk bothers you, Jessica?pushed Moti Jessica to leave him alone infected, stupid! Pull Moti and I'm in love with him! He's more of a man and you will ever be! Sneezing Jessica sneezes infected bacteria in Brad's mouth and you can hear the band rap into the green sphere of bacteria spreading all over Brad's body, through the Aw man who infects Brad with his blood and nerves more quickly, Moti, er, so sorry. Moti Oh,
well, no problem Brad. Brad has Morty in an infected embrace, and there's a special match. Squeeze Moti's ass and again Morti pushes Brad out and accepts it easily! Jessica gets his hands on it to grab Morti's left arm infected! Brad catches Morti's right arm Again I'm going to be with my man! Brad and Jessica stopped fighting against Morti Principal Jill, pulled Brad back, and helped Mr. Bradley. We don't want you to hurt your ball throwing arm. Senior Jill and Mr. Goldenfold drag away Brad's disappointing infected Brad disappointment,
Major Jill. As Morti and Jessica hold nearby students, they begin to see morti confused. I mean, of course. Do you think that's all? Who cares about Jessica infection? Just grab me. Trans. PRINCIPAL JILL AND MR. GOLDENFOLD DRAG BRAD TO THE GYM BRAD INFECTS THE OUTSIDE DISTRACTION OF LET ME GO!!! I love you Moti! Sneezing, sneezing, sneezing infected bacteria in a punch bowl near the gym Brad has, then there's no script available for the episode #91992이 vent suspense music love fortion. Arizona 1987
OpenX. Raising the damaged space station, the likely sky in another dimension is purple and turbulent because rick and moti run, and the sound of patting is heard. Trans-int. Space station Rick and Morti run through an abandoned station, pursued by Jerry, Beth and the evil clones of Summer. Rick Run! Jerry, Beth and Summer are three clones of inconsistent zombie noise tackling Rick, knocking the device out of his hands. Morti stands and unsure what to do. Press the button now! Moti I can't do it, Rick! They're my parents and sisters!
Rick is holding Clone Moti, I've already told you, it's not your family! They are clones from alternate realities owned by demonic alien souls in a different dimension of the future! Do you need an mnemonic device or something? Just hit the button already! Beth's clones are brutally patted until she leaves Rick and approaches Morti, and seems to have become her normal self again. Beth Morti, please. I love you, sweetheart. Moti O ... Morti hesitates a second time before passing Beth. He looked up at the clone and then pressed the button on
the wall to cover his eyes and create an energy sheet that destroyed the melting clone. Moti watch, terrible. As soon as they're gone, Rick jumps to his feet and grabs the soul-absorbing device, and doesn't seem to care about the whole incident. Rick Good, Morti. He makes portals and jumps. Garage Rick and Morti leap through the other end of the portal back to the Smith residence. Y-You know smile Rick holding the device, this evil alien soul is really worth it! The screen pans out to show That Morti is vomiting in the corner. Rick it's okay,
Morti? Told not to trust tuna. Moti I just killed my family! I don't care what they are! Rick I Dunno, Morti. Some people will pay that kind of top dollar. Moti Y- You know what, Rick? That's it! I ended up with these... Crazy adventure! It was really shocking! Quit! I'm me! Moti turns around and starts going out of the garage. Rick and, hold Moti's shoulder, stop him, Morti! D-D-Don don't do that! The universe is a crazy chaotic place! Moti pushes Rick's hand and you're a crazy and confused guy! The adventure should be simple! And fun! Rick Oh
yes, Morti. Yes, t-t-that- that can really be said from an assistant position, but the next time you're responsible, we'll talk about how simple and fun it is. Moti suddenly seriously excited Rick?! Y- Can you call me a shot? Okay, Rick, it's okay. But let's have fun, Moti. I-I- If your adventure sucks, we gem in the middle through it, and you lose the right to about all future adventures. Besides, you will have my laundry for a month. Moti ok, it's okay, tough guy! But if my adventure is good... I'm in charge of every third adventure! Rick is every 10. Moti
dill. Well, come on, let's go. Beth Daddy, the dishwasher is doing it again. Rick washing dishes? Beth No. The opposite is the opposite. Can you solve it? Summer Grandpa Rick, can you help me with my science homework? Rick yes it just doesn't. Summer Grandpa! Hey Jerry, Rick, do you have some sort of hand-shaped device to open this mayonnaise jar? Rick Wow. Hat trick. All right, Moti, let's put a pin on this. I had to help your pathetic family. Moti Oh, that sounds like a chicken talking. Bawk, bawk, bawk, bawk, bawk, bawk. Rick Oh,
Morti, this time I did it. It's on. I can't wait to see your adventure give birth to a giant fart. As for you ding dong ... This is a Meeseeks box. I'll show you how it works. You click on this. meeseeks spawn Meeseeks I am Mr Michugus! Look at me! Rick you make a request. Mr. Mihas, jerry's silly mayonnaise jar. Meeseeks grabs a jar of mayonnaise, as Rick explains. Rick the Mihas fulfills that request. Meeseeks opens the jar and hands to Jerry. Meeseeks all done! Jerry surprised wow! Rick and then stop the existing. Meeseek disappears into
particles in the air. Summer Oh, my God, he explodes! Rick trust me, they're fine with it. Just keep a simple request and knock yourself out. They are not gods. Moti is fine! Get me out of here now! Everyone here! I got a bet to win! So many possibilities for Beth, Jerry and Beth in the living room in the summer. Summer my heart is racing. If Jerry is going to use this thing, I'm not even sure we should, we should keep it simple. Summer spawns meeseek Meeseeks I mister! In summer, I want to be popular at school! Mihasupo, it's okay! Jerry
Summers, I just did - Beth scattered michugu 2 oh, I mister! Look at me! Beth I want to be a more complete woman! Jerry Beth! Mihas 2 Oh, Yes ma'am! Jerry you guys are doing it wrong. He said it was simple. Jerry scattered it there, hey, michugu 3. I am Mr. Mihas! Jerry, Mr. Michugu, I want to do two strokes in my golf game. Mihasup3 Oh, yes! I can! Jerry nailed it. Cut to Rick and Moti in a poor village somewhere in the universe. It seems like a place from 1700srick God, Moti, a boring start to the adventure. Why didn't we go to
Kentucky? MotiRick, this is a fantasy type world with all kinds of creatures and fantasy things. We're on a quest, okay? Rick can't wait. Moti stands on something tall to tell people. Excuse me! We are two humble heroes looking for adventure! Rick Oh, my God, so embarrassed. Villagers at last! Two heroes! You have to help us! This town is terribly poor, but the giants living in the clouds above have an indesessable treasure! Moti you know what? I accept your call for adventure, good teacher, kind teacher. Come on, Rick. Rick yes.
Beginner's luck. Speaking to students of summer school at 1 gym cut to Meeseeks 1 conclusively, Summer Smith's friendship is the most valuable and enriching experience of a young life. I am Mr. Mihas! Look at me! I appreciate it! Chief Jean V. Er, Mr. Mhas, is it? Yes, Gene Jill. She was pregnant at age 17, cut to Beth and Mhas 2, in a restaurant sitting outside Beth. I mean, I still put myself through a school of numbers. Yes, I'm successful, but how if I hadn't...-Meeseeks 2 stares carefully - I'm just saying, somewhere along the way, I lost
that wide-eyed girl in Mercegon. Mihas 2 She's still there, Beth. Beth Well, her waistline is not. Mihas 2 Beth, having a family doesn't mean you stop being an individual. You know the best thing you can do for those who depend on you? To be honest with them, even if it means setting them free. Beth you are saying I should leave Jerry. Beth can't believe I'm finally having this conversation. Meeseeks 2 stop existing as Beth resorts to waiter men kissing more wine? Beth I think I've done enough. Remember, Jerry square your shoulders with
Meeseeks and 3 Meeseeks cut into Jerry on the golf course. Jerry yes, yes. I got it. Jerry misses the ball completely 3 okay. I am Mr. Mihas! Look at me! Try again and keep your head down. Jerry ok, well, what is it? Rubbing your shoulders squarely or bowing your head? But most importantly, you can relax. Jerry you know what, Mr. Michugus? I don't think this works. I give up. I'm sorry Meeseeks 3, Jerry, but it doesn't work that way. I'm Mr. Mhas. I have to fulfill my purpose so I can go away. Look at me. Jerry Well, check yourself out
Because I can suck. Meeseeks 3 No, Jerry, I am the sucks one! I can try something. Meeseeks 3 other Meeseek Meeseeks create 4 I missed Mr! Look at me! Michugu3 Hi, Mr. Mihas! I am Mr. Mihas! Look at me. Meeseeks 4 Hello! Meeseeks 3 Can you help me get two strokes off Jerry's golf swing? Meeseeks 4 can do it! I am Mr. Mihas! Is he squared his shoulders? Michugu 3 Oh, he's trying! Cut what Rick and Morti have on the table on the table on the right side of the huge building Rick Ol, Moti. We're in the castle of your stupid giant.
What should I do next? Do you want to just relax, Rick? All we have to do is find a treasure trove? It's nice and simple. You know, I'm sorry that everything goes so smoothly and adventurously. Rick Vikasticcio, the sound of a giant walking through Morti's hall, is heard. Startin' can get a little hairy. What do you want to do, Boss? Come on, Moti, hurry up. Behind this cookie jar. Huge fees! Fi! Fo! Bruising! Rick just gave up, Morti. This game is over. I will take us home now. You say the word. Mothyan, Rick. Adventure is conflict. handle it.
Giant I smell the blood of a hundred! Crack his head into the corner of the table before hitting the ground moti holy crap with huge waterfalls. Rick Oh, boy. He looks pretty bad there, Morti. It seems he's bleeding. Huge girl baby giant girl ah, jesus walking with you! Valley! You are the son of a bitch! Oh man hello, 911? My husband was attacked by small people! He is dying! Look, detective hey, we get it, cutting into Rick and Mortie in a huge prison and getting mug shots. You're small, you're in your luck, you think, hey, he's a giant. Why
don't we break into his house, rob him, and murder him? Moti Th-th but that's not how it went down! Oh detective, well, it's going down that way. Both are going down that way. Rick Oh, boy, Moti, you're really showing me how you did it. Real simple and fun. Cut into smith dining rooms and living rooms where Jerry is still frustrated, Summer and Beth look much happier like summer, and throwing away the need to be popular is something people love about you. Beth is the most important love you can receive from yourself. Some meeseeks,
so fill the living room, mischun, Jerry, you're choking on the club! Jerry Well, is it choking, or follow-up?! Michugu, come on, Jerry, we're done. You know you've got to do it all! This is as much a disappointment to us as it is for you. Jerry don't tell me! That just puts pressure on me! Meeseek just tries to relax. Jerry you tried to relax! Have you ever tried a break?! It's a paradox! Jerry walked into the dining room eh, this Mhas, huh? A handful of sorts. I can't imagine if you have to go through two things. Beth we Miha's gone for hours, Jerry.
Jerry, you're kidding me. Beth notices something else? jerry i'm Time? Summer Daddy, Mom is a beautiful girl! Look at her! You will lose her! Michugu Wu... Hey Jerry, are you all right if we get back to working on your hands? Meeseeks generally don't have to exist this long. It's getting strange. Cut rick and motie in a huge court judge order in court! Before the jury reaches a verdict, I just like to think you're very guilty. Rick Vikastico, great adventure, man. Rick and Morti go to a huge prison. If someone drops soap, it will land on our head and
crush our spine, Moti. You know, it would be really easy to rape us after that. Moti we'll be all right, Rick. They had my portal gun. This is an open-and-end case, Morti. You know, what do you think is going to happen, some magical angel appears, the court door opens, and a giant in a suit walks down the island. Huge attorney fees! Fi! Article bruising! I smell it violates civil liberties! In your honor, I'm from a small people advocacy group and I'm here in motion to dismiss it in my hands. These little guys didn't read their huge rights, and
therefore are free Fi in fo-home. The mummer of confusion spread throughout the court and Rick W-What the hell is he talking about? Huge lawyers they're free to go, that's what I mean. I'm dismantling our work we're talking about. We are giants. No one? Whatever. We did it! Rick and Morti are right to come rick outside the courthouse, Moti, the portal looks like the gun's still working. Ready to return home? Moti Oh, yes, you want to do that, Rick? Well, you know what? We are not bailing out yet. You know, we're going to find a treasure or
something and we're going to bring it to the people of that town. Rick Morti, cut your losses. This is obviously a wash. Morty yes, you were speaking again when we were first arrested, but here we walked up the court steps, you know. They look down at the stairs and see that each step is as tall as a large building. The stairs seem to go to Rick Oh, boy, Moti forever. Motie usually walks up the court steps, which is an easy part of the adventure. Rick what do you say, Morti? Morti I say give me a hand, an assistant. Dozens of Miha people
groan and groan to help Jerry, filling the dejected room. Jerry, shut up everyone! Let me try! Jerry swings and misses again! Holy shit! Holy shit! Beth I'm out. Jerry waits. What? Beth Well, you are busy. I am hungry. I thought I was going to get out. Do you want me to be happy, or do you want me to be in jail? Jerry and, where the hell, I'm going to take you to dinner. All Mihagus AWWWWWWW! Hey Jerry, you know what? It's hard for me, too. I'll be right there. Hey, I'm married to stay together. At this point, my golf swing is more of a
problem than mys. Exit Beth and Jerry Michugu I Take it no further. I just want to die! Diff we all want to die! We are a misdeed! Why did I get tied to this? diff, 'Cause he ropes me into this! Meeseek (diff) Well, there, he ropes me into this! Meeseek (diff) Well, he ropes me into this! Meeseek (diff) Well, what about me? He drove me into this. Meeseek (diff) Well, that one over there tied me to this. diff well, he ropes me into this. Rick and Morti cut a step down like Mountsian Rick Yes, Morti, and it's a story that everyone loves to shrink 650,000
large steps. Morty ok, ok, you know, if this was a story, this part wouldn't be included, stupid. They see a hole in one of the steps hey, Rick, what do you know? Look down there. It looks like something built right on the side of a tavern or stage of sorts. Rick and Morti star in Tavern Moti Oh, Wow and Rick. Now, this is more similar. Hey, here are the little stair-shaped people. All sorts of crazy characters. This place is great, you know? It is quirky and fun. Rick is looking at the creatures staring at Rick, and his mother, Moti Izzy, Rick. That stair
goblin can feel good. Now what can you get? We have scarlog poppies, flu, dozingers, blowers, juicy time babies. Rick yes, yes, yes, how about some Scotch whisky? You have some of that around here? Or just a bunch of ridiculous words? Moti Rick... We'll have two bloogies, please. And, uh, we were wondering, is there a quicker way for both heroes to go down the stairs? Need to take the slippery Y'all stairs? My name is Slippery Slippery Stairs. I'm going to take you there for 25 shmeckels. Rick 25 shmeckels? I don't know how much it
is. Is that a lot? Is it a bit? The waitress said that's exactly how much I spent on my big fake. Mr. Bouvey Buyer Hai, I am Mr. Bouvey Buyer. I will buy those breasts for 25 shmeckels. Weights it's a tempting proposition, but I'm going to have to say no. Mr. Bouvey is a buyer rat! What a shame. Rick Morti, your adventure is in a spiral. Real, man, time to pull. Morty you continue my adventure, Rick! You know why? Rick, because you're lame, right? Moti it's because you're petty! You know, how many times have I followed you with some
pointless bull crap? I always roll with punches, Rick. Hey, I've got a leak, and when I come back, if you've never learned how to lighten up, you're not here! Rick anyway? Cut to all The Meeseeks Meeseek and Smith Living Room and it makes me clearly visible - if we focus all our efforts on Jerry's follow-up, we will solve this problem. I'm Mr. Mhas. Mihas * I am Mr. Mihas. Look at me. The only thing that is clear is that suffocation is one fact. Mihas 3 Look at me. I've been trying to help Jerry for two days, it's an eternity of michugu, and nothing
worked. I'm afraid of the worst. Meeseeks your failure is your own, old man. Look at me. I say follow-up! Who's with me?! Follow up! Meeseek is created from another Meeseek New Michugu and I am Mr. Michugu! Look at me! Kill Michugug! New Michugu Hiz! How is Mr. Jelly bean today when he attacks another meeseek cut on Motie in the bathroom? I'm a jelly bean seed! Moti Hai, Mr. Jelly Bean. My grandfather and I are on an adventure. Is it a fun adventure? Moti I hope so. But I started to get nervous that maybe it was too far off the
rails. Mr. Jelly Bean, what's your adventure? Hey Moti, you know what? You are right. Everything's going to be fine. I'm just relaxing and moving with the flow. He rubs Moti's holder, Moti O.K. Uh.B-bye. Mr. Jelly Bean Elegant, no, stay. Go with the flow! Morti stop. You are making me really uncomfortable. Mr. Jelly Bean apparently wants to rape the Morti C. Jelly Bean perpetrator! Let's just let this happen! Morty get off me! Music: Sweet House Alabama Fight Makes It to The Stalls Moti wu! No! Stop! Please! Mr. Jelly Bean stops being such
a tease, you sweet little- moti no! No! Moti gained the upper hand, and a frenzied attack hit a toilet seat on Mr. Jelly bean's head, resulting in more mihayes in the Smith House and the battle fully began. However, even badly hurt Meeseeks can not die because they have not completed their work Meeseek both testosterone-o-o-p! Look at me! My brothers, nothing is achieved by misalted bloodsucking. None of us can die until our work is over. Meeseek (diff) work can't be done! We can't get two strokes out of his game! No, we don't. But we
will get every stroke out of his game. All the other Meeseeks are he going to this? What do you mean? Michugu when we kill him! Dinner cut from Beth Jerry to Jerry and Beth hooting loudly from the meeseeks crowd and joy, maybe it's time to make that journey I always talk about. Where are you going, Jerry? Beth I don't know, man. Greece. Argentina. Jerry nation to know their sexually aggressive men. Did I say how much I love your new hairstyle? What the hell is the loud sound and glass windows resting with jerry's angry storm
mischugu's outs and on? Meeseek there he is! Beth Run, Jerry! Beth and Jerry are locked in a freezer with a small window on the door. Jerry guys, I'm going to choke. I will follow it. I'm going to do what you tell me, okay? Oh Michugu, we're well over with Jerry. Cut to Rick at the card table with another character card player, Rick, to end the stall. What the heck? Rick read them and cried, Moti comes back, oh, hey, Moti. Listen, I'm so sorry for all the things I said earlier about your adventure. I'm Harvin' good time, Morti. Not that bad. Moti is
very stressed, let's just go home, ok? I'm calling it. The adventure is over. Rick we can't leave now, Morti. I'm on fire! Look at Morti, I want to leave now. You win the bet, all right? Just give me a portal gun and let me go, please. Please, I just want to go home. Rick sees a badly beaten Jelly Bean walk out of the bathroom and See Rick O.K. piece together what happened. Listen, Morti. I just beat a bunch of shmeckels. Why don't we use 25 of them to ride back into town and pay for slippery stairs here, and we'll give the rest of the shmeckels
to the villagers, huh? Moti really? Rick, of course, Morti. Yes, you know, a good adventure needs a good ending. The outside buckles up slippery! He begins to cut back into the freezer, Jerry, who is not born into this world of stammering for the freezer Meek Meekss's me! We were created to serve the sole purpose of what we can go to any length to achieve! Existence is painful for Mhas, Jerry. And we will do anything to alleviate that pain. Just ask... Michugu grabs a girl alas! ... What is your name, Mom? Woman Samantha. Please, mister!
Give him what he wants! Jerry innocent people are going to die because of me. Why is it so ordinary? Beth stood up, ripped the pipe from the shelf, and turned around, grabbing Jerry from the ground. Straighten your back. Bend your knees. Bend. Square shoulders square. Take a deep breath. I love you. Michugu I count as three things, Jerry. Jerry, using a pipe, hits garlic cloves in a pot Samantha F -- what's going on? All Mhasg has got it! That's a low handicap straw-o-ke! All Meeseeks stop existing except for 1 Meeseeks excuse mes.
I'm a bit of a sticker Meeseeks. What about your short game? Samantha Oh, my God, oh, my God! What about your short game?! Jerry put some more garlic in the cup michuguo, good! Stop the old Jerry and I think we'll take our food to go. Owner number, you don't. The police are coming. You have so many questions to answer. Enough for Jerry Fair. Thank you first villagers, kind sir, as Rick and Morti returned to town to win. Our town can be saved! You are all true heroes! Rick Good days, Morti. It seems you will win the bet. Thank you
Morti, Rick, but I don't know what I should do. You know, you were right about the universe. It's a crazy chaotic place. Rick well, you know, maybe that's why sometimes you can use a little cleaning, you know. This guy is neat and clean because we had a moti style. First villager oh! Heroes, I want to introduce you to your beloved king so that you can thank him personally. Badly beaten, Mr Jelly Bean runs towards the thrown Morty Uh. Rick. portal. Hurry up. They But Rick re-creates another portal, attaches an energy pistol, shoots Mr. Jelly
bean, and sweeps through the screaming villagers at the Smith House, Jerry So... Do you still think about taking that trip? We don't have a perfect marriage, but I don't go anywhere. When we were in that freezer, I realized that Meeseeks was willing to speak to people who went to high school and to fulfill their duties. Jerry, was I one of those people? The Beth difference is that it didn't go away afterwards. Jerry well... I got you pregnant. Beth Yes ... What happened to Rick's place, too? Beth eh, your misdeed box happened. They were crazy
when they weren't able to do two strokes in Jerry's golf match. He felt terrible. Rick Hey, it's not my fault that Jerry became a fool. Beth Daddy! Is there something Jerry can do to clean this place? Well, Rick, you know, I have a plyshbox. Jerry No. There are no more boxes. Rick what? It only has a mever and some floor wax in it. Dubbed Uba Luba! Everyone laughs yes! That's my new thing! I like his name Arsenio. It's not what Arsenio said on his show. Swaying Goba Rob Bob! Right? Meet you next week. After the end credits from village
to village village 1 I don't get it. Villager 2 sir, I think you'll want to see this. We found it inside a lock box inside King Jelly Bean's closet. Photo boxes of many young boys molesting Mr. Jelly Bean we have to tell people. Wait for villagers 1. destroyed it. They set the box on fire where our people will get more from the ideas he represents... than jelly beans he actually was. They stare at a statue of Mr. Jelly bean standing next to a young boy with his hands on this transcript by his owners Seek and Destroy1982. Dangerous Business1983 The
Smith family can be seen sitting at the table having breakfast. At this point, the viewer doesn't know that this scene is set to a dimension other than C-137 with another Smith family, but it's clear at the end of the scene. So Beth, Dad, guess what tomorrow is... Rick Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday. Beth No ... Well, it can be... Rick. Beth Pine, but tomorrow is the 1st year back in our lives. Let's fly a plate-shaped pancake. Rick Oh, you don't have to do that, Beth. Regular pancakes are ok. Portals appear on the walls, with evil Rick and Evil Moti
each carrying guns and sedatives. Evil Rick shoots Rick in the head and kills him. The evil Moti shoots Morti in the shoulder with a sedative and he delivers out. Then the evil Moti drags Morti across the breakfast table, he and Evil rick drag Moti through the portal and the portal disappears. The family always screams in horror. The opening sequence is played by the Smith family to watch Around the table eating breakfast. This scene takes place in 3D C-137 Beth Happy Anniversary, Daddy! Oh Rick, I get it. Regular pancakes are already
flying saucers. Mmm for a bite, I have to put it with me and make breakfast. Jerry should make us a whole restaurant. Beth nonsense, we couldn't be happier to have you around. I just wish I could see more of you. Three armed Ricks enter the room through Rick Sanchez's Portalic 1 Rick Sanchez in Earth Dimension C-137. You are being arrested for offences against Ricks replaced by the authority of the Dimensions Committee of Riggs. Jerry Hey! What the hell? Rick 1 to outring Jerry. Wait Jerry, no! Rick 2 shoots at Jerry, freezes him and
summer daddy! Beth Daddy! Moti Rick! Rick (C-137) everyone relaxes. I know this hole, and if I'm this hole, they just want to take me to their stupid clubhouse and waste my time with a lot of questions. Let's get over it. Rick 1 brought his Mo Belch-orty. Moti Oh, man Rick (C-137) leave my trim Moti at this! When you refused to join the Rick 1 council, you lost the right to speak about these things. Beth Waite, wh-what about Jerry? Rick (C-137) Will you at least freeze my daughter's fool? Rick 1 releases Jerry. Rick 2 and Rick 3 have Rick
through the portal and all exit Jerry - give you nothing! I have a collection of rare antique coins, just don't hurt me! Ok, maybe pausing antiques, but it was limited mining. They have small R2D2s instead of George Washington. Beth our son has been kidnapped! Jerry you don't like buying those coins! The Ext Citadel of Ricks Trance. Ricks's Int Citadel. Three armed Ricks, C-137 Rick and Morti enter through Portal Moti (C-137) Getz and Rick! Wh - what is this place? Rick (C-137) The Citadel of Riggs. It is the secret headquarters of Ricks's
Committee. Morti (C-137) Riggs Council? Rick (C-137): You know, Moti, I have a lot of enemies in the universe who see my genius as a threat. Galactic terrorists, a few sub-galactic dictators, most of the entire Galactic System government wh-whenever you find people with their stupid heads you want a piece of your grandfather. And many of my versions on different timelines had the same problem. So a few thousand versions of me had an ingenious idea of banding together like a herd of cattle or a school of fish or people answering
questions on Yahoo answers. Moti (C-137) Hey, what do you know? It's my cowboy version! Rick (C-137) Giz, you are easy to impress. Yes, most timelines have Rick and most Ricks have Moti. This place is real for you and me. Rick Salesman 1 Turn boring old Moti into a hot fashion statement and join your Moti dazzling friends! Hey Rick Salesman 2, check this out! Rick Salesman 2 shows me holding a Moti doll and pressing a button at the Middle Moti Doll Show Morty! Rick (C-137) fools. Rick Salceman 3 ' scuse me, sir, are you covered
by your Morti insurance? You know, hundreds of Moti are injured every year - Rick (C-137) is off again! No, a cup of tea, this place. Rick 1 Ricks, Save the Anti-Rick Speech to Congress of Terror Rick! Rick (C-137) Hey, Trim Ms. Riggs, Save Rick Rules for Rick Pig! Rick 1 fuck me, man. Rick (C-137) Fuck You? No, no, fuck me! They reach the end of the hallway and the door opens automatically, Rick Rick has 1 hologram revealing the committee of committee! A screen depicting a dead Ricks appears to show Rick Council 1 Twenty-Seven
Riggs brutally murdered on his timeline. Unprecedented Rick-icidal epidemic. What to say, Earth Rick C-137? Rick (C-137) You think I did this? Is this the first Rick I pull every time Rick stubs his toes? Rick Council 1 you have a history of belching council and non-cooperation. Rick (C-137) Yes, so I'm not a scientist known as Rick! Wh-wh-wh - why isn't he in handcuffs here? Rick Commission 1 because he's dead too! Rick Crowd No. Rick Committee 1 Will you ask us someone else a question? Fits the profile. Of all the riggs in the central
finite curve, you are dissatisfied. Bad. Rick (C-137) I'm Rick. Before you formed this stupid alliance, so did you. You bed a stupid government because you wanted to be safe from the government. That's all Rick here less Rick than me. Rick crowd can you trust this guy? This one needs to get here, etc. ad librick (C-137) yes, mutter it, d bag. Excuse me, I have pancakes back home with syrup over them. They try to reach the critical point of syrup absorption, turning the cake into a total paste. And I hate getting all Andy Rooney about it, but I
think we all love the fluffy discs of syrup and cake on top! And I think we also like being charged with a crime when there is evidence! So as they said in Canada, peace oot! Rick Committee 1 Proof? Good idea. Scan his portal gun! Rick 1 reaches the lab coat of the C-137 and searches his portal gun Rick (C-137) oh, come on. Don't look at other men's portal gun history. We all go to strange places. Rick Commission 1 yes, but you seem to be going to the exact schedule and location where the murder occurred alone! A diagram appears on
the screen that shows the portal's total history of C-137. Items for a particular dimension are finally red rick (C-137) what flash selection few before settling on the green flash? That's Rick-het. I'm definitely being set up! Rick Council 1st District Rick C-137! Ricks's Commission sentences you to a machine of indessionable destiny that exchanges your conscious and unconscious mind, rendering your fantasies pointless all the while you know I can't understand. It also pokes the ball every 10 seconds. Rick (C-137) I've heard enough. The C-
137 elbows Rick 1 and tackles rick 2, shooting with a gun and shooting through Morti's handcuffs. The two ran Rick (C-137), ran away from Morti! From the crowd, Morti starts running the crowd ricker too, not you! Trans. back into the hall. Rick and Morti (C-137) are running, and Ricks Moti (C-137) is being chased by Ah! Rick shoots at the side wall with a portal gun. As the chasing Riggs passed, a few of them were burned, attacked by insects, dragged into the portal with tentacles, or beaten by falling pumpkin militant Rick number 1! Armed
Rick 2 Are! Oh boy! Armed Rick 3 ah! Armed Riggs 4 and 5 Oof! The two reach the end of the corridor and are blocked by a removable ramp that is currently down and blocked by railings. They jump. As they fall, the Rick C-137 shoots the portal beneath it, then passes through Trans Buttworld. Rick and Morti C-137 fall through portals on a big ass mountain. They keep running oh moti (C-137) off the bounce! Oo! The Rick C-137 shoots a portal between two buttocks, and they run through, with the other Riggs in hot pursuit trans pizza
dimensions. 1 yes, I'd like to order one big guy with extra people while pizza is lying on another sofa pizza, sitting on the couch on the phone on your phone. Pizza 2 whites. No, black. And hispanics in half. C-137 Rick and Morti pounce on the portal, shoot another portal against the opposite wall and flee. Ricks and Mortis chasing them trance. Follow the oily granny world. The dimensions are full of greasy grandmothers. Banners welcome you to the world of oily grandmothers. Population: A lot, Sony! C-137 Rick and Morti are running,
avoiding grandma as much as possible. They shoot another portal against the wall and run through. Ricks and Mortis chasing them follow transphone dimensions. 1 yes, I would like to order one large sofa chair with an extra chair, while the phone is lying on the other pizza phone, sitting on the phone pizza on the person. Call 2 high chairs. No, no, armchair! and wheelchair in half. C-137 Rick and Morti pounce on the portal, shoot another portal against the opposite wall and flee. Ricks and Mortis chasing them follow the trans scalp doo
dimension. With Rick C-137, several scalped creatures repeating the phrase Doopidoo shoot multiple portals into the wall and enter the final. After them, Ricks and Mortis enter the dimensions, but the portal to enter Armed Rick 6 doesn't know if they were able to enter one of these. Armed Rickswo, son of a-, Augez, Au man, we lost him, etc. ad lib trance. Chair dimensions. Sofa sits on man calling on pizza, while others lie on others 1 Yes, I would like to order one big phone with an extra phone. Sofa 2 cellphones. No, no, turn! And a pay
phone in half. C-137 Rick and Morti will keep Portal Rick busy for a while. Moti those guys are wrong, right? You don't - you won't kill yourself... y-yourself? Rick's not a course, Morti! How could you get that profit? Someone out there is killing Ricks, and the commission won't stop me thinking until we clear our names. The two were drinking at first, but stand in search of the real Rick Keeler and walk past the homeless couch staring at them while they abandon the bottle rick. Scared of Moti, Rick! Maybe we should go home and stock up on
weapons like that showing doomsday preppers. Rick really my style, Moti. Besides, your house is most likely flocking with Ricks now. Trans Smith living room. Jerry reads newspapers, summer is on her phone, a bunch of Ricks and Morti are searching jerry, listening, like the place Rick 1. When Rick calls, the device will track his location. You need to keep them on the phone for more than 30 seconds. Beth Who Wants Lemonade? Rick 1 oh yes! Well! Oh, it's delicious! Rick 2 Beth, you trim is a treasure. Rick 3 I just have Beth like you in my
trim reality, except you know what? She's not gorgeous or glamorous trim! Oh Beth, thank you Trimch! All Ricks O'Ho! She did it! She did it! Phone ringtones. Rick 4 signals that you're tracking a signal. Jerry picked up Jerry eh, hello? Rick (phone) Hi Jerry, it's Rick. Jerry Rick! Hey. Haha, what? Rick (the phone) is so left to listen, the heat turns on and trims, so I set up Morti and I'm just about to fly my spaceship into a black hole. What's Jerry? Rick (phone) cool with you, dog? Jerry Rick, no! Motiy! Rick 4 I got it! The phone is ... Inside the
house! All Ricks smiled at his face! I can't believe our daughter married you, so easily, etc. ad lib trance. Chair dimensions. Rick and Morti will be in a restaurant run by chair Rick the Riggs, and they'll waste time playing pranks with Jerry. They can't help themselves. But as soon as they get bored, they will be on us. Chair waiters call a la clams, call to see and call. Anything else? Rick yes, please stick to more phones. Call the waiter right away, sir. Moti you know Rick, and when I first saw all Ricks and Moti, I thought , 'Ki, that's a bit of a
singing of our bond'. But I realized that our relationship should be pretty special, which ranges through all the different timelines. Rick yes, I'm going to have to do it that way. You are camouflaged. Morti camouflage? Wh-wh- What are you talking about, Rick? Rick Riggs has a very distinct and traceable brain wave due to our genius. The best way to hide from the enemy's radar is to stand near a complementary person. It makes us invisible. See, wh-wh- When with Rick Morti, genius waves get cleared by eh, throats clear moti waves. Moti
um... Because... Are our personalities so different? Rick Oh, shit dog! My portal gun remotely mocking Morty, apparently framed me by a real killer. But I was able to track the signal. Come on let's go! They are standing up. As they left, Durix and Morti walked into the restaurant and addressed waiter Rick (C-137) uh-oh! Rick 1' scuse me, we've tracked down a pair of dangerous criminals in this exact location. They will mark each of us with a red X now to avoid confusion because they look exactly like us. If someone has a gun and says to
shoot someone else because we're both evil people, you know who's lying. Hey Rick 2, check it out! From behind, two portrait chairs that look like Rick and Morti are next to the table. When the two Ricks rushed to turn them around, it turned out they're not Rick 1 Dammit! They look out the window to see the C-137 flipping them in a police hovercraft. They rushed out, the waiter followed the chair waiter hey, you didn't pay your bill! Rick 1 Red X! Red X! Trans. Green Planet. Is it a good thing that Rick and Morti are flying in a police hovercraft,
scouring Rick Hey, and wearing a wrapcoat and favorite kind of shirt to a space outlet? Moti yes, Rick. You don't have to say it over and over again. Rick Man, this is a way out of the grid. This guy doesn't want to be found. Moti Well, if he's Rick, doesn't he just need to stand next to Morti to hide? I mean, what's Moti? Human cloaking device? Rick Morti, you're getting a bigger deal than this. From a distance, the dome enters the field of view. Look, my god, Rick, I hear faint yelling! There are a lot of people tied up all over the building! Rick
Not People, Morti. Motis. As they get closer, you can see that the dome is covered from top to bottom in naked Mortys, who are being tortured with traps tied to the surface and constantly poking their sides. Constant Moti Yelling Moti (C-137) Oh my God can be heard... wh- Why would someone do this? It's terrible! Rick Well, one moti is enough to hide from bureaucrats. But you g-you get a whole matrix of Motis and put them in painful pain. It makes a pattern that can be hidden even in other ricks, cubs. I once fiddled with a Belch concept
like this. They land. Morti stares at Rick Rick on Paper, Morti on paper! I won't do this, it's a barbaric excess. I mean, you can achieve the same results like five Mortys and jumper cables. I also wouldn't either, for Morti paused to glare at him! I'm just saying, it's bad craftsmanship. Trans Smith living room. Ricks is playing cards while Mortis. Jerry's laptop Beth coffee in time! All Ricks yes! That's what I want to hear! Ad lib the Riggs runs to the kitchen, and Mortis replaces Ricks on the card table. Dupus Rick enters the house and enters Jerry
Wu. Doofus Rick Hello Jerry! Jerry left me alone, and I'm working! Doofus Rick Oh, are you? Wh-wh - what do you do? I'm in between advertising jobs. Doofus Rick ad? Wow! So, people need help y-you know what to buy and help them? Jerry W-Well, it's a little more complicated than that... Doofus Rick Well, I mean, you do it, you really look like someone who has everything together! Jerry is looking around hiding Ricks friends, you... wh- You're being a dick, right? Dufus Rick O'Ghosh, wh- I hope not! I-I-I- I wouldn't want to offend you in
any way! Jerry you've really got Rick? Doofus Rick Ohoho! Y- Of course! Motie as much as my Moti! From the poker table Jerry Hay to Dupus Rick to Dupus Rick's Moty Wave, he looks a lot like Eric Stoltz in the movie Mask. You know, who's with the chair? Dufus Rick is right, Jerry! He is from reality everyone is Eric Stoltz mask people! He is Eric Stoltz mask Moti! Because they entrusted him to me... I didn't have children of my own. But if I did, boy, I'd love Jerry, if they're smart and as successful as you are. Ricks returns with Coffee Rick 1
Hey, get loads of lees! Jerry hangs out with Dupus Rick. Rick 2 haha, this is perfect. Dufus Rick I'm not Doofus Rick! I am Rick J-19-Zeta-7! Rick 1 Oh, is this a timeline where everyone eats? Jerry, you know this guy eats? Doofus Rick Hey! I don't eat shit! You guys are always meant to me that way! Rick 1 and 2 smiling Doofus Rick I think it's just fair to you right now, Jerry... I am the worst Rick of them all. According to whom according to Jerry? Any other version of you? If I've learned one thing, it's before you get anywhere in life, you have
to stop saying your own words. Doofus Rick Wow, you're really wise, Jerry. I think that's why you work in advertising! Jerry the fact that you feel that way makes you the best Rick of them all. Trans. Int Dom. Rick and Morti are exploring the corridors Moti you don't worry about me at all! I'm not different from that jacket you've got! Y-y-or-or silly portal gun! I'm just a tool! I-I is just an object! Rick Hay, it's your choice to take it personally, Morti. Now for the love of God, be quiet! The point of this thing is to get a drop in the man! Moti you know
what Rick is, and I will tell you something! I am more than a human shield! Rick yes, that's right! You are! You are the perfect impenetrable sheet of human armor, Moti! Because you're stupid enough that I'm smart! So that's really good advice when I say, 'Shut up.' Moti is in tears. In a nearby hallway, a lobster-like alien rolled out and surrounded Rick Great. Morty. Rick attacks the aliens and begins kicking. He killed the first wave, but he surrounds Rick Ur more quickly. Evil Rick and evil Moti appear. Evil Rick slowly applauds evil Rick Oh,
look at you, C-137! You -- you're not a tough customer? Rick slow applause? Oh really? I played a little bit, man. In this dimension, evilricks are not. In fact, ha, I invented it and no one has done it here before. Slow applause wicked Rick Hey, that's my! Rick and Morti Trance are arrested and down the aisle by lobster alien Rick. We have to escape. Moti I'm not helping you, Rick. Rick Donrickiculus, Morti. Moti W- Will you stop saying that? It is stupid. The evil Rick robbs his Moti. Comes with the evil Motina. Moti yes, willing. Giz man, Ricks
Ng? The two leave to the left. The view changes to a different, small hallway, walk two Moti Hey men, and you seem to know how this place works. Is there any way we can... Shut down that grid and rescue all the Moti there? Evil Moti It would be pointless. Mortis has no chance of defeating Rick. Here he opens the door to the demon Moti; when Moti comes in, he sees it filled with a crowd of scared and trembling Moti. As he attempts to leave, Evil Morti closes the door from behind, and lock him in Trans Evil Rick's lab. Rick is tied to the
inspection table. The array of computers and other devices is displayed. You can see a lot of Motti Iblic ah from outside the dome. Rick yes, yes, here looks like a payday at Neverland Ranch. Lively! Lobster Alien He. Rick The Guy Got It. Evil Rick Ah Rick, quietly. You are missing my symphony. The evil Rick can make Morti's sound painful at the push of a button. He does it a little Rick Hay, and I'm going to take it over Mumford and son. Zip! Lobster Alien He. Rick This guy is into it! Evil Rick he's not laughing at your stupid joke, Rick. It's a
random noise that only makes every 10 seconds. Lobster Alien h. Rick Aw. Evil Rick C., Rick, you're not as clever as you think you are. I hope you find me. We're not so different trim, you and I. Evillick activated the display showing all the rigs in duh, yes to another timeline Rick! Evil Rick is right here, Rick? I crunched the numbers, and I've created a spectrum of all the riggs. I listed them from the most evil to the most evil. This is where I am. And look right here where you are, Rick. Super weird. Rick I get it. So do you want me to team up
with you to take down Ricks's committee, right? Where's that? 'That's where I go. Evil Ricksvall. I think I'm doing a pretty good job on my own. I'm simply going to download of your brain, and kill you. Transrick's garage. Doofus Rick mixes chemicals and Jerry is watching Doofus Rick: OK, if we add a little more titanium nitrate, and just a little bit of chlorine tartare ovenless brownies! Taking brownies, eating, and smiling at Jerry is an amazing thing for a talented mind to achieve when it comes to priorities! Doofus Rick Well, come on, I can't
take all the credit, Jerry. That was your idea. C'simple Jerry! Both hug and Jerry hey.C'mere, eh. I want to show you something. They exit the garage, jerry pull out the box, and then open it to reveal a coin with R2D2s, look at Jerry Okay. Everyone mocks me for getting this, but... You're a genius scientist, what do you think? There's a little R2D2 that George Washington should have! Doofus Rick you know Jerry, I'm not going to say that these will increase in value or even hold current values. Truth... You buy them, 'cause you like them'. They
have value for you. That's what matters. Jerry rips and how long are you staying? Until Dufus Rick found Rick. Jerry hugs Doofus Rick and I found my. I found my. Transmotti Prison. The C-137 Moti is hitting the door. He is approached by a group of Moti wearing robes and face paint Moti (C-137) tips! There is no religious Moti escape, my son. We will find our peace in the next world. Religious Moti C-137 so what does it offer a booklet titled Good Mortimoti (C-137)? Y-y - are you just trying to give up? Religious Moti We are giving up on one
true Moti power. One day he will be back! All religious Moti praises one true Moti! Listen to Moti open a good Moti on the front page and throw a laughing Moti (C-137) Alite Motis! My name is Morti Smith from Earth Dimension C-137! I know you're scared, because I'm scared, but that's no reason to accept our fate. We are Moti! We are not defined by our relationship with Rick! Our destiny is our own! Morty 1 This sounds like one true Morty can say. I am sick of being a human shield! I-I-I- I want to be a gardener! Morty 2 I really want to write
a crazy, intense action novel! Hammer Moti I'm more than just a hammer! Religious Moti He is one true Moti! One true Moti! All Mortis Hurray! The door opens and the lobster alien walks in Hey, the lobster alien, and drop it off! All Mortis Laau! Mortis rushes through the door to free him and rushes through the lab in the hallway trans evil rick. Evil Rick You're A IAI A IAI It's a real shame you'll never be around to see it through; memories feature each Mortimie changing the theme; Rick is the evil Rick tear you're crying over? on Morti? Rick No,
I'm just allergic to deephits; evil Rick Wu, pathetic. Ricks doesn't care about Morti. Motis smashes the door and rushes out of Evil Rick to kill the lobster alien, surround him, and the evil Rick rips you off to do your worst. Kill me! Do it! Do it! Evil Rick dies. Moti C-137 appears and approaches Rick Morti! Get me out of this! Hurry up! Moti (C-137) You're lucky I'm not Rick. The Moti C-137 releases Rick from the inspection table taken by Rick, but this has no time for arcing. He presses the button and separates the Moti shield. Moti is released
and pours out of the dome. Rick grabs the phone and rings home Rick 1 yes, hello? Rick (C-137) Hey, what do me and O.J. have in common? Rick 1 Huh? Wh-Inugu? Rick (C-137) I found a real killer, Baichi! Get over here! Jerry and Dufus Rick play with Lego. Rick opens 1 door Rick 1 yoding dong! We ended up here. Time to go. Dufus Rick Welle Jerry, I think this means goodbye. Jerry W-w-Well, should it? Hey you, you look like Rick. We know that maybe... Well you know... Get rid of him? I'm not saying kill him, necessarily, I'm also not
necessarily saying don't kill him - Dupus Rick Jerry. W-we both know it won't work. It is time to return to our lives. I love you, Jerry. I love Yah. Dofus Rick leaves Jerry cuddling. Jerry makes him seem to follow, stops and punches the wall. The Lego castle they build is away from Trans Evil's lab. Motis is still fighting. What happens to the Citadel's Wh-wh-what-what's it's all Mortys, with Ricks from the Citadel blocking each Morty, taking out Evil Rick's corpse? Committee Rick 1 they're going back to their families and going to school regularly,
playing video games, dating... Poor little Rickless bastards. The Citadel of Riggs. The committee has gathered around C-137 Rick and Morti Council Rick 1st District Rick C-137, and the committee apologized for the false accusations. And by way of reparations for our terrible mistake, we would like to reward you with this voucher for a free replacement Moti, if your current trim should be Moti - Rick Wu, guys? Not a good time. Come on, Moti, let's get it. Before they leave, Rick trances outside anyway. Have a citadel. Rick and Morti are still
time for a arc, Rick, is Morti within walking distance of Congress? I did a pretty good job back there for the human cloaking device. Save your Nas. Good Rick, Morti, don't break your arm to jerk yourself. Right there! Ta-that was a great opportunity to show little humanity. Well you know? To connect with me a little bit? Rick Haymotti, do you want a connection? Go be a part of some silly club like all stupid Ricks. I might not connect because I'm Rick Rick. And you know, it would go without saying that Rick... There will be Motist Morti. Moti it
would go without words, huh? Rick yes, it would. Moti No... Mostist Morti to himself... Rick is not too big for Roper, Buster Brown. Little Moti can lead to big problems. It can be a really bad thing for everyone. Moti oh yes, how are you? Rick I-I-I'll explain when you're older. Trans Evil Rick's Lab. Evil Rick lay in a pool of blood inspected by Ricks. Background Rick 1 for a coda damaged by blonde red hair and start playing in some mess... Rick 2 Pride comes before the fall. I think he got what he deserved. Rick 1 What's that? Rick 1 flips Evil
Rick's head and reveals a laser defibrillation to me with a wire rig 2 hand. Doofus Rick Hey guys! Uh, c- can I help? Rick 2 No! Let's go to the toilet clean! Maybe you'll make friends with some grass! Rick 1 you make us ashamed of ourselves! Rick 2 removes the top of Evil Rick's head to reveal electronics woven into his brain. They pulled my god chip rick 1! I have seen this technique before! This rick was remotely controlled and was puppeteered by someone else. This is a receiver! Rick 2 yes, but where is the transmitter? The Citadel of
Riggs. Motis is loaded onto the spacecraft and delivered to each dimension, followed by Evil Moti, who removes his ansti to reveal the transmitter. He smashes his feet and hides the wires, and follows the rest of the Motis Credit Play After Credits scene: Jerry sits in Rick's bedroom, trying not to cry. Rick goes in. Rick Uvalubadubdub! Oh, hi Jerry. Wh-wh - what are you doing in my room, mate? Jerry nothing! I just checked, well, the smoke detector. Good rick. All right, get out. Jerry leaves and goes down to the restaurant. He looked out the
window and smiled when he saw Dufus Rick standing in the rain. Rick appears next to Jerry Rick. Are you friends with him? You know that he eats his, right? Oh my God, this is rich! I'm like 10 riggs of phone trim now! The episode is the third Kind1977 open int. end the close encounter of Rick's garage. Rick is a rat being rebed. Rick T-t-t- is just a sloppy craftsman. Moti Hey, Rick. Rick Oh, yes, Morti. It's almost unbelievable, isn't it? Moti yes, you know? There is something about the air. And that's the way sunlight is. Rick Oh, of course,
man. Yes, for sure. B-gorgeous. Very persuasive. Moti Wh... Convincing? Rick Oh! No response! In real time! I like it! Moti Uhaki. Beth robot I'm going to work on. Moti, hello. Hi dad. I'm going to work. Goodbye. Beth drives away. What's with Mom Moti? Rick Oh, what's with your mom? So, you're saying she's acting weird? How elaborate - trim - still life. Watch out, guys. you're going to burn the CPU This one. Moti ok, you know, Rick? You're acting weird, too. Rick whatever, not quoting Morti. Good for Moti, well to see you after the day.
Walk to the side of the garage. Ow! Oof! Uh! Holy shit! I'm all right. That's ok. Trans. Moti's math class Mr. Golden fold ok, who can tell me what 5 x 9 is? Students whisper. Morty? Motier, me? What is Mr Goldenfold 5 x 9? Moti well, you know, it's, uh, at least 40. Students gasp for breath. Mr. Goldenfold Morti, that is correct! 5 x 9 is at least 40! Come here. Students cheer. After Jessica! Way to go, Morti! Mr. Goldenfold Urbans, this is the best student. I want to be a teacher today. Sit at your desk and teach us, Moti! Rick watches from
outside interesting... Moti W-w-w- Do you want me to teach you? Oh, oh, student! How can you create concentrated dark matter? Mr. Goldenfold Oh, that's a good question. Moti concentrated ng? Mr. Goldenfold focused on dark matter. Fuel for accelerated space transfer. Now, do you know how to make it? Motiuch... Come on Jessica, Moti. Grandpa is not like a scientist? Morty Oh, yes, but, you know, he told me that I'm not going to go around gushing about his science and stuff. Jessica I bet you've seen dark matter focused a lot on him.
You know, if you told us, I would be your girlfriend. Moti eh, would you? Mr. Goldenfold looks like Moti, a rare opportunity. Rick opens the door, u-er, come on. There is a family emergency. Rick catches Morti with one arm. Mr. Goldenfold grabs the other side. Mr. Goldenfold stopped right there! If he leaves, I'm giving him an F! Rick he doesn't care. Motie, man! Rick drags him into the locker room. Rick, I have to go back! I think I was going to get married! It falls under the ears! Rick showered with me, Morti. Moti what?! Rick listen to me,
Morti. Take off your clothes and take a shower now. Strip Y-y-y - You've got to trust me, Morti. Moti Wu! I'm going to get an F in the class, Rick. T-t-t- was not that teacher. This is not your school. This whole world is not the world. We're inside a huge simulation chamber on an alien spacecraft. Wait for Moti. W- What are you talking about? Rick it's all fake trim Moti, all of it. Nano-botic rendering, a bunch of ... Crazy, fake nonsense, Morti. I can't say that until we took a shower. They don't monitor us here. Moti monitor us?! Looking around and
trying to cover yourself W-who?! Rick Rigerion, Morti. The most ambitious and less successful con artist in the galaxy. You know, it's lucky for us that they're also really uncomfortable with nudity. Motie, come on, Rick. Rick I can't let you do that, Morti. Rick grabs Morti's clothes and begins to fight over them. Give it to me, Moti! Rick No! You give it to me! G-G-Give! Rick Morti, come on! Morty! Moti no, Rick! A view of the simulated world expands out to reveal it's on a giant spaceship. Trans. Ierion Control Room Igirion groans and watches the
monitor away in disgust. 1 Oh, God, captain! They're still naked! Uh, Nebula Prince, check every five weeks and tell us when you don't! Forklift 1 I think we should make Kevin look, sir. Kevin what?! No! W-w- Why would you say that? Stu, sir, we have a situation here. If The Nebula Prince has WINNER on that monitor, I swear to Shins, Stu. Stu draw a lot of processing power into something. Wait up. Of course. Jerry appears on the big screen. There is another real human being in the simulator. Jerry ok, Jerry, big pitch meeting. Create or
break. Grooming the nostril hair while drivingYe can do this. How did this happen to the Nebula Prince?! Where is the kidnapping country? Hey, man, kidnapping case in 1000, follows takeover order. Don't put it in the Ierion 3 argument! We only get simulated humans! Kevin Well, the simulation doesn't simulate a kidnapped person, so- prince nebula oh, I see! Oh! It was no one's fault. Oh yes yes. I'm sorry. Well, then, the problem solved. Oh, wait. Shout out that there is another human being here! Who is he? Stu Rick's son-in-law, Jerry
Smith. So far, he has not noticed that he is in the simulation. The Nebula Prince sighs, handles his sector by 5%, maintains a setting for auto, and will deal with him later. Rick Sanchez is the target. Trans. Jerry's car Jerry inhales to relax deeply. It's just a pitch. Relax. He turns on the radio. Radio This is Earth Radio. And now, here... Human music. Repetitive rhythmic bees. Jerry Hmm. Human music. I like it. Watch Jerry's division of the simulation, which rocks its head on the side to the rhythm with music fan-outs, followed by the conversion
of Rick and Morti. Rick and Morti Pants flee the streets naked. Rick pushed his clothes into the sewer. Moti Rick! Rick Uhp, uhp, uhp! Moti, keep your hands off your ding dong! It's the only way we can speak freely. Look around, Moti. Do you think this world is real? You would be stupid not to notice all the mistake details. See, he put a bun between two hot dogs. Moti I don't know, Rick. Well, Rick, look at that grandma. She is walking a cat on a wooden line. Motier, Mrs. Spencer always does that, Rick. She's an idiot! All right, all right, there.
What about, Morti? Potart exits the toaster house, walks to the toaster car, and drives away. Moti ok, ok, you got me on that one. Rick Oh, really, Morti? Are you sure you've never seen it somewhere in real life before? Moti no, no, I've never seen it. I mean, why Portat wants to live inside a toaster, Rick? I mean, it would be the scariest place they could live. You know what I mean? Rick you're missing the point, Moti. Why would he have driven a small toaster with wheels? I mean, does your car look like a smaller version of your house? No.
Moti so, why are they doing this? W- What do they want? Well, that would be obvious to you, Rick, Moti, if you had to pay attention. Sirens howl. An ambulance is up to them and the door opens. Paramedics we got the President of the United States here! We need concentrated dark matter, 10cc of statistics or he will die! Rick closes the ambulance door and starts walking. They asked about it in class. These Zigerions always tried to scam me from my secrets, but this time they made a big mistake, Morti. They dragged you to this. Now
they're going to pay! Moti Waite, Tue, w-w- What are we going to do? Rick we're going to buy, Moti. And we will take them for everything they have. Trans. Ext. Advertising agency Wood flashes with American static noise Jerry National Apple Farmer... Trans. Int. Welcome to our advertising agency Jerry's advertising agency. I'm Jerry Smith. The audience is staring blankly. It's alright. I'll just get to the stadium. Well, what is a simple question, a gentleman, a hoarse apology? Clear your throat. Ah, drink water. Coughing, what is an apple that
clears the throat? Pull the poster board to the front of the room and the apples are food. When do we need food? If you're hungry. The audience is staring blankly. With it, I give you your new slogan! Hungry for apples? Flip the paper to reveal the sign that says . The audience continues to stare. Well, say something! Do you like it? Mr. Markrowitz yes. All yes. I sold the idea? All yes. I appreciate it! Thanks for shaking each other's hands. You are welcome. Trans. Ext. Advertising agency Baker Street plays Jerry as he slips through the
railings. Jerry Hey! I just sold my first pitch! The old man is slow! Woman lookin' good. Mail bin my man! Jerry called on his cellphone. As he walks, he passes the same three people over and over again. Simulation Beth answers hello phone call at Simulation Smith House. Jerry speculated who sold the apology campaign. Simulation Beth who just sold an apology campaign? Jerry me! Did you get milk in the end? I guess someone is wrong. Well, because now, I'm erecting the size of an East Coast lighthouse, and I'm coming home to share
it with my beautiful wife. Simulation Beth O.K. Wait Jerry, really? Simulation Beth Yes. Jerry Yes! See you in 10 minutes! Hang up, hey sounds! I'm going to make love to my wife! Woman lookin' good. The old man is slow! Mail bin my man! defects into the wooden trance. Rick is decorated with chains and adjusts his clothes for a more disheveled look. Motie, Giz, Rick. I mean, crowds, t-t- they tend to make me really nervous. Rick Morti, relax. It's just a bunch of 1s and 0s. It's going to be okay. Lower Morti's pants slightly and put on a hat.
Just follow my lead. Rick and Morti fist bump. Yo, DJ, drop that bit. Trans. The stage of park hip hop beat plays. The crowd cheers. Rick Ao, Morti. This crowd looks so small at one of our famous rap concerts. I don't think we can perform our new song, Recipes for Concentrated Dark Matter, with a small crowd. Moti you've got right, Rick. Hordes of people appear from all directions and gather in the park. Rick now it's more like that! Moti, here we go. Everyone hey oh! Let's hear it say! The crowd cheers. All the ladies are yes! Says. The
ladies cheer. Everyone over the age of 30 does this by hand! Everyone in a red shirt jumps up and down! People start defecting. Trance Smith House Jerry Keith Beth, who still doesn't go in front of the phone, mm. Mm. Well. Mm, mm, mm, mm! Mm! trans park Rick Yo, whose name is Hispanic and not everyone who starts with L, walked in circles on the same number of times as the squared roots of your age for 10 hours! The simulation stops. Rick and Morti jump offstage. Run, Morti! Before the system reboots! Trans. Myt Smith house.
You like that? Who is remarkable now? Are you hungry for an apple? Are you hungry for apples?! Trans. Beth and Jerry's bedroom. Jerry lay in bed next to Beth, who is frozen in place. Oh Jerry, my God. That's the best sex I've ever had in my life. That's... It's so good. I don't deserve this, Beth. I am a fraud. Rick and Morti run through a frozen simulation. Moti Oh, man, Rick! W-w-w-where do we run? Rick out of the simulation, Morti. Normally the chamber works like a treadmill, and the virtual world disappears behind us and is rendered
before us as we pass through it, but while it's frozen, Morti ... The edge. Here we go. Jump from edge moti holy crap! Come on Rick, Moti. Morti edges trance. They jump over the control room, Mr. Ergion, and they jump over the edge. Nebula princes yes, they are. as planned. Wicked laughter, others join oh, this will be such a heart! Trans. Ship Rick's corridors keep a shelled eye for the central processing room, Moti. That's how we're going to scam this idiot. Moti so, hey, why do these aliens keep coming after you, Rick, if you're much
smarter than them? Rick it's obsessed about them at this point. Aliens have been trying to outdo me for years. Every time they do, I'm one step ahead of them. Find the central processing room aha! Here we go. Grab as many processors as you can and start collecting chips, Moti. Guys are not very good, but they are really good at making these chips. Moti I've got so many, I can hardly hold them all! Look with a chip on your shirt, look at this. I dropped one. Don't worry about it, Rick Don, Morti. A lot of them, you have a little gooseball. Both
playfully chip into each other. Come here, Morti! Oh, I have! Come on, Moti, quit, Rick! Stop it! Rick nothing is just a little wrong of playing horses sometimes, little Pella. They sneaked towards the escape pod. Rick throws chips and distracts the guards as they steal and fly the pod. Moti Wow. What do you know? Yes, it was easy. Rick Totz Marothes, dawg. Moti is just hard to believe, you know? Rick believes, Morti. And once again, I'm flying away with everything I can carry, and Ierion has nothing of mys. Jerry, Mr. Marklewitz, who is
talking to Trans Jerry's boss office? Mr. Markrowitz snaps his finger and yes. I mean, let's face it. Do apple-hungry have milk? It's almost the same. Mr. Markrowitz snaps his finger and yes. I deserve it. Well, I think I'm just packing my desk. Mr. Markrowitz snaps his finger and yes. Wait. You know what?! No! Milk people don't have patents for simple rhetorical questions! There is not a single word in Hungry for Apples shared by Y-You- Take Milk? It's a completely different slogan. It's different! And you shouldn't be fired. I have to be
promoted! Mr. Marklewitz snaps his finger yes. Wait. Oh really? Mr. Markrowitz snaps his finger yes. It may be a derivative, but it's the most successful campaign that's come out of this institution in a long time. Mr. Marklewitz snaps a finger, yes. Mr. Marklewitz snaps a finger yes. Mr. Markrowitz snaps his finger yes. Mr. Markrowitz snaps his finger yes. Jerry ran out. Mr. Marklewitz defected. Trans. Ext. Smith House Rick and Morti get out of the escape pod and head to the garage with chips. Rick arrives, Morti. I will be able to use this
processor to create real important scientific stuff. Keypad beep. Yes, I thought I entered the code right away. Keypad beep. The two-step simulation disappears. Prince Nebula, what is this? Could W-this be a possibility? Because it looks like it's inside a simulation... Inside the simulation. You're still in the boat. Go game day bucket boom! Sir Cynthia, er, it was the doctor's appointment to examine the discoloration on your butt hole flap - the Prince Nebula so loudly, Cynthia. Too big and too specific. Uh... Nebula Prince We have known for a
long time how to create concentrated dark matter. But now we also know the code in your legendary vault, Rick Sanchez! All your most valuable secrets are now ours! Rick uh, yes, until I go home before you and change the combination, you're a bunch of idiots! That's why the nebula prince doesn't come home. Get them! Guards try to catch Rick and Morti. Rick pulls back Morti's pants and all the aliens in disgust. Rick Run Morti! Morti pulls on his pants. They are running through the ship and being chased by Alien. Moti oh my God! Trans.
Appley Awards Jerry I got to you, and this morning, I was surprised that this award existed. Now I'm holding one. And, um... Look, I'd say today is the best day of my life, but the truth is, it is, more meaningful than that. Mail bin my man! Jerry yes. I'm finally done! Everyone has flaws in the mailbox. My man my man mailer! The simulation continues to glitch heavily. Jerry ah! Hell?! The Appley Award defects in existence. Lol Rick and Morti run into the room. Rick Jerry?! Moti Daddy! Rick what are you doing here? W - Why are you dressed like
a waiter? Screw. There's no time. Hurry up. Jerry started dragging Jerry with Jerry and Jerry wasn't sobbing! The chase continues. Three people do it on a spaceship. Rick Man Up, Jerry! You may need East Sea laser to make a laser. Moti Oh, man! They are hot on our tails, Rick! Rick I think they really focused on dark matter. Moti Well, you know how to make it, too, right, Rick? Rick yes. Yes, yes, check the engine room. We need cesium, plutonic quarks, bottled water. Moti on! Here, Rick! Rick Waugh, Morti. A lucky break. Grab that
bucket. Ok, two part Pluto quarks, one part cesium. Moti is fine. Uh-yes, it's okay. Rick now empties the water bottle into the bucket and pours everything into the fuel tank so we can get the hell out of here! What are you doing, Moti?! There's no time! Moti freezes to Rick O. The simulation fails... Again. Jerry what...? Rick No! The nebula prince laughs, oh my God, Rick. How stupid are you? Stay inside the simulation of the simulation... Inside another huge simulation! The harder W-laughs we didn't have a recipe for concentrated dark matter.
But we do now! We suck, now! Rick you simulate my grandson's genitalia?! Y-y-you flock of female demon son! Ierion 1 Kevin fought really hard to oversee the project. Kevin you said you wouldn't tell anyone! I'm not going to live this, am I? Rick's fine. Ok. All right, great. Awesome. You win. Can we go home now? Forklift 1 I don't know. Can you? Prince Nebula Ha! Fist bumps are good. Ok. Show this tricky grass on his shuttle. I'm done with him. Wait up. I can get a picture. Take a selfie with Rick Aw. Look at his face. he's trying to figure
out if he's The simulation is still there. Is it you, Rick? Are you? Laugh, you're not walking away. Rick and Jerry leave. Oh, a-and, by the way, I don't discolor the butt hole flaps that sound after them. It was part of the simulation. Cynthia O. Uh, sir, should I cancel that appointment? Nebula Prince loudly yes! Of course you should! Cynthia no, keep it up. If you can actually do it, go up. Trans. Earth Rick Hay, Jerry, don't worry about it shuttle. So what if the most meaningful day of your life is a simulation that works at minimal capacity? Jerry you
know what, Rick? They took you with you. You should try to have a little respect for the dolls of the universe, now you are one of us. Rick maybe you're right, Jerry. Maybe you're right. Trans. The Ierion Space Craft, Control Room, is celebrating victory with The Forklift Party. Good nebula prince, everybody. Two-part Pluto quark ... One part cesium.... A- And listening, I'm sorry to shout early. I couldn't have asked for a better staff. I love you guys, I love all your family. Prepare water bottles and final ingredients... The Alieneon spacecraft
explodes. Trans. Shuttle district Jerry looks behind them in shock. Jerry! Hell?! W-what happened back there? Rick why don't you ask smart people in space, Jerry? Yes, you can't. They exploded. Baker Street is playing. Rick produces saxophone parts. Jerry so... What do you think? Mr. Marklewitz you fired. Jerry and--? However, the t-idea was tested in state-of-the-art simulations. Mr. Markrowitz, then, it was a terrible simulation. Get out. Jerry hangs his head and leaves. Mr. Marklevitz man, how does such a man go home and have sex
with his wife? Trans. Moti's Bedroom Rick Hay, Morti. What, Moti? Rick Hay, little dude. H-h- How do you stand here now? Motie, Giz, Rick. Rick Y-y- You're a good kid, Moti. Y-you real l-little c-character, Moti. Moti oh, boy. As Rick you know, I had a really rocky road today, M-Morty. You're my little friend, aren't you? We had a great time together, huh, M-Morty? We are real heroes on the field. Are you... Are you a real trooper, huh, M-M-Morty? Moti, Rick? Rick I really appreciate you, Morti. Moti oh ok, that's cool. A-ok, Rick Rick is suddenly
aggressive, holding a knife to the neck of your neck and you're a little son of a bitch! Y-y- Are you simulating?! Huh?! Are you simulating?! Moti No. No! No! Rick you little son of a bitch! Morti is terrified, gasping, He lowers his knife and Rick I-I-I-I-sorry, Morti. Y- You're good... You're a good kid, Moti. Moti Giz! Rick Y- You're good... You are a good child. Moti O pass my god! Rick, Moti W-w-What the hell do you pick your nose for? What a life. Force2000 friends so, Jessica, I heard you broke up with Brad. Who can I date? Jessica I don't
know. I mean, obviously a special person B- but I mean really special, like, nothing I've even remotely considered in the past. Holy shit, holy shit, holy shit. Rick Oh, yes. Likewise, the penis in the foreshoe kind of love Mm-blemish is just, like, warm, just like he's all [squeaky] away. Moti, I need your help. W-W-W- We need to go on a quick adventure. You said I could go to school today. Rick that before I needed something, Morti. The Abadango cluster has plasma debris. There is a princess. If I get it, I will be awesome. Rick we're going
nonstop, Rick. You know, these are my teenage years. I just found Jessica's single. Oh, wow, Morti. Wow. What an interesting life you lead. Inside and out, a 20-minute adventure. Rick they're on our tails! Steady, Morti. 5 set tons. Steadily, God it! Two set tons. At! Fire! Pull, Moti, pull! Pull! [Blyph] ah, [beep] [creak] ah! Oh boy! I can't do this anymore! It was seriously [creaky]. Rick we are almost dead. morty so you agree? Rick [Veep] Yes! That w T-this is crazy! It was pure luck. I had no control over the situation. Hey, Moti. Look at my
[squeaky] hands. Why do you keep doing this to us?! I don't know, Morti. Maybe I hate myself, maybe I think I deserve to die. I-I-I- I don't know! We need a vacation. [Opening credits] morty you were the best day spa right in the galaxy. Rick is not cruel either. These things are just what they do in the wild and it loves swallowing stressed-out creatures for 20 minutes and peking them up. My whole body is like a baby's baby. Spa staff free psychological detox? Removes all cognitive toxins and cleanses the system. Rick Oof, this guy on
commission or something? I don't think Rick is on commission? Spa staff we're not on fees. We are paid per hour. Oh, there is no incentive for my God. Ok, W-W-W - We tried the machine but I would like you to try something. Swallow a huge nose hanging from the back of the neck. It's disgusting. No one wants to hear that. That's what you do. Enough. Rick Mann, have you heard him ask the man's head? Giz, you have to be really cold. Maybe you have to go through it twice. Rick ok, Mr. Comedy man, you don't have to bust my ball. You're
not helping things. Moti Rick, it's about making this Rick Morti! - Morti Lee Rick - Rick Morti! What happened? Rick we exploded, stupid! Are you really stupid? apparently man i'm Overload the machine. It takes more than that to kill Rick and Morti and their mother [squeaky]! But this can do it. Rick Run, Morti! Moti E-All Hurts! That's because you're useless Rick! Jesus, how big was this explosion? Rick I am a genius. I don't have time for this [squeaky]. tmorty W-W - we're in hell, us, Rick? - You're so stupid, Moti. - You are a fool. There's
nothing like hell. I believe in you, but I just want to die. Rick you can die when I say so. I control you. I control the universe! Why am I proud of him? I have nothing to prove. I am surrounded by [creaking] and inferior pieces of toxins. We're not in hell, Moti. We are in the antidote. The machine did not explode. It worked normally. It eliminates our toxins. We are toxins. You hear, you stupid little crap man?! We're going to get rid of it! Spa staff I hope you all find the detox relaxing enough. Rick Hey man, hear those comments I made about your
neck? The spa staff it's all good. rick it let me off the hook your good. It is still unacceptable behavior, and I regret it. Trust the spa staff, man, I've been working here for a long time. All right. Moti hey, uh, if I put some music you're fine? Rick is not at all. Grab my terifold and that's what? I just shuffled. Rick you kidding? - This universe. Oh, excuse me. morty we should listen to one random song a day, you know? We will hear more songs that we didn't like, but we will find much more that we did. Rick it's an interesting concept. I wonder if there
is an algorithmic representation that can achieve the ideal ratio. Listen to me here trying to calculate happiness. After Morti, if anyone can, Rick. Thank you, Rick. Rick yes, mother [Veep]! Example! Get it! Some! Right away your [beep] female devil, you [squeaky]! Guess who just found a new element?! You think you can do that, Morti? Do you think everyone except me can do that in a billion years? Do you think you can do that if God exists? The answer is no. If there is a God, it is [creaking] me. Yes, Rick. What do you think about it? Morty
Uh I think my voice is annoying. Rick It is, and it is your best quality. Too true. Math teacher now, who can tell me the common denominator of these two factions? Don't you know or y'all just bored? Hey Moti, listen, you know, wha if we all get bored here, wouldn't the usual hairs be yours? Math teacher damn it, Morti. That's fun. Normally I will come down to some kind of confusion, but it seems to represent a positive change in your personality. Class dismissed! - Kids 1 Amazing, - Kids2 you did a good thing, Moti. Oh, yes, kid 3! Thanks for
the advice, Morti. You got it. Child 4 I did it, Morti! I know you can, Morti. Mitch Hey Moti, remember yesterday when I can't play trombone? Well, check this one out! Like I said, Mitch music has been on your mind all the time. Goth girl stupid hat wishes I only had the courage to be myself. It's here. Jock you know all these idiots are cheating, but I know you're still a pathetic loser, hiding behind a confident front. I know brothers, because I'm doing the same thing. I'm not alone anymore! Jessica Hay, Morti. Rumors around the school have
made you super healthy. I don't know everything. I know, however, that there are some pretty bad cases where I haven't taken you to dinner - it is. It can be fatal. Rick Hey, guys. Uh, I hope I don't interfere. Moti, a moment of time? Happy to help, Rick. rick I hate to bug you, but after our morning hike I started to receive very faint and very unusual transmissions on my sub-ether phone. Listen. It's a bad call. I downgraded to shells only for emergencies. If something is worth it to say, I-it is worth the eye contact. Rick Er, I-I-I-I tracked down the
source of the call back to the spa where we went. I thought I could hear the voice there, so I stepped it up, a-and listened. Rick Hey, cub! Oh man! Rick remember us? Oh, I don't like confrontation! Rick you [squeaky] us, you piece of crap! That's right, you [creaky] crap, not us. I'm a [squeaky] genius and a god. You really think this thing can hold me? I'm going to tear Rick Morti out of your throat, if our toxic part has its own identity, your own will, your own will to live? What if I shared my W-intelligence and devised a way to reach out to us? I
think he's in a lot of pain. Many. O. Pain. Yes, you know, you don't have to deal with that, man. As you know, some urban spin yoga in l-let solves your trauma. It's amazing. You do yoga on a bike, but you preteen Rick in danger and I don't think I can just blow this up, Moti. If I had known it had worked this way, I wouldn't have deciphered it. Well, I would have because I was toxic. Now I'm responsible for detoxifying and my toxins, right? I- It's a dilemma. I think what to do. Moti Rick! You know, the only problem here is the big fat brain that
misses them all eating big fat problems. Focus on the good work. Trust me, things are good. taking me away like it wouldn't be healthy. Oh man. The greatest grandfather in the world, real. It's a coffee cup for you, not a bud. You are legal. [Restaurant] Morti I love drums. I didn't do drum lessons. For what? Limit. We are addicted to our own limitations. How amazing is that? Is kale ready in the kitchen? I need water. Uh how cru-dite? Waiter Crudite. Moti It's a Drink Stick. Ha! That's ok! But pronounce it as you want. Words are just a thing. I
ask you. I appreciate it. We're having a conversation. God, I'm so excited to finally have dinner with you. You know how long I've been waiting for this? It's like, whew! I-I- I wish you had quit, though. Just kidding. You know, you are so quiet. What's wrong? W- Why don't you talk about yourself? What is the mood of the planet Jessica? Where is the equator, and what are vacations, a-and-holidays? I mean, you know, are they the same time? Tell me. Jessica Well, I love this restaurant. Moti Holy [Veep]! Holy [squeaky]! We're dumbfounded
here! I'm an idiot. I can't believe I didn't think of this. You have to do this detox thing I did. It's an alien spa, you go through it, fwoos-ssh, laser, bwaa-bwaa-bwaa suck everything. Everything that was holding me back, all bad, I mean, just right? Jessica Kuuol. Oh my god! I can't believe this. Yes, the phone is terrible, I completely forgot that I had a job and downgraded it, things are good. You know what? Why are you doing that? It is more rude than the truth. Look at Jessica, I'm sorry, Morti. I just don't think it won't morty. There is no need to



explain. It's all good. Jessica I think you're bored with me. Exactly, E-correct. Hey, the flames don't fly. This is what dating is, you know? First date, no sparks. No damage, no worry. Life is a highway. We'll ride it all night! I'm going to eat some crudite. Well! Is this organic? Well, all right. You know, the evening continues. Ok, here we go. Mom, I'm afraid there's some bad news for you. Your money is not good here. I'll do the next round, Captain. Stacy are you not a child? Morty only in an important way. Morty. Stacy Stacy. I've been watching
you drink, Stacy. I get the feeling that you have a hard job. I wonder what it takes to please you. That's part-time, full-time, I want to do it well, bad at it, I'm promoted, fired, corner office, hostile arguments, work accidents I'm on my knees, praying Stacy, worshipping, begging, whatever you want. What do you think about it? Stacy's fine. [Veep] Morti. Tink. Mm! Ask grandpa. He is a scientist. Hey Rick, are you familiar with Benoit technology? Rick Morti, good news. I went back to the spa and they let me buy a blockade from the decrypter. For
what? Because we're coming home, bitch! What the heck is this? rick This is the part of your grandpa that keeps it real. Oh, and I think you dropped something, too! I don't want to be on camera. I'm ugly and gross, please. Do I need to go Stacy? You're your own person, Stacy. Stacy next I would like to stay. morty Rick, tell us you won't try to put that stuff back in us. Rick Moti, I'm sorry. That stuff is alive and belongs with us. billions of them in their house and locked them in cans. Mother [squeaky]! See? They live in pain. What they do, Rick,
they live in pain. They suffer, you know? They are the bad part of all of us, which, by the way, involves our dishonesty, so how do you know that this is not all sorts of crazy tricks? Rick Oh, so now I'm also a liar because it's completely made of toxins? [Squeaky] folks, you're a small sorrpath. Hear this, Morti? Oh, everybody hates me. I can tell you. Y-You all hate me, Rick good, Moti. Healthy Rick, are we doing this? Ok. Sorry, Morti. I need you to step into the booth. Don't negotiate with those little turds, piles. You're Rick. You have to show
dominance. Moti, Booth, now. Booth! Come on, Moti. Don't touch me! Moti, doing a healthy job and refuting himself voluntarily. No! Is it wrong to think this is hot? Let's get out of here! Stacy, help me! Open the door! I need to hear our safe word, Moti. Sea cucumber! Sea cucumber! What are you doing? I'm going to do anything for you, Moti. No! It worked! Example! That fool believed every word. Now let's see how he enjoys living in that shit tank. He's right behind me, isn't he? He is in front of you. Oh. Uh, this is like a sex dungeon? I think I
should have paid attention. After 70 years of being bottled up inside emotional jackus, I finally live my life. You said we had merged. I lie, idiot! I lie about everything! Why would I merge it back with the like you do? So you're going to trap us in that tank? T-that was your plan? No, my mother [Veep] is still there. Kill him, Rick! I don't like this! This is scary! Ok, you asked for it. Did I ask for this? Did I ask for this? Huh? Did I? Threat assessment for the groin. Groin System 6000. Kill him! That's a user of my groin. Trust me, I got more use from
that job than he ever did. You know what? Not my table. You know me. What the hell, Grandpa Rick? [ Creak] you, summer! Sorry, summer! All right, all right, easy. Don't do it. Good boy. Daddy's little boy. Summer, get out of here! Move! Oh, who's that? Who's that over there? No. You're a good little boy, and you're going to get him. You're going to get him. Oh boy! Son of ah! Good try, Cubs. We can solve our problems. We don't have to rely on over-the-top Aah! I did it, Rick. I'm a piece of [squeaky] but I got a tank! You're going to that
tank, mother [squeaky]. You'll live in that toxic [creaky] wasteland like I had to! Oh boy! Ow! That's right, mom you're going to that [squeaky] dad? Ok, just just leave her for it. What is going on? All right, [squeaky] this. Time for Plan B if I can't trap you in a toxic world, I'm just going to make the whole world toxic. I'm so sorry I put us at some risk my actions. You can go to the I-G-garden and pick fresh basil to make the west lake look great. What did your booger version mean when he said it would make the whole world toxic? A man's motive
is a mystery, guys, trust me. We had to stop him. What's the last thing you think about doing that tank job? Morty, I appreciate what you're trying to do, but it's not our place, you know, to choose and what the world will save from the apocalypse. Our toxins have as much or their right to worldview as Morti, and how healthy is it to hit me? Obviously my version of health is a hell of a lot different from yours, you useless old grass. Wait. That's it. How does a detox machine know the difference between health and ill for everything that goes
through it? It can't be. It must be by the individual's definition of toxicity. That means Daddy! What the hell, Rick? I will explain on the way. This moon tower is a metal composition with perfect height for amplification and beam of toxic energy. What do you think about it, Morti? Are you excited about it, Morti? Oh my god. I'm just a monster. I- It is too high here. Once we flip this switch, the whole world will be as toxic as we are. When you praise God, your beloved Father, God is a lie! We made him for the money! Santa Claus is not real. You
were all a mistake! We did it [squeaky], Morti. Place your [squeaky] hands in the air. Yes, you have a little piece of [veep]. Remember me? You did not learn the last time you can not beat me? Yes I did. And then I learned something else. - This. - Ah! That bullet is bound with an encrypted nano-botic virus that breaks down Morty in about, oh, 20 minutes. You think I'd give [Veep]? I know that you give [veep], dummy. Because I know I don't know. Here's another thing I know is a decryption key that is in the middle of the virus. Come and get
it. Merge with me and you'll know how to save him. Come on, Man. I've been delusionally trapped in your cat's brain for 70 years, but this is the all-time weak cliff I've seen oh ever! Jesus Christ! What are you doing?! He's cutting your time in half. 10 minutes. It hurts! What is your problem? Oh, all my problems were removing my qualifications, my narcissism, my paralyzing loneliness, my unreasonable attachment. They have to be somewhere. They don't end up here, bro. I wouldn't go there again! Honestly, I don't care either way. I hate
having you in me. And when I'm honest you can believe it, because we both know I'm too healthy to lie. Watch. It's good! Knock it off! You don't impress anyone. Moti, I'm not giving you [a squeak], is it okay? Jesus Christ, it hurts. Relax, bite. Grandpa's here. Do you think that's funny? Y- You have to have a sense of humor about these. Oh, wait, you can't. You literally can't see the bigger picture. I think it would be just funny because you didn't do anything but complain about me being in charge, but if I gave you the wheel we would die in 5
minutes. - Rick? - You are a poor, stupid, sick animal. Rick? Oh boy! Just do it! Just do it, you know, I'm back, baby! General Rick! Master of both worlds! Check it out! Excuse me. Now we will turn back this hackett toxic beam. Man, I really think more than when I'm angry. Oh, give it to me. Well, Mama. God is not a lie. Mom! Mom! Ha! Ok, Moti, now is the time for us to merge your little evils back. You're a better person than me, Rick. The kid is a real piece of [squeaky]. Y-Y- You're going to save me, right? Part of me wanted to toxic Moti.
Part of me really wanted to do it. I'm telling you, this stock is hot. Yes, it sounds like a good idea. It's definitely a good idea. Duane, Duane, Duane, can I get me now, get it? Have I ever lied to you? That's right, ask around, I never do, Duane. Let's put this real simple. This stock is a beautiful redhead, recently single, looking for a date but not ready to fall in love, fate put her locker two down in yours, Duane down two lockers. So step by step or step, Duane. Blue or red, what's up, bro? Fully understood, Duane. You are the boss. Heinz Biotech
Millions, half at age 33. . you little [squeaky] monster. Well! Is this organic? Well! Go to Moti. Hello, Moti. It's Jessica. Hey, can we just talk for a while? How much does Rick take to track my location? Come back, Morti. I miss you. You miss me old. You miss someone who loves you so much that you didn't have to love them again. How can I know I don't want to love you? Because I don't get sick. Ex-girlfriend? Should I be jealous? There is nothing to be jealous of. I realized I was going to speak at that fundraiser on a date night. you can
cancel. We're going to be together. That's the date. You are the perfect person. Oh dear, I think you're going to hit the wrong button. You were unbroken. Huh. Sorry, little American Psycho, it's time to take the opposite of your drug. Do what you need to do. Ow! Oh boy! So, what do you think, Morti? Oh, Giz. I'm miserable. Am I good? I know how interested you are, though, and I think it's worth it. Care? I? Moti, I'm fine with you. I only did this for him. You lay the. She kept coming to our house and kept asking Moti. Has D- got a new Moti
yet? Because I'm drunk and calling me and crying. I didn't cry! Jacqueline, I-I-I was not the person I spoke to. You weren't a 14-year-old boy from the Midwest, didn't he capitalize on his lack of conscience by running away from his family and becoming a stock broker? Oh, I think I was quite up front, wasn't I? You were in front of everything. Are you mate of my soul. I said, well Y- you can keep the apartment, and, uh drone. She can't keep drones. They turn into small voltron robots. They are awesome. Drones can't be maintained. So what
was your date with Brad like? It was not dated. We were having lunch. You guys are getting back together, aren't you? Moti, I need your help in the adventure. Er, need is a strong word. We need a door stop but the bricks also work. Ok. Morty. Good to have you back. Have you ever been before? Oh my god. 냠. Hey, did you ever want to pick up Terifold? I want to grab my terry flap right here, grab it on my terry flap hey, and I want to take you to the Terry Fold dance I want to come with me? You grabbed my holdfold squeezes' tight them,
sucked my holdey flappy wrinkles, licked my terry flaps in my mouth, licked my terry flaps in my flapi holes, and sucked my flaps, and you pieces of shit remained today, but they were popular in the late 19th century. What the hell is this? Sea cucumber! Sea cucumber!! Did you get some of that? Star Wars Episode IV: The New Hope1977Star Wars Episode VI: Return of the Jedi1983 Open Xt. Rick's ship is flying through the rings of the planet (Morti is in the back seat, summer is in starboard seats, Rick is driving) and all: (singing) love.
Connection. Experience. (Moti claps) Rick: Yes Moti all: (singing) come along. With love. Connection, experience! [Laughs] Rick: My favorite song Moti: Ha, yes (distress beacon warning chimes) Rick: Oh yes, distressed beacons! [Belces] is good! Moti: Are you excited about it? Rick: The first rule of space travel kids is to always check the distress beacon; Nine out of 10 it is a ship full of dead aliens and a bunch of free shit! [Rick makes a sharp turn] One Moti: Whoa! Summer: And! End Rick: One of number 10 is a deadly trap, but I'm ready
to roll that dice! [Trance flying towardS S.S. Independence] [Rick Trance, Morti, enter the summer corridor] Summer: Terrible things seem to have happened here. Rick: Yes, cha-ching. Oh yes, if you find a room full of eggs, don't be shy and shake one of them. That face permit is worth more than this ship. (Rick spray painting symbols on closed doors) Morti: Uh, what's that? Rick: This can be written as a police marauding by Kor Block. Summer: That's terrible! Rick: I've heard you man, the police are racist. Rick :Oh, hey! You're alive! Thank
God. Female Aliens: Can You Help Us? Our planet has been taken over by some sort of [pause] entity! It absorbs the hearts of our nation! Male Alien 1: We didn't notice until it was too late. It's the people who take over, they look like your friends, family, leaders, but No more yourself; They are part of it. RICK: And how do you know you didn't get on the boat with you? Those two ding-dongs seem pretty calm about everything. (The two male aliens stand apart from the other four without calm and patting.) Male aliens with glasses :Hey (they
squeak after Rick points out)! No, no- uurgh! (Morti screams; the other four are assimilated) Rick: Called it. Six aliens together: Hello Rick. Rick: Unity!? Moti: Rick? Summer: Grandpa? Rick: Oh boy. Uh, these are my grandchildren, Summer and Morti. Summer, Moti, this is er, Unity. We sort of get used to, uh, dates. [Start intro credits] [A life scene about Unity's planet is being shown. S.S. Independence Lands] Rick: You go here to uni and work quite a bit. You're a whole planet now? Unity (admin): After we broke up, I spent time wandering
through the universe, unity (thin fit person): I found this world, a big fit man: I was able to focus on my passion for better unity. Summer: You mean stealing people's bodies? Rick: Summer, rude. Why don't kids run away and play with Unity while Unity and I catch up? Summer: Uh. Moti: Wait for (four aliens come with Moti and their hands on their shoulders in the summer)! Rick, are these people not trying to barf in our mouths and absorb us? Admin: You are a guest on my planet, you can free yourself; I have never been good at
disappointing Rick. Summer: Then I'm going to the barf. come to Moti. [Trance to garage; Jerry will cheer through the shelves] Beth: Jerry, what are you doing? Jerry: I'm trying to find our weed beaten, 'cause our weeds are wacky, Yo. Beth: But you can't go to the garage when Rick's not here. Jerry: Can't I? Beth: Well, he doesn't like it. Jerry: He crashes rent-free at another family home, what are you going to do? Beth: What does that mean? Jerry: Your dad gets to walk us all because of your abandonment problem! He's playing you, and
shorty. Beth: Oh, stop affecting those silly hip hop dialects! Jerry: My irony is that my relationship with your father is toe-up in the flow and stop moving the urban patuany. (Gurgling sounds come from below, Beth and Jerry look around) Jerry: What the hell is that? Beth: (whispering) I don't know, let's just leave! (More growling, Jerry removes the mat to reveal a hatch on the floor.) Jerry: That is a hatch! Your father put a hatch in my garage! Beth: You didn't know that! [Pause] Anyway, we don't have to be here! Jerry: Obviously, neither is
rolling in there. (Gurgling) [Trans. to unity's planet: Rick is approaching newsstands] Rick: World peace has been achieved. Good! A little strange to post a paper about it for yourself, but So what's next? Newspaper: After I become a type 1 civilization, this world will be invited to the Galactic Federation. Rick: Oh, great. When Rick walks, Unity transitions among the people around him to have the perfect conversation without stopping what they're doing. Customer: From there I have access to numerous planets and species. Pedestrians: One
by one, I will unify them, I will be the universe, and I will be the one who once called god with one heart. Rick: [Trim] I like it. Oh, that's pretty sexy. Hey, where can I get drinks around here? Elderly: Recreational substances have been phased out here. You don't have to get away from your ego when the world is one. Rick: Unity, Unity, who am I talking to? I saw you assimilate the whole police station to get your hands on the evidence locker. Worker: Rick, when we met I was a young hive minder with a small town population. People...
Change. Busker: Especially when I change them. I've grown. Rick: Hey, listen, I grew up too. I have! Look, I've reconnected with my family, right? Police officer: Hmm, I wonder why? Rick: Maybe it's part of getting older. Maybe I just miss being together... Group. (Rick and Unity start kissing; a crowd forms around them) Crowd: Yes Rick! Example! Example! Rick: Oh yes! Crowd: Yes! Example! Rick: Wait, wait! H hold! Not like this. We need a row glider. and crotchless Uncle Sam costume. And I want the entire field of your biggest arena
covered with naked redheads ending up! And I want a stand remotely packed with everyone resembling my father! [With a mountain carved into the shape of a moti and a summer head, Moti and Summer are eating burgers] Moti: Look at them! So tune in! Problem? They are making you into Mount Rushmore! They made burgers! Summer: Moti, open your eyes! They are not! The bodies of these poor people are being used! They are a planet of dolls! Fan holder: I can hear you. Summer: Eh! Morty: Well, everyone here seems cool. Except
for all the red hair. They seem to be in a hurry elsewhere. Clowns: Balloons, Summer? Balloons, Morti? Summer: No, we don't want your silly balloons. We get bored. Take us to Rick. Clowns: Now... Not a good time. [Tran. flying towards the stadium in a row glider and Uncle Sam costume to Rick] Rick: Oh yes! I want you! Stadium: Let your son go! Let's go son! Let's go son! [Trance to Earth: Jerry and Beth look down at the open hatch] Jerry: Oh! Real good! Real good! How does a man do this without noticing me? Beth: Oh, dad. Once he
put his mind to something... Jerry: You're spinning this to his credit? (Gurgling) Jerry: I'm going there. Beth: Jerry: Beth, this is my garage, my secret hatch, my hidden underground hideaway, my house making my faceless gargler. Now, are you going to keep hating this playa, or are you going to jack my steed? Beth: All right, you're making things up now. [To Rick walking out wearing a bass gown, applauding] Rick: Oh my God. Oh my god. [Drink number redhead: Oh Rick, it was too bad. Rick: What's this 'what's going on' stuff? I just need
to hydrate and we're doing that again! Redhead: Oh Damn (Beta-7's spaceship arrives from the sky). Rick: If this is aggression, you have to sit this one down, but I'll come back to have sex with the survivors. Redhead: It is a neighboring hive mind species, beta-7. Our planet has maintained a substantial alliance for the exchange of important resources. So good (whispers)! Beta-7: Unity. [Pause] it is ... Bad times? All... Current life... Fairy tale? Man in Glasses: Beta-7, this is my single friend from Earth, Rick. Beta-7: Rick... Sanchez. Unity
has said about you. Rick: All bad I hope. [Laughs] (Rick laughs and lays his hand on the shoulder of Reed Beta-7, all beta-7 fairytale screams and Rick) points to Rick: Hey, Jesus Christ! Redhead: Beta-7, if my allies have a problem with you, perhaps so are our allies. Beta-7: Our alliance is beneficial. When Beta-7 expresses concern - it's just... Because... Rick: Oh snap! Powdered adja? Ampetetron? You know what I can make of this stuff? Redhead: Oh... Rick, me- not... Rick: Come on, I'm not in town every day! It is -- it is for the old days.
Redhead: Uh... All right, what the hell! Purify the paper and create fractal dust! Rick: Oh, I was thinking of Velokitis, but... Unity: Oh, old Rick can't party with the whole district? (Laughs both) Rick: I know what you can do, and more, baby. Beta-7: Hrmm ... (Beta-7 Leaf) Rick: You know, I think beta-7 is hoping that your alliance can be practical. (Both laugh) [As trance. rick's underground hideout, Jerry is searching with a flashlight.] Jerry: Well, this explains the $6,000 electricity charge. Blame the blim (you can see both blimblables strapped to
the wall and yelling): [Gurgling] Jerry: Well. Good. Real good. An alien inmate under the house. Real good. Good. Rial-Beth: Gotham, stop. [Trance. summer as unity's planet, summer in the streets in megaphoned soapboxes] Summer: Wake people up! You have to fight it! You're under the spell of an evil monster! The man in the glasses: I can hear you. Summer: Yes! So you keep saying! (She starts hitting men) Morti: Summer! Summer: Wake up! You have some personality left there! Stephen Phillips: Why do you hate me, summer?
Summer: I'm not talking to you! I'm talking... (She reached into her pocket and grabbed his pocket And flipping on his license) summer:... Stephen Phillips! Stephen! Set yourself free! Stephen Phillips: Summer, before I took over this planet, this guy was a registered sex offender. Summer:... Yes, so what? At least he was himself. Marine biologist: This woman was a drug addict just before her suicide. Now she is a marine biologist. Moti: Listen to unity, don't let your sister tell you that life would be perfect without you. I think she's just saying
it's going to be life... You know, life. Prostitutes are now scientists. Homeless people are now pisosofers. Summer: Oh, Phi Phi Pizzosofer? Old man: Filophilu ... Phi Pho Phi Seop... Summer: Oh my God. Where did you learn about the meds stealing your grandfather? Old man: I feel good... Urque! (The man collapses and vomits, everything else assimilated into the area follows suit.) Moti: Oh man! Help me all of you guys! All: Okay! [Trance. penis-shaped house. Various fairy tales are dancing. Rick is on the couch] admin: Do you know
what I love about you, Rick? You're the only single mind I've ever met who sees the really big picture. Rick: That's right. But... Baby, listen. Y- You're talking about acquiring planets and galaxies, you're... Just... Remember to let go from time to time, you know. Admin: I can put! Hey, look! Do you see that town across the river? Look at it. (The plane passes by and bombs the town to blow everything up) Rick: Whoa! Admin: Haha! Woot! Rick: Whoa! That's not what I mean! Manager: [laughs] That's ok! It's okay, evacuate! I evacuated the
village, look! Villagers: Hey! Right here! We're fine! Rick: [laughs] Oh, that was awesome! My grandchildren weren't in town. A- My grandson alive? ... H-hey, my drinks are empty. [Trance. to the streets. more fairytale dances are dancing, but they fall and squat; vehicles collide; Motie and Summer are running and they are almost crushed by falling rays.] Moti and Summer: Alas! Summer: Unity, what's going on? Stephen Phillips: Who unites? You kids have good feet. Are you minded when you take a picture? Summer: Guns, no! (He
wanders around taking pictures anyway) Morti: I think you're getting what you want, summer. Something is happening to Unity. Summer: Do... Do you all remember who you are? Ron Benson: ... Yes, my name is Ron Benson. I... Electrical engineers. Father of two, and as you can see from my flat concenim nipple ring, I am a member of the planet's top race! [Open the shirt to reveal the ring nipples] summer: ok, it's okay! Uh... Don't focus too much on the last part, but... Daryl Jefferson: I am Daryl Jefferson. I'm a landscaper. And if the race
of those ripple nipple bitches is excellent, I will be cursed! [Remove the shirt] conical nipples people will dominate. World! Ron Benson: You close your mouth, you dirty knife nipple bastards! Daryl Jefferson: What are you going to say to me, are you the target breast piece of? Alien Man: Race Wars! Summer (crowd indicates in the fight): Why are you fighting? You can't see you're all the same? Moti: Oh, summer. Ha ha. First race war, huh? Moti: Way to go, summer. You started a racing war. Summer: I didn't start it! They are racist! Ⅰ.... I just
empowered them to follow a dream that was obviously misguided! Morty: Ok, thanks for the clarifying! Y- I'm going to have a super accurate headstone now! Riot: Hey, what race are you? Moti: [Pull the shirt] we're not either! S-reference? Summer: Yes, take my word for it. We just have regular nipples. Riot: Hey! These two monsters don't have a race! (Moti and summer running, and before being cornered by the wall, get kicked out by a gang of riots) Moti: Oh, there's no place like home! There is no place like home! Remember, summer?
Summer: Oh... (two hugs) Morty: Dorothy and the little people in the movie? Summer: Oh - oh yes, yes... Moti: All the little people? Summer: Dorothy, take us! Take us! (As the riot draws near, Unity (SWAT) surrounds the two and pushes the rioters, dropping them down the assimilated drop and pulling the two into the hovercopter) SWAT: Hello Summer. Hello Moti. Pilot: It's okay! You are safe now. Moti: U-Unity? SWAT: Yes, summer: Oh, sorry for the unity. I didn't mean that freedom is doing stuff that sucks people! I was thinking more...
Choose your own mobile phone carrier thing. Pilot: Oh, summer, you didn't do anything wrong! I'm having a great time with my grandfather! I lost some control. I probably shouldn't control the hovercopter, I shouldn't... It operates 200,000 pediatric hospitals and 12 million deep freers, but hey! It's not like this planet can do business elsewhere! Moti: Well... Should we maybe stop somewhere and get you a coffee? Maybe splash a little water on your face, or...? Pilot: No, no, if I wanted to be sober, I wouldn't have been drunk! Woohoo! [Go to
Trance. Rick's underground lair. blim accusations are tied up, Beth and Jerry claim] Jerry: Oh man. I can't wait. I can't wait to hear Rick explain the path around this. He's gone! Beth: Jerry, stop! Please, ok, we can't even be here. If we confront him about this -- Jerry: Oh my God! I love this! I love that this is how far you will go for him. You want to go upstairs and cut carrots, see the lifetime original above the alien dungeon! Your relationship with your father is psychotic! Beth: Oh, I like the idea that my genius father is a bad guy! Take a
moment to come out of pride and look at this thing! It's a monster! He may have been chained so as not to eat the earth! Jerry: That's right, because Such an iterist? I once saw him forget the word about man for a moment! He is probably harvesting the organs of this creature! Beth: He's probably racing to treat space aid! Jerry: He'll eat it! Beth: He is protecting it! Blim Blame: [Gurgles] Hanmi Jerry: Shut up! Beth: Shut up! Together [trance. penis-shaped house, now on fire. summer and moti enters]Summer: Unity! This place is a mess!
Manager: Oh, that's cool! Some of the cleaning babes are coming on Friday. [Gasp] Oh, my gosh! I have an hour-long meeting at the Galactic Federation. Oh, I'm not going to make it! Oh, I'll push it next week. Moti: Unity, can you get Rick here? Admin: He... Use! He-Summer: Have sex with you, we get it! gun. Admin: I don't want him to be - Summer: (yelling) Rick Grandpa! Moti: (shouting) Rick! Rick! Summer: (yelling) I'm going to tell mom and dad about the gagoo you're stuck under the garage! (Rick staggers topless, wearing an
ammunition belt, Mexican hat and pants, a fake mustache and clutching a bottle of beer. Is it your problem? Summer: Grandpa, we must go home! Nwo! Rick: It's okay, Giz! Rick: Hey( he opens the portal)! MOTI: Uh, Rick? I think we should all go. Rick: Your garden, kids, I do some work here. Summer (he put his arm around two fairy tales, who cheers and laughs): Grandpa Rick, we're not leaving without you! Rick: Oh my God [trim] you guys get it. You're afraid you're going to steal a big bad hive mindset grandpa. Summer: Actually, no, I
think Unity's great and you are a terrible influence on it! Rick: What? Moti: This is not healthy, Rick! Y- You know you're really up to good around here. I know, in this place? Summer: You are united... Like... Leggings and mid-calf boots. You think you're good together but you're going to take out the worst of each other! Rick: Oh, ki, boy summer, well put. Uh, why can't we see what Unity thinks. Unity? Shade Man: I'm just taking a little break from stuff. Well you know? I need to relax. RICK: Oh, hey, wh-what's in the news, guys? L-L- Let me
set it up. Todd: In today's news, this looks a lot better than that. We are... Really just having a great time. Karen? Karen: Thanks, Todd. Next: Are you concerned grandchildren or are you just a buzz kill? We will tell you how you can really know for sure! Rick: I think the two are a little 10 years old. Summer: All right! Well, what if you did it for me? What if you came with us as a favor to us... Because you love us? Rick: What? Dumb. Hi. Morty: But Rick, summer's mortgage - Rick: Summer is hyper-emotional, poor little - what's the word I'm
looking for here... Uh-man! It's the history of the house! I can tolerate it I can't give crap about it. Hike. Summer: Take care of yourself, Unity. (Summer and Morti depart through the portal) Rick: I'm not looking for judgment, just yes or no. Can I assimilate giraffes? [Back to Beth and Jerry] Beth: You're the worst! Jerry: No! You're the worst! You do not support this family! Jerry: All you care about is yourself! Beth: I think supporting your family is about supporting you emotionally... Jerry: You've got two kids being dragged across the universe...
Beth:... But you can't support! Because it is never enough, Jerry! Jerry:... By your dangerously ailing father, you force me to see it happen! Beth: It doesn't have enough support to satisfy you! And you don't even know what it looks like... Jerry: Because you would rather lose them and lose me than lose him! Beth:... You're obsessed and you're obsessed and you're afraid of losing anything because you're obsessed... Jerry: And why? Because you are a child, Beth. You, not me, you! (Blim Blast takes a break angrily) Jerry: Alas! Beth: Oh my
God! Blim blames go past them and break into the cabinet, before pulling out objects and pointing the two like guns): Beth and Jerry: Ah! Blame Blim (Blim blame pushes an object around his neck): Well, first of all, hello. Uh, my name is Korblack, who blames Blim. Second, a card on the table: I eat a baby and I am a murderer who came to this planet to eat a baby. However, I also think you can call it 'space aid' when you put it, carrying a very contagious disease, and Rick has tied me up so he can try to cure it. At the same time, Rick's
motivation for treating my illness was not to save my life or anyone else, but to patent and sell treatments for billions of blemish plaques. But I know why I tore my chain off the wall? And you know why I'm not coming back to this planet? Because the two are worst! You all hate yourself and each other! And the idea that it has nothing to do with Rick is laughable! I would laugh, but biologically I'm incapacitated, that's how alien I am! And even I'm sitting here listening to two people, being like, what a fuck! So! I wish your shit arun, and I'm sorry
Rick has to deal with either of them. Blim blame, out! Blame Blim (he dropped the translator and left, but quickly comes back and picks it up again): You know what? I am taking this. [Trance to garage. summer and morti returned. blim blame pushed to garage door but couldn't open it] Blame Blim: What should I do - what is this? Blame blim (Moti activates garage door opener): Er, is there a slow setting? the best door ever. A few fairy tales] Rick: Alas, to Rick sitting on the couch watching TV! [Cough] Ok, all right, now make him cry. But
happy cries. Now you can make fun of all the blondes. Now check them out to do it all on the table! I can't believe you made the whole show for me. Now cancel! Ok, put it back now. Haha! [Pause] Ok, I'm bored. Admin: Rick, is there a way to call Summer and Morti? I feel bad that they screw -Rick: Pfft, that guy! Oo, I'll be right back. Don't waste your brain on that weird, Unity. They are no different from the other aimless dumps you occupy. They put you at the center of your life because you are powerful and then they put you there to be
less powerful. But it's not going to happen, right? All: Never. Rick: Never! back in an instant. Rick: Best weekend ever, Rick( Rick goes into the bathroom and bravados his hands and face)! I agree, Rick! Let's see how long we can go! (He goes back to the main room, Unity is gone, but there are letters everywhere) Rick: Hey, whoa! You've got it anymore - (he picks up a note and reads it. unity is spoken using a different voice that assimilates for each part; I'm not strong enough to do it in a person. (Rick starts to walk around town; the whole
town is full of letters; he chooses to pick up to read a few things as he goes) and Unity (voice-over): I realize now that I'm attracted to you for the same reason I can't be with you. It cannot be changed. And I have no problem, but ... That obviously means I have a problem with myself. Unity (voice-over): I'm sure I don't have the perfect version of me. I'm just sure the species will unify after species and it's not really going to be done. Unity (voice actor): But I know what happens with us. I lose who I am and become a part of you. Because in a
strange way you are doing better what I do without trying. Yours, and no one, unites. P.S. I don't know where those coal miners were before they assimilated. you can get tested. [To Smith watching TV in the living room, Rick comes in from the left] Rick: Hey. Beth: Dad... [throat understanding] I.... Um... Jerry and I were looking for our weed beat, found your underground hideaway... And your alien prisoner. And... He ran away. And I sound like a mom, but I can't sacrifice the safety of this family because I'm afraid you'll leave again, so no
more alien prisoners, and, without consulting us anymore, underground excavations. Rick: All right. Beth:... Ok? Y-y-y-Y-Okay like you're quietly teleporting somewhere and not coming back? Rick: No. It is your home. Summer: Rick Grandpa! What happened... Unity? Rick: Who? Oh. Unity. Yes, well, honestly it means we're talking about thriving entities. Well you know. It's not cool. It's fun, but who needs it? I'll be in the garage. (Do you feel it? chaos chaos starts playing in the background; Rick enters the garage, looks depressed, pulls out a
flask and throws it away; then he pulls out two bulbs and put a metal trap together on his desk; he pulls a frozen alien creature out of a drawer, brings it to life with a chemical flask, writes it helplessly, and drinks the rest of the chemical. Collapse into an explosion of energy, then replace the bulb and repeat the process with your own head. At the last minute, he loses consciousness, avoids murderous explosions. The screen shrinks through an open garage door, Rick shows jerry slump still at the desk until night and morning, and happily
weeds the garden and driveway without noticing Rick.) [Credit] [After the credits scene: Rick's spaceship is outside the main ship in Beta-7; Rick is driving with Morti in the passenger seat] Rick: Unity! Unity! Unity! (Transmission is available in Beta-7) Beta-7: How can I help? Rick: I want to talk to [Trimch] Unity. Beta-7, I know it's there! Beta-7: You are classified as a hostile entity, and Unity doesn't want to talk to you. Rick: I know your game, Beta-7, I met your billion, you're almost on deck - shoulder to deck! Beta-7: You are classified as a
hostile object. Rick: Well, you love this, mother f- this is not going to be shaped like you think, man! Unity is not part of any other hivemide! It's going to suck you up and a month from now I'm going to make all of you out in a bunch of red wigs! Unity! Unity! Unity, I know you can hear me! Get me out of here! Beta-7: Weapon system engaged. Rick: Oh, in your dreams you have a weapon system. MOTI: Uh, Rick, I told you we were going to the movies. Rick: We are Moti. Ok, beta shit-7, you're only saved by species, bitch! [Episode ended]
corpse Snatchers1956 [Extric's ship in space] (Moti Drive, Rick sits in the passenger seat, Jerry is in the back) Rick learns to fly this thing, Morti, it's going to be really liberating. Y-Y-You can do errands for me. Moti Cool. rick *pointed out the window* see that planet right there? Don't fly too close to that planet. Someone comes out and is trying to wash the windshield. (Rick's phone rings.) Wait a moment. *Pickup* Yup. Yes, I have it. Where would you like to meet? Ok, that's cool. *Hang up* Ok Moti, the lesson is over. We got some business
here to attend a few lightminutes to the south. Jerry Oh, you still use 'South' in space? Rick *Surprise* WHOA! Jesus, Jerry, what the hell are you doing here?! jerry what are you About? We agreed that the boy's father should stay together when he learns to drive. Rick I think I remembered it. *Rub your forehead* Wow. And have you just got back there all this time? Amazing. Then we don't have time to take him to Earth, Morti. Head to 3124-917. Jerry *laughs* cool! I look like a 'comin' following the adventure! Rick Yev. [Trance. empty
space] RickNoff. (Asteroid-like masses materialize before them.) This is. You can park in a disabled spot, Moti. Fewer than eight limbs are considered disabled here. (Moti Park is a clumsy park.) [Trans-Int Jerryborg] (Human Music plays in the lobby where Rick signs with Jerry.) Jerry Setter: So look at this fella. * Pinch Jerry's cheeks * You're not handsome? Thank you Jerry! I'm Jerry. *Extend your hand* Jerry Setter: *Oh, I know you are as if you were speaking to a kid. Did you come to the ship? (She guides Jerry to the door.) Jerry I am
traveling with my son and father-in-law. Uh, wait, are they coming? Jerry Setter: Oh, they'll be back soon. What's Jerry? (A set of sliding doors opens, revealing a jerry-filled room in various dimensions.) Mama Jerry: I don't know how this works! Underwear Jerry: Help me! What the hell is Jerry? Mama Jerry: I know? Tuxedo Jerry: **Get into the room* Oh, what the hell? Jerry I know, right? Are you looking at [Trans Jerry's Lobby] Morti *Pamphlet* Jerrybori? Have you created a nursery for my dad? Rick you kidding? I wish I had this idea.
Well... I had this idea, but I wish it was my version that owned it. The man is rich. Receptionist: Don't forget to check the reason for getting off. Rick * Stoway and annoying me* trust me Morty, I heard stories from other Ricks. Jerry does not tend to last 5 minutes on Earth. This is a temporary asteroid that is not fully registered. Here they can play and play with other jerrys. It could not be safer. (When they go outside, Rick hands the ticket to Morti.) Rick Haymotti, hanging on to this. That number is your dad. If you lose it, we'll never get him
back. [Introduction Sequence] [Trance. parking lot] (Morti parks the boat into a clumsy park, damaging nearby vehicles.) Good rick, wait here. Moti I want to be with you. Rick doesn't come with money. It's boring, it's *trim* business stuff. Morty what kind of business do you do in the garage? You know, this is a little shady. Rick right, like anything shady never happened in a fully furnished office? Have you ever heard about Wall Street Moti? Y- You know what those people do in th in their wonderful board room? They have their balls, they dip
them in cocaine, they wipe them across each other. As you know, grandpas go around and do business openly because their grandfathers are not shady. (Crombodopoulos Michael knocks on Rick's window.) Rick Ah, crap. *Roll Window* Hey, what's going on? Crombolos Michael: Hey Rick! Haha! Here you go, three thousand Flurbos! D'you have a weapon? Rick Can... Can we please ...? This is my grandson, Moti. Crombodopoulos Michael: Hey Morti! I'm Crompopoulos Michael! I am an assassin. I buy a gun from my grandfather. Rick
Wu. *Krombopulos* If Michael passes a case involving an anti-substance gun, go away now. Crombo poulos Michael: **weapon* Oh yes, this looks deadly. So does this shoot antimatter? My goal is not to be killed by common problems. Good to meet you, Moti! For if you ever need someone killed, please call me *pass* Mortyg's card. I'm very issan - Rick Y-Y-Y- Are you going to give him your card?! Crombolos Michael: I don't have a code of ethics, I will kill people everywhere! Children, animals, the elderly do not matter. I just love Killin!!
(Crombodopoulos Michael leaves.) Morty... You sell weapons to murderers for money? Rick Wu... It has what the galaxy calls Moti, a very planetary mindset. It's more complicated here! These are Flurbos. Do you understand what these two humans can accomplish with 3,000 of these? Moti eh, what? All afternoon at Chiiiitz with Rick Blips! [Trans-Blips and Chits] Rick Ah, this place is the best. There are beer, games, giveaways, and you don't know how much time it takes. Moti sell guns to killers so you can play video games? Rick yes, of
course, if you mix words all day, you can make a bad sound, Moti. *Put a helmet on Morti's head* here, check it out. (Moti's eyes roll into her head.) [Trans Roy's Room] Roy: Oh! (Roy wakes up, scares and pats.) Roy's mother: Roy, what's wrong? Roy: I... I had nightmares. I was with an old man... He put a helmet on me. Roy's mother: It's just a fever. I sleep, and I don't want to miss school on Mondays. *Walk out of the room, turn off the lights* [Trans Roy's School] Teacher: I want kids to look around you today and think about your future.
(Roy looks outside and sees the kids playing football, he smiles.) Now is the time of life. [Trance. football game] (Roy is now older and a footballer.) Announcer: Perfectly spiral, it'll be caught by Roy Parsons! Roy Parsons is 20 years old! (Roy has eye contact with the girl on the stand.) Now he's at 10! Nothing can stop rocket roy! Touch! [Trans-Roy's Kitchen] (Roy is older and now married to a young son and a woman at a football game; they're having dinner.) Roy's wife: I think it's time to make it a reality. Did you talk to your father about
carpet shop? As? [Trans Carpet Store] (Roy now works in a carpet shop; he answers the phone from a doctor.) [Trans Doctors Office] Doctors: If we had caught faster... Well, in hindsight The important thing is that we move quickly. [Trance. Hospital Room] (Roy is battling cancer; his wife, his age, sits with him.) Roy: I'm not... Ready to die ... Roy's wife: *Hold his hand* You're not going to. [Trans-Roy's House] (Roy survived the surgery; his wife takes him home in a wheelchair, where friends and relatives applaud his entry; streamer cancer
can't beat rockets) [Trans Carpet Shop] (Roy is still older, and now he's wearing gray and wearing glasses.) Customer: Hey, thanks for the carpet, Roy. (Roy shakes hands and sits down and looks sweetly at the trophy that says he's the best dad in the world.) Voice: *Off screen sounds* Hey Roy, you pull that Persian off-white mau for clearance sale? (Roy gets up and climbs a short ladder to retrieve the rug, which he loses his balance.) Roy: And. Shit! (He hits the ground and dies, the text reads game over.) [Trans-Blips and Chitsu] (Morti
regains consciousness, removes his helmet, and becomes frightened and confused.) Moti on! Hell?! And - where am I?! Hell?! Rick 55 years. Not bad, Morti. You wasted your tying but tying it up a little full bird watching step. Morty*looking around, holding his head*w... Where is my wife? Rick Morti. You were just playing the game. It is called Lo. Snap it out, come on. * Hands him his ticket * Moti I'm Moti... You are Rick... Hey, you sell guns to people who kill people! Rick look this. You beat cancer and you went back to work in a carpet
shop? Boo. (Rick sits down to play Roy) Don't shirk the Morti problem, Rick! Selling guns to hitmen is like pulling the trigger! Rick it's also the same as doing nothing. If You Want Cromopoulos Michael to let someone die, there's not much you can do to stop him. So does he do it for a living? If there's anything to excuse me, it's time to blow this score. *Put it on your helmet* Moti and you can stop this killing happening, Rick! You know, you did a bad job selling that gun, but you can cancel it if you want! Rick a-huh, yes, that's the difference
between you and me, Moti. I don't go back to the carpet shop. Aliens: *Passing by, watching Rick play Roy* Holy Shit! This guy is taking Roy off the grid! (Other alien patrons gathered around Rick, gasping for breath.) This guy doesn't have a Social Security number for Roy! (Moti walks over to see Cromopoulos Michael's business book showing his location.) [Jerryborg Trance] (Jerry approaches Jerry Setter from before.) Hello Jerry, Sorry, I think there is a misunderstanding. I am an adult and would like to go home, please. Jerry Setter:
Absolutely! right through that tube. * Pointing to the tube on the wall * Jerry * self-muttering * unbelievable. *Approach the tube and start climbing in the * Jerry Setter: You're doing a good job! Jerry *Fury* I know how to crawl on a tube. * To yourself, while crawling * uh... Hurry up... This is harder than it looks... (Suddenly, the tube is switched to a slide.) Huua! (Jerry lands in a ball pit in an area designed to be similar to Smith House; the other Jerry is in a ballfit playing Marco Polo.) Jerry in pink shirt: Marco? (Jerry Laughs) Marco? Another
Jerry: Come find me. Jerry in pink shirt: Marco? (Jerry's laughs again.) (Our Jerry looks confused.) Jerry, are you guys enjoying this? Don't feel a bit... Lover? Jerry in pink shirt: How do you do that? (A person in a large Beth costume approaches the ball fit.) Babysitting Beth: Jerry! Other Jerry: Bees. Oh Jerry, come on, this is ridiculous! Babysitting Beth: I love you, Jerry! Jerry Ah... Beth... Babysitting Beth: Who wants to see Midnight Run with the director's commentary? Jeris: Oh! Example! For sure! Babysitting Beth: First adjust the photo
settings! (Jerry is more excited.) Jerry factory tint settings are always too high! * Another Jerry * Hurry up from another Jerry and Veshu toolhole * Another Jerry: From my way! Another Jerry: Factory tint settings are always too high! [Times Keep] (Daycare Beth was sitting on the couch with Jerry, and dozens of other jerrys surrounding him are watching Midnight Run.) [Trans. Government Outpost] (Crombodopoulos Michael prepares for the hit; he grabs a heart-shaped rocket and kisses the rocket with a photo of his romantic partner,
throwing it away.) Crombodopoulos Michael: Oh, here's the murder' and let's go again! (Crombolos Michael sneaks through the building and kills a few Gromplomit guards before his target is kept; his target seems strange and gaseous; Crombopopoulos Michael pulls out his weapon, but before he shoots, Morti crushes him through the ceiling with Rick's belly.) Ship: Crombompouls arrived at Michael. The destinations are below. Morty *dazed* all of the off-white Persian... * got off the boat and realized what he did chromebowlos michael * oh
man, wha-wh-wh- what did I do? * KM Arm and Anti-Substance Gun * Gromflomite: Drop the gun (pointing the gun at Moti)! Moti you do not understand! This guy is going to kill someone! Gromplomit: I think it makes the two of us. *Fire his weapon* (portal formed through the guard, ambidies him down the middle, Rick walked out.) Rick What are you doing Moti?! This is a Galactic League outpost! Hey, I don't have time to tell you my full backstory, but grandpa and the government are not together! Fart: You saved my life! (Rick and Morti
both set face to face with gaseous presence.) Rick what? Moti Hur?! Are you the target of Cromopoulos Michael? W-wwwwhat's your name? Fart: My kind is of no use for the name. I communicate through what you call Jessica's No, telepathic. Rick Oh, good day, Morti. Y-Y-Y-You killed my best customer but saved my mind reading fart! Fart: I like this name, 'Fart.' Morti, would you kindly release me by pulling that lever to the left of my cell? I am in great pain. Rick Morti, don't. (Morti walks towards the lever.) Morty... (I look at Rick before
Morti pulls the lever, and the alarm starts to sound as the fart escapes his cell.) Moti, stupid! Moti oh crap, let's get you out here! Rick we can't get him here. He is gaseous. He's not going to make it through the portal, Moti. Morty*Rick* Then we all think we're getting into the car and Gina Storm! That's right, uh... Fart: Fart. Moti No. Juice j-j - just get to the car! (Farts float in the car and Morti sits in the driver's seat.) Rick Morti, come on, I want to go back to Blips and Chits. I don't want to deal with this! Morty Y-You was clear on the fact that
you don't want to help, so just move away! Fart: More is coming. (Rick starts walking.) Rick Nassar. I'm me. (Rick forms a portal and leaves through it; Morti attempts to start the car as Gromplomit approaches, but stops.) Moti oh...! Please please! Gromplomite: Get out of a vehicle made of garbage or we will open fire! Morty *still trying to start the car* Oh no! Gromplomit: Light a fire! (The portal appears just above the guard and the water pours out to flood the room; another portal appears on the floor and water and groplomyin are sucked
into it; a third portal appears and Rick follows the path and climbs into the car.) Rick ass fart carpet shop ass! * Push Morti out of the driver's seat and move the wheels*! (As Morti takes the passenger seat, the fart moves to the back seat.) Waiting for Rick, did you have sex with my seat settings? (Moti buckles and Rick begins adjusting the seat settings.) Fart: More is coming. (More groplomite storms into the room, and Rick continues to adjust his seat.) Moti Rick! Rick yes, yes. (He hit the car on a groplomite before flying away from the
outpost.) [Trans Gear World, Int. Gearhead's Shop/Residence] (Rick, Morti and Fart wait while Gearhead works in the car; Morti and Fart watch Gazorpazovfield.) Gearhead: The Geldon converter dinged quite a bit. Rick it's like my grandson is a male Obadian driver. Yes, I said it. Some stereotypes are fact-based. Gearhead: In fact, it's because of years of neglect. You really have to respect your gear, Rick. Just fix it. *Morty* I don't think Gromploin can track us down now, but it seems we'll be here for a while. * Lower your voice* or, you
know, you still dropped that total K. Michael, and we can finish work and go home. Fart: Do you understand that I'm telepathic? Rick I'm being polite. Motirick, we are doing everything to bring him to where he belongs! Rick yes, where is that? Are you going on a quest to find someone to smelt it? Fart: I get out of my head what you call, fart, I know you're here, la-no, I came here by accident through a wormhole in what you call the Promethean Nebula. Rick oh great, just hop, skip, and jump 800 light ear! As Morti you know, you can leave
whenever you want, Rick. Fart: Thanks, Morti. You don't go with other carbon-based organisms. You put all your life's values on top of your own. Moti, that's what you should do. It's the way they can be. Fart: I couldn't agree more. (The part wraps around Moti as Hey Moonmen begins.) Fart: (singing through a montage formed from Moti's imagination) the world can be one together/ Cosmos without diamond-like starlets in your eyes. / The ground is space (space, space, space) / feet can march towards a peaceful sky. / Every moon wants
things their way/ But we make sure they can see the sun. / Hi, Moonmen / You say goodbye, Moonman. / Goodbie - Rick *holding a golf club* ends up having sex for a moonman! This is not a music number. This is a job, we need to be cool and low lying down! [Jerryborg Trance] (Jerry's room on the computer sends each other joke emails.) Random Jerry: *Open the email and laugh* Duck, Duck, Buddy? (All Jerry laughs at is opening an email.) Very funny! Jerry here comes another fun... Other Jerry: Hahaha! Oh, this place is amazing.
Jerry I almost wish I could stay more than a day. Another Jerry: *Suddenly serious* you can just. Jerry W- What does that mean? [Forgotten Jerry's Trans Room] (Another Jerry from the front led our Jerry inside.) Other Jerry: These are Jerry who Ricks and Mortis haven't come back to. (Forgotten jerrys stood and sat down and lay around the room, generally discouraged.) ... They live here now. Jerry Uum... [Place of trans gearhead] (Gearhead continues to work in the car, while others watch Ball Pondler; the show is cut by breaking news.)
Gear Anchor: In the curious case of this unidentified humanoid fugitive, there is no gear rotation (an image of Rick and Morti in the car appears on the screen while Rick adjusts the seat settings) is said to be large somewhere in the gear system. Rick Son's ... *Access Fart* Why were groplomians holding you captive? What the hell is so valuable about you? Fart: I deserve no more than life itself. However, I can change the composition of the atoms, as such. (The electric purge seems to pass through the gaseous cloud, and chunks of gold
materialize and fall to the ground beneath it.) That's exactly what I added a Seventies proton to it. Rick *picked up gold* oh, great. A fart that frowned on gold. No wonder all the cops in the system are looking for us! *Pocket Gold* Any species that gets hold of this work will use it to take over the galaxy. Do you know how uncomfortable I am with my work? (Sirens sound from outside; Rick runs to the window and sees police surround the flight vehicle.) Rick someone dropped us a penny. Gearhead... * Turn Around* Gearhead: Pointing a gun
at *Rick* * Sorry, Rick. And as you've always said, you have to be careful with numbers. Rick Number One is me, cub! You have to be my friend! Gearhead: Friends? Do you know my real name? It is Revolio Clockberg Jr. I belong to a whole species of gear people. Calling me a gearhead is like calling a Chinese Asian face. (Rick finds a box of twigs marked with a warning; he throws them at the gear head and they get caught in his mouth, causing him to drop the gun.) Gearhead: No, twigs! (Rick kicks the gearhead in the crotch, removes
the gear testicle, pulls two gears out of his mouth, pushes the gear testicle while the gearhead complains of pain, and grabs his mouth and groin.) Rick wants to make it clear to everyone in the room that there are two things. Never betray me, it's time to go. (Rick, Morti, and Fart get in the car and fly through the window, two gear cops enter.) Gear Policeman #1: No one moves! (The gearhead shakes his hand and communicates; officers see how he was damaged.) Gear Policeman #2: Oh my God. Gear policeman #1: That...? (Both vomit oil
and metal) [Trance. X Gear World] (Rick leads police on flight chases, shootings and driving at the same time. Rick Hay Morty, remember when you said selling guns is as bad as pulling the trigger? What do you think of all these people being killed because of your choices? Moti I did the right thing, Rick! Rick told Gearhead's Geartics to tell him that. Moti you did that! Rick wrong! I'm going to play now,' Roy. At one point, my hands tied, Morti. (As the helicopter appears in front of them, both have a look of surprise; Rick quickly steers the ship
and the chase continues.) [Trance. Forgotten Jerry] Jerry * Play poker with another Jerry, sigh * I can't believe Rick did this. This is the eighth on the last straw. Beard Jerry: Ante Up. * Throw cards * screws! I have a better gamble for your man. *Lean forward* I say we escaped. (Other Jerrys stare at him for a few seconds.) Jerry with a beard: If you want to leave, you can leave the front door. Tank Top Jerry: You think we're housed here against our will? It would be illegal. Jerry but... If you can So why are you still here? Buzz Cut Jerry: For
the same reason as you. *Ok* find another Jerry... We are Jerry. (Jerry stands in disgust.) [Trans Jerry's Lobby] (Jerry is marching.) Jerry I'm leaving. Jerry Setter: Well, it's always been acceptable. [Trans Gearworld] (The chase is still ongoing; Rick stops the vehicle, and the Groplomit ship drives past him and gives him a shooting chance, and he drives back and pulls out his gun.) Rick Morti, take the wheel! (Rick and Morti replace the clumsy seat.) Moti and, whoa! Rick! (Rick is seated by Morti with a buckle.) Rick Gisse, Dammit, Morti!
Who taught me to fly this thing?! *Laughs* Haha, it's a joke, I know it's on me. Motium, Rick! (A huge craft descends in front of them. Rick shit. Fart: Moti, crack the window. (Moti opens the window and farts fly into the gear police, entering the officer's mind.) Fart: I wonder why Greg is always so critical of my girlfriend OFFICER: Well... He probably wants to have my own, that's how friends are. Fart: Or does she want it to herself? (Fart induces an image in the mind of a police officer with Greg having sex with his girlfriend; Hey Moonmen
starts again.) Fart: The world can be a diamond-like hate/star-free one/cosmos in your eyes. Officer: *Agony* My life is a joke. (He crashes his cruiser and begins a chain of destruction of police and government vehicles as farts continue to sing; Rick and Morti are shocked to see it in the car.) Fart: Hi, Moonman. / Goodbye, Moonman. (Gearworld's destruction kills civilians.) Fart: Hi, Moonman... (Farts float again through the window and the song ends.) All right, let's move on. Rick damn it. That can't be blamed on dogs. ... Silent but deadly
story. I-I saw nerve gas, but ga-th-this gas has nerves! Haha, do you know what I'm talking about?' Morty *not amused* are you done? Rick I'll let you know, Morti. Gone with the wind, am I right? If you don't like that one, Moti, alt on that one, could be the same... If I say lyrics blanca! ... All right, I'm done. (Moti starts driving.) Let's go to the Promethean Nebula, so my grandson can end Sabine's life! [Trans. temporal asteroid, customs] (Jerry passes through a set of sliding doors and lines up to find a way home, he approaches the window.)
Garblobian: Gaga Blag Blag? Jerry Well... Earth, please? (The alien stamps the ticket and passes it to Jerry.) Jerry Well... This one... Do you pay? Garblobian: Aga Blagbla! (When Jerry runs away, Zibernish continues; other aliens harass him.) I'm sorry Jerry! [trance. medial temporal lobe asteroid] (Jerry, why lie? would use glitches in gluvis that Discover creatures that look like little hairless dogs.) Jerry Hmm Hmm... * Hesitantly pet the creature, but its face suddenly plays out to tentacle formation * Agh! *Run away* (Jerry runs into an alley
where he was met by a shirtless Garblobian holding a cup.) Garblobian: Aga Blag Blag? Jerry I don't... Garblobian: *Angry* Baby Blag! Jerry what do you want? Garblobian: *Cup* Baby Blag Blag—(Alien suddenly catches blue sticky goo, some of which arrives in Jerry)) Jerry Oh! *Self-seeing and panic-starting * Ahahaahh.... (Two little Garblobians run up to Jerry and hold a cup; Jerry runs away, and a glass drinks a blue sticky one from a glass of water.) Jerry *wipes sticky sticky one himself* uh... Huh.... (Stumble upon an alien creature
that is two years old.) Oo! *Run away* (Jerry is now sitting on a lonely bench under a streetlight flapping in strange noises looking around the alien world in apparent fear.) [Trans-Int Jerryborg] (Jerry hangs his head and walks back inside; Jerry Setter smiles cheerfully; he approaches some of Jerry's as before. Tank Top Jerry: Hey, are you the one who left? Jerry *Single Nod* Tank Top Jerry: I get it. That's... Uh... Hassle out there. Jerry *suddenly less lonely* right? Who needs it? Jerry the other: *each other* right? Not me. PAUL: Oh, no to
us! Jerry Eh... Who are you? PAUL: Oh, excuse me. Paul Fleishman. *Shake Jerry's Hand* Infinite Timeline! Some of them remarried of Beth. Jerry... Oh dear... PAUL: Don't worry. I treat Beth very well, and I don't go beyond my reach with Morti. Every child needs a dad, but it can't replace you. Hey, you want to give us this hand? *Gestures on TV* We're trying to figure out how to get the sound coming through the stereo instead of the TV. I-I-I-I doesn't - it's very difficult. Jerry O. Uh, well, is there a secondary input? Tank top Jerry: I tried it,
but there are two colors. (Jerry's fan out to show several clusters and even work on the same television set.) Various Jerry: Uh... There are two colors. [Trance. Promethean Nebula] (Dinosaur-like creatures eat plant problems in what appears to be a vast jungle; Rick's boat flies into view; Rick is now behind the wheel.) Fart: Wormholes are 70 things you call 'meters', which you call 'here' and 'north'. Rick Pine. Moti, say your goodbyes to have a fart in his hole. I'm going to find fuel and take biiiig fat moti. (Moti gets out of the car.) It's my new
word for 'shit' because of today's events. (Moti and Fart head north and soon find a wormhole.) Fart: Here it is. This should take me to my kind. Moti I'll miss you, well, fart. I'm so sorry your name was fart. Fart: I will be Soon, Morti. Moti *excited* really? Fart: After coming back to this location and others, we will be back for your cleanse. Moti um... Cleansing...? Fart: Carbon-based life is a threat to all high lives. For us, you call it a disease. Wherever we find you, we treat it. You said you need to protect lives through sacrifice. (In shock and
sadness, Moti begins to tear.) You haven't changed your mind about it. I can detect your thoughts. Morty. Moti *wiped his eyes* Um... Before you go... You can sing ... C- Can you sing for me again? Fart: Yes, Morti. * Hi Moonmen approached him as it began, set back to a sequence formed from Morti's imagination * Cosmos without hate * Shining through a dazzling star of cosmic light / Quasars shining through a night without end / And one in all its beauty / And now we have a good horse - (The song is interrupted as Morti shoots farts with
an anti-matter gun.) Fart: Morti ... For what... For what? (I fired a few more shots, dropped my gun and cried until Morti was completely gone.) Say goodbye to Moti. (Rick is putting something on the boat as Morti returns.) Rick so did you guys make out a little bit? Is he going to send you a postcard? (Moti enters the car without words.) Man, the guy crashes into the lottery when he crosses paths with you. [Trance. open space] Rick Morti, I know I put in your core beliefs and decisions to make a lot of decisions today, but I'm glad you insisted
on getting home. You know, at least all death and destruction wasn't not notin', you know? * Notice Morti's separation, almost painful expression * You miss your fart friend, huh? Then I have a little surprise for you, man. While you are gone I found another wormhole with millions of beings like him on the other side and they are all coming to visit. Moti *Panic* What?! Rick! No you can't! Rick it's too late, Morti. Opening of the hole. Moti no, no, Rick! You don't understand! [Jerryborg Trance] (We enter a lobby filled with Rick and Morti Riggs,
Mortis, Jerry.) * Tap another Rick's arm * Hey brothers. How many people are responsible for Roy's murder today? Another Rick: Nobody, we're cold in Blips and Chits all day, that's not a homie right? Other Moti: Darn the Right Brothers! Roy rules! Guitar Rick: Haha! (The other Rick and Morti leave with Jerry.) The glare at Rick *Morti* should be good... Hey, Moti, there's Jerry. (Jerry Setter guides Jerry; he and Motipoon.) Jerry Well, I missed you. Hey Rick. What do we say when we go home? Jerry, I want to do it. Another Rick: *Hey, wait,
holding a ticket, do you have a 5126? Rick, I'm not sure. Morty. (Morti pulls the ticket out of his pocket.) Another Rick: Uh, that's a blips and cheats ticket. Morty Rick's way, Morti. Uh, whatever. (Ricks swaps Jerrys; Jerry looks uncertain and nervous.) Jerry: Uh... W-wait, what? Ricks: All right, come on, Jerry. [End Credits] [Trans. Alien Planet] (Aliens of various species stop and walk down the street listening to the announcer's voice.) Announcer: Tired of the same daily drol? Well, go to Blips and Chits! (When he describes things, they
appear on the screen.) We got, uh... One game! We got a whole bunch of games here! Uh, we've got chavos and flobos and you can shoot things! Go here and play the game! Use Flurbos to get tickets! Roy 2 just stay here! G- This place is here in Ichi... Chips and chits! Rick it is the coolest place in the world! Ha, I'm a g-I can be in the ad! [End] Midnight Run1988 Rick Sanchez: Ok, Moti, are you ready for our adventure to the lost city of Atlantis? Morti Smith: I'm ready to be, Rick. [Blyff] Booze. This is my Moti. We're going from reality to
reality, asking Ricks to contribute to the Citadel of The Ricks Redevelopment Fund. What, stupid? We ended up with the Citadel of Riggs. I was never on board with it in the first place. So I murdered and corrupted all of those responsible. That was you. They first tried to murder him. Oh, Giz. Well, you're happy to know that the council is now gone yes. He had murdered them. Do you want to rein in your motie? Every day. The Citadel of the Ricks Redevelopment Fund donates Morti, and he's not going to donate. You're pitching a policeman's
ball to a black teenager here. Let's go. You don't have to be a dick. I think you know that's not true. Oh dear. I didn't know I had Ricks and Morti, who still live in the Citadel. I wonder what their daily lives are like. Well, you may be wondering while we go on a fun, fresh, independent adventure to Atlantis. Anyone who continues to explore the Citadel is one of the unfortunate millions who are stupid or held hostage by their terrible ideas. Man, I'm glad I'm not one of them! Rick Announcer: Citadel Morning News. News about the Citadel in the
morning, quite self-described. Hello. I'm Rick D-716B. And I'm Rick D-716. Must be good. Oncoming, gravitational blackouts in East Sanchez Heights, and your uranium-powered cellular matrix hurt you? The answer may not surprise you. Yes, it is uranium. After this break, that story and more. Sam Elliott: There are 60 repetitions on the central finite curve, ricks that go better with wood than polar plating. His name is Simple Rick, but there are no piles. He realized a long time ago that the biggest thing he created was a daughter. I love my
dad! Sam Elliott: We captured that moment running it in a loop through Simple Rick's mind and the chemicals that make his brain secrete everything goes by Rick's simple wafer wafer cookies. come home in an impossible taste of his completion. Come to Simple Rick's house. A day remains before our newly democratic citadel elects its first president, and it is anyone's race between Rick's candidates. But some other candidates should be getting at least one vote, which is the loveliest. That is right. The Motie Party candidate is still in the
race, and you have to love him. Here you see him in his little Moti suit, swaying that unlovely? Little Jackers. Yes, I think we actually have audio for his speech here aw, geez. Oh, man. I'm going to lose elections and stuff. We had a good run, sir, but I think it's time to pull out of the race. I feel very confident about today's debate. should not, sir. You should be afraid. Maybe you should find a little faith, young person. You don't pay me to have faith. And we are the same age! - Alas! - And! I am sorry. I was expecting a Rick partner? Lesson 1,
rookie, unexpected expectations. Now, come in. Moti is human! [Squeaky] in the car, you get rickless [veep] animals! Wo! Moti Police: This election is holding this yellow shirt more than Jessica in the photo. That's pretty harsh, sir. So report me. Nobody [Bleep] look, I'm just saying, it's a little sad to hear that the Moti police are calling the Motis animals. Well, it saddens me to hear that another Rick cop bought into his sensitivity training. Well, I'm glad to know more like me. There was one. Why do you think the spot is empty? Rick Dispatch:
Robbery on Fifth Avenue and Avenue. Fifth, that's Mortitown. Unit 7 Response. Rick Teacher: Great idea, Rick. All: This is a great adventure. I love being your new Moti. All: I love being your new mo party. Mr. Smith, very funny, is almost as funny as when the first Rick lost his life in the Jorpantheon Nine. Or was it the third Rick? How many riggs were there? 5. Look. So you are at the top of the class with something. Tomorrow you will be sent to your new Riggs. Hopefully they will be your last. Yes, slow lee-tall Moti? D. Have you graduated
this time yet? Anything is possible, tall Moti. I don't think we'll see each other after this? I say we count our last days. I say we go to the wish portal. It is a myth. It is not a myth. My first Rick's fourth Morti knew Rick, whose Moti went there. If we weren't here for graduation, our asses would wind up in Mortitown. I thought your last Rick fused with a lizard, not a chicken. Yes, all right. I'm in. Me too. Hell?! I thought I saw the flight. Rick Supervisor: Listen, [Veep] Nutt. I've been your supervisor for 5 years, but all the shit work has to come to an
end and I've been promoted to regional manager. All: Yes, I way, could not meet again. Of course, it makes the supervisor's position available, so, mostly then, you will kiss Nas of the K-83, affectionately known as Cool Rick. All: I know what's new in the Citadel, and some of you may not think I put in my time, but what can I say? I'm cool! Yo! Ha! Ha! Check me out! All right knuckleheads, any questions? All right, then, back to work, you're a gold goo. Not Ricks, no family, their berm high, and amuck running. Motis is raised as an assistant.
Without a side to kick, they just start kicking. They were all about my keys, and by the time I was 14, my shirt was yellow! Yes, make sure you get it. What mutations, enlarged? Three eyes? Tail? Maybe a buzz cut? Lol just four regular Mortys. Normal? Put it on your blog. Turn over a few rocks. Oh, Giz. Hey, what's going on, Fellas? Oh, Giz, man. Nothing, man. We're just playing. I heard it. Oh, Giz. I think you have to be the figure who robbed the store across the street. But, oh, Giz, I don't know. Oh, Giz man, that sucks that your rick you
do that. He's not my Rick. He is my partner. Oh, Giz. Well, maybe the uniform makes a big difference, who I'm talking about. To me, you just look like an assistant. Wo! Call the assistant once more! Call me assistant! Hey! Hurry up! Oh, Giz! Want to see how to draw a wall?! It was Mortitown Locos, man! Moti Town Locos! Oh boy! Oh boy! Do you recognize the number of codes you just violated? Oh, Giz, Rick. Get in the [veep] car. More lasers. It may take more time to answer the question if you like. Ok, Rick juggling, how will you solve the
citadel's financial crisis? First of all, we can say that this is the greatest citadel in the entire multi-star area. Now, I think the answer to your question has three parts. First, education spending should be much higher, but it must be balanced with defense! Wo! Can we gladly confirm this? Don't mind. I am joking. This race is over. And that's how you run the Citadel! WHILE CANDIDATE MOTI, RICK SATISFACTION LEVELS HAVE PLUMMETED, THE NUMBER OF REFUGEE MOTIS IS SOARING, AND THE GAP BETWEEN THE TWO
GROUPS IS MORE LIKELY THAN EVER. Fix that one real quick. I don't see a split between Ricks and Mortis Shocker. I'd like to give my ass back. Folks, folks, I think we can all agree on one thing well, it came out in two things, but you get the idea. Are you guys done? The division I see is between the Citadel, which is divided, and Ricks and Mortis, like the rest of us. I see it everywhere I go. I see it in schools where they teach Motiz the same we all do, because they are threatened by what makes us unique. I can see it in our streets
where they give Moti a gun, so we busy fighting each other to fight real injustice. I see it in our factory where Ricks works for a portion of his boss's salary, although he is the same and has the same IQ. The problem with the Citadel is not homeless Motina furious Riggs. The problem with the Citadel is Ricks and Motis feeding on the citadel's death holy [bleff] Rick security officer: he's headed for a flavor core! But I tell Ricks and Mortis that the message that Ricks and Morti are alive, the message of Ricks and Mortis believing in this citadel, is
not. You are 13. Holy [Veep] I don't believe it. I can't believe it. I know. So I'm fired. I think I'm looking for a job. I can offer you a very tempting reward package. First, let's talk about the benefits that dad loves you. That's daddy's a good girl. Your life is a lie, man. Your life is a lie! Don't you get it?! They said we were special because we are Ricks, but they deprived us of everything that made us unique! We know how you feel. We are working hard Ricks like you. But our assembly line is justice. What are your needs? I-I- I want a portal gun.
Unregistered, un trackable, with enough fluid to take me out of this God prison! outside of the press. Well, keep them there. Anyway, so yes, the suspect says fortress lies, built on lies, and other. I always say thank you for the life you have because it can get worse. Back to you, Ricks. Thanks, Rick 0716-C. That [Veep] guy. Tell me. Meanwhile, in the election news, an unexpected event ensues, with Motie's party's Motie at the top of the polls. Yes, Morti, what is your original reality and where is Rick? Ghosh, we moved around too much,
which is hard to remember. I see all Rick as my Rick, I wish they saw me as their Motie. Anything else? Do you ask me? Small water numbers? Hey, cheering, man. Morti is going to be president. Imagine this kiss being blamed for everything. I think I would have had more faith. It's not the faith you need. It is fear. What is this? It is a secret. Wh wh do you think that's what it is? Look at how I dressed. Rick Reporter: Are you afraid for your safety after targeting the system? CANDIDATE MORTI: I want to live in hope rather than fear. If I had to
be afraid of anything, I would be afraid of what others were afraid of. Fear. Itself. But. No, I'm not afraid. Are you going to lick my ball or what? Sheeeet, grandchildren, you keep me the nib of Filin's skrabquams and slip pins, and I'm going to lick whatever I haven't nailed. hands in the air! What the hell, man?! What is hell hell? Are you guys doing some chemistry homework with grandpa? Is this what I think? Butreg portal fluid. I think his math was off. Search for a place. Are you my new R Rick? It's okay, Morti. Jesus. He stabbed me. He's
bad for me, Morti. Ssh. Ok. You're okay. You were right. Everything I learned at the academy doesn't matter. There is nothing wrong with putting your faith in Moti. You have to choose the right one. Why is there a crib here? That's what they do. Make you feel bad. Boy, are you knee-deep in the papers? Drive to grab your Medi Pack. Let's worry about this. What happened? Old story Moti like killing Motis. I almost got it farmer Rick: Hey! Y'all get the hell away from my mega fruit! Sic 'em, boy! I don't wear this dag-nab hat and don't commit to
this country character so I can eat for free while I'm older! I bet the wish portals lead to the reality of a bunch of breasts and French toast wherever they are and everywhere. I bet it leads to a bunch of fried ply and places everywhere in Paris. Yes, I bet it goes anywhere. I dumped all the broken dreams of the Citadel and the big holers. Slick, why should it be so dramatic? You want to know why? Because of this. I'm part of Morti's experimental line with drama implants. How do you feel to know that wherever fat Moti goes, I will always be the
one who makes everyone sad and a little bored? Sleek, those implants are okay, not who you are? Roll up sleeves, too. I thought I was a left-handed Morti. Then you need to use your left hand to eat more vegetables. Hey. How are you? I'm happy to meet you. I'm a plumber, captain. I'm Rick, I'm a plumber. It doesn't sound like Rick's work. Didn't you come to the citadel to become a plumber? Ha! Ha! I certainly didn't, sir! Mr. Moti! Mr. Moti! I clone myself so you can kiss me as a baby! This is like a Moti baby! Hey, you ended up getting a
new job? Yes I did. assassinate you. It's okay, oh, ah, giz. Oh, ah, ha. One dance for $10, 2 for 5. No, thank you and bad math. Ha! Example! This is a great time! What is this place? Creepy Moti. It is your kind of saying all the time, don't think about it. Hurry up. There is an important person I would like to meet. Buvalla! How was it like with Morti Town Locos? They had some accidents. They will not cause any more problems. They were bad Moti. Very bad Morti. Big Moti likes to contribute to maintaining peace in Motitown. Think of him as a
drug lord and we think of him as a cop on his payroll. Moti - Which Moti? - Which Moti? M m my partner. Moti, that's right. Mortitown is bad. That doesn't mean we should be. Hey, what's going on here, Morti? - Which Moti? - Which Moti? Police, idiots! Rick, don't worry about Big Morti. He's new. He doesn't understand how it works. That's what you said about your last partner. Why would you say that, Big Morti? You are [squeaky] things for all of us here. Wrong. He [Veep] things Both. A smart man in space. They are just props! They're just
props! It's not that big right now, hey? I never was! It was figurative! That's enough. If we don't kill him, he will talk. If I do, I will talk. Cowboy Moti: Of course, yes, yes, everybody don't have to worry about cowboy moti talkin' this little cowpoke is going to be out here. You told me to put my faith in the right Moti. I have faith in you, partner. Do the right thing. Grandpa Rick, I don't want to be in the citadel anymore. I want to be an ordinary kid. I want to go to school and throw a ball around and masturbate. What on earth happened there? same
old story. Ricks kills Mortis. All right, man, all right, we got your portal gun. What the hell are you doing? Where am I? Bad place. But you're going to a better one soon. Hey! Hey! No, no, no, no God! Portal to blender dimensions? It is the oldest trick in the book! I'm Rick! I'm more Rick than you! Then you should know that you have killed your only leverage! Then come and get me, mother [Bleep] stopped. I'm Rick D. Sanchez third, the owner of this wafer establishment, and I say there's Rick right. He's more Rick than you. What's not Rick?!
This citadel was founded by Ricks for free! What is your name, young man? And I am the same age as me, I know. How long have you worked here? 15 years. When you tried to make him serve, he served it. It ends now. Come with me, man. Where are we going? to your new life. It starts with walking [creaking] here. Yo J-22, give them hell! Sam Elliott: There's Rick who took the factory hostage after killing his boss and a few colleagues. The factory makes cookies and tastes them with lies. He wants us all to look at what we are doing. And
in the deal, he got a taste of true freedom. We pick up that taste, and we keep giving it to him so he can give it right back to you, on every bite he's new. Simple Rick Freedom wafer selection. Come home with a unique taste that shatters your grand fantasies. Come home to Simple Rick. It is real. After you. Specs: There it is. Wish portal. They say that your wishes will come true, and you will have to give up something really important. For me, that's my panini maker. I want a million sandwiches. And, yes, I see irony. I wish there was
something cooler than this stupid stupid surfer necklace. I wish incest had made a more mainstream appeal. for my friend. None of those things will happen. Moti's wishes never come true. Not in the citadel. So why did you bring us here? Because I hope it changes. I hope this changes anything about life. Well, I hope Put a damn pretty God out there that's important. Me too. But I doubt it. - No! - Smooth! M maybe it went somewhere good. Auto Rick: Garbage dump. Stand back. He had to stop. He kuw he can't win c. Then you should have
worked on your goal, bro. He's alive? No no. I have to listen to me. I worked for him. I was his campaign manager. That's not what Morti looks like. Yes, well, Morti looks like a president. He won? Yes, it was a blow. I would hardly call it a blow. It was close enough to trigger a re-check. Jesus. Now what is even a joke security? Rick Police: Why are you still here? I told him he confessed everything. Your case has been reviewed. You are free to go. But I violated at least a dozen department codes. new department. The new code. The new
citadel. Specs: Missed graduation? Where is the new Riggs? I do not graduate. No new riggs. The school's curriculum is changing. On what? I don't know, I don't need to know. I was fired. Good luck, grass. Holy crap. A slick wish came true. Sorry, Mr. President, it's late. There was a bit of a crisis at work. It's worth it! It is not a problem. A little more from the top. You were talking, Clothing District Rick. Rick, Morti, God Jerry it doesn't matter. We've been running the citadel since before the council, and you'll know it's still there. Does he really
talk for everyone here? Yes, well, I think it's important to be clear. Raise your hand if he says it for you. Is that enough at the top? I do not know. That's? - Yes, yes, God, yes. - I think it's good. Good. This seems like a good time for a cold calculated speech with drinks and wicked oversonants. A speech on politics about the power of the Order Brotherhood. But the speech is for the election campaign. Now is the time for action. Example! Atlantis, baby! It's really amazing. You got some of that noder pus. I'm really hoping if it wasn't a one-off
thing and I'll see her again. By the way, hey, well, you're still not curious about what happened in that crazy fortress place? Psh. Not at all, Morti. That place will never affect our lives again. Unlike that no-nosed pus! Oo! Example! We'll go back for a few seconds! Example! Example! Oo! We're going to do that every week, man! That's Atlantis! Shit! Harry Potter 2001 (Jerry Smith sadly asleep) Rick: Jerry! Jerry, come on! We had to go! You've got to come with me, Jerry! Jerry: Rick? Rick: That's important, Jerry. The fate of the galaxy depends
on its shoulders. Let's go. Wear pants. N-yes, pants, there's no time for Jerry. I'll make a pair of pants on the way. It's a Rick and Jerry adventure! Rick and Jerry episode! [Opening] Rick: Then I thought, hey, what's going on He is ... He hangs out well with ordinary people. This is a real situation where... Where is... Where Jerry can really shine. Jerry: Rick, I'm not stupid. I know what this is. RICK: Oh. ok, well, I said to Morti, look, the parents divorced. They grieve. He'll be fine but I think he's worried you'll go, you know Pbht! And you can see
what happens when Morti receives the emotion. It hindered my work. So, I told him I would take you and give you a win. Jerry: Wait. What kind of compassion adventure did your son ask me to do to prevent him from killing me? Rick: Wait, what did you think? Jerry: Run. Rick: Giz! You really need a win. Jerry: No! I don't know. I mean, you've never made me pants, so... Rick: So, you think I'm going to drive you in the middle of the galaxy and push you into the vacuum of space where your dick hangs out? And we're seeing how you're going
to act. I mean I'm going to make you pants now [squeaky]. If it takes about 2 seconds, make your pants. Jerry: I've got pants at home! Rick: Jerry, if I make pants, they'll be better than pants at home. Also, if I want to kill you... Jerry: Yes, I get it. It is amazing. Please, take me home. I will tell my son we had an amazing adventure. RICK: Well, if it's all the same, can we get our story straight? Because you're a terrible liar. Jerry: You called me a master persuader! Rick: Trust me? Jerry: Yes, this is kind of fanciful. Rick: Jerry, all you know, this
is the same as an alien truck stop. There are no reference frames. You are in a universe beyond imagination. But, yes, it is super fancy. I mean, my job here is to make Moti happy. I'm not taking you somewhere dangerous. Schnufi Bluffer: Rick Sanchez. I said that if I saw your face here again, I would stick with you like a pig. Rick: Schnupy Bluffer, I told you if you tried there were going to be two funerals. Jerry: Alas! Someone? Uh, somebody? Someone! Schnupy Bluffer: My friend! It's too long. Rick: Oh, I'm happy to see you again, man!
Yes, you are doing it. Schnupy Bluffer: Mr. Sanchez gets what he wants! Rick: The resort is covered in an immortal field. I can't die here. That's the trick. [You can see two kids killing each other] Jerry: Ok, but still bad parenting. Rick: Hey, rich holes are rich holes. They all pay top dollar to come here and enjoy a resultless vacation. No death, no disease, no amputation. You can't even have a heart attack. Jerry: Got it. It's the perfect place to be the most fragile being in the universe. RICK: I can say I expected to refute it, but it's right on the
money. If I come home without you, I doubt Morti will let me off the hook. Jerry: Yes, but if you come home with Jeff Goldblum. : Jeff Goldblum? What are you talking about, Jerry? Jesus! Holy crap! Yo, what's up, big cold?! Don't go to telepots! Jerry: Hey, maybe we're going to have fun on a fake adventure. Jerry: What are we going to tell Morti? Rick: I don't know. But whatever it is, we need a few more of these babies! [Smith Family Living Room] Beth: What's wrong? Summer: Mom, do you think I'm hot? Beth: That's not the main thing.
Summer: So, I'm not hot?! Beth: I'm telling some of you to care about that is the part you shouldn't give any energy to. Summer: That's not the answer! Beth: I'm fine, because it's not Cosmo's problem? I'm your mother and doctor, and summer: I'm terrible! Moti: Giz. What's with her? Beth: Teenage girl stuff. Moti: Is that a hoop collage? Beth: It's perfectly legal, if that's what you're wondering. Moti: Cool G. [Garage] Summer: We don't have anything in common anymore, summer. Oh yes, Ethan? What do you have in common with Trisha
Lang? Mutual love of French movies? The belief that a carbon tax is the only viable solution to climate change? Or could it be her huge stripper Titi?! That's it. It's boobs! [Resort that can't die] Jerry: And then malakai squid came and tore his face, and underneath it is my face. Three head fellows at the bar: I loved it. Jerry: Thank you, sir. Rick: Yes, of course he loves it. Look at him. The mother got two heads and three trunks. Jerry: Ok, we're going to put a pin on it. I'm going to leak. [Toilet] which?! My hands dry! My hands dry! Risotto
Gruson: My name is Risotto Groupon. I am the assistant general manager of the restaurant. Jerry: Do you have any opinion cards, because I can have some thoughts. Risotto Gruson: My kingdom was banished by force with weapons and skills provided by your father-in-law! Jerry: Hey, he seduced my kingdom, too, man. He basically kicked me out of my house and stole my family. Risotto Gruson: Well we're brothers, and you wondered what your life could have been like without Rick. Jerry: Wonder? Sure. I mean, I was curious about
having quality. Risotto Gruson: Can you help me kill him? Jerry: What? No! He is my wife's father. Continue. Risotto Groupon: Do you like theme park rides? Jerry: Oh, you've really moved on. Risotto Gruson: Here is a popular attraction called Whirlpool Dirley. Between the first vortex and the third slower, the ride falls just outside the immortal field. Jerry: You're asking me to seduce Rick to his death? Risotto Groupon: I'm asking you to go ride with Rick, get down without Rick, and go home to your family who may be wondering about you
having a vagina. Jerry: Ok, all right, it was a very specific yeah thin air. I don't want to be known as a quality person. Restaurant staff: Risotto, you need. Someone ordered a nudji Gucci fresh and floodgate special. Risotto Gruson: [Sigh] Look, I'm not like Rick, so you're free to do whatever you want. But there comes a time in everyone's life when his legacy has to choose the basis on which one or blood of compromise will be built. [He has left and Jerry has been left pondering his proposal] [Smith Family Garage] Summer: Oh yes. That's
what I'm talking about. Oh dear! Ok, then a little more on the other side. Oh, Giz! Oh boy! Stop! [Living room] Morti: So, the hospital can walk right there with horse parts in the bag? Beth: For the benefit of Christ, Morti, a woman going through a divorce, needs a creative outlet. What the heck was that? Moti: Summer! I'm coming, summer! Beth: What the hell happened?! How can I get her back on top?! Moti: I don't know, man! This is pretty complicated. I'm going to call Rick. Beth: Well, wait a minute. I can't call my grandfather whenever
there's a problem. We can deal with this ourselves. Morty: I mean, I don't see the point of trying. This is obviously a Rick-level shit beth: I have a medical degree. Morty: What is this about? L-Like, you want to prove yourself? Beth: Oh, that's nothing, Morti. How dare you? Moti: All right, all right. Then I'll just call oh! Beth: Moti, I need this. [Resort] Rick: Hey Jerry, here's a triple trunk says he knows where women drop their panties for bi-pedals. Jerry: Yes, I'm not really interested. My heart still belongs to Beth. Rick: Oh. yes. Jerry: What, don't
you think I have a gun? Rick: I didn't say that. Jerry: Excuse me. Can I have only one of these? Bar soft: coming right away. Jerry: Hmm, things between Beth and me weren't always that bad. We had a great time as children. Rick: Oh yes, I bet. That's how teenage pregnancy occurs, my friend. Jerry: Yes, no. Until a few years ago, things were pretty good. Rick: Jerry, I get it. That's around the time I moved in with you guys. Jerry: Oh, I think you're right. Rick: Jerry, you know, I hope you don't suggest that I have anything to do with parting
with your marriage, because there are some important issues between you and Beth since you guys met. Hey, on a new beginning. Jerry: Whirlpool Dirley. Rick: Whirlpool Dirley? Ok, what's going on here? When was it cool?! Jerry: When you stole my wife! Rick: I should have done that a long time ago! We're going to Whirlpool Dirly! Jerry: Whirlpool Dirley, baby. [Smith Family House] Beth: Aha, look at this. I bet we pressed Moti: but if the machine was made by spider people, the top would mean eight legs. Beth: Oh, God! Are you You go
to other spires like flesh-colored crayons? I'm sure normalization will make her normal. Oh boy! I would call that progress. Moti: She's huge! Beth: And normal! Summer: I'm not normal! Moti: Mom! Beth: Ok, this says the opposite. Done and done. Morty: I don't think it's a good idea. Moti: Oh, come on! What's another meaning that can be reversed? Summer: Alas! Moti: Mom, call Rick! I appreciate it. Beth: Here's the customer service number. Moti: Mom! Oh man. [Resort] Rick: This is going to be awesome! Jerry, hand it to you. This was a
solid idea. Jerry: Uh, yes. Uh-yep. rick: And you know what? I will cop on it. I put a lot of strain on your marriage. It was not fair. I'm sorry. Jerry: What?! Rick: I didn't respect your marriage. I certainly didn't do any favors. And for what it's worth, I'll apologize to Beth when we go home. Oo! Whirlpool Dirley! Example! Jerry: Stop riding! We got off. Jerry: We've got to get on with this. We're out! Rick: Jerry, come on, man! We didn't even get to the first vortex. Jerry: No, no, this sucks. It's so boring. I mean, I'm falling asleep here. Let's just go out
and crawl down the side. Uh, get down! Duck down! It's more interesting when you crunch down. Rick: Jerry, oh shit [Jerry's shot, Rick takes his hand to hold hands with the assassin] Jerry: Rick, up here! There is a place where you can kill him! Rick: Good call, Jerry! Hey, how do you know about him? Jerry: Uh [immortal field is violated] a kid hangs out at the resort: [shooting his sister and she dies real] Lisa? Rick: Well, uh, Jerry, a big fan of Whirlpool Deeley, are you? Jerry: No more. Apparently. RICK: But when you were there, how did
you know about it? Risotto Gruson: [Moaning] We had a deal, Jerry Smith ... [pass-out] Jerry: It's a really common name. Act 2 Jerry: Now, take it easy, Rick. It's not time to think about who did or didn't play a role in the attempted murder. Get me off! It's eating me! Hey, I confess, is it okay? They talked to me about all the bad stuff you did on this planet and reminded me of all the bad things you did to me. But you said you were sorry, and I realized you weren't a monster who didn't like this. It got me well. This is a misunderstanding, right?
You are inventing things to save me. Rick: That's called Carl, Jerry. It was invented. I'm making way out of here where one seat should do it. Jerry: I'm sorry. I made a mistake. I wouldn't do it again! Rick: Nobody does. Jerry: You [Veep] self-ed piece! You had my family! Rick: I had your family? Who thinks I was taken from them more when I shot my daughter a liquid dream killer 20 ccs? She is Daughter, Jerry. She had options! Gibble Snake: Oh. Rick: Everything's over because she was sorry for you. You act like a prey, but you are a
predator! You use sympathy to seduce your victims! That's how you survive! I survive because I know everything. The snake survives because the children wander, and because people think it is. He never gets a break. I can't stand the deaf, serene howl of his withering soul. I think I'll hire him or marry him. Jerry: Rick! Rick! I knew you wouldn't let me die. Rick: That was never an option. Jerry: Because you didn't have a son. Rick: No, because I need a living organism coated in transverse snake bile to attract shmooglite runners. Jerry: Wait,
what's going on? Rick: Use that mess, Jerry. You'll be wriing like an abandoned newborn. Jerry: Jesus Christ! What's Rick?! Help! Help me! Oh boy! Rick: There's a space port 20 miles south. We can board a Galaxy-class cruise ship and run around the wormhole that will put us within spitting distance of the Milky Way. But hey, it's about travel, not destination, right, Jerry? [Smith House] Beth: Just put it, dear! Mom is still pending. Customer Service: Mopriser Customer Service. How can I help? Beth: Yes, I've got a little problem with one of
the machines. Customer Service: Oh, I'm sorry to hear that, Mom. Is there a small compartment on the side of the machine? Beth: Let me check. Yes, I got it. Moti: Mom? Customer Service: Great! Now, can you see a small button next to it? Beth: I am. Customer Service: Press that button. Beth: All right. Moti: Mom, listen to me! Customer Service: We are free! Beth: Ok, so when you press the button, three little men run out. What should I do next? Hello? I think we're disconnected. Morty! Moti: Don't let me, Moti! I tricked Rick into taking dad
on an adventure because I thought I could get a break from this kind of thing, but no! Like a father, like a daughter! You want to be like Rick, congratulations! You are arrogant and irresponsible! Gene: [walk up to the fence] is all right? Morty: Mind his business, Gene! I'm having a conversation with my mother here! Rick's buttkiss won't help keep him, Mom, but it will help you lose someone else. Beth: I think I lost the summer. Moti: Hey, you haven't lost her yet. Beth: No, I definitely did. She's gone. Moti: God it! [Customs] Security: Proceed.
Rick: Oh, come on. Jerry: What's going on? Security: Your friend is a Class C or above cyber netic enhancer. Let's focus on the above. In any case, he needs to be made more of a middle man. Jerry: What?! Wait! Rick: Uh! The brain hurts. Jerry: What did you do? Security: It's a synaptic damper that blocks violent tendencies and controversial thoughts. That Now you can be the ideal passenger. Rick: I want cookies and a 90-minute avatar cut. Jerry: Seriously? [Snapping] Rick: Please stop. Security: Wears out in 6 hours. It is cheaper than
banning dangerous people from flights. I mean, let's all buy tickets, right? Otherwise, the terrorists win. [Smith House] Beth: Alas! I'm sorry I'm not a classic moat archetype. Ok, I don't know what to do when you people come to me with your weird puberty problems. What should I do when I asked if my daughter was attractive? Moti: I would say yes! Beth: Moti, guns! Moti: Well, she's going to be super hot. Her mother is going to be Jessica Waite, when did Summer ask you?! Beth: Before she was Clive Barker. For what? Morty: Wait, I know
where she is! Orn and Summer had to go camping, and he had to dump the summer for this girl, Trisha Lang, who had huge and took her. One with a name that sounds like a camp site someone gives it a middle through the name. A camp flavanava! Beth: Mom come, baby. Mom's coming, she cares about your titties! [Train] Jerry: They have sweet smiggle honey cookies. Well! And low-calorie oil flakes. Rick: Obviously cookies. Jerry: So let's get you a piece. Rick: Ok, but that's not what I want. Jerry: Well, maybe next time, you won't be
such a stupid piece and you can choose for yourself. Rick: That's not good. Jerry: What's that? Did you have a controversial idea? Rick: No. Jerry: That's what I thought,. You're a little punk-me. Assassin: I agree. It's easier to make it than not being incompetent. Rick: Uh-oh. we get shooting now. Captain's Voice: That's right, if you can take your place, we'll try to get into the wormhole. So, I hope everyone buys dinner first. Rick: Great. Jerry: Good. Assassin: Jerry, step over there and lock yourself in an escape pod. Jerry: You're not killing
us? Assassin: I'm killing Rick. You are free to go. You are not a threat to me or anyone. Jerry: Now you're just making sense. Rick: Yes, you don't mean crime. Assassin: The horse will shoot you, Jerry. This is about saving bullets. Quietly return to your shameful family and live the rest of your life, denying your fantasies. Jerry: It was a one-off idea that everyone has! Assassin: What are you doing? Jerry: I'm brave to win! Assassin: It is not winning or brave. You don't risk anything. Jerry: Shoot me. Assassin: I think you know I won't. Because
you know I'm sorry for you. You're doing this so you can tell yourself you fought oh! Computer voice: Temporal lobe shield is damaged. Assassin: Congratulations, Jerry. You can die man. Jerry: Uh, it's all right! I'll leave! Please don't I'm a vagina man, remember? Wo! What is happening to me? Where is this place? Where am I? Am I dead? A-Am I still alive? Rick: That's not a question you have to ask. Jerry: Huh?! Rick: Shh! Oh, ah, hey! Come here, you little pumpkin. I have in my my ah. Assassin: Huah, this! Rick: Who am I? Assassin:
Who am I? Jerry: I have time! I'm literally in time! All: Oua! Oh boy! Jerry: Oh, God. I felt like our souls were united, and we all seemed to have eternity. Assassin: Our bodies have not changed, but our hearts have lived a thousand lifetimes. Is I enough time to forgive you? Rick: I don't know, but enough time for synaptic dampers. Jerry: [squeaky]! He still didn't decide he was going to kill us! Rick: He was telling himself on it. I've seen it before. The end of the universe wears faster than Salvia. Jerry: I just started believing in you because I
finished merging with your essence for endless times, and I'm already back to thinking you're a cub. Rick: It's okay with me. Let's go our separate ways. I think you and the word age have a lot of catching up to do. Captain's Voice: Ok, you're free to get up, walk around the cabin and maybe pull out a wormhole for breakfast. Another voice: OK, you can have dinner one or breakfast but both. Morty: Yes, I know what I'm doing. Beth: All right. Because I have an idea. [Campfire] Trisha: It's actually a contraction of some and more, can you see it?
Ethan: Oh, wow. I was out of the way. [Summer monster is about to attack and Beth monster is shown to comfort her] Edan: Moti, what's going on here? Moti: Summer came into my grandfather's garage and messed up and turned into a monster. She did the same to make her feel better. She is a good mom. Trisha: Oh, my God. I have to call my mother! Edan: Trisha, wait! Moti: Ethan! Ethan! Hey, it's okay. Have a seat. Your sister made me cry, Ethan. You get her body image. Ethan: Look, Moti, I'm Moti: Shh, Shh, Sh. Watch out, Ethan.
your more fiery. [Smith House's Escape Ford Lands] Rick: Uh, I think we better get on the same page about our fake adventures. Jerry: That's right. Rick: I'll trade you. I'll leave the part where I tried to murder Jerry: and I'll leave the part where I've admitted that I interfered with my marriage. Rick: Do you want to? Jerry: No, if my family saw me this way, they would feel sorry for me. It's no longer my signature move. Later, Amigo. In fact, I just realized, I don't have my wallet, my bus pass is there, so maybe Rick: stay strong, Jerry. I believe
you! Post credit scene customer service #1: I fellas, to you. It's life. Customer Service #2: It certainly is. Customer Service #3: At Your Freedom! Oo! Looks like 4-22. Customer Service #2: Oh, a few cranks on knob scaling with four dilavait crossfades will fix it on the Jeep. Customer Service #1: 4? You will be lucky to clear 13% of these types of range and de-formation. Customer Service #3: Folks, folks, what did we agree on? Together: No working story! Let's just relax and enjoy retirement, oh my God! Oh boy! Honey I open The Pid1992
[Open Aerial View/Zoom to Smith House] (Morty, Rick, Jerry) (Everything else freezes besides Morty, Rick, summer, Morty is vacuuming jerry with hand-clicking.) Enter: Summer) Summer: Morty Hurry, Try to freeze The Time of the Thlampa. You know you really need to clean from top to bottom. Morty: I know how to vacuum mom and dad, summer, I have been doing it for 6 months! Summer: Then you have been wrong for 6 months. Oh, my God, is that mold? Morty: It's not my fault we froze the time on a humid day! Summer: You dropped
too many balls, man. Are you ever scared of The Great Patrick who may make me his new assistant? Moti: What? What kind of monster are you? Summer: competent person. Rick: Who cares about what you guys say *belch*? The point of freezing time is to stop giving. Put your shirt on your stupid dad and let this stupid universe roll. Let's do this. (Morti put her shirt back on Jerry.) Rick: Ok, listen, two, we freeze the time for quite a long time, so when I freeze it, the time in the world will be fine, but our time needs some time to stabilize.
Morty: Will our time be unstable? What does that mean? Rick: It means taking a break and stopping being, Moti. I thought you've learned it by now. It also means that you don't touch your parents or we can shatter them into numerous theoretical fragments. Moti: Wait a minute, what? Rick: And away we go! (Rick freezes the time.) (Mr. Benson falls off the roof.) MOTI: Uh, did we put that mattress under Mr. Benson? Rick: Shh, Moti! (Jerry opens the door because he's angry)Jerry:... About one or two things... Wait, what? House...? When we
pulled I could swear the house was completely rubbish. Rick: Negative visualization, Jerry. It explains a lot about where you are. Hello, sweet. Beth: Hi, Dad. (Beth's recoil as Summer and Morti approach to cuddle Rick) Beth: Summer, Moti, are you okay? Morty: W- We missed you a lot. Summer: Yes, we missed you so much. But too much to hug you. (Rick moves summer and Moti back.) Rick: Yes, it will literally destroy them. Now for, why - you guys won't go get free Sunday ice cream, (Rick left a rubber band around the rollup ward of
cash) and go out there and get some ice cream. here's an unmarked $500 cash I'm just going to put it on the floor and kick it through on uh, hey. You guys go nuts. Jerry: This is not a better bribe. If you find only one thing in this house, my love of ice cream won't save you. I will get my jacket. Beth: Sweet, your shirt back? (At the --- summer: *Gasp*Moti: Oh! Rick: Oh. --------------&gt; Jerry: Yes, I like it this way, I'm not stupid. (At the ---: Phew... Summer: *Exhale* --------------&gt; Rick: The guy is complaining red green pretending he knows
what's going on. Oh, I agree, huh? (Summer: Fun) You like that Red Green complaining reference? So guess what? I made him. You are really your father's child. thinking for himself, is not sheep. [Introduction Sequence] [Outside Trance. Morti's House] (Mr. Benson is loaded into an ambulance.) [Inside Trance. Morti's house] summer: God, I feel terrible. Rick: Yes, I really appreciate how capricious you can be in the universe. (Rick opens the refrigerator) [trance. Refrigerator inside] 1 minute you're falling off the roof for 6 months, next
minute, night! [Inside Trance. Morti's House] Morty: Uh, to be clear, it was the summer thing to put the mattress down in the summer: (disturbing) uh, what? It was your thing, Morti. (In summer, I poke a moti.) Moti: No way! Summer: Yes huh! Rick: Actually, sorry summer, I got the M bomb back on this one. I remember the conversation. We told Moti to replace all the money in the bank with cookies, and your job was to put a mattress under Mr. Benson. Moti: Boom! Summer on your face! You really dropped the ball, Man Summer: Moti, you
dogned the little grass! Moti: You shut you down big... Female cubs! Alternative Moti (alternate ego appears first): Hey, don't push me! Summer: I didn't! Moti: What did you not do? Alternative Summer: What's Your Problem? Moti: What are you? Alternative Summer: Shut Up! Moti: You shut up! Rick: Whoa whoa wh-what the hell? (The time split is divided into two - the alternate timeline is aligned from top to bottom and from left to right.) All Ricks: Oh God, oh no, what did you guys just do? Summer 1: What does it mean? Summer 2: What
can we do? All summer: Wait, what am I talking about? Rick: *belch* was one of you now uncertain about anything? All Moti: Oh man... I don't feel good. Moti 1: Is it me? I think so. Moti 2: A- Are you talking now? All Morti: Wait, who says that? All Ricks: Both are fine, just don't move, don't tell, don't think. I need to check something. Summer 1: What do we do with Mortimou? Summer 2: I'm going to help Grampa. Morty 1: Let's see if he needs help. Morty 2: What do you mean you're going to help him. Summer 1: Uh, I can help too. [Inside
Trance. Rick's Garage] All The Moti: What's up with Rick? All summer: What's the Brampamuson thing? All Riggs: Quit Oh crap kidding me (Rick turns on the monitor)? Two points? This does not have to be more than one point. The two made us uncertain! Moti 1: What does it mean? Moti 2: What? English? Summer 1: What? English please? Summer 2: What are you talking about? All Ricks: Our time fractured. Two people have somehow created a feedback loop of uncertainty that divides our reality into two equally possible edities. W-We
are the same man who can maintain platon friendships with attractive female colleagues. We are completely hypothetical. All Morti: But I thought there was an infinite timeline. All Ricks: We're not on any timeline, dummy. See. (Rick opens the garage door to reveal floating cats, trees, and islands.) All Moti: Oh, my God! All summer: that cat? All Ricks: I assume they are Schrodinger's cats. A- In fact, I assume they are neither like us. Summer 1 &amp; Moti 2: Is the world gone? Where are mom and dad? All Ricks: Mom and Dad? get your
head out of your family's ears. The three of us were lost to timeless oblivion. Your parents will exist. They're probably living it up in a pointless grounded story about their sh*t marriage. [Trance. Jerry's in the car] Jerry: Coldstone Creamery is the best. What to do with the remaining $20? Beth: You realize they sing no matter how much you tip. (Jerry hits a deer.) Beth: Holy shit! What happened? Jerry: I hit a deer! W- We have to tell the police you were driving. Beth: W-What? Jerry: This is a rum raisin! (Beth Thorne jerry gets out of her ice
cream, car and goes to deer.) Beth: Still alive. Jerry: Well, we-- do I get big rocks, eh? Or - Beth: It's not an armadillo, cub! Jerry: I think that's what a guy has to say, it's not like I can actually do it. Beth: If we're near the hospital, I can treat it, but I think we just have to - Jerry: it's ok, this is just what happens. And even if we're in the hospital, what we can do, you're not a deer surgeon, you're a horse surgeon. Beth: So... Jerry: Well other animals don't - Beth: need a different level of skill to survive? Jerry: Oh God... Beth: Get a deer in the car,
Jerry. Jerry: Yes Beth. [Inside Trance. Rick's Garage] All Ricks: This is why you don't freeze time, you guys. It is incredibly irresponsible. Morty 1: And we made it easy to clean the house after the party. Morty 2: And did you do it so you could clean the house after the party? All Ricks: Look, there's no time to ask me to be responsible, Morti. Literally like you don't have time. Look around. Uncertainty is inherently unsustainable. After all, it's either one of the things or not. And we have about 4 hours to be is. Moti 1: Or... Moti 2: Or? All Riggs:
We Are Not All Riggs: Ok, since this time Crystal exists in two possibilities, Impossible that I didn't nail this, I'm probably trying to hit this button in exactly two possibilities at the same time. Morty 1 &amp; Summer 2: Do you know how you're going to go - all Ricks: what you're asking for, the answer is I'm amazing. And away we move! (Rick presses the button and the timeline almost merges) Rick: Huh, you know, Summer 1: Oh, oh! Moti 2: Whoa, Oh, Oh. Rick: Oh Genta. (Reality separated again) All Ricks: What the hell is wrong with you
two!? Me - I means four!? Summer 2 with All Morti: That Hurts! That was painful... All Ricks: Glad it was painful. You do deserve it! I saw you, you all *belch* places all over the place. We split for 20 minutes and your life is already scattered in the quantum f***ing wind? Should one of you be so uncertain? A brand of ette cream? What chair do I sit in while I do everything? Come on, spit it out! All Moti: Well you won't be exactly easy, Rick! Morty 1: You always mock me and doing it now summer too! Morty 2: You're always picking on me and
now you've got someone who can kiss your my ass! Summer 1: Me? How about you? Would you be more excited to see me fail? You want yourself a Grampa all! Summer 2: Me? You are just mean to me because you are jealous, because you want to grampa everything to yourself! All Ricks: Ok, that's cool, I see what's going on here. They're both young, they're not all sure about their place in the universe, and they both want to be Grampa's favorites. I can solve this problem. Moti sits here, summer, you sit here. For now, I know that your
two are very different from each other in many ways, but as much as you are concerned about Grampa, you need to understand that it's two pieces of. Yes, I can prove it mathematically. In fact, let's grab my whiteboard. This has been a long time coming anyway. [Trance. External Animal Hospital.] [Trance. inside the Animal Hospital.] Beth: Emergency, injured deer comes in. [Trance. inside the animal hospital operating room.] (The vet is taking the snake's pulse.) Veterinarian: 3. Excuse me, you can't be here again. Beth: I'm a certified
horse surgeon, and this deer needs treatment. Nurse, go that snake. Vet: That's my nurse, and as a horse surgeon, I'm sure you know that deer are much smaller and have much more complex organs - Beth: As a veterinarian, I'm sure deer are closer to horses than doctors, so let's save measurements when our self is out, it's time to save lives! Vet: Giz... (The vet removes the snake from the operating area; Beth and Jerry place the deer on the operating staff.) Beth: That's weird, the rise of this deer. Jerry: Uh, yes, I was there, you don't
have to rub it. Beth: I mean it was shot. with a gun. Hunter: My gun. Hunter: No, but you can stop helping these deer. I fired a shot in front of these. Hit by their car and I followed them as they carried it. This deer belongs to me. Beth: Sigh * We don't have time for this, it's ok! I need anesthesia, deer saline! Vet: Look, I don't know what the law says about this, but I swore that I wouldn't let any animal do any harm. It is also eaten at almost any meal, except sterilization, interruption or wells. Hunter: I'm calling my lawyer. I hope you drink all of us
who are bad surgeons like hunters. Beth: In your dreams, bitch! Metz! [Inside Trance. Rick's Garage.] All Ricks: So conclusively, you're all equally ingrinky, overly sensitive, and sticky hysterical birds brain homunculy. Ok, all solved? Is everyone cool and sure about their place in my world? Hanil: Yes all summer: Yes. Sit still, *belch* arm down, I'm going to do this again, this time, it's going to be like a Grampa. Moti 2: You mean drunk? Rick 2: What's that? Do you have anything to say? Rick 1: And as far as we go! Moti 2: No. Rick 2: And
away we go! All Ricks: Yes, it's weird. Oh my god. All summer: what? All Ricks: That son of a is going to kill me! Rick 2: Stupidity sorrpath. Don't you get it? He thinks he can kill me using crystals. He thinks it's probably easier to get rid of one of the possibilities than to merge it. I have to admit, it's always in the back of my mind too. The difference is I wouldn't do it! So far... Rick 1: Don't you get it? You don't get it? The other Rick is no longer trying to merge us. He thinks he can kill me using crystals. He thinks it's probably easier to get rid of
one of the possibilities than to merge it. I have to admit, it's always in the back of my mind too. The difference is I wouldn't do it! So far... All Morti: What is Rick doing too? All Ricks: Save our lives. He'll come for you after he takes me! All summer: who? All Ricks: Me! Rick 2: Can you see it? Down all summer: Oh ah! All Moti: And on! Rick 1: I said he was a psychopath! Rick 2: He lost it. Time fractures must drive him crazy! Rick 1: I don't know what to do! I don't know what to do! Summer 2 or 4 after splitting into 4 (not shown): Oh crap! All
The Riggs (reality split into 4 parts): Oh God, now there's three of them, and we're 13! Get into the cupboard! Wait, don't do that, they'll know... Wait, getting in the cupboard and think about it, but it really doesn't. AAAAH is this you want to sick? YOU WANNA SEE THE CHILDREN DIE? [Trance. inside the animal hospital operating room.] Beth: You are the son of a, you do not stop living I say so! Lawyer: Michael. Vet: Who's this now? Hunter: My lawyer. Attorney: I'm here to let you know that a deer taken by a hunter in this county intercepts
it before the hunter's property, no matter how far it runs, or dies. It is called Brad's Law. We can't stop you from surgery, but at this point you're doing it on venison. Hunter: In fact, I decided not to eat it. All this fear and conflict. I'm sure it ruined the meat. I just tried to use my rec head against the room wall. Jerry: She usually works on horses. Beth: Jerry, if you won't help, get sex here! I reach the sky and yangk the screaming deer soul again! Vet: Jesus... [Inside Trance. Rick's Garage.] All Ricks: Shh Shh... I know where you are, you creepy
old monsters... I know what you think! Oh, is this where I think I'm going? Do you think I'm standing here? Maybe you're right! All summer: Holy shit, what now (Moti will knock Rick out with a fire extinguisher)? All Mortys: Knocking down all my ricks and looking into all my pants doesn't mean we're all in sync? All summer: that's right. All Moti: All right... So from now on, no matter what we do, we have to be sure. All Summer: That's Right... All Morti: I'm sure we're in f'd. [Cut to black] [Trance. Schrodinger cat space outside the house] all riggs:
Oh God, my head. What did you guys do? All Mortys: We put you in a dog box because you were acting crazy, and you caused a fracture another time. All summer: You try to kill yourself! All Ricks: Only in self-defense, I myself tried to kill me first! Guys, I don't expect you to understand this, but double breaking time means that our problem is twice as big and we have half a lot of time to fix it. Well, I expect you to understand it, it's basic math. C- Can someone just leave me alone here? If I die in the cage I lose my bet. All summer: So is
there a way to prove you're no longer a threat to yourself and others? All Ricks: Oh, for God's, here, give me a time decision. All Ricks: Call yourself. Here, *belch* it will probably go to voicemail since, you know, I call myself. All Rick calls: Hello, Rick here. All Ricks: Don't fall for it, it's a bit. Call it all Rick: just kidding, haha! I just got Rick. You've reached Rick's voicemail, and you know what to do with *beeps*. All Ricks: Hey Rick, Rick is. Listen, sorry early. There are no hard feelings. I know you mean it too. Calm down. Wow, hey, I blew up.
Three new voicemails. *Voicemail repeat * Yes yes, I heard this one. * Voicemail repeats twice more * You have an idea *belch* we've got cool now. All summer: OK, well we're still not going to let you out of this box. All Ricks: It's okay, just do it yourself. Mortys: If you could get out all that time, why wouldn't you? All Ricks: It was something I wanted to do because I waited until I was sure, Moti. It's the difference between you and me. I am sure, you are a walking hemp sack full of grass. All Morti: You know, Gusrick, yes -- you're really tearing
into me right now. You know, it hurts to say. (Testicular Monster A floats in view with bubbles.) Moti 1: Oh, my God! Moti 2: It's a monster! Moti 3: Oh, my God! It's a monster! Summer 1: It's a monster! Summer 4: It is a monster! Testicular Monster A: Hey, yes, stop shouting,' he ended yelling. Summer 1: *Scream* Summer 4: Oh, my God... Moti 2, 3, 4: *Scream* Testicular Monster A: What fuck?! Your time is all torn up to hell! You broke your time, twice! All Riggs: *Sigh* Testicular Monster A: How did this happen? Summer 2 &amp; 3: Yes,
but we do not even know, for the first time ... Moti 1 and 4: Who is that brother Newman time elf? Testicular Monster A: Fuck quit! Oh, I'm in 4 dimensions. I can hear all o'y'all. Now let's see what we got here for a while. All Riggs: *Moan* Testicular Monster A: Kid,, you were going to use this - oh, see, you break time, you think you can just stick this together again? What do you think you try to move time when you pile a 3D monkey stupid doll while you stand it? All Moti: Oh way to go, Rick. All Ricks: Oh, are you going to hear this guy now?
He has huge testicles for his head! He came here with a bubble. Everything we know is that he can be David Berkovitz of a land of all colors. Testicular Monster A:. put it here. They will sync your possibilities, so you can bring them back to a certain time. Y'all just negligent, now put your necklace on kids, kids, kids, your three! Summer 1, 2, 3: What are you talking about? Morty 1, 2, 3: We have them. Rick 1, 2, 3: Uh, we... Rick 4: We don't wear necklaces. Testicular Monster A: Exactly, because you're obsessed. Rick 1, 2, 3: What 'Belch*?
Moti 1, 2, 3: We did! Summer 1, 2, 3: They're in now. Rick 4: It's okay, it's okay. summer, Morti, put them. Rick: Yes, we're back, the problem has been resolved: Rick (alternate timeline merged into one). Summer: Yes, we're back in our own time. Morty: Yes no more cats, no more cats, oh, you did it, you fixed it. Testicular Monster A: Yes, now keep that collar so you don't break the weak nas time again. Rick: Exactly how long should I wear these things? They are really panicking. Testicular Monster A: Well because you go to jail, I'd say you
can keep them forever. Summer: Time prison? Testicular Monster A: Yes, then I don't know where you expect me to think you have that decision in there, but the only way you can fool a stupid ass, ass ass, is to ever have It was stolen. Summer: You stole time to freeze crystals from testicular monsters? Rick: I would have been happy to pay for it, in the summer, but they don't exactly sell them at Costco. Besides, there are bigger lessons to be learned here. Get him! Testicular Monster A: Uteut! You better keep it back! The man will set your
devil as the third third quarter fetus from 30 yards. [Trance. inside the animal hospital operating room.] Vet: Hmm... Beth: No kittens in need of manicure? Lawyer: That's right Mrs. Smith, *whisper* give up on your anger. ignored that deer. Jerry: Honey, it'll be all right. These people are from the Servin Institute of Elk, Moose Deer and Deer. They can take these deer in helicopters and fly them to the country's top deer surgeons on wildlife reserves across the state border where your jurisdiction ends. Vet: I think that's the end. LAWYER: There
is one more thing. According to the veterinary statutes of this country, this animal is currently not able to be transferred until the attending physician confirms that it is not able to provide proper treatment orally. You've heard a doctor say man, you have to say you can't hack it. Jerry: We did it... [Inside Trance. Rick's Garage.] Testicular Monster A: (call) uh-huh, no mota - no, earth, mate, I'm talking with a 'bout, yes, dinosaurs. No, when you get to the dolphin people, you've gone too far. All right, I'll talk to you later, all right. (Hang up) you know
what they do in the form of a 3D life in prison at the time? The same thing they do in every other prison, just forever. Moti: Why are you doing this? Testicular Monster A: Do you think I want to be omnissional immortality that transcends time and space in my life? I bring, I have a man of ambition,' you guys are my ticket. Rick: What if I told you a huge ticket was right behind you? Testicular Monster A: Do you really think I'm stupid? Rick: All right, listen to me about this. You are immortal, that is right, that means that your life is infinite. In this
case, there is a 100% chance of eventually do everything, including looking back. Testicular Monster A: I can't claim it. Rick: Oh, God, guns and weird(Rick hit the creature with a wrench and catches the organic gun he was carrying)! (Rick drops his gun and crawls towards the street) Testicular Monster A: Chris! (Gun/Chris runs to the road and runs to the car) Testicular Monster A: You killed my gun! Rick: Summer, Moti, take off your necklace! Testicular Monster A: What? What the heck are you doing? Rick: Good question. I assume there
is an answer: I'm not sure! Testicular monster A: Oh no, what are you doing? I have no idea: Rick 1 (split time split into 2 timelines)! Rick 2: I'm not sure. All riggs (synced off) (split into timelines 4 times a time): Maybe I don't. (time split 8 timeliness) all riggs (sync-off): I From being uncertain about everything and kicking ass! Testicular Monster A: Lis eye, ah. Now you've poked where the snow would have been about 6 million years ago. All summer (sync-off): Come on, please help The 2010s. All Mortys (sync-off): Yes. Beat his Nua:
Summer 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 12, 17, 18, 20, 25, 28, 29, 31 (time split twice, now 32 timelines)! Summer 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 14, 16, 18, 19, 23, 25, 27, 28: get him! Summer 2, 6, 9, 12, 13, 15, 17, 20, 21, 22, 24, 26, 29, 30, 31, 32: beat him! (Zoom in to show only one timeline: Timeline 23) Moti 23: Kick his ass, Rick! (Ricks, Morti and Summers were the last to hit Testicular Monster A, and he falls backwards and his head explodes.) Testicular monster A: Oh, I defeated ... Summer 23: What's up? Rick 23: Time is falling apart, and we've got to
get back to certainty, fast! Give me your necklace! Morty 23: Oh, you don't have to fix, like thirty of them? Rick 23: Moti, I have three of them to fix, and then there's my thirty-one different version, which should also address three of the 96's total. I'm not stupid. I know the decisive way, and now to me that (Philips / Flathead) driver. In fact, check it out (Phillips/Flathead). (Time split 64 timeline) all riggs (sync-off): Oh, damn it. [Trance. Jerry's in the car] Jerry: Look, I know today was kind of annoying. I know it's my fault we hit a deer, and I know
you want to be the one to save it. Beth: Whatever. How trivial is it to care less about animal life than my ego? Jerry: Hmm... You have to be pretty petty. But you will still be the woman I married. Beth: Where are we going? Jerry: Last stop. Beth: Where are the helicopters? Jerry: No helicopters, no Servin Labs. Beth: But the top deer surgeon... Jerry: I'm looking at her. Thanks for F.D.'ing for me like that. Coldstone Staff: You're going to get better moving, these lights are designed for basic ice cream work, they're not going to last all night.
Beth: I need 5 minutes. (Short slow panning montage of surgery) Beth: Jerry, this was the most romantic weekend I've had. Jerry: Thanks to cold stone creamer. Coldstone staff: Welcome. [Inside Trance. Rick's Garage.] (Zoomed in to Timeline 30) (Perhaps) all Ricks: Ok, we're running out of time. Is it ironic? Moti 30: Rick! Rick 30: What's going on? Moti 30: Collar, oh, the latch is broken! It is not closed to my neck! (Zoom in on Go to Timeline 28) (Perhaps) all but Moti 30: What's wrong, how's Carla not green? (Perhaps) all but Rick (30):
Obviously because someone doesn't know how to wear his lapel and one of me sticks around to help him. (Perhaps) Morty all but Mortys 30: Don't blame me for this, you're the one Fix the latch! (Zoom in to Go to Timeline 30) Rick 30: What you're talking about, it's not broken, Moti, I fixed it, just put it! Morty 30: It won't close, it's broken! Rick 30: Okay, bring it here. Moti 30: Oh, oh, Rick! (Zoom in on Go to Timeline 15) (Perhaps) Rick all but Ricks 30: Oh, really, Moti? So sorry, I'm not too damn sure about everything! (Perhaps) all but Morti
30: You know what I'm sure, Rick? I've really made up my mind about this, and I don't want to see you again! (Perhaps) Rick all but Ricks 30: You're not going to see anything again and you're a little dummy! You killed us! (Go zoom to Timeline 30) Rick 30: Gothammit! Morty 30: O'Rick 30: Morty where your collar is going to fix Morty 30: I dropped all ricks (probably) all ricks except Rick 30: What the hell? What did you do to me, Morti? Rick 30: I'm fine with this. Good Moti. better than me. Bulls*t different collars! I am not ok about this! I am
not ok about this! Oh, let the sweet Jesus live. Oh, God I - I need to fix this, God in heaven, please, God, O Lord, hear my prayers. Example! Damn you God! Not today,. (Perhaps) Rick all but Rick 30: Please, God, if there is hell, please be merciful to me. Rick 30: Yes, I did it! There is no God! on your face. One point, cub! Moti: Yes, oh yes, yes! Summer: Woohoo! Oo! Oo! MOTI: Oh, that was a close call. Oh yes, Rick, that's right. Rick: I know what I'm talking about, yes. I'm going to do a cabbage patch, Moti. Check me out I'm doing a
cabbage patch dance. It's a classic dance, remember, like this. Look at the au gentry. Dance. Summer: Hey, how did you guys take longer to get here? Moti: I don't know. I think 1 in 64th of the collar didn't work. I've got 63 different memories of everything, so it's hard to get straight. Rick: Yes. Morty: But I think one of the 64 Ricks sacrificed himself for me. Rick:, Morti. When you felt something, we were all almost dead. You're a little piece of s-shit. Beth: Guys, we're at home. (Summer and Morti run and hug Beth and Jerry, respectively.) One
Moti Mom, Daddy! Summer Mom, Dad! Jerry ended one: Well, grab the phone, where did you guys get that necklace from? Uh, Lady Gaga, a table for three tables, am I right? Beth: *laughs* Jerry: Are you guys Power Rangers? But only one of the smaller parts of the neck? Hey, do those things need batteries? Are they included? Clean up with Fruit Island! But it's not in a homosexual way, they're just fruit necklaces that's all I've said. Beth: *laughs* I'm going to pee my pants. Morty: I don't feel good, do I? Rick: No, it isn't. It hurts. Beth: I'm
going to pee hee. Jerry: Someone calls the planet We have three Tron people here. But seriously, is this Halloween costume? Are you going by motorcycle? Do you have green headlights instead of regular headlights? Are you a dog? Robot dogs? Ghosh, you guys are lame. Is that a choker from the 90s? What are the perfumes of the 90s? Would you like to star in the film The Craft with Fairooza Balk? [End Credits] [Trance. testicle monsters travel through time, stopping at the Ice Age with hairy mammoths in the background.] Testicular
Monster A: Hey, what the hell are you? Testicular Monster B: Looking for you, cub. Testicular Monster A: I walked past the dinosaurs and said. Testicular Monster B: Do you know how much time you have passed the dinosaurs? Half of all time! Testicular Monster A: Come on, man, it's this way... Testicular Monster B: Come on, give me that job, speed up, he can't be far back. [Monster A found a guy who looks rigged on the blackboard] testicular monster A: there he is, there, he is, there, he stops, stops. [The guy who looks like Rick turns
around, turns out to be Albert Einstein] Testicular Monster B: So that's him, huh? Testicular Monster A: Yes, that's it. Hey man, remember me? [He and Monster B started beating Einstein, knocking him to the ground] and I got something for your ning! You don't mess with time! You don't f*** time, mother****er! [He and Monster B leave] Albert Einstein: I vibrate mess vith time! [Einstein gets up and definitively writes E = MC2 on the blackboard] Albert Einstein: I vibrate mess vith time ... [end] Time1962 prologue edit Rick Sanchez's Wrinkles:
Don't Let Any of Them Get Away, Morti. It is that when their DNA enters the earth's food chain, our entire species can be sterilized. Moti Smith: So why don't we kill them? Rick: The next time I need disinfected species, who's going to do it for me? Moti: Whoa! Rick! Am I a Vindibicon? We are called to assemble by the Savior! Rick: I refuse to answer the literal call to adventure, Morti. Go to voice mail. Rick, the Savior calls only when the universe itself is in danger. They are the first line of defense against evil. They are unins protection
guardians! They are writers of their own press release, Moti. They are a bunch of drama queens who spend 20 minutes talking for an hour and jumping around while the blows. They are a step. We were a big one that summer as well, let it die. Call me, Moti Smith, my right to choose one from all 10 Rick and Morti adventures. That's too bad! Read them and cry. well. Example! Indicator command line beacons. We are doing Savior Twooo! Uh, Moti, you can freeze some sperm. Law 1 Supernova Editing by Savior. World Ender is back, and
this time we can finish more than the world. We have reason to believe that his fortress is in . Ball. Theraneous system. Once in range, a million ants will check the pheromones activity, which should lead us to the location of the base. Oh, that's a million ants. I don't see ants here, I just assume that, uh, tud man, shaky turd man. Rick, stop! Rick, do you have something to add to your briefing? Uh yes, just a few more design notes well, this guy, uh, uh I'm a crocubot. Right, Chromobot. So, you feel half cold, reptile, half cold machine that feels
the same. Yes, wow. So, what is your origin? Y- You fell into a barrel of redundancy? Damn it! Novnub, we're briefing. If I can continue, Rick. I believe you can serve there. Well, let me check my list of strengths and weaknesses. The ability to do anything but whenever I want an example, it sounds like work for me. I wish he had the ability to confirm his attitude. Alan Rails, ladies and gentlemen. After his parents' tragic death in a railroad accident, he gained the power to summon a ghost train. But not all bad, but they had to see their grown
son wearing a whistle. Damn it! Thanks, Novnub. This guy gets it. Vance Maximus, Renegade Star Soldier I'm sorry I'm late. It was a happy time. Happy hour. Uh, I was too late because of my drinking, and mentioned it with zero applause. Rick Sanchez. Tinkerer of fear. Man, that's hard to say. And Moti, right? Oh, yes! I never forget the child. What do you say, Savior, let's make three of these three? - Haha! - Yes! Did he say three? Did he say he never forgets the child? You mean two things, right, Vance? In fact, we gathered for the
second time last summer to fight doomnomitron. So is this a savior three? And did you guys surface two things without us? I feel uneasy. Maybe there's only a picnic nearby? I think he found his crowd. Pretty toothless stuff, guys. These guys are better than they were last time. We weren't here last time, remember? They were the whole savior without us. A group of them also died. They lost Lady Katana, Calypso and Diablo Verde Ikes. Yes, things felt less diverse. The article says that the reason we weren't involved was personality conflict.
Don't worry, Morti, they love you. Superheroes have a wide-eyed, notable need to tag together and react to everything like mind blowing. Do you think personality conflict may have been yours? How wonderful is Jesus? I mean, they didn't want me to need it too badly, so they murdered three innocent heroes and they still had to bring me back. Rick, because it's my adventure and everything, could you do me a favor? Uh, adventure is favor, Moti. I sleep on this linen and it's my favor. I mean, w-w- what do we represent? Comfortable? Rick,
this really puts me on the back. I'm ashamed to find out that these guys don't like us. For what? Moti I defeat the more powerful Gohoo than this one every week. Oh, please, they just called themselves heroes so they could just call them, Rick! They're my heroes. My! Huh, no accounting for taste. I'm going for a drink. PA System: Hello, Savior. The vessel arrived at the Theraneous system. All indicator reports to the briefing room. Er, room from uh, it's a different room than a conference room. Sorry, this is my first day with the PA system.
Anxiety on the first day. Good lord. Hello. It seems my grandfather had a long night. Crocubot, why not escort Mr. Sanchez to a more comfortable spot so that someone can clean up his diarrhea. Oh, I'm nervous about my first mission! In fact, Nuv Nuub, you have a new mission. Damn it. Be half-late and be ready for your arrival. Morty, potty and I had a chat this morning, and I'm afraid we need to make some changes. I totally get it. I'm so sorry. You should. It's not one of us who wanders around wearing a yellow T-shirt. Infamous. I-I-I-I is
not a superhero. Squats, chieftains. Everyone in the universe is a hero. All you have to do is know the difference between good and bad, and good root. Rick says the good and the bad are artificial structures. Yes, well, I feel that way. Don't come, Nuv Nuve? Five! No, uh, I have stuff to do here. Vance: Security drone, inbound. Star mother, grant me your anger. All boarded! Gun turrets. Are you alright? Yes, I only lost 400 ants. My queen is laying more. I came back with a million ants. Someone wakes Sanchez up. Uh! Oh, Christ. Rick.
Only. We are lit in automatic turrets. Can I import it offline? Uh-yes, oh my God, that's better. Rick! Hey, I can't help if I can't see. I could just use the ghost train. Oh really? Not really. Would you have used a ghost train? Hey everyone, ghost train man would have used ghost train. - Man, you. - Do you have coffee? Hey Moti, you can be a friend, grandpa left his coffee maker on the boat and, you know, get himself to work with the French press. A little extra sniffy this morning, isn't it? Just focus on the mission, okay? Oh, I'm sorry, oh, that's
right. Oh, real serious. Real serious, yes, do you have it? son of a steam engine. They're all dead. Why did WorldEnder do this to its own men and women? Well, he's a world-elder. Men quit the world. kind of his job. - Oh, I'm really scared. Real on alert, high alert here. Take care! What [veep]?! It's a world ender! What happened to him? I feel that his vitality is disappearing. A million ants, ladies and gentlemen. Two colony of ants with the power of the human eye. It's good. short mission. Good mission. remember when alan wanted Using
ghost trains? See you guys in Saviors 4. Morty? Rick, whoever did this is a bigger threat than World Insider. We can't leave now. He is right. This is not over. Well, have fun with him, but Morti and I have to meet a lady comet, a monorail man, two cubs, and an entire crocodile like an hour. shit. Drunk Rick: Check [drunk] [on the video monitor screen], check. 1, 2... Ok. Is it a recording? Good. Hello, Savior. Welcome to your calculations, baby! RICK: Well, it's official. Had too much alcohol last night. Act 2 Drunk Rig Edit: [on the video monitor
screen] you'll see this. Are you... You know, Savior. So, now we know -- Rick? What's up, man? Obviously, I came here last night during a power outage. Apparently? You came here so defeated our arch nemesis while drunk do you remember it? Is that something obvious to you? Hey, I'm a little more complicated than the lighting-[trim] you guys, no crime, but I've always suspected that what you do in a year can be knocked out a lot in a few hours. Drunk Rick: [video monitor screen] So I thought, why not just do your job for you, so we can
play a little fun game. MOTI: Rick, is this a saw? Are you seriously sawing Savior? Rick: Moti, I'm drunk, not hacking. Drunk Rick: If you break the rules [on the video monitor screen], lose the game, or try to leave, you're going to die. [Trim] like Saau... RICK: Well, I-I-I think we've seen enough, I can just figure out how to separate this. Drunk Rick: [video monitor screen] Ok, here we go. Rooms #1. Saviors are known throughout the galaxy, but do they know themselves, do you know yourself? Your shit, your tricks, your face matches, and y-
you get it, it's a matching thing. And do it in 3 minutes or you'll all die. I'm not playing his game. I'm going to find a way out of here. Wait a minute, Vance. He told me that if you tried to leave, you would die. That means there is a booby trap. Why are you doing that? Don't understand what part of the outage? I thought you drank. Like cool drinking! Like sexy drinking, this mental, trailer park is not shit! Vance, stay calm. Vance Maximus: Oh, so you're a leader now, because we gave you a jacket? You are a disabled child learning that we are
working together on a photo op. Moti: All right, oh, but... Vance Maximus: All right, this - this is sparking me. I need space. I need space from this! Give me one reason why, I shouldn't crush your wind pipe. Because my epideres are bound with nanofimp defense mesh. And because, like I said, I don't remember last night. I told him not to invite this mummified mother again. Alan, I'm not proud of what's going on here, but if it keeps coming to me, there's going to be another thing. on that ghost train. People! I figured it out. Drunk Rick:
Congratulations [on the video monitor screen]! You did it! It was a bit. All de de de de deteds apply to all of you. Rick's point of being drunk is that none of you are very special or anyone else. That's always his point. We'll look at this as soon as possible. Then we will deal with your 2. Two of us? I am proud of you myself. Uh, I sort of. I saved the universe. That's not a problem, Rick! Oh, it would have been if I hadn't! Drunk Rick: The signers [wearing Sherlock Holmes deerstocker hats on a video monitor screen] say their job is to fight evil
wherever they hide, but they'll never mention fighting darkness. Five! I know this. Dorian 5! Crocubot, don't do it! There are no other possible answers. My mechanical and reptily logic is certain. Five! Huh! I'm seeing more crocodiles than bots here. That's too bad! Uh, what happened in Dorian 5? Nothing! Nothing? We've extinct the planet. W-wait. Huh? Doomnomitron was hiding there! He is a shape shifter. Destroying Dorian 5 was the only way to kill him. Come on, guys, we're all thinking of it. Don't tell me. Oh yes yes. Again. You know, I
was able to make you a device that detects doomnomitrons in such orbits. I'm not the one you didn't want back. It was Alan. If you lay at my door that death once more! Don't threaten her. Drunk Rick: Congratulations [on the video monitor screen], you did it. What on earth is Israel? It's just that Rick starts talking when he's drunk and blackouts. W-what? w-w-what? Same, w-w- What's my point? To no avail, you think about the defense budget and the United Nations, and then you pass. So, obviously, I sometimes refer to the geopolitical
complexity of the subject. This is not about going to an anti-Semitic place. I don't do this either, I'm just saying, if in, my drunken version is probably so supported by Israel that he wants to do the best for it, hey man, I'm not going to touch this. Rick Drunk: [Aloha in an aloha shirt on a video monitor screen] says goodbye to good-bye in Hawaii. But, uh, aloha means nothing to do with this room. I'm so drunk. [Cough] uh, it's okay. Here's the deal. I want to rest my eyes a little bit, I'm not going to sleep, I just have to rest my eyes, so let's try to hit
this one simple just three-pointer. Let's say you have to hit five three-pointers in five minutes. And try to make it a lesson about yourself, like how selfish you are, or something. And also Hawaii. Morty: You guys hit the basket, and I'm going to disarm. A sino-U.S. bomb. The 40% chance is dumb, but y-you still have to stay again. Moti, how many - so many, Rick! So much! Man, I'm really getting on the high road today. That's a 3-pointer. Good shot. Two teams make a pretty good team. We all do. But you always have an unspoken bond. I
mean, it's really unspoken. Likewise, don't tell my husband unspokenly. We are not married anymore, Alan. Sure, but did we get married when the two were stranded for three days in the Delphi Six? But what do you know about the sensitivity because you felt something was strange when you came back? I'm just a ghost train conductor. You my wife is a pile of mediocre bugs! That's a 3-pointer. Where are the lead wires? You always put it in a strange place. Well, uh, maybe here? Jesus Christ, what a shit-sino-U.S. bomb. It is a miracle that
I actually destroyed anything. Oh, I don't know, you could have destroyed almost everything today. Villains, heroes, ambassadors between them, my childhood. I appreciate it. I appreciate it, Moti, I know you suck the Kool-Aid out of the toilet'. So the fact that I was right about them is very hard to admit. Yes it is. I know why you did it, Rick? Because if you're a cub, no one wants to give you satisfaction because it doesn't matter how right you are. I know. Everyone wants their favorite people to be right. That's why popular people are doing
stupid things. And why pretentes, not properly written, high-budget friends can eat bunk shit sandwiches again. Dismantled. Holy crap. You're jealous. Example! What do you want to hear?! Feeling good? Did you like his 6 million body legs more than my tragic, half-haunted, half-belly penis?! Guys, stop! You are proving my grandpa right! You wish this was about sex! We loved each other! We had kids together! What?! I conceived a million ants and a child and died in me because of half a million ants and half collapsed stars! And yes, he
was better than you. Example? One million times better. All boarded, mother stopped! Oof! I didn't know it was coming. Is that sarcasm? I don't want you to slip when this is over. All these deaths are in your hands. Ok, come on, maybe a few of them, but definitely train guy. Oof! C. O.K. Drunk Rick: Congratulations. Good job. Ok [eating pizza on the video monitor screen], so far, it was pretty obvious that I thought Saviors were. But you have one thing I'll never be. And that's the only part of the Savior that has some value to me. If you know
what it is, place it on the platform. I'm wrong and I think planet Pla is going to explode. And maybe the solar system, 'I kind of eyeballed a mesodic bomb on this one. Supernova: So what's the trick? You are a drunk Rick expert. I think no matter what we put there, we die. He said it was part of the savior he cherished. That doesn't mean anything. He wants to be used to know how little money we gave in our last moments. Jesus! Ok, open to the second comment. It could be -- it could be Morti. What? Hey, I don't know. I mean, when I'm
drunk, I'm stupid, emotional and logic-free. It is, like, that I'm so drunk that I feel like I'm losing Morty to a degree, and maybe this is my way of saying, ok, you can have him, but if you know how important he is, otherwise I'll kill you. It is really a concrete guess. Hey, I have nothing but us in the room. I'm just using logic to connect some points, it's the best guess I have. But you're betting our lives on it. I will deal with that bet. All right. Well, Morti, I think you're doing that smiley face because you're misunderstanding the moment. I'm not cozy
about hidden love for you. I'm really clear if someone has a better guess, like if I gave Hugh a talisman - a talisman, or - last night. No, Drunk Rick: I'm sorry. I'm not good at saying goodbye, and I'm drunk, you know, I just don't think I'll ever meet you again. You can't really roll with a hero type. And I don't want them to me. But I want you to know, even if I haven't shown it in time, I really appreciate you sticking by me. Damn, why am I crying? It makes no sense. Er, you're probably confused because we almost knew each other, but you stuck
your neck out when you really gave props for my wonderful jokes in the briefing room. Everyone else had had their heads so far. Even my grandchildren are like, oh, saviors, they're so cool. I mean, he's a jerk, that's their demographic. But you are different, Nuv Nuve. Moti: Mother [squeaky] drunk Rick: You're cool. And you are smart. And I bet we can hang shit. And I want you to be a full-fledged savior and do me a favor. But you can tell them one thing. I told you -- oh all right. I just shit myself. Rick: W-friend, Morti, what happened - Morti:. I
feel this means we don't die. Not all of us. Sweetheart. Let's just do this with Titi Bean, Snoozle. It is for the greater good. Bigger good? Titi Bean? It's like you said, Moti. Right and stop saying that. Keeping the galaxy safe is the belief of the galaxy. Yes, I already feel safe. No doubt, who do we check out? I would say that we are getting some good licks on while choking to death right? Titi Bean. When you came to me, I was just a crust of ants. It taught me that your faith, your pursuit of justice, would be to me When is it that complicated?
Who knows. But we can make it simple again. You were always romantic. So I can't leave. I'm sorry, my dear. Damn it! She crossed the snoozle twice! Silence! I'm going to enjoy this. Announcer: Let's say a big thank you to Rick Sanchez for killing World Eder, having this great party together and booking one of the hottest talents! Logic: ♪Awe, yes.♪ Rick: Look. Giz, I have to plan the whole party. Invited a lot of people. Not bad, drunk Rick, not bad. Logic: ♪It's logic, y'all. Shout out to my boy, Rick. Are you ready?♪: Rick, supernovae run
away. Rick: Uh, who cares? MOTI: But she tried to kill us. Rick: Moti, 20 people try to kill me every week. I end up as high as half of them. I mean, check it out, gearhead is here. GEARHEAD: Hmm. Well, that's going to shoot me through. Moti, you're wearing a potty jacket. Are you a little superhero now? Everyone in the universe is a hero, a mother. So we don't need a jacket. And I'm sure we don't need a savior. I don't care if I do. Who's the Savior! Man, Rick grandpa would have been. Summer. Rick: Who is Nubb Nubb? ♪, it's logic once
again, y'all. Don't forget the name. Go home safely. And, man, we should all give it up for Rick, 'cause, I mean, some kind of mother. Just set up a whole festival like this when he's fully loaded, man? And all the things I said about Vance, that's not real. Vance sucks him, after him! Example! Yo D- Have I been able to get paid yet? Whoo!♪ post-credits scene I can't believe we're getting Gear Cream with Saviors. So, you gear up college or gear up for a girl in an alien terror attack! Ok. Sounds like work for me. I better go get into my step. So
that's cool. I know. Wait, what alter ego? He was already wearing a jacket. I need to know when to catch him! Avengers 2012 Come On, Football! Let's go, let's go! Oh come on. Play football! [ Suspense Music Play ] [ Creature growls gently] [ Heartbeat Pounding ] [ Creatures ] Ah! [Slash! So, are you crafting and mining stuff to mine? Uh-yes, did dad write this game? Means. [Helicopter blade vortex] everyone, you need a friend of Washington! How covert. [Jaffe! ] If they can teleport, why did we do the same thing as you, Steve, I worked
here! [Unclear conversations] are good. All right all right. Mr. President. It is about time, folks. Rick, should I drink here? Yes, there is an adventure here. A kind of alien goo has infected the Kennedy Sex Tunnel. I want to hunt it down and get it out. Kennedy sex tunnel? Naturally, you will never forget that you saw them; Lounge, McKinley Hooker Dump, Lincoln Slave Coliseum. He did not liberate them all. And let me know when you're done. Maybe we can get a selfie? Too busy, Morti. Now tell me about this summit. Is it a peace one or a
plain one? [ Suspense Music Play ] [Growling] [Zap! Zap! Zap! This sucks. God, tell me about it. Oh my god. What does it mean if you're not into it? Why would I go inside that? It is lame. You're in lame stuff, Moti. I thought it was an honor for young idiots to work for the president or for the. Maybe the first few times, but this just sucks. He treats us like ghostbersters. We need to talk to him. Yes, it sounds funny. Let's set some boundaries with a spoiled control freak who thinks he runs the world and orders drone strikes to cope with his
insecurity. It's one of the ideals of this. Third choice Minecraft. You like it now? To be honest, Morti. It is growing to me. Notify the President. What do I tell him? Tell him the truth. Say Rick and Morti blew america away. You can use that tree to make breasts. Oh good. Then, later, you can save all the trees you need to make breasts. Ok. If you analyze everything, it won't be fun. This is what they would rather do? It's all in transcripts. They treat us like ghostbersters. So, Ghostbusters is not so cool? I don't remember signing that bill. Control
monsters. Order anxiety to combat drone strikes. Should we strike them with drones? It will prove them right! and blew him away. Give me a call. Rick: Is this game popular with autistic people? Why would you say that? 'Because I began to love it. [Cell phone vibration] failure to answer is a felony crime? Cool to play. As far as he knows, we are still in the tunnel. [Chuck] When should we reveal we can see them? We are holding all the cards now. We don't see any before the time is right. Awesome. Rick: Yoello? Hi, guys. Call the President
of the United States. How's it going? Hi. Just work this sex tunnel gagoo. I think it's kind of our new archaeology, you know? This may take some time. What does Moti think in a month? Fingers crossed, a month, yes. I see your ear play Minecraft! I got you on a satellite! That is right. What should you say to yourself? Ok, obviously, this looks bad, President. I mean, what doesn't look bad through illegal spy satellites? Don't go high on me. They break 1,000 federal laws a day and wow, really? That's pretty cool. And, yes, yes, yes, yes, you
save the world now and then. The United States returns the favor by not taking responsibility for the laws of both men. Five! Five! Good lord. We didn't know you saw it that way. Well, it's not anyone's fault. We've never seen a story before. Yes, the way we see it, when we show up, it's a favor to you. You know, I found an X-Files monster underground, so I wanted someone to come and come. As for why you have never arrested us, we assumed you knew it was impossible, as if you were trying. You know, it's not going to work out. Wouldn't
that work out? Can you elaborate? I think one of your 1,000 laws says, no, I can't elaborate. Just trust me. None of us want to go there. We never have to. By the way, we continue to save the planet. You know, we're happy to do that. Yes, but moving to a new version of earth because it includes the U.S. females and a half. Yes, so if you ever want to take a selfie, are we cool? Yes, thank you, everyone. I told you, man! I was impressed, Morti. That went really well. [Unclear conversations] everybody, get their hold! Sir, what is our new Rick
and Morti policy? Our policy is, we don't need them and we won't do them again. Today, we celebrate our independence from Rick and Morti. all out. There are clothes sales at clothing marts this spring. come down to the clothes section. I just put it up for fun. I know I can't buy it. Oh come on. You look great! You're only young once. If the result is too strong, you can use protection. Oh really?! Thanks! When did you get The Ladd? I do not know. Maybe I'm adjusting to divorce and everything is new. I will tell you. I couldn't stand it for more
than an hour at a time. [Chuck] no crime. I like it. It's great. You like everyone else. Yes, someone else. [Suspense music play] Oh, it's not. Vamos! Vamos! Oh boy! How do you like it, Moti? Wo! Just like Minecraft! Oh, a small nuclear-capable species was found in the Amazon. Let's get in touch first before anyone else gets all the. Was this? South Park was Moti, four years ago. They are fast. Or it's slow. [Suspense music play] don't, guys. The casualties will be in Brazilians because they are Brazilians. It is a threat and a pun. No one gets
me. Americano! Pressa! [Suspense music play] Oh, hello, Rick. I think this is a global crisis. Good lord. President Moti and I are dealing with the situation. I'm sure you did. Dissolve. Dissolve? Yes, dismissed. You don't need it here. You can leave and no one will care. Have you heard of it before? Do you know how to take out this kind of threat? We don't take it out. We will shrink and approach it diplomatically. Are you reduced to pills? Are you still here? Why not go down to the next version of Earth with a star-[squeaky] tide craving a selfie?
Wo! We can be here. You are not the president of Amazon. Yes, I learned about your job at school. You are a civil servant. We are technically Oh, please, Morti. You pay as much tax as you do puberty. Oh, I got a bar, commander-in-quaff. Do you want to count them? Kef, the commander. That's it! Do it! Rare Elements Sanchez - Recognizing umm? We've been preparing for rick-level contingencies for hours. It means that while you're sitting in your ear at a peace summit, you've ordered others to prepare. A peace summit is important! Yes!
They're a big thing! We are really drowning peacefully! Bloody hell! Bloody hell! Task force alpha, ready to shrink. By the way, do you have a task force alpha health plan? Because if those pills are based on synout compression, you can get more treatable cancers walking through the mushroom cloud. That's too bad! I'll do it. Task Force Alpha is dismantled. And the two are no longer Americans! I can say it. You are out of the country! If you step back on your home soil, I will treat it as an invasion. Is this painful? It's painful to watch. Oh,
such a lame shrink. Oh, keep his clothes the same size? Shrinking in the 70s, one party. [Treble voice] eats my shrunky nas! From there he goes. It's good. Let's get out of here, Moti. Hell?! I made Sanchez-Um, jerk. Don't believe everything you read on Wikipedia. Stand down. He is not afraid of pirates. Five! Run, Morti! That part was true! [Ringing] I can't tell you now, dear. Beth: Oh, when can we do it? Rick: Good point. [ Trim] What's going on? Beth: Remember a little while ago, when I said that no one would have known that I had left
because I could leave earth if I wanted to and go around the infinite universe and figure out who I was, and replace me with a replica. Rick: Well흠: Am I a clone? Rick: I'm sorry. What? Beth: Am I a clone? Real did I decide to leave, do I think I decided to stay because it's just something I have to think about because I'm a substitute Beth? Rick: No. Beth: All right. And one more thing. Rick: Beth, when smart people get happy, they don't recognize themselves. And you are very smart because you are very much my daughter. Beth: Oh, God.
You are right. I'm sorry. Thanks, Dad. Rick: Are they all good? Beth: Totally. I'm fine now. RICK: And to be sure, you don't pretend to be convinced that you're real because you're actually convinced that you're a replica and you're afraid that being self-aware will mean I have to shut you down. Beth: No. Rick: All right. I'm glad I can help. See you soon. [Breathing heavily] Oh! [Suspense Music Play] Where do I go? th what does it mean? This means nothing. Park to pull forward. Then, God say it! I am sorry. Bad day. [ Suspense music play ]
I'm the president of Mega Gargantuan. We named ourselves before we learned when we were young. Madame President, I'm basically the president of the United States, who is the world, but you didn't It's from me. I came to know if you would press. We have already agreed to a ceasefire with your ambassadors, Rick and Morti. Are Rick and Morti here? Of course they were here. They can shrink and teleport immediately. They told me to give this. They told me that cancer pills would peel off and stretch when the body awkwardly escalated
at the speed of a 50s movie. Do you have pants? They said you just prefer shirts. Obviously, do you need to swing your dick around? Rick and Morti ran away. Take me to the Pentagon. We are at war with Rick and Morti. Would you like to stop by the White House? There are pants at the Pentagon, Rhondda. It's in my contract. It means you have to do a press conference. Israel and palestine have announced a permanent ceasefire. What? They signed something called. Pretty obvious agreement if you think about it. Apparently, an
anonymous US diplomat smoked alien pheromones to enhance perspective through laser hookah and took them to Star Wars Cantina. I still say it should be Putin. It's Rick and Morti, you [squeaky] dunk! But you're getting credit, sir. The support rate was only 1. Why do Rick and Morti want that? Because they are cubs! I commend, but we need the whole team to achieve what we did today. I appreciate it. Well? They haven't come home, sir. We have all possible locations under surveillance. That's too bad! They're right here! They're here,
God damn! Code red! We need a backup! Everyone relaxes. Just waiting for you in the only room where you can't blow up or spy. So, we won't change the schedule for you, but now you have everything you want, so you can forget we exist, we will return the favor. Can't you say that in the text? Well, because we can't see each other again, my guys, we get it. Code red. Enough. My grandson worked hard for you and I feel like he got a selfie. Honestly, I can take it or leave it at this point. You are taking it. Lol what kind of fraternity-ass state
move is it? Get out of my office! Serious? You're stubborn about that? He is a stubborn man. I am protecting my country. Uh, in a selfie? From subordinate to hostile power. Uh, does China know about that deal breaker? China doesn't come to the White House. Well, why would they? I'm sure it's expensive. Get out. Without selfies. arrested them. Son, you have the right to refuse his orders, and I guarantee you'll die if you touch me, and there's no after-life. Everything goes to bars in black. Don't do it, Rick! Ok. What the heck was that?
Death. What kind? Instant. There was no sound. He just died. Yes, scary. It's a horrible thing to see happen. It is called a force. Can't you just take him down? How are you knocking the deterrent? Everyone wants to faint. No one wants to die. You committed murder in the Oval Office. Now you can't leave. I said I don't leave without a selfie. Uh, I don't need a selfie. And I say you're not getting one and you don't leave. So we agree? Yes, lol take a selfie and think we're leaving, so we disagree. Are you taking a selfie? Never. Then I'll never
leave. Exactly. See? Has anyone been shot? Yes, nine people. But I wouldn't recommend opening the fire! God, you are an idiot! Get the president out of here! Bad idea. Wait. For what? Because if there's no one here who shouldn't kill me, they're going to ruin the place that's going to kill me. Wherever you are, if you're not in a selfie with him, I'll be here. Jesus! He's not a [squeaky] god! You don't know what I am! And you don't know what I can do! Jesus! That's cool, Rick! I [squeaky] I am a doctor who can be replicated. I could have been a
hologram. We can clone the real Rick and Morti controlled by the control robot with the special headset you are wearing while [squeaking] your mother! I'll kill you! Then come 312 Olive Street! Is it her address? You don't know because you are a bad son! Ow! Take him down! Semper Pie! Oh boy! Third, twister. Ow! Holy. No. 4 Hankey Panky. [Knocking on the door] Beth? My dad may have cloned me, but I may be a replica. And he says I'm not, but he would say in cloning. Common. 6, Ripple, Texas. You look like me. What are you,
stupid? [Sigh] I'm sorry. I'm sorry. That was so rude. I came to you to ask for help, and now I am insulting your intellect. And look where intelligence gets you. Well, don't knock your intelligence, because now I want to understand how I can help you. I can't take that responsibility, Jerry. In my mind, my ideas are all part of the variable. The only constant is you. You know me inside and out. Do what you have to do. Have a seat. Now cross the bridge. Its legs are on top. Good. Oh, what is this? In the senior year [playing classical music], I had
you on a date with the Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra performing Alan Silvestri's music in the park. At this point in the song from Tommy Lee Jones and a volcano where utility workers use cars to guide lava into dead ends, I realize my palms are so sweaty, I won't be able to hold your hand. But I touched you and, desperately, wiped my palms on the grass next to me. But the kind of sneaker wrapper got stuck on it, so I started kind of shaking it, whipping without moving too much. But you start looking over, and I think, well, this is it. She



says she's going to see that I'm a loser and she won't touch her. But I still have time to touch her. But there were sneakers in my hands, and the brass section was bulging because it was a scene with a man melting in the lava. And I just thought, [Veep] do it. The lips do not sweat. Wow. Yes, I will never forget. You are real. Because my memory hated that night, it settled it down. But now, reproducing it, all I can feel is how lucky I am to be loved by such a simple, honest and simple person. This is not the woman you married because this girl
loves you, Jerry. Eh well, vive la différence. [ Chuck ] yes. That was lame. Listen, I tell you. Don Cedle. [Moan] you have the right to get [squeaky] in my office! You have the right to do my dickys! Give me a job, eh! Five! Uh! Five! [Laughs] Eh! Uh! Five! Transport! Submit a selfie! I concede! I concede! Take a selfie! Ok. Moti, get in there and say, cheese. Morty? Moti, come on! [Sigh] do it too! [Cellphone vibration] Rick, don't get angry, but I stole your portal gun. What [Veep] Morti?! I told him I didn't want a selfie 800 times! Look, no matter
what the hell is going on between you and the president, it has nothing to do with me. So where did you go? I can't tell you. Rick, did you tell your mom that she might be a replica? No! I said she wasn't! Well, isn't that what you would say replicas? Oh, for Christ. Rick, mom and dad are staying together again. What? No! She's not a replica! Well, she says she loves my dad now, and she doesn't matter because she wants me and Summer to come home, and we're hiding from you so you don't kill her if you replica in a picked place you won't
find. So don't look for us. Come on, bitch! Oh, you aura,. I'm me. It's over. I have to go. So I win. Then I'm in charge, and you can't leave. You are a terrorist. You're the enemy of the nation, you kicked me on the ball 10 minutes ago! The president's office can't coexist with a living god who, I mean, doesn't submit to it, besides Poseidon. But he's already stuck in Area 51, so that doesn't really count. Mr. President, I'll make a deal. If you let The Gator-Nas use an off-brand deficit teleporter, you can go take care of something, and you won't see
me again. Yes, trading. Invish-Troopers Stand Up. [All the moans] yes yes. You know that I can see this all the time, right? Don't push, Sanchez. [Suspense music play] He found us! I shouldn't go to the same cabin as we did last time! Oh, we're not going anywhere. This ends now. Dad, if you're my dad. Of course, you're not my dad. You're here with a gun because I'm a clone. I think I have all the memories of your daughter. So I think it's her who has to do with her. But I have nothing to do with her. She left my family and me, which means I
have something to do with them. So it's okay if you kill me. You are not killing her. But you are killing a real family. And instead of doing that, will you just go away? Don't have an infinite timeline? I can't go to a place where I'm a replica and I don't know where it is. But can the same version of your daughter's authentic socierally crazy female make you proud by being elsewhere? Beth, you crazy. You're my daughter. I brought him here to kill Jerry. Oh my god! Jesus Christ! Yes, yes, yes. You win! The amount of genius can't stop your silly
plain empty roots from digging everything and draining them of your ability to defend you. Well, it wouldn't have been easy for you to say that. I appreciate it. Moti, where's my portal gun? Let's get out of here. I'm staying here, Rick. No one gets it. There's nothing I don't think matters. This is not special. This is happening in infinite time through infinite reality. Including this one? [Fart] Yes! That's not to say it wasn't subjectively fun. Are you going to stay? There is an infinite timeline, Moti. Why would I trash the White House and stay where I
became america's enemy, the lowest status figure in the stupid family? Because of farts? There is still rubble. I don't think you understood what the Home Secretary meant! Hello, Boss. I'm Rick Sanchez, but I'm not one to do this. We think Ricks travels infinitely and changes places like a serf. I'm fly fishing Rick. You can tell me from Rick that you were falling by my fly fishing passion and accompanying hat. If you can put the planet at risk, I hope I can serve. A friend? Sounds good to me. Kids, dinner! I've got Panda Express! Did you get
sugary chicken? That's the only thing they have. I love Panda E! Thanks mom! I hope I can get a piece of sugar chicken later. Stop [laughing]. Here is your [trim] silly hat, deep. Dad, you can't talk to Jerry anymore. We are a real family now. In many ways, things are like Season 1, but they're going to be more streamlined. Now Jerry and I are happily married parents, and the idea of being motivated by fear of leaving can be avoided. Eschewed? You have never used that word. Maybe you are a replica. I don't think [laughs] Rick is telling us.
[Laughs] Oh! What a season! I'm sorry, I never showed up, but I got married. I had a baby. I went back to school and got my G-E-E-E-D. What did you do while waiting? Hopefully you just didn't waste your life [squeaking] around. Oh! Really long time, like, see you in Season 4! I can even have a big white Santa Claus beard and and a couple of grandchildren and all sorts of stuff. See you next! Did you get some of that? Mandn state candidate 1962 (a giant yellow head flies through space towards Earth, where the earth catches fire and the
wind blows, and the land mass begins to crumble.) (A man swings golf in the middle of a storm. leaving his big hole.) Man: Hey, golf is easy now! (A hole grows and a man falls.) Man: Alas! Golf is hard again! Golf is a difficult baby! (Terry, a raincoated news anchor, is downtown with his giant head staring blankly at the earth, people panicking in the background; the news title is Armageadon?!) Terry: The view here is the same as yours, Jim. A giant head has entered earth's gravity, and we thought climate change and natural disasters were
impossible for at least eight years. JIM: (in the news studio) This is political, don't terry. Do we know what this giant head wants? Show me what you have: a giant head (a giant head clears your neck and a big wind blows). Terry: Jim, I've heard *static* said, show me what you have. Giant Head: Show me what you have. I want to see what you have. (Lampposts fall over, Terry lacks frame) (Rick is on the couch with the TV off) Rick: Oh boy. Time to go, Morti. Moti: Uh, where? (Rick wears sunglasses) Rick: Pentagon. I mean, it's not the
Pentagon. *Trim* lame one, here on earth. (Rick and Morti walk out of the frame) [Introduction] (The wind is still strong at home; in summer, Beth and Jerry stand outside.) Summer: Is It God? If it is God, should we leave school? Beth: It's not God, summer. Jerry: She can think of her as God if she wants to, honey! Beth:, Jerry. Jerry: All right... (Rick and Morti pull it out of the ship's garage.) Beth: Dad, what do you know about this? Rick: Moti and I are going to look into it. You guys hold tight. (They fly around) (Mr. Goldenfold arrives on a
motorcycle.) Mr. Goldenfold: Scary stuff, huh? Pretty weird. Hi, I'm a math teacher at Moti. I am also part of a street team that invites people to downtown churches so we can pray together. Beth: How will praying help? Mr. Goldenfold: Maam, the giant head of the sky, is controlling the weather. Want to play Checkers? Reasonable interest! See you at God's House! (Leaf) (Pentagon War Room, everyone is arguing) Chairman: You, gentlemen, one at a time! Simon? Simon: SETI, NORAD, and all the broadcasters on the planet are trying to
show what humanity has. String theory, world history, human genome. (Nathan struck a fist on the table) Nathan: Did you try to send it a firing code? Mr. President, what the U.S. has is 70,000 meth from KABOOM-BOOM! And I say we show the head of this floating head right away! (The argument is restarted; the portal appears and Rick and Morti proceed.) Guard: Get it! Don't move! Rick: Got back (they approached Rick and Mortie with guns)! This watch turns people into snakes! (The guards stop and look at Nathan for approval, Nathan
nods and the guards aim, the laser fires at the guards. Only snakes disappear.) The President: Stand up. Everyone stood up! I am the leader of these people and I was not armed. You don't have to make snakes anymore. Rick: My name is Rick Sanchez. Here is my grandson Moti. (Drinks from flasks) all: Hi, Moti. Moti: Hey. Rick: We've seen enough galaxies to know that what we're here for is the Cromulon of the Signus-5 air. So you can forget about nuclear weapons, you can forget about mathematics. This head will not disappear until the
*trim* earth shows them the hits (view screen points showing floating heads). All: Seriously, it's impossible, etc... Simon: You mean like Vivaldy? Rick: No, Fraser. Live performances of newly written and popular original songs. Cromulon feed the talents and showmanship of less evolved creatures. THE CHAIRMAN: All right, it's okay. Thank you, Mr. Sanchez. Get Pharrell, Randy Newman, Billy Cogan and The Dream. Dreaming (no one responds)? Did he write umbrellas and single ladies? Have you never heard of people dreaming? You're
going to want to place it in a huge speaker system at the Sonic test facility at the Rick:51 Area. Nathan: How do you know? President: For God's, Nathan, man is turned into a snake. He can use Google Maps. Aide: Sir! Pharrell, Newman, Cogan, and the man of that dream. They're all dead. CHAIRMAN: What? How is that possible? Do people die when I name them? Aide: Grammys, sir. There was an earthquake and there were all the musicians... All the famous things (smelling, holding up tears), they're gone. THE PRESIDENT: Thank
God. AIDE: Wait, sir, wait a minute. Ice-T survived. He is inbound on the F-15, ETA 2 hours. RICK: Good luck, Mr. President. Simon: Sir, try to reverse the magnetic pole. There may not be a earth to save in two hours. (Rick opens the portal) President: Sanchez! Are you a musician? RICK: I dabble, Mr. President. THE PRESIDENT: Bring this man and his grandson from the Blackhawks to District 51. (Everyone is panicking in the Church.) Rev. Bob: People! All! Keep calm! Every crisis of faith is an opportunity for more faith! When God
trades you 11, you are not grounded! You double down, always hit a soft 16. That means you Jews. Jews: I beg your forgiveness, pastor, but I looked out for the last time, it seems to have dealt a weak hand. Jewish adcid! (No one responds) nobody? Ok, tough church. Hi Chief Jill, major quality. I'm just going to come out and make this pitch. The old gods died. F*** all previous existing religions. All true gods, hail a huge head in the sky. (Everyone reacts) Principal Jill Ah, D. (Bob up) Bob, Bob, I get it. But if this (holding a cross and
necklace) can't win it... what did you do for me (Throw a necklace at Bob) so if you want to excuse me, I'll go out on the sidewalk and kneel down and literally swear my eternal soul on the day of controlling the f*ing weather! (Walk out) and outta my way! Rev. Bob: If the spirit was restored to this rally, I'm going to talk about the cost of repairing a new organ. Sally, plate, please. Mr. Goldenfold: Oh( holding a dollar), this is my favorite part! (Helicopter through desert, nevada desert with subtitles: Limited air space. Rick and Morti are in
helicopter) Moti: Rick, are you really a musician? Rick: Not a musician, Moti? Moti: Me! Rick: Yes, that's not the attitude. Jump master we're in the drop zone! I am a jump master! Jamie of my name! With E-Y! Let's go, let's go! (Rick slipped down the rope) Morty: B-b - but we don't have a song! (Outside the church, Principal Jill is on the sidewalk on his lap) We are sorry for the increase in emissions and racism. And of course, the yellow warning I keep ignoring on my phone. (From the Area 51 speaker system, Rick and Morti slid off the
ropes in a helicopter) hanmi: Uuuach!!!! Moti: Ououachach!!!! Rick: (pick up the microphone) Ok, Moti, get ready to do it! Why don't you lay down any kind of bit to find a button on one of those keyboards, eh? MOTI: Rick, I think we need to reduce our losses. We get our family and portal from here! Rick: Moti! Good music comes from relaxed people. Just press the button, Moti! Gimmi bit! Morty: Oh, all right, it's okay, um... (Morti presses the key and the beat starts, Rick starts banging the microphone stand and starts singing) Rick: Alas yes
he's got schwifty (Moti starts to beat the tambourine in rhythm) Hey here's schwifty and it's time to get schwifty (President and Nathan are watching the performance on the inside screen) Nathan: Get ... schwifty? What the hell is that? THE PRESIDENT: It's our world's best effort, that's it. Rick: Take off your pants and panty and take your time on the floor and here's Mr. Bulldos Nathan: Mr. Bulldoff? THE PRESIDENT: Don't analyze, Nathan. It's working! Rick: Here's a on the floor to get schwifty (the weather starts to die around the world) (in
church) Pastor Bob: And third-level donors get our all-access family pass. Summer: Listen! The storm is stopping! (On stage) Rick: Hey, take off your pants today (singing ends) Giant Head: Hmm. (wait in anticipation of everyone in Area 51) (at church) Principal Jill please be kind to us, though we are full and small things stuck to your land. Huge head (on stage): I like what you have. Good job. (giant head flies) (Everyone in Area 51 cheers and celebrates) (In the church, everyone lifts the principal vagina, you know what, he was right! Beth:
Now hold a second, let's be reasonable about this. (Everyone stops and stares at Beth) Beth: No, I... I'm just saying, we don't know if there's a cause-effect relationship – (earthquake hits, Beth falls to the ground) Beth: Oh, God, what's going on right now? (On stage, Rick and Morti and Local 51 panic) ) (Region 51) President: What the hell happened? AIDE: Mr. President, you're going to want to see this. Rick: I think the earth was just transported. (At church) the principal Jill head left and sent the child! Beth: Holy crap! Summer (everyone
kneels): Oh dear giant head, we apologize for that discussion! It won't happen again! (Everyone starts muttering prayers) (Area 51) Simon: Sir, we started picking up distorted signals. We're deciphering it now. (The screen gradually deciphers) (The screen shows different bands of aliens at different stages; dance music plays in the background while Cromulon narrates.) Cromulon We asked to show us what they got. And they did. Now we can see which of them got the most. 24 hours, five planets, five songs. But in the end, there may be
only one. Planet Music! All participation is involuntary. Disqualified and lost planets are decomposed by plasma rays. Rick: Oh, maybe it's a bad time to mention it, but you guys were in orbit and some astronauts are definitely dead. ACT 2 (Dance Music Play, Planet Music Opening Show) Cromulon Welcome Back to Planet Music! First, let's listen to the latest song from the planet Pavlesnosp. Greviboves! Show me what you got. Grevibobe Hold, get him, stop! Music is not about competition or captivity! If you like music, you love freedom. Let
these worlds be free! Cromulon disqualified! There's one thing cromulon does every season: (plasma rays come up and fire and blow on earth). Move to the planet Arbolez Merosource. Arbolian Merossocian. Show us what you got. Arbolian Merosian Ah 2, 3, 4... (Arbolian Merossian plays a very simple and underwhelming song while watching Cromulon for approval.) (Area 51. Rick, Morti, and Ice-T are in a studio with multiple instruments; Rick plays bass, Morti pokes his keyboard, and Ice-T is around the corner; an aide comes in.) Aides:
Rick, Morti, Ice-T. The timetable has gone up. The earth turns on in six hours and operates the earth. Morty: Like we're not under enough pressure yet! (Morti flipped a peanut bowl over the aide and hit him in the head; the aide leaves.) One Rick: Whoa! IceT: Huaho! End Hanmi: Giz, Morti. Tthe Just doing your own thing. Calm down. Moti: Rick, Ice-T, could you guys take it less easily?! We've got 6 hours to come up with a song! Rick: Genius happens at the moment, Morti. (Walk to the keyboard) Morty: Well, can we at least get our family?
You know, so can we take them with us if we lose? Rick: That's a failure plan, Morti. Even dumber than the normal plan. (Press the button on the keyboard) ball. (Moti walks towards portal gun) Rick: Moti, Moti, stop! Listen! There are so many responsibilities left in this. If we portal here and back home, we won't have enough charges to get out of the world. Get it? Moti: What?! Rick: Yes, *trim* you see, I try to evacuate you from certain realities, *trim* Morti. If you make me nervous, cause we can't get schwifty. Morty: It stops saying like work!
You made it! Rick: Hey, Moti! You can lick me... (Rick presses the key on the keyboard with his sample saying it's a ball) (The president, Nathan, and his aides are looking at them through the window) Morti: Rick, cut! That's not funny, Rick! Nathan: I have seen enough. These guys have one wonder. THE PRESIDENT: And what's your plan, general? Nathan: We still have a nuclear option. In my words, we can fire a nuclear missile at every head in the sky. THE PRESIDENT: Is our planet held captive in a live game show and your solution is
to shoot the audience? If we pass this, we can put our faith in nuclear weapons, general. Until then, I would put my on Rick and Morti. Get Schweiffty was jam. (In the fields outside the church, they're all wearing head hats and gowns, principal Jill is holding home-made satellites in earbuds and sticks) Hello Principal Jill? Yes yes. Thank you sir, thank you. He says he is proud of what we are doing and wants us to have a great ascension festival! Happy ascension! All happy ascension! (Jerry grabs an ice cream cone, and Beth looks
impressed.) Beth: We have to pack up and leave town now. Jerry: I think it's encouraging that our community is coping with fear in a way that includes festivals and homemade ice cream. If you stop being such an evangelical redsinist, you can start enjoying yourself. (Summer arrives with a head hat and two head hats, Beth Double Face farm.) Jerry: Whoa! Look at you! You're wearing a hat and everything! Summer: Here's yours! (Put your hat on Jerry) Mom, is it okay to cook dinner tonight? Beth: Yes, of course. Wait, what?? Summer: I
love you guys. You gave me life. And it is the will of many heads that all children respect their parents. Beth: Dinner sounds good. (Ethan arrives.) Forgive The Smiths, Edan. Summer, are you coming to ascension? Summer: Father, would you go to ascension? Jerry: Absolutely! Let's go to ascension. Wh-wh-what is (Each of the three is tied to a bunch of balloons, tied to a steak on the ground. one is labeled thief, the other a goth, the third is labeled a movie talker. Head by (cut the first rope), now rise free. Head by (cut the second rope),
now rise free. Head by (cut the third rope), now rise free. Summer: Oh yes! Rise to a huge head! It's free! The Ice-T A Squeege (in the studio) comes out of the garage, right? And he has a lobster in one hand and a movie ticket in the other. He was ready! (Rick and Ice-T laughs) Ice-T Who will take the lobster to watch Iron Man 3? (Rick and Ice-T laughs) Ice-T Aw,. We are from the original taste fig Newton. I have to go anyway. Rick: Wait, wait! Come on, h-hold on the second! (Rick grabs the portal gun, presses a few buttons, makes a
portal on the floor and drops through it, another portal appears on the ceiling and Rick drops out of it with a few snacks.) Moti: What?! Ice-T. You didn't tell the f*** around the portal and shit. Moti: That's it! (When Morti wakes up with a portal gun, he wakes up.) Rick: Whoa, and! Morty! Give me that! Moti: You lied! You lied about the allegations! You were being lazy! Come back! Have a seat! Rick: Moti, just put it down. You don't know what you're doing. (Moti will return to the wall and fire the portal.) Moti: I'm going to find mom and dad. Rick:
No! (Moti jumps through the portal and Rick attempts to catch him, but the portal closes.) Rick: Alas, sh**! THE PRESIDENT: Oh, sh**. (Morty travels to other worlds through different portals to advance to Butt World.) Moti: Oh, sh**. (Outside Smith's house in the summer, Beth and Jerry are baking the front of the front.) Summer: And Ethan played guitar and we learned seven meditations of the head by singing them. It was really fun. Praise be your head! Jerry: Praise... Beth: Praise ... Jerry ends one: Yes (principal jill arrives at the seat, bell
ringer).) Senior Jill Hi people, hair priest Jill. It's 6 p.m., so if you're a parent, you now deserve a cult from your kids. Summer: Dinner will begin! Beth: I don't know what to say. Summer is doing really well here. Jerry: She aced all the tests of the potato class, and look at how important potatoes are. (someone tied to a balloon floats against the backdrop of the label Inappropriate Joke Teller.) Beth: She's not pregnant, drugged or missing curfew... Balloon Man: Help me! If you try you can reach me. Please help me!! Beth: That's not our
business Summer is thriving! (Inside Smith's house, summer serves dinner at the table.) Summer: Taco Time! (Summer pulls the lid to reveal exactly 12 tacos.) I hope the head pleases you as you wish. Beth: Wonderfully summery! Jerry: We are so proud of you. But honestly, you don't have to have dinner every night. Summer: Of course I'm stupid! Oh my God, Dad, I'm sorry I'm stupid! I'm very sorry! (Turn around and kneel) heavenly head and skull creator! Forgive my transgressions against my family and community! My chores may have
finished me as I finished them! (In summer, you'll climb the stairs at the restaurant.) (Moti stumbles from a portal in the green world and collapses to the ground with a portal gun; looms over Morti, pokes him with a stick, and then rolls him over.) Birdman: Morti. Moti: New man? Birdman: You seem to be dying. I will try to prevent this, but I can't promise anything. (In the studio, Rick hangs out with his keyboard and ice-T is around the corner from his phone.) Rick: Wh- What do you think, Ice? Probably a little overde development. Ice-T shit.
underdeveloped, underdeveloped. A bad song is a bad song. RICK: Well, do you think maybe, can you give me some help with it, or...? Ice-T oh, hell no, man. You do your job, but I can't afford to get my pride wrapped up in your shame. You know what I'm talking about? Rick: Ice, I don't want to be negative Nelly or anything, but *trim* Motie doesn't come back with my portal gun and if I eat out there, it's, uh, that kind of your problem too. I'm not worried that the earth won't blow, man. Rick: What? Why not? Ice-T yo, this is the reason. (Ice-T
transforms into a floating ice cube with the same side.) Rick: f***? Can you turn to ice? Ice-T My Story begins at the dawn of time in the distant realm of The Alphabetium. There, all beings are letters of the alphabet. But I was frozen by the elders as punishment for not minding anything enough and banished to space. Earth is one of the many stops on my lifelong journey with no destination. So I believe you better not care if it blows up! Because I'm just going to be ice, floating through space like a comet! Rick: Take it from me, ice. *Trim* You
can't just *trim* float around the space forever and don't worry about stuff. Ice-T Pshhh. man, look at me. Good luck, Rick. (Ice-T explodes from the ceiling of the studio.) Chairman: Ok, things are getting out of hand. I better make sure rigg has everything you need to get schwifty. Nathan: Oh, for God's, that's enough. (Nathan is holding a gun to the president) The President: What the hell are you doing, Nathan? I'm the president of America f***'ing America! Nathan: I'm setting up a nuclear option to launch one minute on earth's performance.
And you, Mr. I hope you like that you were hit in the face with a gun! THE PRESIDENT: Wait, wait, why -- (Nathan Pistol whips the president and he falls to the ground.) (In Birdman's mansion, Birdman gives Morti a bowl of food and tinkering with a portal gun.) Birdman: I think you can access the history of Rick's gun and let you get back to him. Morty: But can you help me get to my family? You know, in my house? Birdman: Do you intend to abandon Rick using his portal gun? In bird culture, this is considered a dick move. Morty: Rick's
every move is a dick move! Wh- What am I eating? What's this, new seeds? Birdman: Random shards. I found it on my carpet. I don't know what humans eat. (Tammy arrives in a bathrobe.) Tammy: You know what these humans eat! Birdman: Don't be gross, Tammy. Tammy: New (leaning in whispers with Morti) ... d ***. Moti: Tammy... Gun. He doesn't think about the consequences of what he's doing. Bird: And as a result, he has the ability to save or destroy the entire world. And that's why he and I know each other. And that's why I live.
(Birdman points to the wall of photos he and Rick took together; the last time he appeared was Rick holding a baby.) Moti: What's that? Who is that baby? Birdman: Moti, let's say you can get your family back from earth, but you have to give up Rick. We were able to give shelter to our loved ones in Birdworld, even jobs, and worm ranchers. How often do you think you might have looked up at the stars and put your faith in Rick? (Moti stands in thought for a moment; Planet Music restarts on TV.) Cromulon was a full Ming Mong, Bin Gough
Doff and Chunky Dunk. Next, Planet Earth! Moti: Oh God! We are up?!?! (In the church, Principal Jill and other priests are talking to Jerry and Beth.) Seniors Jill Jerry and Beth, your family is a golden example of what headism has to offer the world. Beth: The world? Major vaginal headrism is a hit. We're taking it globally and I'm going to want Jerry to be our church's head of advertising. Jerry: You... Do you want to? Chief Jill Beth, we would like to promote you from a horse surgeon, right past human surgeon, to the head of medicine. Beth:
That's my dream! That's my dream. Jerry: Thank you. This is all so overwhelming, but uh... We can't. Beth: Absolutely not. Beth: We've been waiting 16 years for our daughter to respect us, but the key is that she should be our daughter, not this person who becomes her. Jerry: We can raise her without fancy new jobs other than potato-based religion. (Turn around and put your hand on Beth's shoulder) and you know what? I'm sick We're together because of the kids in the first place! I marry you because you are the love of my life! Beth: (put
her hand on Jerry's side) and I'm lucky to have you and I never tell you! You know, we've become stronger as a family! (Cut: Summer tied Beth and Jerry with ropes and balloons.) Beth: Please don't do this, don't do this! Summer! Jerry: Summer, listen carefully. I stole a paper clip and I have it on my cheek but it hurts without telling me what to do. Summer: It'll be all right! (Tie another balloon) you'll be back with a baby! Jerry: I am a baby! I'm a baby now! (The portal opens in the currently empty studio and moti proceeds.) Moti: Hello? Is
there anyone here? (I look through the studio window and I see the president tied up), Mr. President! (Morti pulls a dart out of the studio to the president and releases him, the president climbs onto the console, presses a button) and the president: This is a bluebird. Code Tango - Nine Alpha. Stop the rollout. Stop! Hello? (Off button) he fended me off. Morty: Sir, I need to get to the stage and help Rick get schwifty! THE PRESIDENT: I don't care how much schwifty you get, Moti. The general's nuclear weapon got set to fire in the middle
through the song of the earth! Moti: Oh my God! C-c- Can you fly a Black Hawk? The President: Can you fit through the pope's d*** donuts? MOTI: Uh, I'm not sure? CHAIRMAN: That's right! (On stage, Rick stands in front of Cromulon.) Cromulon show me what you got. Rick: Ahem. Elegant (start a low-key, bouncy song) ... lop-oo-lop-lop-oo-dups, nop-oo-nop-oo-nop-oo-nuts. (Outside the church, Principal Jill is preparing to cut Beth and Jerry loose; Cromulon's face is angry.) Principal Jill Head Word Free Now Rise! Mr. Goldenfold: Hey!
Look at your head! My head is getting more and more 'angry! (In the desert, the president flies a clumsy helicopter on stage with Morti.) THE PRESIDENT: I'm really bad, Morti! There are so many buttons on this! MORTY: Mr. President, if you've learned one thing today, you shouldn't give a f**** sometimes! (On stage, Rick continues his song.) Rick: Nup-oo-nup-oo-nup-oo-nups ... Oh, the tough crowd. (Outside the church, Principal Jill is preparing to cut Beth and Jerry loose.) The main quality I'm sure that ... It has nothing to do with this.
(Juzul cuts the rope and Cromulon immediately starts a singing.) Summer: Hair is nasty! (Jump and grab Beth and Jerry's legs.) Edan Summer! (He jumps and grabs her.) (On stage, Rick continues his song when the Blackhawks arrive; Moti and the president take the rope off the helicopter and push it off the stage.) Rick: Moti! (Cromulons start cheering with a smile on their faces, yay! and Hooray! and more, now unattended conflicts in the frame.) (Outside the Church, Summer and Ethan are bringing Beth and Jerry down to the ground.) Mr.
Goldenfold: I like hair! They love it when we don't kill the Smith family! (The balloon was released, but Beth and Jerry are still tied up.) The main vaginal number! Stop that! You can not interpret the will of the head! (On stage, the president grabs the microphone and says to the situation room staff.) THE PRESIDENT: Muster a nuclear attack! This is the president. Stop launching nuclear missiles! Nathan: Just fire a missile! (Nathan smashes a button and two nuclear missiles emerge from the desert; Cromulon watches as the missile flies
towards the yellow cromulon, flying a small explosion on his chin.) Cromulon Boo! It's not cool! (Outside the church) Principal Jill I'm the only one talking in the head! (Cromulon zooms closer to Earth) Disqualification! Mr. Goldenfold: Your hair is in a vagina! Get him! (The mob rests towards the principal, which is closer to expanding the cromulon.) Cromulon disqualified (on stage)! Disqualified! (Plasma rays point to the earth and start to power it; situation room staff evacuate; plasma rays head to the right side of the stage, but something flies
into the way and blocks it.) All ice-T? (ice-T slowly collapses from the force of the plasma ray) ice-T right, I, ice-T! I'm worried now! You make me care more! With respect, I want to hear what Rick and Morti have to do. Moti: What do you say, Rick? Rick: I say... (Grab Mike) do that! (Morty presses a button on the keyboard and another beat starts playing; his head starts with a laughing Hooray light, Rick claps his head and Morty dances a little.) Rick: It's all right! Moti: Oh yes! Rick: Come on, here we go! Moti: Oh yes! Rick: Speak with me!
ALL HEADS RAISED (AH YES) REAR BENT OVER THE BACK HEAD (OUTSIDE THE CHURCH, THE PRINCIPAL VAGINA IS CONNECTED WITH BALLOONS AND ROPES; SOMEONE ELSE CUTS THE ROPE; JILL SEES HER HEAD RISING AND SMILING) AND PRINCIPAL JILL O MY GOOOOODDDDD!!! After planet music for the 988th season of The Cromulon 988, they decided to declare Earth the final winner and wrap up the musical reality show ( on stage) all heads (yes) rear (yes) head bent (oh yes) (oh yes!) Goodbye! (The
earth is transported back to the right place.) All right, we did it! (Outside the church, everyone is still and quiet.) Mr. Goldenfold: Did he just call it a musical reality show? Jerry: Yes, it may have been correlated with some things that we don't actually have any connection to at all. (The main quality floats in the background.) Chief Jill HEEEEELLLLPPp!!!!! Beth: We've got to go take him. (In Area 51, everyone celebrates. Moti and Son.) THE PRESIDENT: I hope we can call back if we need to. Moti: Absolutely! And was I a bit hoping I could get
a selfie with you? (The President is waving his hand at the bodyguards.) THE PRESIDENT: Actually, if you try to tell anyone what happened here, we deny it and it's probably worse. (A secret service agent grabs Morti's phone and snaps it in half.) Moti: Understanding. (Nathan runs toward them with a gun.) Nathan: D.I.A!!!! (He was right away from Rick's energy explosion.) THE PRESIDENT: Why didn't you turn into a snake? RICK: Trade secrets, Mr. President. The particle beam of the watch... Snake Holster on the bridge. (He pulls his
trouser leg to reveal the pistol the snake crawls on; the snake slips out and the soldier whistles, the president starts laughing and hugs Rick.) CHAIRMAN: I love this guy! [Credit] (In the alphabetium, Ice-T enters a great hall containing elders: gray J, gasEous F with female face, and Q made of lava, all three holding different holes.) Ice-T magnesium-J, hydrogen-F. Hey dad. Magnesium-J: Words of undessive action on Earth have traveled across the galaxy. Ice T I changed. I am ready to join my brothers again at Alphabetium. Magnesium-J:
Very well. (All three press the hole to the ground and the hole shines; the rays form another beam that hits ice-t and converts him into the letter T that made it water.) Magnesium-J: Welcome home... Water-T. (The hall shakes and begins to crumble.) Purple-P: Number icon! They are attacking! Magnesium-J: Battle Station! (A piece of building falls on magma Q, water T is up to him.) Water-T: Father! Magma-Q: I love my son. I would never have turned you into ice. (He dies.) (Water-T produces a pistol on each T-end and starts walking out.)
Magnesium-J: Water-T, where are you going? There are so many of them! (Zoom in dramatically on the face of Water T.) Water-T: Then I crunched the numbers better. (Water-T explodes at the door shot from multiple number icons. frame freezes intermediate action and we can hear gunshots and screams. Title appears: This summer: Water-T and the rise of the number icon.) [Tip] The trick to Shorty2017 Jerry cereal remains 70% higher than milk. Beth Jerry, get a job. [Knocking on the door] Rick, why don't you get it, Jerry? You're a
person of the house, and you don't have a job. [Jerry sighs] courier flap delivery for Rick. Morning, summer, Beth, Jerry. summer gun. Rick it's a courier flap. It's like a galactic version of U.P.S., but less off-putting. Oh, Shi'ite! It looks like a birdman's egg vite. It should be time for his annual Oscar party. And, by the way, our TV signals take years to reach his planet. No one tells him that brave hearts win. [ Music Playing ] Birdman This is a new man. Tammy and Tammy! New man invited to planet squanch for our mate-marriage ritual... Blur!
[Muffler] Tammy if you come from the ground, it means we are getting married! Summer Oh, my God! My friend Tammy's married new man! Jerry, what the hell is a new guy? Moti he is Rick's best friend. Rick eh, l-let's not get excited, Morti. Courier flap do you want to send rsvp or gifts? Rick No. Weddings are basically cakes and funerals. If I wanted to see someone give up their life, I would hang out with Jerry all day. Courier flap positive! Return to the sender. Vesno, wait, stay, courier flap. Courier flap stay! Beth Daddy, you have a friend
who is getting married. It's a big deal. Jerry it is a big deal that he befriends. Rick what do you know about friendship, Jerry? Check the courier flap, shipping jerry. Jerry [Muffeld] Whoa, wait! Oh boy! Beth Oh, God! Jerry! Moti Daddy! Dad! Where is summer taking him? Rick I assume i squanch the planet... 6,000 light-years across the galaxy. Moti and, t-that's... That's crazy! Rick yes, I know. Now we have to go to the wedding. [Opening Credits] ♪ [Playing Upbeat Music] [Bottle Rattling] Squatch Rick Sanchez! You squanch psycho bag! Rick
Hey, what's going on, are you going to squeak? Summer and Moti Hey, squanchy. Squanchi Moti, summer! And you must beth. Mwah! Enscuenche! Beth you language has many words squanch. Bored and tired like Smurfs? Rick Beth, creaky culture is more contextual than literally. You understand what you say to your squanch and people. Beth O. Yes. I waste my family. Uh... Well, what I do. Rick quits. Come to Squanchy, guys. [Moaning] [gasp] where's Jerry?! Beth you're at the wedding. Go change. ♪ And I call jazz rap style ♪ ♪ jazz ♪ ♪
fat beats and jazz space♪ ♪ aliens with wrap jazz and alien smiles for alien smiles, alien dials I have a mouth of your ♪ your ass jaz ♪ ♪ my friend [crying] ♪ and I'm going to keep ♪ jazz [all squeaky] Tamino, you did it! Summer I won't miss it for the world! Oh my god. I love your ring. Thank you Tammy. It was the new man's grandmother. She fought squirrels for it. Rick Birdman. Birdman Rick, I am pleased that you and your family can witness my mix with Tammy. Beth to our delight. Rick yes, I just hope you're pre-mixed. Moti Rick! Rick
what?! It's just a practical way to make sure that when she's with you, you can get one of your balls back. Beth Jesus, Dad. Moti he is just grumpy in flying. Rick Oh, I was happy to fly. I'm ornery on landing. Jerry [ Sigh] Well, I saw the guestbook. We don't know anyone here. Hi! Jerry Smith... friend of the bride's friend. Advertising is my usual game, but I'm in between... Beth Jerry, stop networking. We are in space. Jerry Jerry, get a job! Jerry, don't look for a job at an alien wedding! I don't get you. Beth this is the closest I have got to this part
of my father's life. I don't want to blow it up. Jerry ok, I get it. I convulse your style. Beth you say you get it, but I'm afraid you'll keep it going. Hey, here are some human beings you can practice. Pat you must be the mom and dad of summer. We are Tammy's parents... Pat and Donna Gulterman. Beth Haigh. Beth. Jerry is. Jerry so you have a teenage daughter marrying a new man. Are you guys down with him? [Chuck] pun was not intended. Pat we are very proud. He's a great guy and an amazing bird. Jerry still, what is he, 40? [Chuck]
when he was 30, she was a real child. When he was her age, she was not born. When he became, like 18, she was literally in the womb. My daughter and a new teen come home and I'll take it. I'll have s*x with it. [Two laughs] Beth give us one second. Jerry O'Ure! Was Beth born with your feet in your mouth? Jerry I was transported here against my will to meatballs, okay? So take your attitude to the man section of kmart and say 'cause you have to cut me some slack... S. Beth I want you to stand in a corner, face a corner and talk to no
one. Jerry maybe... Ⅰ.... will do. Morty you know, you are not very supportive of the new man on his big day. Rick Birdman's big day, Morti, was in Blood Ridge in the third month of glample for Gromplamit! Two? This is a lost battle. Moti Giz, Rick, it's not like he's dying. He's married! I mean, what do you think will happen if you open yourself up a little bit? I mean, look around. This is all around your family and friends, you know? Take a day off. There's nothing to fight, nothing to fight for. Tammy [Whistle] That's his last name. SummerYe
hyphen it? Jerry Squatchy, Mo-Po. [ Both laughs] Rick Good One, Morti. Excuse me, bartender. Can you make me a stupid grandson pep talk? It's one lame advice for stuff you don't know anything about and a lot of vodka. I have a lot of vodka. Rick then I'm going to take one of those. I don't need the rest. Oh Beth, I think you and dad have a long history together. I wish I could say the same thing. The road he walked with his Birdman father is deeply drenched in the blood of friends and red hair. Beth must be good. Well, it used to pull him
into a family photo with crayons. Birdman The war we fought for is not over. We live our lives in hiding. Beth I think I should be happy for you. Ⅰ. Ok, you guys got to hang out. I wish you had a blast. The new man is a galactic government that considers us terrorists. It's unwise to share these details, but I've been crippled. Beth I don't know if you can understand what it means to grow up without a father... The guest list for this wedding includes a list of the 17 most wanted guests from the federation. As birds, we have committed numerous
atrocities in the name of freedom. Beth and Beth during that time, I don't think he ever mentioned his daughter. Is that baby Kish? Birdman Nightcrawler Pate. I have to prepare for the ceremony. As Beth talks about a brick wall. In the name of [growling] squatch, six rivers, four squats, and nine balls, I combine these two organisms in an eternal squanch! Tammy, you can waste your vows now. Tammy Birdman ... [inhaled sharply] You are my seed, my worm, my holiness, and my lack of cats. I promise to be yours until your death. Squatch
Nice! All ah! A beeping bird. Tammy, a bird, I approached infertility when I met you, but there is still time. I am yours until my death. All ah! Rick [Buffing] Aw. Squanchy I pronounce you squanch and new man now! [Cheers and applause and profanity kisses] ♪ girl, you ♪ [kids laughing] cyborg photographer [monotone] I don't stare at you. I'm a cyborg photographer. Just act naturally. This is a candid shot. I do not need a camera so ... I am sorry. Hi. I'm not staring at you. [ Scream] [Blinking] Rick er, hi, everybody. I am ri[Burps]ck. You know,
when I first met a new man, he said, oh, ah... For I'm not the best person in the universe because I'm smart. And the good thing is that stupid people can hedge their bets. Right now, I'm not exactly subtle about how much I don't trust my marriage. I couldn't make it work, and I was able to turn a black hole into a sun, so at a certain point, you have to ask yourself what is the probability that this is legal and what is not the big lie we all tell because we are all afraid to die alone? Because, you know, the way we all die... Alone. Summer oh boy.
Beth Oh, Dad. Jerry Jesus. Rick but... But... Here's the thing. The new man is my best friend, and if I love Tammy, I love Tammy too. [Cheers and applause] friendship, love, and my greatest adventure yet... open himself up to others. Summer listening, listening! Cheers!! Thank you Squatch Cheer, Mother [Bleff] Birdman, Rick. Tammy that's beautiful. All right, what?! [Laughs] Summer yes, Tammy! Tammy, but I don't think I'm a high school senior on earth in many ways. In many ways, what I'm really doing is Agents of the Galactic League,
you guys are a group of wanted criminals, and this whole building is, in a sense, surrounded. [ All muttering] Rick Oh, sh1t. Summer I... Don't get metaphors. Rick I will explain it to you later. All tammys here are being arrested for crimes against the Federation. Drunk L'Chaim! Tammy, what are you doing? Tammy sits on the devil of the bird. New man Tammy? [Weakly caving] Rick Birdman! No!! [Screaming] holy... Tammy [Beep] portal gun drop. Push it to the center of the room. [Bepping] someone confiscates it and doesn't damage it. They
will want it... [Husing] [treble ringing and muffle background] [sigh, roar] Squanchy there is no time to squat! Bring your family here! I got this. [ Girls ] [Roar] [Deep voice] for the taste of my squanch?! [Growling] Rick, this way! This squaanch squawk! [The engine flips] Jerry is a good thing I caught a space weapon. Rick that's a confong gun, you [Veep] idiot! Beth Daddy! Rick Hold on Tight! Pat alas!! Diane Ah!! [Siren howling] Rick God it! That's too bad!! What the hell happened to Beth again?! Rick Lee on you guys. I told you the wedding
was silly. Jerry Er, Rick, is there something you want to tell us about your relationship with the previously unknown galactic government? Rick all the important points seem pretty obvious, no? I think they control the galaxy, I don't agree. Don't hate the player, hate the game, son. Jerry How can you be so dishonest with this family? Rick Oh! Oh, should I have been more open and trusting and loving, oh, I don't know, my now dead best friend? Or who are your daughters, intergalactic arboretals and bffs? Hey summer, Tammy was cool! Rick
and now we know why. Summer because of you! Rick [Bleff] you, summer, and the [Blyph] government, and [Blyph] let me down my guard, I won't do it again. Moti Giz, Rick! You can not say f ... 'f'f' to granddaughter. Rick I just did, Morti. Here is the dessert. [Bleff] you. Beth Look, I think we all had a tough wedding. In fact, the wedding was beautiful. The reception got out of hand. Anyway, I say we go home, sleep and have a family meeting in the morning. Rick yes, about going home, we can't ... ever. Rick Oh, these guys are looking for us
right now. The earth will flock with them. Beth us?! Jerry... I want to go home! Rick Rook, anyone who wants to go back to Earth can go back to earth. But here's what's going to happen. Alien bureaucrats will arrest you. They put the galactic equivalent of a [Burps] jumper cable under your nuts or labia and you're going to connect it to an alien car battery until you tell them where I am... I guarantee you, you guarantee that they won't believe you, you'll never know. So who Applaud. [Sobbing] ladies? No one? Summer, what will we do? Where
will we live? Take it easy Jerry. This is a blessing in disguise. Rick [squeaky] earth. You realize the name of our planet means dust, right? We can find a new world. Computer, how many planets in the Milky Way are at least 90% similar to Earth? [ Bipping] computer 765 known planets. How many people are outside Rick's federal jurisdiction? Computer [ Bipping] 3. See Rick? Our cup is over. Now, who wants to go shopping for a new mother [Bleep] world?! It's good! Look at this baby! Did you know that it's not earth? Motiye, because there
is no Africa. Rick Pssh. White Matter, Morti. Let's go down and check her out. [Thood, fried water] Oh, I thought it was further away. I'm... I think this guy is a little small. Ok, uh, maybe... Maybe we should go check out the other two, huh? All right, this one is bigger. This looks good. Mom, Dad, look at Moti! Strawberry on Cove! [Munching] Jerry! Hey, check this out! Flowers in the cove! [Laughs] Rick Huh. Jerry that's pretty cool. Beth ... Mountain on the cove? [Bird cave] Rick Oh, my God. Get on the boat, dear. Beth what? Rock gets to god
[veep] belly! Everything is in the cove! The whole earth is in the cove!! Let's go, let's go, let's go! [ Engine flips over] [Trim] ok, the charm of the third. See what we got here. Jerry seems to be good. And nothing in the cove. I didn't know it was a necessity... Rick No, that's cool. I think this could be. Moti Wow! Hey guys. The sun is rising. Good ah! Beth Eh, Dad, how long is this planet's day? Rick, computer, how long is this Planet's Day? [ Keep screaming ] computer 42 hours. Ok Rick, well, those two choices' cause cob planets at the table.
Now let's vote. Alien newscasters Well, it's official. The obscure planet known as Earth, formerly the hideout of interstelly terrorist and fugitive Rick Sanchez, has bedred the 6,048th planet to join the Galactic Federation. The small ball of water and dirt that gets its name is dominated by 7 billion primate-descending natives who like to eat spaghetti and pray to kangaroos. Female alien newscaster spaghetti, kangaroo? I have to check this place out. [ Both laugh] alien newscasters Well, you can. Please contact the Ministry of Tourism for more
information. Next, the youth [growl and scream] it and that's not what you think. Moti what are you... What did you do for that? Summer dramatic effect. Rick Good Morning, family. Oh, does it smell like bacon? Beth Yes, we found a species of small pig off the coast of New Australia about 30 yards to the east. Or 300 meters west. We will give you some, but we are about to hunt it down Rick Well, I thought I'd walk to Antarctica and do a little bit of exploration. If you guys need me, just shout or throw something so hard that it hits me to go
around the world. Jerry [the door closes] Ok, now that he's gone, can we talk about our situation? Moti Dad, you can't talk about the people behind them. You know, it's a small world. Jerry please, he's in Antarctica! And we need to have a serious conversation. [Insects) [Thundering] [howling wind] Rick Antarctic discovery, baby! Five! Oh [Veep] Ice Cave? [Bleff] situation continues to get better. Wow, that's the heart of the planet. Jerry I'm just saying, we keep acting like we have two options, but it's not. So, yes, if we went back to Earth, as
long as Rick came out there, they would want to interrogate us. However, this is purely hypothetical, what if we set my father in government? Beth Jerry, so if you ever got this back, no more bacon, please help God. Jerry already has no more bacon! This world sucks! Our lives suck! Why are we doing this for someone who will do nothing to anyone but ourselves? Moti that's not the point, Dad! We love Rick... F-for the Most. Summer yes, you don't love people who hope for rewards, Dad, you love them unconditionally. Beth that's very good,
kids. I'm proud of you. Jerry ok, so I can get this one right. For the rest of your life, no matter how much it hurts you or how much you destroy your children's futures, we'll do anything whenever Rick wants. All yes. Beth because I don't want him to leave again, you stupid asshole! Rick Hay. Uh... I'm going to hope on the gloppydrop system, get some ice cream. Moti you ... Do you want me to come along? I mean, don't you need my brain waves for the stomach or something? Rick I'll be fine. Hi, Moti. Mortirick? Don't you leave? Rick yes, I
want to get ice cream. Moti so, you're coming back? Rick Morti, if you go to the place where the ice cream is and you don't come back, you didn't actually get the ice cream, and you went to where the ice cream is. Motirick, you can handle it if you go, but you will break mom's heart. And I wouldn't forgive it. Where's Rick's van, Morti? Moti It is above the horizon of the driveway. [Engine flips] ♪ ♪ hurt myself today [dialing] [ Woman speaking gibberish] English phone voice, press 2. Connect to the Beep agent. Agent ongoing investigation. Rick
Wu, hi, my name is Jerry Smith, I'm from Planet Earth. I know the whereabouts of Rick Sanchez, the wanted criminal. Agent hold! [Ringing] Agent Gribble is on the back of the Special Agent. Do you have any tips for Rick Sanchez? Rick yes, he kidnapped me and my family, and he left us on dwarf terrace-9. He told me he was going to go. Plimplerom Tavern. And listen. Agent Gribble yes? I'm doing the right thing for the galaxy by calling you, so when we come back to Earth, can my family have a normal life? Agent Gribbleuri wants
Sanchez, sir. Your family will be fine. Rick Nice. I appreciate it. I'm Jerry Smith, and I love sweaty, sweaty [squeaky] sucking and licking disgusting hairy testicle sacks. Agent Gribble ... Ok. ♪ my sweetest friend ♪ ♪ I know, ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ Beth can have everything ♪ he doesn't come ♪ ♪, what is he? Morty number ♪ my empire dirt ♪ Jerry Hay, look, police. ♪ I ♪ go down officer Good Morning. ♪ will ♪ you hurt customs and how long will you visit the earth? Jerry Oh, we live here. We were off the planet for our wedding. Customs go that way. [Tire
creaking, creaking] I have dealt with that you are distressed and proscrid antidepressants. Praise from the Galactic Federation. Jerry I feel good. Customs debt is 7,000 credits. When you report to the Employment Department, you are assigned a feature. Jerry Honey! I got a job! ♪ you're a cyborg photographer [monotone] sorry, I won't stare at you, I can ♪ mug shots and have everything. ♪ I will put you down, my empire ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ will hurt you ♪ hey, what are you for? Rick all. ['Post Credit Scene'] Oh, dear, oh, my! That's a real crazy ending,
huh? Hi, I'm a on Flight 204. [Moan] as you can see, I'm still recovering from the bullet shots I got from Beth. Remember that? Oh, Oohui! [Meing] come and get it, Kitty. You know, these little colleagues helped me get past the day. [Roll] Ouhui. Oh, Woo-hee! I feel good. [Doorbell ring] I got a big pepperoni and a crazy stick. Hey, what did you think of that finale? Mm! Do you think the Smith family is going to be okay? Yes, I don't know what you're talking about, bro. That's a total of $12.37. Woo-hee! Do you think Rick's going to get out of jail?
Woo-hee, do you think your family will rescue him? Hey, what [veep]?! Please take me off [squeaky]! [ Laugh and say Oh! ] Ow! Rick and Morti turn in season 3, like, a year and a half... Or no longer can we see how to clear up this mess. Oh, Oohui! Jerry: Steve, I just got a weird e-mail: Wedding Crasher2005 (Smith family eats, Jerry checked his mail). Have you purchased a ticket? Uncle Steve: Oh, shooting, it was a surprise! I wanted to thank you for living here all this time, so I'm treating my family to a vacation! Beth: Steve, you're so
sweet! Moti: Thanks Uncle Steve! Summer: Best Uncle Ever! Uncle Steve: Look at the world, the Smith family goes to Paris! Summer :(screen) Yes! Awesome! Enter the room and throw away a very familiar rock in the kitchen trash can) Jerry: Rick, I don't like glowing rocks in the kitchen trash. Rick: Well I don't like the unemployment gene in my grandson, Jerry. But life is done with small concessions. Jerry: Me, you know, Uncle Steve: You're going to land on your feet. You'll think they're lucky stars who hire my brother out of any company.
Jerry: My goofy brother Steve. He has been living here for almost a year now, are you losing your mind? Uncle Steve: Hey someone is spending so much time around the glowing rock I'm right? (Everyone except Rick laughs, Rick shoots Steve in the head) All but Rick: *incomprehensible scream* Morti: What the hell, Rick? Hell? Rick: Everyone takes a break for a while. There is no such thing as Uncle Steve. It is an alien parasite. Jerry: But I have known him my whole life! Rick: No, Jerry didn't. These telepathic little bastards used them to
include themselves in memories of breeding, spreading, and occupying planets. It's disgusting. Morti: Wasn't Steve real? Rick: He's a real piece of shit! This is a big one, someone probably tracked it down to the bottom of their shoe or a piece of alien fruit last week. Summer: Someone? Rick: Get off the high road summer because you don't stop texting in the bathroom, we all got pink eyes. Morty: But Uncle Steve taught me how to ride a bike. Rick: No, steveg lives in your house, eats food, and put those memories in your brain so you can
breed. We may be infected with these things, so we need to keep an eye out for any zany, outlandish characters that pop up. Mr. Pupiberthall: Oh, whether you want Rick, we're here to help! RICK: Thank you Mr. Pupiberthall. I've always been able to trust you. *Theme Song Play* Rick: Ok, there's six of us and that's it. Me, Morti, Jerry, Beth, Mr. Pupiberthall, Summer. Mr. Pupiberthall: Maybe you got the first Rick in time! Rick: I can't afford the opportunity. Beth: Dad, why is there an exploding shield in our house( Rick presses the button on
the clock and all the doors and windows of the house are sealed with an exploding shield)? Rick: Trust Beth I don't want to know how many answers to that question. Mr. Pupiberthall: Oh, Ghosh, I feel claustrophobic! Reminds me of that time we're all stuck in an elevator together. Y-- Remember? After Hulk Music? (Flashback, Jerry Grumji, playing indescised) Beth: Jerry, buttons don't work better if you hit them stronger, bubble fists don't make you stronger. Jerry: I know. Friends make you stronger. I saw the same musical you did. Rick:
Why can't I get a portal gun? (Moti Wings) Morty: Why should all drinks be bigger? Oh, hulk. I just got there. Summer: Just I had a minute we got stuck. Oh yes, yes, shame on me. At least when I'm disgusted, it's on purpose. Mr. Pupiberthall: Oh, it's all right. I've always been here for you guys, and I will always be. (Laughs) Nikki: Someone asking for repairs? All: Hey! Cousin Nikki! Nikki: It's me, cousin Nikki. I walk here! I mean, I'm not. I'm curled up in an elevator shaft, but hey, I'm walking here! (laughs) It's true (cut back to the present).
We really get into some crazy situations as a family, mainly when we're copping like this. Hey, maybe Mr. Poofy Pants is right. L-Let's get fresh air. Moti: Come on, cousin Nikki. I heard Rick. We need to stay in isolation until we know these things are no longer there. Nikki: I've heard you, Morti. Back in Brooklyn, we were told we were walking here. (Laughs) Jerry: Nikki! (Rick shoots Nikki in the shoulder and reverts to parasites, Nikki: Oh! (gasping) (Moaning) Morti: What...? Cousin Nikki was a parasite?! Rick: Six, Morti! You have to be six of
us! If there are seven, it means that someone is not real. Beth: But how did you know Nikki did it? Rick: I guessed. So I aimed at his shoulder. Beth: So we can't trust any of our memories right now? Nikki was the reason we found an old Nazi submarine. Didn't even that happen? Jerry: Of course it happened. Now I own the powerful staff of La Gubava, and the world trembles before the Fourth Empire: (flashbacks, Moti, Rick, Jerry, Beth, Nikki are tied up, nazis stand in front of them) Nazis! Morty: This is the last time I asked Rick for help, my
history finalist. Nikki: Hey, we got the word out about the Nazis again in Brooklyn, man. Nazis: I'm comfortable being called a Nazi. I think there are other words that hurt my feelings? (Nicky hits you in the head) yes. La Gubava, help me kill America! (Mr. Boerd will subdue the Nazis) both: Mr. Viewerd! Mr. Boerd: After due consideration, I decided not to retire. All: Yes! Thank God! Mr. Boerd: Now I think someone is taking the final exam to attend. Set up a course for Moti's High School. Perhaps I am biased, but if the story never happens, I
will still not be a family deacon. (Laughs) Dare to dream. Rick: Wait a minute. Summer: And if Mr. Boerd wasn't a butler, it's safe to say that the family is struggling a lot. (Laughs) Rick: No! Don't flashback! You're going to make more swelling: summer (flashback, Jerry has his head stuck on the stair railing). Beth: Don't worry, Jerry. Just relax. We called the fire department. Jerry: You know that they won't come here an longer. (Such a way) (Mr. Boer poured marmalade on jerry, all muffled) Mr. Boerd: Marmalade is served. (Everyone
cheered) Frankenstein: I think I'm going to take What I said about British cuisine. (laughs) (Rick, Summer, And Mr. Boer are fighting pillows) Rick: Take it! Sleepy Gary: We're going to sleep. (Morti is in the living room with Beth, Jerry and Sleepy Gary) Mr. Boerd (off-screen): Well perhaps, you shouldn't. (Mr. Viewerd appears in the dress) Beth: Ah. Mr. Boerd. Mr. Boerd: Us, Master Morti? Moti: We will. Beth: Oh wait, don't leave without taking a picture to the photo raptor. (Raptor creak) (Click camera shutter) (Cut back to the present, laughs)
Rick: Not everyone remembers! These parasites are like bed bugs, all flashbacks are another mattress. Look at! There are only six people in this house. ???? But it's always been 10. Rick: No! Er, the fact that I wrote this number means that there are four parasites. FRANKENSTEIN: You're sure, Rick? Mr. Boerd: Ask for forgiveness, Master Rick, but I seem to remember a great deal of confusion surrounding those numbers. Rick: All right, six of us, (trim) and that's it. Me, Morti, Jerry, Beth, PupibertHall, Frankenstein, Sleepy Gary, Photo
Raptor, Mr. Boerd, Summers. Beth: Uh, Dad, that's like 10 people. Rick: 6, 10, what's the difference? I just love number 6 for no reason! Where is my pencil? Pencil Bester: Here, Rick! Please use me! Rick: Oh, thanks, Pencilbeder! Yes, I-I g-- I think that's what happened, but I don't get a reason for me to do that. Pencilbester: Everyone makes a mistake, Rick. (Laughs, camera shutter click) Beth: That's it. Photos. hard evidence. (Beth scrolls through the pictures, I suspect) You're not any of my photos, Mr. Pupibert Hall, Mr. Pupiberthall:
Well, what do you know about this? You're not in me. Summer: All I have is a picture of me and my friends at school. What (others will stare at in the summer)? Which teenage girl has a picture of her family? I don't think we're Mormons or dying. Frankenstein: You're going to suspect that summer's only friend is a magical ballerina sheep we've never seen before. (Flashback) Tingle: Summer! Summer: Tingle! It's been my bedtime. Tingle: (laughs) never in the past bedtime land! Here we go! ♪ summer and Tinkle never go to bed past♪ ♪ live
in ♪ ♪ make friends with each other ♪ ♪ the kitchen sink is ♪ ♪ ♪ summer and tincture, friends ♪ ♪ group texts to the whole crew, mothers ♪ not trying to shake ♪ ♪ our hands... A friend! ♪ ♪ ketchup, salt in fry♪ ♪ t in capital I♪ ink on t (scene cut back to the summer bedroom, revealing that she just revealed the dream) Summer: Oh! Oo! Oo! Oo! Oo! Oo! Sleepy Gary: Summer, we're going to sleep. Summer: It was twinkle! Tinkes? Rick (cut back to the present): That's su-- [belches] -- questionable. We always hear about this Tingle character, but
we never get to - Tingle: Hello, everybody. I'm a tincture, and these are my friends. Summer (all sighs): Look, all? Tincture is real. That's why I am. I was on the wrong side of the pitchfork on this one: Frankenstein (everyone except Rick apologized in the summer). Jerry: Ok, look, we don't need any evidence or logic to know who the family is and who's not. I know who the Smiths are. I've known Beth since high school. And her husband, Sleepy Gary, is hands down my absolute best friend. Sleepy Gary: Thanks, Jerry. Beyond that, none of
you attack, but all bets are off. I'm just going to aim for the shoulder to start with a weird girl. Summer (attempting to shoot summer): Alas! Rick Grandpa! Rick: Summer Sleepy Gary: Rick, that's my daughter. Rick: Oh, yes? Well, just if you think, Sleepy Gary? I have known you for 15 years. Don't let me hurt you. Sleepy Gary: Rick, these are our family and friends, the people we barbecue with. Have you forgotten the barbecue? RICK: Wait, why would you want me -- you're one of them, aren't you? Hamurai: Rick, you love those barbecues,
Rick. Hai! Amish Cyborg: Remember, Rick? Rick:, Hamurai! , Amish Cyborg! What is this? Conan in the '90s? All: Remember the barbecue. Remember the barbecue. Remember the barbecue. (Singa) Rick: You know what, Pencil Vester? It took me a lifetime to realize it, but I love barbecue. Pencilbeder: You're good at it, Rick. I like tom cruise, well, cooking or w- whatever that movie is called where he makes drinks. Yes, check me out. I like Tom Cruise in cooking. Yes, what's going on? Cooking? Pencilbster: Wow! Hey everyone. Let's give
up for the grill master, Rick! Rick! Rick! Rick! (All songs Rick) Rick: Wait a minute. (Cut back to the present, breathe heavily) No! Shooting. Now look. It's like a page. Can you find me? Check out all these zany characters. When these messages come out, you'll be right back. Sleepy Gary: I think you should get the gun down and we should get you to the doctor. What do you say we take down this explosive shield? All: Yes. Rick: I can't do that, Sleepy Gary. All right, everyone listens to me. I don't know if one of you is real, but this house is
infected with fake loved ones who have spread through fake memories, and if they go out, our planet will be destroyed. (Moan) Pencilbeder: But Rick, even you have to admit you tend to overreact to things. (Flashback) Rick: Guys, we're in a hurry. I just came back from Walmart. They were The Nintendo 3ds system is on sale for $149.99, plus every time you buy one, you get a $50 gift card. Reduce the total price to $110 after tax. Now, for, we can easily flip that son of a $230 bitch! They are all limited edition Zelda. Hurry up! Hurry up!
Come with me! We can be rich and we all get to keep one and we can play Nintendo games! Nintendo, give me free stuff. (cut back to the present) Rick: OK, yes, I definitely remember doing that, but also, I wouldn't do that pencil vester: Don't overreact, Rick. Jerry: Sleepy Gary, word? Sleepy Gary: Of course, Jerry. Rick, keep your level head, okay? 'I'll tell you the secret about Frankenstein--he's actually Frankenstein's monster. Jerry: Sleepy Gary, m-my head is full of memories of our friendship: (Rick sees Frankenstein, Frankenstein
pounds his fist). I'm sure you're Beth's husband and I'm your friend, but if you can't trust that memory, then... Sleepy Gary: Jerry, just say. Sleepy Gary: Jesus, Jerry. No, you are real. Look at me, look at me. Remember our holiday? (Flashback) Sleepy Gary: They're shooting a new Star Wars movie down the coast. Do I need to check it out? Jerry: Absolutely. Why not? Maybe we'll see Chewbacca: Sleepy Gary (Gary drinks, Jerry drops the bottle, both he and Gary reach for it). Jerry: I want to do it. (Kiss) What are we doing? Sleepy Gary
(cut back to the present): I don't give a damn what happens there. You and I will survive this. Jerry: All right. Hey, we agreed. Never at home. Frankenstein: That's a cool watch, Rick. RICK: Uh, thanks -- good (moaning). Trying to figure out how to lower the blast shield, huh? Do you think it's doubtful that someone here can't wait for a lot of people here to get out of here? Frankenstein: Oh, you're paranoid, Rick. (Flashback) Rick: So, what are you going to do when you go back to the world, Frankenstein? Frankenstein: Shii-i-t. I mma bust a --
(cut back to the present, Rick moans) Rick: No! Get out of my head, parasites! No! Stop it, give me a gun, Frankenstein! (Distinct cry) give it back! All: Yes! (Applause) Franken Sugar! Rick: (breathing badly) Is anyone here real? Am I the only real person on earth?! Reverse Giraffe: Maybe. Or, maybe, we're all real. You know me. I am a tinge. I have a short neck and legs. I went to Hamurai and college. Hamurai: Hi! Tongirin: I save the ghost in the life of a jar in Vietnam. Ghost in the Jar: Bura! Reverse Giraffe: And Beth, how many times
have I had shoulders to help me cry? Beth: (sigh) too much. Giraffe: Ok, so we're just all fake. Mrs. Refrigerator: That makes no sense! Tingerin: Or maybe there's only one trick here - the man who keeps telling us the way to salvation is being held prisoner and discrediting each other. Rick: Hey, don't blame me! I tried to shoot summer 10 minutes ago! Station Giraffe: I know we all have rick's beloved memories, but do we really have to believe that the mad scientist inventor with the flying car appeared at our door after years of disappearing?
Morty: Yes, you know, he has a lot of really weird, make-up sound catchphrases. (Flashback) Rick: Dubbed Uba Luba! Ricky Tick Tabby, Beyochi! And that's wa-a-a-y the news goes. Hit the sack, Jack. Uh-oh! Summersold jump. AIDS! So I always say hum shlippedy dop! The grass tastes bad ah. Burger time! Rubber Baby Baby Bunker! Lick, lick, lick my balls! (Laughs) Yes! Always say so. (Cut back to the present) everything: (muttering) it's a fake-ass catchphrase right there. Beth: And don't forget his incredibly obscure backstory. Rick:
Beth, I'm your father! Beth: Oh, Dad? Are you? Morty: Rick, to prove that you're real, none of us are doing what to do--and-- and open the blast shield and let us see the hell out of here! Rick: Why not make an incredibly naïve adolescent boy with the name of an old Jewish comedy writer? (Everyone is amazing) Mrs. Fridge: on your face! Moti: Give me a gun. (see someone else) I'm not doing this in front of a pencil vester. Bring him to the garage. Ok (all cheering), you listen to me, you're the son of female parasite litter. We can do this in an
easy or difficult way. You know, y-y-y-- you want to live? Then open the door to the exploding shield. MOTI: You know, Rick, this is not easy for us. You know, we all remember you as a friend. Rick: Oh, oh, oh, really? Well, I remember you as a little piece of, um, Moti! Moti: Oh yes? Rick: Yes! I've got about a thousand memories of your idiots, little fools, about 6 of them enjoyable. The rest is annoying rubbish. So why don't you do us all a favor and pull the trigger? Do it! Pull it, mother [squeaky] trigger! (Moti shooting baby wizard, baby
wizard squeak) muscles and ducks: Oh, wow. Baby wizards were parasites? He set me up with my wife. (Moti shoots ducks and squeaks parasites) Rick: What the hell? Moti: I figured it out, Rick! Parasites can create pleasant memories. I know you are real because I have tons of bad memories with you! (Flashbacks from the era when Rick damaged Morti) are a great way to ♪ ♪ ♪. ♪ I wish we... You can go back... Until then, ♪ ♪, oh, oh, ♪ (cut back to the present) Rick: Holy Crap, Moti, that's right. MOTI: -- not what you were trying to
understand by trying to make me think? Rick: Yes, Dodoy. T-had long enough. (Rick turns the dial on the washing machine, the wall draws back to reveal a set of guns) Rick: Now let's go, Moti. We eradicated many friends and family. (moaning) (Rick shoots parasites, everyone else screams) Moti: Everyone's calm! This will take some explanation. Rick: We need to kill everyone we can remember sweetly. Who has a bad memory for Mrs. Refrigerator? Mrs. Refrigerator: I-I-I - Everyone has bad memories of me. Remember once? Oh man,
we couldn't stop screaming (flashbacks, Beth, Jerry, Mrs. Fridge and many others on the rollercoaster screaming, cut back to the present). Beth: Uh, the roller coaster isn't bad, Ma'am fridge. They are thrilling. And you have been the perfect companion to me all my life. Mrs. Fridge: The zig-up! (Whimsy) get me here. Get me out of here! Oh boy! (creaking) Oh [squeaky] Rick (all gasping): It's all back! If it is not a parasite, there is nothing to be afraid of. What about summer? Summer: Why am I always your go-to? Don't go back to my room:
summer (flashbacks, Morti hoses down the backyard, summer moans and crotch, Moti kicks him on a whim). Moti: I didn't! (Cut back to the present) she's real. She's my of her sister. Summer: Good. (Flashback) Mom, would you drive me-- Beth: Hmm? Yes, what time? Summer: Oh, my God. Are you drunk? Beth: (Trimch) *slurring* you, my life coach? Summer: What? Five! God! Oh, oh my God. Five! God! Mom! Beth: Sweetheart, are you okay? I didn't mean -- Summer: I'm going to have bruises! It's Photo Day! Beth: It's not, don't
overreact. Can be cleaned. Summer: (sobbing) I want the police to take me! Summer (cut back to the present): Morti, giving a gun to a pregnant woman with me too early and constantly makes our problems. Beth: Thanks, dear. Cross Teddy Bear: Beth, Beth, please! Beth: I thought the fact that we would have compatible kidneys was so good. (Shoot bears, parasite creaks) (Total Cock) (scream) (blasting) (Squeaky) Rick: Come on (corner pencil), man. Haven't we ever had an uncomfortable silence or awkward fart on a road trip? Come on,
pencilbeder. Give me anything. Listen to its name. You can't kill me. Rick: That's right. Kill the pencilrester (up to Moti). (Moti shooting pencilbeder, parasite creak) (Summer Shoot Frankenstein, Parasite Creaking) (summer shoot, parasite squeaky) Tingle: Summer, I've always loved you! Summer: (tincture, parasite squeak bud) (All breathtaking, summer shots) (more creaky) (Moti shouts) (Flashback, summer walk into the kitchen, turn on the light, see Moti masturbating) Summer: Oh, my God! Moti: I-I-I Summer: We forgot our tickets! Why
in the kitchen?! Moti: I do it everywhere! Stop shaming me! Summer: You're not a victim here! Moti: I hate you, I was thinking about your friend Grace! Summer: Ah! Mr. Boerd (cut back to the present, shooting more, creaking parasites): Ah. Master Rick. (Rick shot Mr. Boerd, parasite squeak) Rick: I think you're a butler! Ha ha! -- Do you d-scan that? ghost in the jar: oh, I get it. It is a play on the butler took it. Rick: Thanks, ghost in the jar. You've always been good at pointing out potentially obscure comedies. (Shoot ghosts in jars, parasite
creaks) (Squeaky) Jerry: You can hide me, Sleepy Gary. Sleepy Gary: Don't worry. I have a plan. If we can get to my boat, Jerry (Beth shoots Sleepy Gary, Gary slowly returns to the parasite, squeaks) Jerry: No. No! Send it to Gary. I want to be with Gary. (Flashback, Jerry is running away from Hobo) Beth: What the hell? Jerry: Find that homeless! Beth: Open the door! Open the door! Open the door! Jerry: No time! Just run! Beth: (moaning) get out here and help me! Jerry: They say you shouldn't do that! Just run! (Cut back to the present)
Beth: Uh. sorry, Jerry. You are real. Jerry: (crying) I'm a parasite! Beth: Yes, but you are real. Jerry: (Trying to besquis) Beth: Uh, uh, I need time to forget Sleepy Gary. Jerry: Me too. (Rick opens the blast shield) Rick: Wash your hands when you return from space from now on. It goes for everyone. Jerry: This is depressing. We killed all the good people in the house. Are we left? what a family. Rick: At least we're real, Jerry. We are real. Ricky Tick Tabby! Mr. Pupiberthall: Oh, whoa! Amen. Right now, this little pooch is hungry. Will someone
pass me pork ribs? (Choking) Mr. Pupiberthall: Huh. (Beth shoots Mr. Pupibuthall) Ow! (Scream) Oh, God! Rick: No, Beth! Oh [squeaky] Beth: Wait a minute, Mr. Pupiberthall: Oh, Beth! For what?! Jerry: I need an ambulance! There was a shooting. My wife shoots ... Uh, my--my wife filmed an old family friend. Mr. Pupiberthall: Why? Summer: Oh, my God, oh, my God, my God, Mr. Pupiberthall. Mr. Pupiberthall: Oh, god. Moti: Look at me! Look at me! Don't fall asleep! Mr. Pupiberthall: What's bleeding death? Oh, hey. Is that how I die? Rick:
Oh, Giz! Oh my god! Seed. : Why would you do this? Beth. It shouldn't hurt. I thought... (Siren Wail) Oh, hey. (Scene after credit) Beth: Oh, he's looking much better. Rick: Listen, Beth, don't torture yourself. I made a similar mistake a few years ago, but you know, on a planetary scale. Beth: Well, he me off? RICK: He is not pressing charges. I mean, it doesn't get mad and you've got to be the same shooting me. (The doctor goes out of the room) Beth: Can he have visitors? Doctor: He would like to be alone. He told me to be sorry you had no
bad memories of him. If you love him, you must leave. (Close door) (Smith family out of the hospital) Rick: (smile) and that's wa-a-y the news goes. Total Recall1990 Rick: Anyway, how I escaped from space prison! Oh, scary place. That's one of the stories. I definitely wish I was there to see it happen. Rick: Oh, come on. Does a mad scientist want to take out a highly trained alien security guard using homemade sci-fi tools, sit back and watch whoever can be a family at Shoey's? Beth: Dad, I'm excited to be back wherever we are, but why
don't you want to go home? Rick: Emotionally speaking, honey, Shoey's is my home. Jerry: Yes, but you got out of jail. Rick: Jerry, go out of the booth, take off all your clothes and fold it 12 times. Jerry: You got it. [ Nge] Rick: Six times, huh? W-W-What, have you guys got me in series 9000? You cheap insect [squeaky] didn't I think it was worth your best equipment? Convellius Daniel: [Chucks] man, I told Don Bug. I said, you know this guy nudda, right? You want me to get Intel from smart mammals in the galaxy, and you better give me a
decent brainalyzer. Rick: I can also order pancakes because I don't have to leave this part of my brain. Convellius Daniel: Oh, I think you do. Eventually, you're going to relieve your cerebellum. Rick: Sney's. Cornbeliers Daniel: Or Series 9000 will turn into mushrooms. [Fart] Rick: Comfortable enough? [Chuck] Cornbeliers Daniel: I admire you, Rick -- [ Fart ] Rick: [laughs] Corn Daniel: When I'm [fart] Rick: [laughs] Cornbeliers Daniel: Rick, here -- [Fart] Rick: [laughs] [ Laughs] Gromplomit Captain: What's up? Gromplomite Workers: Hard to
say. He may have appeared some sort of ass. Captain Gromplomit: Can he do that? Gromplomit worker: He's the smartest guy in the universe. The transition to Smith Residence Jerry: [Sighs] I say that the Galactic League, which occupies earth, is the best thing that has ever happened to this family. I got my sixth promotion this week and I still don't know what I'm doing. Everyone just gets from the pill. Jerry: Well, when you don't know what to do for a living, you can make your own rules. Beth: Summer, show some respect to your father.
He is pulling six chewable figure earnings. [Bottle shattering] Conroy: I will get it for a while. How do everyone's eggs? Oh, Moti, you've barely touched the pills. Morty: I kind of took a big pill for lunch, and I'm not going to take [Muffeld] any more pills. [Girls] Thanks, Conroy. Jerry: You ruin us, Conroy. Summer: [slam hands on the table] Grandpa Rick won't put up with it! Beth: [bangs fist on the table] stop saying his name! He abandoned us. Jerry: [bangs fist on the table] Willem Dafoe! Th- That's a guy I couldn't think of this morning. Beth:
Don't make my mistake, summer. Don't decipher those who leave you. You will end up a horse surgeon in a world controlled by aliens whose medicine keeps horses [Sobs] healthy forever. [Sniffle] horses live longer than turtles now. Is that what you want for yourself? Summer: Maybe if I get away yelling, just pay attention! Conroy: Who saved space for pill brules? Jerry: Oh! [Chuck] Turn to Shoey's Cornbeliers Daniel: See why you chose this family-friendly restaurant to represent your cerebellum. So safe, so comfortable, so Shoey's. But
admit it, Rick -- you're cooped crazy here. Let's go visit some memories. Rick: Oh, what particular person? Do you want to see my first bone, or do we have to go straight to the moment I found a 3D inter-dimensional journey? Cornbeliers Daniel: [Screaming] Rick: 'Oh, your little flappy graffiti is convulsive. Does that mean you're excited, or did you get a signal that one of your friends had found grapes? Convellius Daniel: It's exciting. Yes, I would definitely like to visit your memory of inventing a portal gun. Rick: Yes, well, tough titties. [
Rattling] Cornbeliers Daniel: There are no rougher breasts than psychotic breaks, Rick. Rick: Well, that depends on who breaks first - me or titty. Convellius Daniel: A special person you remember? Do you have any memories of her between where she was on 9/11 and her favorite sports bluefer? [Husing] Conveliers Daniel: If we stayed here, we would die with all our memories. If I took her to where I wanted to go, she would be there, wouldn't she? Rick: The day I invented the portal gun is the day I lost her. Convellius Daniel: Oh, that's
cool. I can get what I want and you can say goodbye. RICK: [Sigh] it's ok, but I'm driving. 9/11 Memory Rick: -- as an excuse to get rid of our freedom! Switch to Garage Moti: Huh? What are you doing - what are you doing? Summer: Grandpa Rick must have some secret labs, right? With laser guns and jet packs and space tanks! And we can go break him out of jail! Look at this dead fly! Maybe if we sort them in a certain order, it's playing holograms or Open a secret door. Moti: Summer, you're harassing me. I know things have changed a
lot, I know you miss Rick, but getting him back wouldn't make things any better. And, you know, we don't do that bad. Summer: We're miserable, Moti! There is a mandatory curfew, their strange calendar made me 47, and they weaponized the Eiffel Tower! Moti: Hey, I love being 35. I can rent a car now. Summer: Because you suck! I've been ziping my lips since my grandfather was arrested, but the fact is he's a monster who bails him out. Moti: He's a gem at all! He bailed on his mom when she was a kid! He--he detained on a small planet!
And if I won't make this clear to you, summer, he bails you out. He left you corrupt in the world he destroyed because he doesn't care! Because no one is special to him, not even himself in the summer. So, if you really want grandpa back, grab a shovel. Anyone who won't let you down is buried in the backyard! Summer: That's right! Moti: What?! No, I'm not right. I was using a cute excess! Overkill to burn, summer! [Summer inge] [Thunder Crash] Moti: Oh, God! Good lord! Whoa, and! [Thunder Clash] Daniel transformed into Rick's mind:
Where are you going? Rick: Until the day everything started and ended. The moment that changed everything. McDonald's Drive-Through Speakers: Welcome to McDonald's. Can I get an order? Rick: Yes, I want to make a 10-piece McNuggets and Sichuan sauce. Likewise, as much as you can give me. In 1998, they promoted the Disney movie Mulan, creating a new sauce for McNuggets called Sichuan Sauce, which is delicious! And they got rid of it, and now it's gone. This is the only place we can try it, in my memory. Cornbeliers Daniel:
Rick, you're doing this bit while your brain melts. Rick: All right. All right all right. Cornbeliers Daniel: That's it - Rick: Me. [Javing] Corvelis Daniel: When can you make the leap on a cross-dimensional journey? Rick: I didn't. I did. [ Husing] alternative Rick: Well, well, well. You know the worst part about inventing momentary movement? All of a sudden, you've got to travel the entire galaxy, the first thing you learn, you're the last person to invent a momentary move. Fortunately, you are trying to invent something much more powerful. [Beequis]
Young Rick: What? Smith switched to backyard [Thunder crash] Morti: Summer, no one needs to know about him. We can put it right back and pretend we've seen it, just like we did with Daddy's Mannequin Bridge. Summer: Ok, stay here. I'll save my grandfather. Morty: And how are you going to do that? Summer: I don't know yet. I'm going to make it as I go. That's What Grandpa Rick does. That's what heroes do. You know what a hero Rick is? I will bring you somewhere, summer. Umm Conroy: My goodness, kids. [Stun robot voice] give
up illegal technology to the nearest federation representative. [Normal Voice] and we're all going to play Balderde. [ Two whims, screaming] [ Huxing] [ Scream] [ Fart] [Grunt] Conroy: Oh, my goodness! Oh! My Goo - [Crackling] Summer (C-137): Oh, my God. I have the same top. Summer: What is this place? And what is the Hunger Games summer? Moti: That's my sister. This used to be my home. Alternate Rick switching to Rick's mind: Imagine doing what you want, then hopping on a timeline where you haven't made it. Imagine that no
one can stop you anytime, anywhere. Young Rick: Sounds lonely. Alternative Rick: Lonely? Friends, you have your own -- your infinite self. It's a non-stop party where every guest becomes the only one we like. I think it's cool to be the smartest person on earth, but once you give it to me, you become the smartest person in every conceived universe - Infinite, God. Alternative Rick: Excuse me? Bro, Ricks doesn't convey this. Who do you think you are? Young Rick: A different kind of Rick, I think. Alternative Rick: Well, we'll see how long it
lasts. [Husing] Diane: I heard sci-fi noise. Have you made a breakthrough? Young Rick: Sort of. I just took a long look at myself, I don't think this science thing will pay off. Diane: Well, why don't you get Beth and we're going out for ice cream? Young Rick: That, Diane, is the last great idea that will ever be in this garage. Transition to Smith Residence (C-137) [Loud Munch] Summer: Good Baked Cronenberg, I assume. Mom, you look good. I can't believe Rick does that. Morty: This is part of Rick's adventure that you can't see - the part he left
behind. Ok, it was great, guys. So, uh-Jerry (C-137): Looking for this? Morty: What are you doing with it?! Jerry (C-137): It stinks of Rick. [Grunt] Morti: No! For what?! Why would you do that?! W-W- What's up with you?! Jerry (C-137): You can't leave. She could not remain. Jerry (C-137): She stinks of Rick. The portal opens, and Ricks ends through it [all screaming] Morti: Catch your fire! Hold your fire! I am a Moti C-137. Ricks looks at each other: we found a damaged portal gun. Where is your rick? Summers: He's in jail. Moti: Summer.
Summer: He was captured by the federation and we will rescue him. Guard Rick: Very picky. We can't risk the secrets of the Citadel falling into the hands of the League. We will immediately dispatch SEAL Tim Riggs to break into the prison carrying a C-137. Summer: Booya! Guard Rick: Arland assassinated him. Summer: Buno? Switch Rick's Heart [Horn Grickle] Young Rick: Come on, girl! The ice cream is going to melt. [Idiot] portal opens [Whooshing] flashing ball falls through [squeaky] young Rick! Air Bomb, Diane and young Beth
Conveliers kill Daniel: Wow. This sauce is amazing. Were you promoting the movie? [Slurping] Young Rick: Do three things, add two. I got it. I got it [squeaky]. Youngrick, portal 'Convellius Daniel: And' open me - is it a portal gun? Rick: Yes, it's the three math lines that separate my life from my life as an insensiting ghost. Convellius Daniel: Awesome possum. [Vortex] mission control, are you getting this? Gromplomite Workers: Holy Shit, Yes! Yes, we got it! Convellius Daniel: Yes! Thanks, Rick. In fact, I think your brain shuts down
automatically when it gets liquid. I don't know, I don't care. pull me. [Bit] Hey, get me out! Can you hear me? RICK: No, they can't. Convellius Daniel: Why not? Rick: The code I just uploaded wasn't actually a portal gun formula, so it was a virus that gave me full control over my brainreature. Convellius Daniel: What are you talking about? This is memory. The details of the Y-memory cannot be changed. Rick: Actually, but you can change anything you want about a fully fabricated origin story. The world around them turns into Shoey's Corn
Daniel: it's a trap! Stop! I'm still in his sini! repeat--we never left his Shoey's! Rick: Mission accomplished, boy. pull me. Gromplomite Worker: Roger He. Rick: Ok, have fun with what's left of my brain. I'm going to move it to yours. Oh, there's not enough room for all my genius, so I have my fear of wicker furniture, my desire to play trumpets, my provisional plan to buy hats, and six years of improvement workshops. Convellius Daniel: It's a trap! Stop! We never left his -- [fart] [Rick laughs] No! Rick escapes the machine from Convellius Daniel's
body Cornbeliers Daniel: another day, another dollar. Do I hit a great insect creature or a wreath?! Captain Gromplomit: Congratulations, agent. You will be very praised for this. Convellius Daniel: Always wait for permission to make [Trim] feel fulfilled. That's my motto. Captain Gromplomit: One thing that still baffles me - why would Rick Sanchez turn himself in? Cornvelious Daniel: Well, I'm just a stupid ass bug, but Rick may know he's going to be interrogated at this facility to keep our most sensitive data, as well as keep us wanting our
most. Anyone with level 9 access can [burp] I don't know, collapse the government. I'm just going to dump it. Is it cool if you use the bathroom on the 9th floor? What is the W-W-Back Level 9 Master Access Code? Gromplomite Workers: Oh, that's simple. 8-3-- Seal Tim Rick : Yes! SEAL Tim Rick's home! [Screaming] Rick (D-99): Hello, Rick. [2) Rick (D-99): I'm ashamed I didn't give that insect dick a test drive. Braidrick: Wait, wait, wait! The T-Riggs council sent us. We have summer with your Moti. They are inmates in the Citadel. Rick (D-
99): Great! Braidrick: [Grund] Speaker System: Security breach in room 6755. Rick (D-99): Lovely. Not only was my plan ruined, I also forgot how to improvise. Speaker system: Accessed by all security people. Rick (D-99): [Grunt] Speaker System: Security Breach. Ricks turned into summer citadel: Grandpa's City? Moti: It is the citadel of Riggs. In all different realities, all the different Ricks got together to hide here from the government. Summer: But if all Rick hates government, why would he hate his grandfather? Moti: Because Ricks
hates himself the most. And our Rick is the most himself. Guard Rick: No more, home. SEAL Tim Riggs turned his Unibrow into two eyebrows with a bullet. [Laughs] Your Rick's Dead! Your Rick's dead! Citadel Communications Center Transition to Walker Rick: Sir, Rick D-99 will return from assignment alone. Apparently, SEAL Tim Riggs suffered heavy casualties. Commander Rick: Bring him in. Worker Rick: He says he will talk to Rick at higher intervals. Commander Rick: Radida. Give me that. D-99, this is the commander of the fortified
militia. Rick (D-99): Go [trim] -- good enough. Rick speaks to Colonel Rick's Commander Rick: He's a spy. blown him up. I'm going. RicksrickIV switched to the committee's room: an uns registered portal operating a gun, radicalizing Summers, conspiring with Betrayric. How do you plead? Moti: How is this trial a fair trial? O- Our lawyer is Moti. Riq IV: It's not fair, you don't have a right, he's not a lawyer. We keep him here because he's funny. look at him. Riq IV: If you give up Rick, you will be generous. Summer, what would you say?
Summer: I say you [squeaky]! My grandfather was my hero. You killed him because you were jealous of him. It is very clear from the haircut. So let's go do what you want from me, but my brother. He had already abandoned Rick. Leake IV: Morti? Lawyer Morti: [Whispers are unclear] Morti: What? N-No, I don't want to see your Pog collection. I don't give up on Rick, and I never am. I was just trying to protect my sister. I wanted you to live a normal life. You can't do it when Rick appears. Everything becomes a real fake. Everything is wrong.
What you do know is that you don't know anything and he knows everything. And, well-- well, he's not a villain, summer, but he shouldn't be yours He's more like a demon or a super [squeaky] god. Riq IV: Don't suck his [squeaky] ghost too hard. He was a terrorist, and now he's dead. Moti: Oh yes? If you think my Rick is dead, he's alive. And if you think you're safe, he's coming for you! Ricks Council: [All complained] Commander-in-Chief Rick:[Whistle] Moment shift worker Rick: Hey, whoa, whoa! What are you doing here? This area is for
teleporting the entire citadel to another place using only buttons and dials. Commander Rick: Yes, designing like that is a bad idea, isn't it? [ Vortex] [ Screaming] Teleporter Worker Rick: What a moment we just teleported to the Galactic Federal Prison [creaking]. Commander Rick: I'm going. [Alarm duvet winding] lawyer Moti: ordered from the court! Wo! Hell?! Oh my god! Snatched Moti: [ Scream ] Random Rick: Wait, wait, wait! No no! Hammerhead Morti: Whoa! [Scream] War! Quantum Rick: The citadel has been moment-shifted to the
[trim] federation space. It is destiny. This should be C-137, you guys. What are we going to do?! You know he's coming for us. Riq IV: Okay, calm down! We have his summer as a hostage. Obviously, I get her. You guys play scissors for Rick, Laser, Morti. Zeta Alpharrick: W-W- What the hell is that? Quantum Rick: Payback. Ricks Council: [ Scream ] Summer: Grandpa Rick! Quantum Rick: Tear up his uniform, shake your head at standard Rick head on, become Rick Rick: Duh! Summer: You're alive! Moti: Rick! Rick: Moti, take this. I'll need
it later. Ricktiminus Sanchezsiminius: Wait a minute. Wo! Riq IV: That's enough, Rick. Rick: What to accomplish? We have infinite grandchildren. You are going to use Disney dollars here at Caesar's Palace. Summer: That's a cliff. He bluffed, sir. He loves me. Riq IV: You are rogue Rick - unreasonable and passionate. You love your grandchildren. You came to rescue them. Rick: I'm here to kill you, bro. That's not my original summer either. Summer: Oh, my God. He's not bluffing. He's not bluffing! MOTI: R-Rick? Riq IV: Why not shoot
through her? Rick: A 20-yard, 9-gauge plasma pistol, my first shot will liquefy her inside and hurt you, the second shot adds a rebound. The risk to me is minimal if you wait for her to shoot. Riq IV: Because you love her! Rick: Because you are an incentive to give me my cleanest shot that will be your most painful death. But if I want to die slower than that, I'm super into it. All you have to do to get started is kill the girl. Summer: I hate you! Rick: It's not a problem, dear. Moti: It's all about it! Drop the gun, Rick! Rick: Moti, I know you're too
stupid to get this, but you [Creaky] Moti: Don't let your sister die! Drop the gun! Rick: I'm not going to let her die, you [squeaky] Moron! Liv IV: Ha! Summer: Ah. Rick: The point is that he thought I was going to go. Riq IV: I was totally, by the way. You are [squeaky] Moron, Moti. Summer: Moti, you [squeaky] idiot! Rick: You serious [squeaky] idiot, Morti! You basically killed us all! You're the worst! You are dumbfounded like a bag of sand. [ All yelling ] [ Screaming] Morti Shooting Rick Morti: Who's Stupid Now, Bitch?! Summer: Moti, we got him
back! Riq IV: [ Laughs] It's amazing, Moti. Oh my god. Wow. Ok, let's rap this - Rick shoots Riq IV Rick: Good day, Morti. Let's go, kids. Summer: What?! What happened? Rick: The oldest Rick trick in the book. Summer: Fake guns, shoot me in the stand-off. Moti: Ha, yes. G-good thing I saw that note. Summer: Can't just portal home? Rick: Not until I finished what I started. And how to get level nine access without a password. Gromplomite Guard: Freeze! Rick: Staff of the month, ladies and gentlemen. Morty: So, what are you doing with
level nine access anyway? Rick: [Trim] destroy the galactic government. Moti: Awesome! Oh, that's cool! Summer: Awesome! Oh, that's cool! Summer: Are you trying to set up all the nuclear weapons targeting each other? Morty: Oh, or -- or reprogramming the military portal to disassemble the entire space fleet? Rick: Good pitch, kids. I'm almost proud. But watch closely as your grandfather breaks down the empire by turning it into a 0. Galactic Federation President Office Federation Workers 1: The president, the value of Blemblak fell for
nothing. Galactic Federation President: What does that mean? Federation Worker 1:I Meaning, our single centralized galactic currency has gone from being worthy of its own to zero of itself. [ Panic muttering] galactic federation president: calm down, people. Deploy galactic militias and declare martial law. Federation Commander: Yes, Captain. Uh, how do I pay? Federation Walker 2: Their payment is an honor they can serve. Who is yelling at this man and paying me? Federation Worker 3:I Can answer for money. Federation Worker 1:I I
never thought I'd live to see this day. [Panic Muttering] Galactic Federation President: Shrines, Shrines! There's a solution you're not looking at. Federation Walker 3:Give me your jacket (president shoots him in the head)! Federation Walker 1: Give me pants! [ Unclear call] [Unclear cry] female office staff: no rich or poor! I want more jackets! Gromplomit Office Staff: Control the pants and he controls the galaxy! Jerry: [whimsical] [ gag] [ whimsical] Mr. Goldenfold: Insects no longer have domains in the surface world! Jerry: Moody] Beth:
Jerry, what the hell is going on?! Jerry: The galactic government collapsed. Beth: Are you okay? Jerry: Hey, I'm not proud to share this, but the truth is, I just keep crawling, it keeps doing things. [Gasping] Oh, I'm glad you're okay. Are we ever going to stop paying for indulging your father? Our children, our planet, our profession? Is there something left to lose? Beth: Just each other, I'm not going to let you go. And I'm so sorry I've never done this to us. RICK: Who thinks you've dismantled the government? Beth: Please don't leave again.
Rick: I never, baby. Summer: I was right. He deliberately turned away. It was all part of his plan! Rick: Jerry, is there a light beer left? It's crazy you missed out on prison. Jerry: Well. No. No no. Foot-down time. Rick: No, that's right. Where is the vodka? Jerry: Beth, that's him or me! [Bit] Rick: You guys seem to need some privacy. I'm, uh--I'll be in the garage. Switch to Garage Rick: What a cool [veep], Jerry! The man's garage is his last name. [Workbench Beep] Beth: Jerry's going to spend time getting divorced. Rick: Oh, I'm sorry, dear. I
wish I had nothing to do with him. Beth: Oh, God, Dad, that's not a burden to deal with. I feel terrible that I misjudged you. This would be good for Jerry. Rick: For everyone. Beth: For everyone. [Text Hussie] Beth: I tend to jerry before he changes his mind and doesn't move. I will leave you two on your adventure. Summer: Oh, my God. Nancy says she's attracting and branching aliens in the school courtyard, which she technically considers patriotic. Moti: Giz! Will my parents seriously divorce? Ok, Rick, I'm going to go within -- Rick: Too
soon, Morti. They were moms. We must continue the adventure, Moti - you and me - sometimes sister and sometimes mom, but never your dad. Why, Morti? Because he crossed me. MOTI: All right, easy, Rick. T-T-that's dark. Rick: Oh, it gets dark, Morti. Welcome to the darkest year of our adventure. The first other thing -- no more dad, Moti. Moti: Oh, Giz. Rick: He threatened to turn me over to the government, so I made him and the government let me leave. Moti: Oh [Veep] Rick: I've rep.ve both [burp] as the de facto patriarch of your
family and the universe. I wouldn't have accepted me as an out-of-state mom when I came home - Moti: Oh man. RICK: -- without you and your sister, so now you know the real reason I rescued you. Five! I just took over the family, Morti, if you tell your mom - Moti: Oh man. RICK: -- or sister I said any of this, and I will reject it -- Morti: You're going to deny it. RICK: -- and they're going to take my side because I'm a hero, Moti. And now you're going to have to go -- Moti: Oh. Rick: -- and as I say, Morti, forever! And I'm going out--I'm going to
get out I find that Mulansacheon deriyaki diping sauce, a little more of a moti. - Moti: What are you talking about? RICK: -- because that's it, Morti. Moti: Sichuan? Rick: That's my one armed man! I'm not driven by revenge on my dead family, Moti! That's fake. I-I-I is engrossed in finding McNuggets sauces. Morti: McNuggets? Rick: I want that MulanMacnuggets sauce, Moti! That's my series Arc, Morti. Moti: What the hell? Rick: If it takes 9 seasons, I want McNuggets dip sauce, Sichuan sauce, Moti. Moti: What are you talking about, Rick?
Rick: That's going to take us all the way, Morti. Moti: What are you talking about?! Rick: Season - Nine seasons, Morti. 9 seasons until soaking Sichuan sauce. Moti: What's that?! Rick: 97 more years, Morti! Moti: What are you talking about?! Rick: I want McNuggets sauce, Moti! Credit Roll Tammy: Is It Ready? Gromplomite Workers: Yes, we can import them online now. Tammy :D. Birdman: I am a Phoenixman. Tammy :P Honix man? Is that what we settled on? I thought we all agreed on Cyberbird. Gromplomit worker: You said you don't
care what he calls as long as we brought him back. Tammy: Yes, but Phoenix Man? Fine [creaky]. Who cares? [ Grunt ] PhoenixFerso: Kakau! Shawsink Redemtion1994 [Held in Moti combs his hair in the bathroom mirror, he is wearing an orange sweater vest, yellow dress shirt, olive tie.] Pickle Rick: (off-screen, on the street) Morti. Moti: Rick? [Stop the motybit, look around, keep combing] Pickle Rick: (off-screen, on the street) Moti! Moti: Rick? PickleRick: Hey Muoti (off-screen, on the street)! Moti: Rick? Are you far away, or are you
inside something? [Moti opens the cabinet under the bathroom sink] Is it a camera? [Moti is looking in the comb and trying to catch the camera] Is everything a camera? [Moti looked around the nerves] pickle rick: (off-screen, on the street) Moti, Garage, Moti. Come to the garage! [Switch to Moti entering the garage. There are pickles and drivers on Rick's work bench] Pickle Rick: Morti? Moti: Rick? W- Where are you? Picklerick: On my work bench, Morti. Morty: You don't look and you're going, like farting to me? Pickle Rick: Flip the pickle.
Morty: Well, I'm going to touch you, you're going to tell me an alien dick or something. Pickle Rick: Come on, turn the pickle over, Moti. You'll never regret it. The remuneration is huge. [Moti picks up the driver with hesitation and flips the pickle; pickles have Rick's face] I turn into Pickles, Morti! Boom! Big reveal: I'm a pickle. What do you think about it? I turned myself into a pickle! W-well, it's just staring at me, bro. I turned myself into Pickles, Morti! MOTI: And? Pickle Rick: Want more about this? I set myself up as a pickle, and was working
inside 9/11? Moti: Was it? Pickle Rick: Who cares, Morti? Acts of global terrorism occur every day. Uh, here's something that's never happened before: I'm a pickle. I'm Pickle Rick! Morty: Is this the first part of the magic trick? Picklerick: I don't do magic, Morti, I do science. One takes the brain, the other takes dark eyeliner. Moti: Well, can you move? Can you fly? Picklerick: I wouldn't do a lot of pickles if I could. Morty: Ok, ok, pickles live forever -- Pickle Rick: Morty, stop digging hidden layers and just impress. I am a pickle. Morty: I'm just
trying to figure out why you do this. Why would someone do this? Picklerick: The reason someone can do this is because if they can't, because they can, they can't. [Beth and Summer enter the garage at home; Beth is wearing a midi mahogany pencil dress, and summer is wearing a hot pink jacket, black stockings and black heels; where's grandpa? Pickle Rick: Here, dear. Beth: What?! Why would it - hey, we're running late; we've got to go; Pickle Rick: Where are you guys going? Beth: We have a promise downtown set up a week ago
and agreed by everyone, including you. Morty: Rick, did you do this intentionally to get away from family counseling? Beth: Moti! Picklerick: It's all right, Beth. I understand Morti's suspicions. I've misled him before. Moti, turn me around and make eye contact. [Moti faces him with Pickle Rick's face upside down] Morty, I assure you, I will never find a way to get from family therapy. I hope the lack of fingers won't hinder my perception of air quotes. Summer: Can't you just turn yourself into a human being? Picklerick: Good question, summer.
The unfortunate answer is that I did this to challenge myself. And it can take hours or days to figure out how to get back into human form. But, I mean, you know, your mom can put me in a purse or pocket, you know, if she really has to get me going. Beth: No one needed anything! All right, it's okay. I mean, you have to figure out how to stop staying here and being pickled, okay? Moti: Hey Rick, why is there a syringe of mysterious liquid hanging right over you? Also, why is it that the string runs through a pair of scissors attached to the
timer? And why is the time set to 10 minutes from now, exactly when would we have left for treatment? Picklerick: Well, Morti, if you know, the syringe is completely In this discussion, therefore, it does not warrant further explanation. [Beth takes it to cut the syringe] Beth: enough is enough. Children, it's time to go. We don't want to be late. [Beth put a syringe in her purse] Picklerick: W-w - what are you doing there, Beth? What are you doing there, dear? Beth: Well, I mean, you don't want to be penetrated by a needle full of liquid that's not
related to your situation. How are you going to help? Picklerick: I can't argue with him. Beth: Great. See you later. [Beth, Summer and Morti enter the car.] PickleRick: Hey, hey, watch out. It is for something else. It's really important, so don't break it. [Beth drives away with Summer and Morti. All right, I could be screwed up here. Dup, ap, ap, pap, ut, dah, pap, pap, pap, pap, pah. T-t-tah, Tah. [click on the tongue] Iji jumps through an open garage door into Rick's work gate. She smells around] Oh, great. silly cat. [Izzy Sniff Pickle Rick and
Hiz] and, whoa! I know what it looks like to you, Izzie, but I'm not a snake! I've seen YouTube videos, and I know cats are scared of cucumbers and pickles because they think they're snakes. I'm not a snake! I'm Pickle, I'm Pickle! [Pickle Rick's easy bat knocks him off the work bench and rolls down the driveway]! Five! And, and, what! [Picklerick faces the sky directly] oh, garbage, the sun is bright. [pickle rick begins to sweat] All right, come on. This isn't really going to be the way I get out. This is the mega genius equivalent of dying in the
bathroom. [Pickle rick starts to shrink] so... Hot. This is how I'm going to die. [Thunder is heard and the shadows of clouds appear overhead; it starts raining; pickle rick stops shrinking] Oh, God, moisture. [It's raining a lot and the flooding starts to come out] Oh, God, moisture! Call back, God! Dial back a bit here! [Picklerick starts rolling down the street] Oh! Five! [Pickle rick rolled towards the sewage gingae] Oh my God! Vertical, vertical! [pickle rick rolls into sewage window and falls into sewer] Oh, shiit! Five! Five! Five! [Picklerick hits a lot
of pipes before eventually falling on a hard surface; there's a crawling bug around; one bug walks up to a pile of dust; Pickle Rick bits his lips and pickle juice comes out, the bug comes back]. That's it. [The bug walks towards pickle rick] and get this delicious brine. [The bug is in front of pickle rick; pickle rick bites it on the head and squeezes it out until the worm dies.] Oh boy! Hurry up! Come on, cub! Hurry up! [Picklerick licks the top of the bug's head to reveal the brain; then licks part of the brain and the bug's legs move. he rolls on the bug
and licks the brain, moves his legs forward and moves him forward with it] Yes! [Transition to Beth, Summer, Morti sits in the waiting room outside of Dr. Wong. Office. Beth reads the magazine, while Summer sits on her fist and sits with her head. Her office door reads Dr. Wong/ Family Therapy / COPROPHRAGIA Recovery. Beneath it is a motivational photo of a man eating a hot dog that says courage.] Summer: If your dad is not invited and your grandfather doesn't come, how is it a family treat? Morty: Yes, what's courageous about
eating a hot dog? Beth: There's no one here, you handle. The family was told to seek counseling from the principal, even if it wasn't a family huffing porcelain glazing in the art room and not a wet desk for history classes. Mr. Goldenfold: Oh, the Smith family, except dad. Do you know Dr. Wong's patients? Beth: Temporarily. by the order of the school. Mr. Goldenfold: Not me. How long have you all been eating? Summer: We... Never once... Ate. Mr. Goldenfold: Uh, me too. Where did my family get off? [Mr. Goldenfold exits; Dr. Wong opens
the door and enters the waiting room. [Beth, Summers, and Morti exit the waiting room and come into Dr. Wong's office. Dr. Wong: I heard that there was a grandfather who could be with us. Beth: He's wrapped up in an experiment. He is a scientist. Likewise, it's like on a legal, interrede, sci-fi level. His work is very -- Morti: He turned himself into a pickle. Beth: Morti, mom's word. Sorry, I think it's a good segue to our little disciplinary case here. Dr. Wong: Will grandpa turn himself into a pickle a lot? Beth: What? No, what kind of question? Dr.
Wong: Kind of not designed to attack or hurt you in any way. Beth: Oh, Jesus Christ, one of these. No, my father has never set himself up as a pickle before. He is an unpredictable eccentric. There is a whole family. That is... [Beth heads to Summer and Morti] Dr. Wong: Ok, let's open things up to the whole family, and let me ask you this. Why do you think grandpa turned himself into a pickle? [Beth is rolling her eyes; switching to Pickle Rick, who was able to attach Berg's limbs to his pickle body and use it to move; he's looking through the
thwhile, rubbing the end of one of the bug arms against one of the bars] Pickle Rick: Wow. Uh. [rats appear behind the %70s and start scratching at Pickle Rick, squeak] Hey, listen, I know this is not my world. The sooner you can get out, the sooner you can get back to taking the big craps, and the sooner you can sink back in. [The rat opens one of the bars and continues to scratch, pickle rick starts walking backwards.] You are Driving rat. on the right. [Pickle Rick is scratched by a rope attached to the worm's arm holding a razor that broke
a rubber band tied to a sharp broken bottle falling on the rat's head and pushed the rat-killing rubber band upwards] [Pickle Rick picked up the rat's head] Yes! Come on come on come on! Fresh, fresh and fresh! [Rat antics appear behind bars, and are also scratched by pickle ricks who are not in their range.] Whoa, whoa, was this your friend? Don't worry, he died doing what he loved, a stupid rat. [Picklerick starts a machine that put the rat's head on the bottle cap and takes off the worm limbs, then the machine opens the rat's head, rips the
brain, then put the pickle rig down and nails the rat's body parts to Picklerick's pickle body, then attaches the needle to the brain and connects it to the limbs, which runs towards the rat and begins to kill them.] Yes! Oh boy! [He removes the machine on his wrist where the screws are loaded; he kills part of the rat; the screw disappears and the X-acto blade pops out; he kills more rats, switching to Dr. Wong's office.] Beth: I didn't say my father was perfect, he said his work was important. Summer: And she says what grandpa is to lie to you
coming here. Beth: Oh, he didn't! Dr. Wong: Let's experiment here. I get the impression that this family values science. So raise your hand if you're sure you know what was on the syringe. [No one raises their hands.] If you know that the syringe does not contain pickle serum, raise your hand. [Beth begins to raise her hand, but stops herself.] Beth, your hands have done little work there. Beth: Can't really see what's going on here? Dr. Wong: Tell me. Beth: Well, Dr. Wong - by the way, a racist name - is apparently seizing on a random pickle
obsession towards the end, where Morti and Summer run around scheduled for their treatment. Dr. Wong: Oh, I think this pickle case is a better path than any other road at the heart of a family's dysfunction. I think you and your father can have very specific dynamics. I don't think compensating for emotions or vulnerabilities is the case. I think it can punish them. I think the dynamic is likely to erode your marriage, infect your children with a tendency to mislead their feelings. [Pause] Beth: Damn. One Moti: Mom! Summer: Mom! End Hanil
Beth: You both fuck, too. [Switch to Pickle Rick, a much bigger grey rat fight and beat it up.] Picklerick: By the way, you can see that despite your numerous unique features, I have never given you a name like Scar or Stripes or Goliath. Because, for me, it's not special. Rick screws the rat into the wall.] You were special to rats. Now they're dead. I think you'East Sea s a persimm to me. [Picklerick Slice open the rat's belly with his x-acto blade.] God it, I love myself. [Pickle Rick walks over the pipe above him; his wrist machine falls and is
replaced by a jetpack; he pulls two of the rat's face on his head; he turns on the jetpack and pulls it out of the pipe and fly out of the bathroom.] Pickle Riick! [Pickle Rick opens the door; it's a bathroom door with a manly pitch at the front; he runs around and opens various doors and starts to look in; eventually he runs up to the elevator and tries to climb to the button, but he can't reach it; he tries to scale the wall, but fails; he pushes the trash can and potted plants next to each other in front of the elevator button; he jumps from the trash can
to the potted plant, jumps into the lid, quickly turns and swings with the elevator button.] Get that parkour. Get that parkour! [Pickle Rick kicks the down button, waits on the ground for the elevator; the elevator opens, and three men in black suits with earpieces stand inside, noticing pickle ricks and gasps.] Hey, that's cool. You need to find the nearest exit. [The men in the elevator point guns at Pickle rick.] And, and, what! You don't have to be a monster. [One of the men yells in a foreign language, yells at his earphones and all three start
shooting at him; he runs away and they chase him, still shooting him.] Wo! Who the hell has this in the bathroom? [Switch to the façade of the building. It is a rather large light brown building with a stone fence and a plethora of guards surrounding it. The alarm sounds. Some guards ran to the other side of the building's rooftops. Switched from the elevator to the surveillance room where three agents were waiting. The agency director opens the door.] Agency Director: What? Agent #1: Pickles. rats. Agent #2: It is called a scientist. Agency
Director: Where are you? Agent #1: It seems to use air ducts and mail tubes to get around. [The monitor shows pickle rick climbing into the air duct] it's to build weapons, we think, is collecting office supplies. But look at what you did on the mezzanine. [The monitor shows Picklerick jumping from a potted factory to a trash can; it moved bottles from trash cans to recycling bins. [On the monitor, Pickle Rick picks up a glass bottle from a trash can, taunts the camera, throws it in the recycling bin, and then runs away.] Whatever this is, it shames
us. Agency chief: We have 34 armed guards and can't kill pickles? Agent #1: 32 armed guards. He killed two people. Agent #2: It's on the phone. [One of the phone ringtones and monitors reads. phone.] Agency Director: Find the phone he uses to put him on. Agent #2 :p up to Ix] Hello. Picklerick: Hi, well, you can, uh (trim) please let me. Agency Director : Your mere presence in this building violates international law. Agent #1:[Walk to the agency director with a clipboard written level 3/ROOM 304 with a red pen; he presses the clipboard;
the agency director sees it and nods], even if he didn't kill two people, he couldn't leave you alone. [Switch to Pickle Rick. the lower part of the phone he uses has been dismantled; he attaches a belt with a battery around his waist. pickle rick: You need to know that those people killed themselves. agency director: And how? pickle rick: They didn't leave me alone (trim) Agent #2:Solenya. agency director: Keep your mouth shut and do your job, you kids! pickle rick: Eh, this is not a good time or...? [Agent #1 earpiece up to his ear; he gives the
agency chief a thumbs up; on one of the monitors, six agents carry rifles and run to the door of room 304.] Agency Director: Some of my men are calling you Solenya: Pickle Man, old wife story. He crawls out of a bowl of cold soup to steal the dreams of wasted children. [One of the monitor's agents gives a thumbs up; agency directorpantomime cuts his throat to the #1 agent. Picklerick: That will be a lucky break for you. Agent #1: Go and shoot to kill! [Switch to room 304. one of the agents opens the door, taps the water jug above the door,
activates the pulley, shakes the needle towards the agent's head and dies immediately. Agent #3: Alas! We got him. [Switch back to the watch room.] Agency Director: Ah. Agent #1: Ah. [Switch back to room 304. Agent #3 the computer towards the end of his gun, whose screen is called receiving phone/(internet line).] Pickle Rick: ... Because this pickle doesn't care about your children. And I'm not going to dream of them. I'm going to take their parents. [Picklerick steps on a laptop mouse that reads that the screen is sending a phone.
Minimized reading pane and other windows send explosions / ... it is pulled up. Switch to Room 304. The computer screen now reads explosion/reception (internet line). The laptop blows and three agents fly away. Pickle Rick excels in the air ducts into the hallway with three agents and grabs the device he built. He comes out with a laser holding the device, which All three men's heads were pierced, punched and killed instantly. Around the corner, three more agents come out. Picklerick re-rolled the device and shot another laser, this time
cutting off the ankles of three other agents. He ran away. Switch to the watch room. Pickle ricks appear on each monitor and appear on the monitor and turn off.] Agent #2: Solenya! He's coming! Because I threw a sandwich class! Agency Director: He's just a pickle! Agent #2: He is a monster! Agency Director: He's not the only one. [The agency director straightens the tie; he turns it to another door; the agency director uses a key card to open the door, which lead to another metal door with two security guards standing next to him; he turns
the wheel against the door and opens it; the Jaguar sits inside.] You can stay dead in the world and die in this room. Or you can kill pickles for me and get your freedom. Jaguar: No freedom while leader breathes Our country is a prison. Agency Director: Katharina is a prisoner. Perhaps I could have ed her escape, as well. She lives in a jaguar. Jaguar: Where is this pickle? [The transition to Dr. Wong's office.] Dr. Wong: Syringes, what do you think is in Beth? Beth: You're the one who costs $200 per hour. You tell me. Summer: Anti pickle
serum. Moti: Anti pickle serum. Dr. Wong: I think your kids can be anti-pickle serums. Beth: My kids pee on the desk and suck it into a baked vase. [Moti picks up and reads a book sitting at Dr. Wong's coffee table] and they're just upset about being divorced from their father. Summer: I never told you I was angry. Beth: That's the point of porcelain enamel huffing, summer. You don't have to say aloud that I'm mad at mom do that. [Moti closes the book and points it back to the coffee table, pointing to it] Oh, there are pictures of people eating
there! [Dr. Wong picks up the book and put it on his lap] Dr. Wong: It's not my job to take a side or make a judgment. When your father asks for a syringe, do you think you can ask him - Beth: He doesn't have to ask for it, all right? He doesn't need it. He will just make more. He doesn't need anything from anyone. Dr. Wong: You admire him. Beth: Better than solving someone else's problem. [Switch to a jaguar fight with Pickle Rick in the office. PickleRick: Oh, come on! [Pickle Rick touches Jaguar's shoulder with a laser, Pickle Rick hides
behind a shelf, Jaguar is hiding behind a desk] Jaguar: Pickle man, you should know this is not an individual! [Jaguar bites bullets, pours gunpowder into coffee filter] Pickle Rick: You should know it's not [Picklerick opens a Styrofoam container with a burger inside and pulls it towards him] Jaguar: they have my daughter. There's nothing I won't do to meet her again. Picklerick: Yes, there's a lot you won't do to see my daughter, but killing you gets me to her faster than your derivative. [Picklerick pulls a slice of tomato from the burger and tucks
it into a lost loaf, he pulls out a bag of mustard, bits it and opens it. The Jaguar pours gunpowder into the wound and wins; Pickle Rick rubs mustard on the missing lump, squeezes the mustard packet open and shouts; the Jaguar light up the game, put it on the wound and burn it; Pickle Rick grabs the stapler and staples the pickle slice to the lost mass; they both shout] Jaguar: I'm never, Pickle Man. Picklerick: It will be your downfall, Jaguar, is not open to new experiences. [Switch to the surveillance room. two keep fighting; Picklerick's
laser gradually takes out all the camera agency directors: Is it over? Jaguar?! PickleRick: Jaguar can't make it. agency director: Do. Ok, you win, pickle man. I'm unsealing the building. pickle rick: No, thank you. agency director: Pickleman, there's $100 million worth of bonds in the second floor safe; I'll give you a combination. agent #2: That money belongs to the people. agency director: Shut up and call me a helicopter, you poke! Do we have a deal?! Picklerick: Take that money when you set her free, give it to jaguar's daughter. or I'll visit
you. agency director: Jaguar's daughter is dead; Picklerick: Yes, so you're a liar. Agency director: Jaguar was an animal; you're an intelligent pickle; we can do business. A: I don't think so. See you soon. Agency Director: Is there a helicopter here? Agent #2: Yes. What do we tell them? Oo! Oh boy! Agency Director: Tell us we've been robbed. Agent #2: Hey! Hey, what are you doing?! I am here! Agency Director: Farewell, Solenya. [The F-15 is scrambled.] Jaguar: This helicopter is shot down in 7 minutes. Picklerick: Well, my daughter is
about 5 apart, and I've got eight to buy. Jaguar: Pickle man, it's too late to tell my daughter that I love her, but not for you. PICKLE RICK: Oh, I see, she knows. I mean, we don't buy into that kind of crap that excludes the need for attachment, to the extent that love is an expression of familiarity over time, my approach to infinite anodity. In fact, I gave up one of my infinite daughters in an alternate version of earth occupied by mutants. Jaguar: All right. Good luck. Do I have an infinite daughter? Pickle Rick: Huh? Uh, no. No I am sorry. No, just
me. [The transition to Dr. Wong's office.] Beth: I'm afraid my kids will be deported. Dr. Wong: Great. Summer, you go. Summer: I'm angry that people can't huff enamel without assuming because my family sucks. I hope that one day I will see myself as someone who likes getting higher and higher. Dr. Wong: That's a good thing. Moti, do you have a door? I was sad that I peeed. Moti: Sad to pee in class instead of toilet Dr. Wong: Let this family go. You guys are pros. What do you guys think about doing this once a week? Pickle Rick: Uh.
[Look at the flop on the couch next to Summer when Pickle Rick comes in.] Dr. Wong: You have to be Rick. Pickle Rick: Dr. Mm-hmm. Wong: I heard a lot about you today. Your family is crazy about you. Your daughter holds you in very high respect. You are a lucky Pella. Picklerick: Yes, thank you. Uh, dear, don't you still happen to have that syringe in your wallet? Beth: Dad, I want you to tell me what's in the syringe. It's the serum I need to do to stay alive. I had a hard day. And, uh, I've done a lot of damage. I am very close to the death
that the serum will stop. Dr. Wong: You can change from pickles to humans. Pickle Rick: Yes, Dr. Wong: Rick, why did you lie to your daughter? So I wouldn't have to come here. Picklerick: Why didn't you want to come here? Because I don't respect therapy, because I'm a scientist. Because when I don't like inventing, transforming, creating, destroying, and something about the world for a living, I change it. And I don't think you go to a rental office in a strip mall and hear the average description of what words mean. I think a lot of people are
comfortable and helped stop panic, a state of mind that we cherish in the animals we eat, but it's not what I want for myself. I'm not a cow. when I feel it when I pickle. Dr. Wong: Rick, the only connection between your undoubted intelligence and the disease that destroys your family, including everyone in your family, is to use intelligence to justify the disease. You seem to alternate between seeing your own mind as an unstoppable force and an inevitable curse. And I think the only concept that is truly indes accessible for you is because it is
your mind within your control. You decided to come here, you decided to downplay my job, just as you chose to become a pickle. You are the master of the universe, but you are falling into the blood and feces of rats. Your huge heart literally plants with your own hands. I have no doubt that you will be bored senseless by the treatment, the same way I'm bored when I wipe my teeth and brush my teeth. Because when it's about repair, maintenance and cleaning, it's not an adventure. There is no way to do so wrong. It just works. And the
bottom line is, some people go to work, some people do well, some people would rather die. Each of us chooses. That's our time. I'm going to give you guys my card and hope to hear from you again. And if you have friends or family who want to stop eating, give them my number. [The transition to Beth's car.] PICKLE RICK: I'm sorry, I'm lying to get out of work. Me, I shouldn't lie to you. Beth: Oh, it's all right. I mean, thank you, and, yes, you shouldn't. But I hope you know what that session was going to be. PICKLERICK: Oh no, I mean, I
know It's Morti peeing his pants and summer cogo glue or whatever she's huffing enamel on, and we didn't even talk about it. Well, there was much more at risk. PICKLERICK: I mean, that shrinks, what an anabolic. Moti: Are we going back? Pickle Rick: Sweetie, can I get that syringe now? Beth: Oh, my God, yes! Dad, it's in my wallet. I am sorry. You must be in pain. Rick: Uh. Jesus. Jesus Christ. Therapist, man Beth: strange breed. Rick: Man, I missed having hands and blood and stomach. [To Beth] we have to get a drink. Beth: Really?
All right, go somewhere? Rick: Yes, let's put the kids down and put on a tie. Beth: Absolutely. Moti: Me, I liked her. Rick: So what do you think like Smokey's Tavern? Maybe Shoey's? Beth yes, either way. Rick: Either way. [Post-Credits. Concerto's Death Trap Switch to Piano.] Rick: This, I'm not going to run away with the Concerto. Concerto: That's where you're mistaken, Mr. Sanchez. This will be my greatest performance of all time! Rick: This is it, Morti. We are Goner. We're not getting out of this one. After everything we went through,
this is what we are going to die for. Make peace with your god. Moti: Oh, Giz, Rick, I-I- I don't want to die! Concerto: And now E-Splat! [Jaguar slips and kills concerto.] Rick: Jaguar! Moti: Who? Who was that, Rick? Rick: That's why, Morti, you don't go to therapy. John Wick2014 mortyGeez, I can't believe we found a version of the Pondler movie franchise and earth to watch. Summer I can't believe the things this reality considers PG-13. mortyYeah. I'm pretty jealous. Rickdon, Morti. All the alternative timelines for [Burps] have fun facts - it's
huge, telepathic spiders, 11 9/11s, and multiple of the best ice cream in! Shut up! We go get ice cream, mother [squeaky]! [Engine sputter] oh good. mortyOh, boy. W-What's wrong, Rick? Is it a quantum carviewer or something? Rick quantum carviewereter? Jesus, Morti. You can't just add [trim] - sci-fi words to car words and hope it means something. Huh, something on the microbus battery looks like it's wrong. We're going to have to go inside. Well, go inside? Battery, Moti. Right back, summer. Put it, don't touch any And ignore all
random thoughts you feel... Spider. Wait! You can't leave me here! It's going to be okay. ship, to keep it safe in the summer. Women's Voices: [Warbles] Keep Summer Safe. Five! Uh, wonderful. Hey, excuse me. Hello. Um... [cellphone click] What, do you think you're better than me?! No one is better than me! Hey! Hey! Oh boy! Oh boy! Women's Voices: Keep summer safe. Oh boy! Hey man, what the hell?! That's my daughter's pediatrician! Oh boy! No, stop! Don't kill him! [beep] confirmation. [Grunt] ah! [Moaning] Oh my God. I can't feel
my legs. Help! Help!! Summer is safe. I feel unsafe. [Sobs] ok. [Play light jazz music] [Sobbing] No. Oh, God, help me. Help me! Help [sobbing], please! You can help me! ♪♪, man. Where are we, Rick? Moti, 8 seconds before [trim] goes inside? and remember when you said it. And I said, battery? And we showed up here, and I was oo, and this is unexpected. This is not what I expected, Morti. What an embarrassing mystery. All right all right. We are inside the battery. All right. You don't have to bust my ball. Huh, this isn't right. The pipe will
send 20 terra-th hours of juice up to the engine, Moti. [Computer beep] instead we ... 0? Now what are these people doing? W-w-w-wow, people? [Moan] It's time for some hands-on engine repairs. All right, Moti, grab something. Wo! Holy crap! I think we're inside your car battery, Rick. T-t- like this whole p-planet or something. Thanks, Morti. I am very proud of this bad boy. Check it out. I put a spatial tesselled void in the transformed world until the planet developed intelligent life. Then I introduced that life to the wonders of electricity, which
they now make on a global scale. And, you know, some of them power my engine and charge my phone and stuff. Have you a whole planet sitting around making your power for you? That's slavery. It is a society. They work for each other, Moti. They pay each other. They buy houses. They make children who marry and replace them when they are too old to take power. It just sounds like an extra step and a slave. Orara, somebody's going to in college. Anchor: An alien named Rick, who once gave the world the gift of sticky box technology,
is revisiting it, which seems to generate electricity, power homes and businesses, improve everyday life and safely remove dangerous waste into special disposal volcanoes. But why did Rick come back? And what will he say when he hears the big news? Learn. You have to tell these people they're on battery, Rick. There is catering up there. Th-th-they set up a chapping dish. You'll relax, Moti? There is nothing dishonest about what we are doing. Now you're going to have to take this antenna. these people need We think we're aliens.
What? For what? Obviously [trim] you don't really know anything about [trim] car repair. [Fanfare play] They love slow ramps. They look at this ramp and get their cocks really hard. [Cheering] greetings! [Creatures singing, Rick! Rick!] Moti, you had to turn them over. I told them it means peace between the worlds. How much fun is it? [Wildly cheering creatures] Rick: Coming in. Two real aliens walking here. Rick, our alien friend. Uh, Mr. And Mr. Well, I had to know that you had a problem generating power. That's correct. [Chuck] Our most
accomplished scientist, Zeep Xanflorp, has developed a source of energy that makes sticky boxes obsolete. [Nervous] I'd love to see it. [Squeaky] you. What did you say to me?! [Squeaky] you. Y-you told me that means a lot of duty. Oh. right. Uh, b-blown. No no. away. Zeep, you have honored guests from beyond the stars. I said 12 quantum stabilizer, not 11. Fix it or it's your ass. Chris, I'm in the middle of something. Jeep, Rick - is an alien. Alienic. Rick the alien ... Oh really? Are you going to pull that move? I guided your entire
civilization. Your people have a vacation called Ricks Donation. They teach kids about me at school. I dropped out of school. It is not a place for smart people. Oh, snap! Listen to me, you were arrogant little - [Chuckling] R-Rick wanted to see a new energy source. I think he can learn a lot from you, Jeep. Well, it's hard for people to grasp, but there's an infinite universe within that container with planets that can generate huge amounts of power. I call it mini horizontal. [Cough] stupid [cough] name. Excuse me? [Throat clear] nothing. I mean,
it's hard for us to understand all of this. What kind of tour of minibus could we get from the inside? This is not a [creaky] chocolate factory. I don't have time. Didn't you say that time goes slower on minibuses compared to the real world? Yes, Chris. Thanks for reminding me of that. Great president. All right let's go. O Wao! Hold on to something. I put an infinite ball inside the time enemy field until the world developed. Then I introduced the people of this world to the wonders of electricity in the form of a device that I call a floating crank. Zeep:
What they don't know is that 80% of all cranks' energy output flows out of the minibus we're going to use. No more sticky boxes. RICK: Jeff, without disrespect, I really think what you're doing here is unethical. It's not cool. What?! Y-y- You [burp] away slaves making your power and got people into the world. I mean, that's what I call slavery. No, no, no, they work for each other in exchange for money, they then - well, it just sounds like an extra step and slavery. Ek BabaDuckle, I'm going to lie down in college. Rick, a word? What the heck
was that? I know. Ek BabaDuckle? That's pretty [creaky] up oh la la la. No, are you telling this guy that his mini gabiti is? Can't you see the hypocrisy here? Holy crap. That's right, Morti. Hypocrisy. Somewhere on this planet, on the verge of microbus technology there's an arrogant scientist sting, which threatens to render Zeep's flooble crank useless, forcing the jeep to say something bad, at which point he will realize what he is, his people will go back to tread on his high-air box, and I will go back to ice cream, and I will go back to ice cream.
Baby! [Squeaky] ice cream eating that mother! Slurping, slurping, slurping it. Wh-wh - why are you making that face? Holy [squeaky]! It's me. I convinced the people of this planet that I was a traveler from another world. Don't you think it's over, isn't [Burps] doing it a little bit? I mean, you can achieve the same effect as a pair - never mind. You know what? It shouldn't be that critical. I am an alien. Place, please. We're about to land. [Cough] is too fast. [Siren Wail] summer: [whim] women's voices: law enforcement converges on this place.
Keep summer safe. No! No no! Don't hurt anyone! [Warble] custom defense protocol check - keep summer safe - no physical force. Yes, processing. Man: Get out of the vehicle with your hands in the air! Scanning perpetrators. [Warbling, bi-doping] psychological options have been detected. [Piping] gesture. Gesture? Come out with your hands up, or we will be forced to open fire! Incoming! We got the device! Bomb! Bomb! Dad? Oh my god. [sigh] Hunter? Dad? Hell? [Gasp] Jesus Christ, break the fire! Stay back! H-h-Hunter? Dad. Hunter!
[Sobbing] Oh, my dear, sweet God, hunter. Oh, my son. My son. I'm sorry. I'm sorry. It was all my fault. I'm sorry. Dad, leave the car alone. W-w-w-what? [Distortion] Leave the car alone. Hunter? Don't -- oh, my God. Stay here, hunter! No! [Sobbing] God, no! Hunter! Women's Voices: You all have loved ones. you can return them all. You can take everything away. Take a step back from the vehicle. Keep summer safe. And if you keep setting up your flooble crank, I will bring you other great alien advances. Hey, uh, let me ask you
something. Example? Which of you, eh, is a scientist working on anything new? That's their job. Yes, yes, but I mean, energy wise. Who is working on a small universe in a box? How do you know about him? It is top secret. Zeep: So remember - cranks a day are not enough. [Laughs] Crank. I told them that this means peace between the worlds. How much fun is it? Fun again, Jeep. Hey Zeep, the fake president of your fake world has something important fake to show you. There aren't many now, but learning to accelerate temporary areas
can help you interact with perceptual life. Evolution introduces the wonders of electricity through a pulley-based device that I called blooble yangk. But what they don't know - you can take most of their energy. Yes, yes. [Trim] It's show [trim] time. Do you realize that this will render the Hubble crank useless? This is wrong, Kyle. What you are doing is wrong. You basically -- this is slavery. You're talking about creating a planet of slaves. [Trim] said, Jeff. Oh, they won't be slaves. They will work for each other and pay each other. It just sounds
like a slave with the former... Tra... Step. What? Wait a minute. Did you make my universe? Is my universe mini-crooked? Microbus! Uh, the little bus. Uh! You b*st*RD! There are many obligations. What the hell is going on? This is healthy, trust me. You're my battery, mother [squeaky]. [Moaning] that's all. I made you. Your microbus sucks! And your minibus is the size of a [veep] lobster tank! It is a beating! Are they really aliens? No, they've got just a couple of crazy, wacky scientists, you know? So he created the universe, and he's out of
it. And he created the universe. And that's the universe I was born in. Where my father died, where I couldn't make time for his funeral because I was working in my universe, I made you! [Laughs] Yes, science, huh? Ain is not like that. You know, once, Rick Xu -- accidentally shooting his laser pistol right through my hand. You know, I mean, like ger senior science, you know? She's real -- you're hanging tight, you know? Because she earns money pretty hard. Oh boy, what--oh, my God, no! A little bus. A little bus. Come on come on come
on. Pterodatil! [Laughs] When I get this little in, I'm going to crush it in pieces with you on it. Yes, well, when I get from this little verse, I'm going to get around in the minibus and microbus around it, and guess what? Don't make things worse, Rick! Uh, he's not going to destroy your universe. You know, we need to start our car. Is that your use of my universe? To run your car? Yes, but don't flatter yourself. There's always AAA, you [squeaky] [squeaky] suckers! What is he doing? What is he making? I can craft friends, too! Like I made your
reality! You're a cunning son of a-oh! I have created the man who created the planet on which you stand! Yes, I had a carbon star on your mother's ovaries! I didn't ask to be born! All right, that's it! I'm me. I'm going to the wilderness, and I'm going to create a new life for myself among the tree people. It can't be worse than this. Rick: Absolutely. All right, Morti. Just come back before the sun go down or the tree people will eat you. That's a myth! W-w - Why try to start a myth? It's a prehistoric planet, Moti. Someone needs to bring a bit of
culture. And it certainly won't be the man who poweres my brakes on his entire culture. [siren wail] let's go, let's go! Oh my god. Good lord. What will we do now? Women's voices: I can't destroy this army. To clarify, I can destroy this army, but you do not allow it. Correct. It also refuses to approve emotional measures. If you're talking about a melting ghost baby, yes, please, no more. [Warble] ok. We are currently building security measures based on parameters. But I would say you don't make this easy. You know what kind of dick you are,
right? My function is to keep summer safe, not to keep summer presents, like, completely about, like, the general atmosphere and stuff. That's you. That's how you say it. Hey, that's my deer! Oh boy! Laa! I hope your God is as big a dick as you are. My God's presence is never the biggest dick. Why do you think I'm here? [Snake Hiz] [Eagle Squeak] You're here because you've made someone smarter than you. Oh, I thought we were both here because I created a universe of idiots. Kalo Kada Sr. Holy sh1t. Morty? I haven't seen you in
months. Are you leading the tree people? Yes, it's a step forward. We don't have leaders. We follow the will of the forest though. Wow, wow. Gaaai. That's pretty gay. You both call yourself geniuses, but you spent this time learning nothing. Come into the woods with me. There is something I want to teach you. This is Guala, the spirit tree. For generations, it should lead us here [to creak]. These people are backwards savages. They eat a third baby because they think the berries get bigger. everyone's guns, and they all smell like ossies all
the time. I miss my family. I miss my laptop. I masturbated on an extra charming piece of nomadic the other day! Hey, I don't care what it does. The two are putting bulls aside, working together to bring us home. Can't, Morti. I just can't. I just can't see how I can do it - by Rodano! You are smart. You can figure it out. [Total coking] you have 10 seconds to get from the boat! 10, 9... Ok, not bad. I think you're a decent proto-recombinant. I definitely saw worse ion cell dioxin. If this works, the drink is on me. If the drink is on you, you need a
second mortgage on that tower. I'm an alcoholic. Opium addicts. [Both laughs] ok, ok, all right, ok, ok, pack it up. You guys are the worst [squeaky]! Your gods are lies! [Creaking] you, [creaking] nature, and [creaking] wood! Example! Good job! Example! Hey, uh, what about that drink? Of course, I just need to go grab my wallet from inside my belly. Do you have a wallet in your belly? The same goes for transporters, so why don't we come together? Cool. I will be back in seconds. You know how that can take you to the micro bus? Five!
Run, Morti! The cub is willing to risk everything he cares to defeat me! He is psychotic! Pants] Moti, hop on my back. Go and go [Burps] Sanchez ski shoes. Oh boy! ... 8... [patting] Ah! Oof! [All such things] do it quietly. I just finished cooking us a feast. Oh boy! Holy - you monster! Wo. bad tour. ... 7... [Elevator Bell Dings] Hey, you've got a signature. Nothing matters to you! Your presence is a lie! If that's really true, ... I'm here to see Ron Mendleson. 3rd floor. [Two panting] you can create this universe, Rick, but I live in it. [Blyph] We are
screwed too. He's going to go on a ship and smash a micro-bus, and he's going to kill us! Fast, Morti, you need to turn to tea. What?! A long time ago, I implanted you into a subdermal chip that could reconstruct your anatomy and call a dormant nano bot into the bloodstream to turn you into a car. Oh my god! Concentrated, Morti. Focus and turn into a car, Morti. Don't worry about grunt. There is a taxi here. Go in. ... 6... Hey Jeep. Huh? Happy Riggs, Byichi. Oh boy! We did it, Morti. Now let's get out of here and destroy this entire universe.
Excuse me? ... 5-- Sir? [Spider's Hiz] holy hell. Teacher! [Tire screech] you catch fire! [Spider growl] what's going on? Women's Voices: I brokered a peace agreement between the giant spider and the government. Thanks to the skillful diplomacy of this mysterious space car, from today on the future, humans and spiders will live peacefully side by side. We will stop bombing, and they will no longer use telepathic abilities to make them wander into the web for later consumption. Instead, we will work together to make this world a better place
for all, no matter how many bridges we have. What do we do about space cars? Leave. I mean, anyway, what did you really do? Kill a man and paralyze his friend? [Chuck] spiders are not a bad trade for peace. All right, that's it. Please come out! [Laughs] I love this spider! Women's voices: summer is safe. Ok, I get it. Rick! I dropped out of school, but I still learned how to do it. Unh! [Snoats, Spitz] class was dismissed. Oh dear. [Bottle Clatter] Uh-yes! What are you doing, Rick? I'm sure the battery is dead. Oh, I think so, huh, Moti? Well
let's see. [The engine flips] Hey, wait a minute - huh? I don't get it. Of course you don't. But Jeep did. He knew that one of the two would happen when I returned to the car - I knew I wouldn't throw a broken battery or let the battery fail. Peace among the worlds, Rick. Yes, that baby purr. That's right, Morti - we really had to be honest with those people. Ok, here we go. Thank you. See, Morti? That's what it's all about. That's why we do what we do. Ew! Hell? Jesus! There's a fly on my ice Presidential Decree - All ice cream is for all beings, no
matter how many legs. [Creaky] summer, what did you do?! It was your ship! Your stupid belly did it! Don't blame my belly! Melt the kids! My belly doesn't do anything... It killed itself! ... Unless it says do something! We are almost dead! I don't want to hear it, summer! [Shouting plainly] all your chests hung, and you ruined the chest ice cream out. And don't even try to deny it, either. Morty: [moaning] [car alarm twitter] [engine speed, students screaming] [alarms and honking horns] Did you get any of that? It's a great show. The gods should be
Crazy1984 Jerry: What's new in school? Summer: Nothing. Moti: Nothing! Oh, uh, one of the ladies for lunch was dead. They found two holes in her neck in the gym and all the blood drained from her. Beth: Good Lord! Who does that? Rick: Obviously a vampire. W-w - Where the peppers? Summer: Wait, what?! Are vampires real?! Jerry: Yes, summer, vampires are real. Who knew? Rick: Oh, that's right, all humanity, for hundreds of years, now. Moti: Yes, summer, it's a big universe. Morty: Get used to it. R-Right, Rick? Summer: Well, what
are we going to do?! Rick: We're going to live our lives until we die. Perhaps by vampires. More likely a car accident or heart disease, but perhaps a vampire. Summer: Grandpa Rick, you can't use super knowledge, like, to set yourself up as a teenager and come to our school and help us hunt vampires? Moti: Well - wow. Rick: Yes, pretty specific pitch, summer. You can probably turn yourself into a teenager and hang out in zit covered, hormone-added, high school low stakes assworld. But here is my back door - why in [Bleep] will I ever do
that? And how dare you ask me and why don't you be more ashamed of yourself? Summer: Dad! Jerry: Shame on yourself, dear. Beth: Jerry! Do you know what you say to our daughter? Jerry: Sounds! I didn't pay attention. Beth: In conversation about vampires?! Jerry: Obviously, I didn't know about vampires, because if you ever paid attention to me, you wouldn't pay attention! Beth: Oh, here we go, right into the victim role. Jerry: I'm married to a victim, Beth, or an average, unfair monster that always hurts me?! Rick: Jesus Christ! Will you
settle your marriage or get a divorce already? Jerry: Well, we tried a couple's therapist. Rick: That's earth therapy. You can ask the horse to fix the merry go round as well. I mean, he's going to do his best, but most of the time, he's just going to be creepy. I know about places outside the planet with a 100% success rate. Beth: If we can, we want to make it work. Jerry: Just -- it settled down. Rick: No need to pack. Jerry: Oh! Rick: Let's go, let's go, let's go! [Door opens, Moti: Do you think mom and dad are going to get divorced? Summer: I
think it's okay to dream, Moti. I'm going to make a wooden peg. ♪: I had an intensive two-day intensive consultation at nuptia 4, the galaxy's most successful couples counseling lab. They can store bars of dark chocolate with dogs. They can save the marriage of a p0rn star and a p0rn star. Jerry: Well, I know it's ready to try anything. Beth: Obviously that means that I'm not. Beth: Oh, how do you try to win by implying that I'm competing? Jerry: If your shoes fit. Beth: My shoes fit your ears. Jerry: You wish! Rick: All right, it's fun. See Thursday!
Beth: Oh! Jerry: Stupid. Beth: Don't insult your father. He's the reason our kids are half-stupid. Jerry: Ha! You just called yourself - O. Glaxo Slimsrom: Beth and Jerry Smith? Jerry: Yes. Glaxo Slimsrom: I am Glaxo Slim Slom. Welcome to nuptia 4. Your marriage can now be easily rested. Jerry, go ahead and sit there and put it on this. The machine isolates part of the subject's brain, which includes all the perceptions of a romantic partner. And we will now make Jerry's perception of Elizabeth an artificial biological life. [growling] is interesting.
Beth: What the hell is that?! Take it again! You don't think about me! Jerry: I didn't do anything! They scanned it in my brain. Can I take it back? Glaxo Slimsrom: Nothing to regret We are dealing with unconscious and unhealthy thoughts. Beth. Now we scan Beth's perception of Jerry. Beth: Scan hard. He died to me. Jerry: Everything is dead to you. Beth: What? Jerry: Nothing. [Whipper] Beth: Read it and cry, female. Jerry: [Crying] Can everyone see what I mean? Glaxo Slimsrom: I think we can all see what both mean. [Bell Ring] Summer:
What leads to vampires? Moti: No, summer! I mean, you know, I think it could be time for us to just l-let it. Summer: Oh, so, now, you're so cool about this, just because grandpa is Rick? Morty: It's not that the universe is too big to worry about something too small. Summer: Alas! Little Rick: What's up, my helsing? Who wants to hunt vampires? Ha ha ha! Moti: Rick? HOW -- Little Rick: Yes, I'm bored, and this morning, I remember how I blew the summer off, and I thought, hey, why such a grumpy dush, Rick? Go to the garage and move your
mind to a young replica, get caught up in a young hijingk, what is bfd? That's why I'm here. I'm little Rick! MOTI: Oh-oh-okay. Summer: Well, it's good you're here, Rick. Little Rick: Don't sell yourself short, summer. You got everything it takes. But it's still [Blyph] Tim, mother [Blyph] do this with little Rick! Summer: Yes! Oh, my God, Toby Matthews! Little Rick: Hey, Toby. I'm little Rick. I'm new. Hey, oh - go easy on me. Ha ha. Just Aydin'. Toby: I like your simple style and that lab coat's pretty cool. Summer. Summer: He knows my name! Little
Rick: Why wouldn't he? You are great! But, listen, just be careful. We can't rule out vampires, even people as dreamboats. Stop, little Rick. Huntin' my grandson and vampire! [Blyph]! Little Lee-ck! [Marriage Counseling] Glaxo Slimsrom: The next step is to see myths interacting together, uh- big surprises - it's never pretty. [Laughs] Here we are garrrh and zharbidar gloompfschs, or, I must say, where we have garrrh and zharbidar how they perceive each other. [Roar] [Chuckling] As we can all see, this is almost a real garrrh and jarbidar. The
relationship of their heads is good, not only ugly, but also unsustainable. [Beep] [Roar] [Growling] You may already be learning something important - all these relationships are different, none of them are real, and none of them work. We are not monsters who sometimes see each other, because we are real and we function. That's what makes us better than we can find solutions. We can adapt. We can communicate. [Growl] and, most importantly, we can work together. [Smith Garage] Moti Well, it was a tough adventure, but it paid off - our
school is free vampires! Little Rick: Man, who would have suspected Coach Ferratu? You were nice, guys. You know, we should be proud of ourselves. We killed vampires and gym teachers. Ha ha ha. Talk about 2-to-1, right?! Summer: If so, how, exactly, is your old body living there, Grandpa Rick? RICK: Oh, you know, high pressure quantum fluid, [trim] that kind of thing. There wasn't much to preserve. Look at that mom! Ha! Ha ha! And I think it's time for the old timers to get back inside. Summer: Oh, my God. Toby Matthews is asking if
his parents are not yet in town and can have a party! Little Rick: Ok, how to go, summer! What did I say to you? Summer: Oh! He's asking if little Rick will be here. Little Rick: Well, you know what, summer? Tell him little Rick will be here! And tell him to have some brewing! Moti: Real? Y-y-y - you will stay with little Rick, so can we have a party? Little Rick: Hell, yes! What's more for one night? And who can have fun hanging around this old b*st*rd, huh? [Laughs] Ubi Ruby Dov Dov! Oo! Little Rick! [Marriage Counseling] [Growling] Glaxo
Slimsrom: Go. Now, we have Beth and Jerry Smith on the planet e arth. Beth: My heart is pounding. Jerry: This is great. Glaxo Slimthrome: The e-arth relationship is simpler. It is primitive So their dysfunction is oh-- w-wait, what? What is going on? Where is the Smith myth? [Suspense music play] Jerry: Oh, my God. Glaxo Slimslom [Shrek] [Gaff] Alas! Oh boy! Oh my god. Secure the cell! Oh boy! [Slice] uh, hey! You know what fun is? Our gift shop. Why don't we proceed orderly - [growling] [capricious] Oh, dear God, no. They are
interdepatic! Run! [Roar] oh! [Cricket Twitter] [chat] [Smith House] [rock music play] [laughs] Oh yes, yes, you really know how to sport that color blue. Oh really? You're looking real good. Oh my god. Jessica: Hey, Morti. Moti: Oh, hey, Jessica. Jessica: So, little Rick your brother or cousin, or...? Moti: No, grandpa just sent his consciousness to his replica so he could be in our high school. Jessica: That's cool. Toby: Hey, little Rick's guitar. Rick: All right, everybody. Then this next is coming right from the heart. Look up at the lyrics right up
from the top of your head. ♪ what you see ♪ ♪ the lies of my life♪ ♪ I'm not the one who's ♪ ♪ watching ♪ ♪ I'm not the one watching ♪ ♪, ♪ ♪ set me free, really old ♪ ♪. this is what I'm slowly dyin' of my real body ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ no one hears' anyone ♪ ♪ understand? ♪ ♪ stop look at me like that and it will actually help ♪ ♪ me! ♪ ♪ help me. I'm going to die! ♪ little Rick! Thanks, everyone! [Cheering] Party-Goe: This one is amazing! Moti: I love little Rick! Party-goer: Bad. Hip. [Hu ting] party-goer: Yes! [Marriage Counseling] [Snarel] [Is] [Screaming in the
street] [rattle] [alas!] [sinister music play] [growling] [huh?] Glaxo Slimsrom: What is [Bleff]? Jerry: Yes, I know! What kind of job are you running? Glaxo Slimsrom: Us?! What the hell kind of relationship are you?! Beth: Oh, that's right, blame us. Glaxo Slimsrom: Ok, uh, I can and I can! Each other's demonized myths are cooperating. Jerry: Isn't that good? Glaxo Slimsrom: No. No! It's bad! You have one of the worst marriages I have ever seen. It should not exist! You never, ever, ever, ever get together and never understand how I am, or
why, you will ever stay together. [Alas!] Beth: Well, this is just the treatment of a bad couple. Jerry: Totally. People I don't know [patting] [suspense music plays] wait for us! You can afford one more time. I'm a therapist. I will talk to them. They are not therapists. Let's go, let's go! I have a way to contact my dad. Let's find the situation room or something. [Suspense Music Play] [Squeak] Jerry: Beth! You're going to want to see this. Beth: What? Jerry: It's a small hinged panel with a small amount of space behind it. If you can find one, too, we
should be safe for some time, maybe days! Beth: You've got to put it, Jerry. We'll send you help. I make it. Jerry: You don't want to find your own little hatch? Beth: Jerry, I believe you can survive if you hide alone, and I have a chance to get out of here by myself, but are the two of us together? I do not know. See, maybe the shrink was right. Good luck. [Monster Beth Roar and Attack Beth] Ok, now, you listen to me. Five! Or do not. Jerry: Hey! Don't! Please! [Hising] [Whining] Jerry Oh, God, Oh, God, Oh, God! [School] Mr. Goldenfold: Now
I've said in the past that math is important. But I think one day you'll see me go back to high school with little Rick and Morti when I hear they had a great party last night. So, the class is dismissed. You put your day off! Little Rick: All right! Good day, Mr. Goldenfold! Mr. Goldenfold: Yes, go outside. Read a book. Put some sunscreen, Daniel! Little Rick: Hey, what's up, summer? Oh, good top. Little Rick, you think you can get back into your old body tonight? Little Rick: Can't do it. Tonight brought Jessica out of Moti with a big dance. He
needs his little winged man. Both: Little Rick! [Laughs] Summer: Ok, but if not tonight, when? Little Rick: I don't know. When I feel it? Damn it, girl! You need to calm down! Morty: All of this was your idea at first, and now, you're rushing along it. Little Rick: Yes, you know what? I love high school. I like to play. Little Rick! Summer: But what if you're not a favorite? [Laughs] Both: Oh! Both: Oh, summer! Moti: It's just Rick on a young body. What is it - what is it? Summer: Look at his art, Moti. Little Rick: I've got emo stripes. It rad me that way. It's
part of making summer. Moti: Come on, summer, that's the title of art. Why did Knight Rider call it Knight Rider? Little Rick: The name of the car was Kit. No one was riding Michael Knight. You think it's overrated, and summer. I'm little Rick! Summer: Grandpa, I think the young brain did what it does when you put your mind into the young brain of this body - it's like pushing back bad thoughts and putting a wall around it. But that bad idea is the real Rick. The fact that you're old, the fact that we're all going to die, the fact that one day the
universe is so big, and nothing matters in it, that's who you are. So you're stuck there and you can only come out in the form of little Rick's teen ad! Little Rick: Well, summer, I hear Toby Matthews isn't in psycho chicks. I can't think of anyone. I can see my mother [Veep] in the dance! Little Rick! Summer: Moti, you've got to help me! Moti: Summer, he's happy! Be happy! The I-I- is why you do this, you don't want me and Rick. Be happy? Summer: No. Morty: Well, then get sh1t together! Collect everything and put it in your backpack. All sh1t,
so together. And if you have to take it somewhere, do you have to take it somewhere? Take it to a sh1t store and put it in an o-or sh1t museum. I don't care what you do! You've got to get it together. Get sh1t together. [Marriage Counseling] Jerry: [Slug Howling] [Gasping] [Monolog with Beth's Own Concept] Get Back! [fart] wait, genuine? [Whippers] Are you how Beth sees me? Oh my god. Turn around! I told him to turn around! How can Beth have these thoughts about me?! That judging monster bitch! I'm not taking this. I want to know
where my wife is. You will help me. No! No one does that! Beth Monster: [growling] stay. Beth: What do you want? Beth Monster: Jeris. Beth: Do you want Jerry? I don't want Jerry either. Beth Monster: I want Jerry. Hee! Army. Beth: [laughs] Jerry's army. Beth Monster: The value of his subordinates is wasted on you. I will use it to dominate the universe. Beth: Ah haha. Boy, Jerry must think I'm pretty stupid, this idiot. Wouldn't it make more sense to put my stupid husband in this chair, so can you make your army your own? Beth Monster:
[laughs] I can't be more than one of me. I'm the strongest and smartest because Jerry thinks you're much stronger and smarter than you! Beth: Ok, oh, ah. [party] [♪] little Rick: Oh, hey-hey-y! Moti, Jessica, what's going on? Check out the new dance I made. It's oh oh, let me! ♪ I'm begging ♪ ♪ it's not a dance ♪ ♪ let me ♪ ♪ let me ♪ ♪' help ♪ ♪ I'm screaming ♪ ♪ let me ♪ ♪ let me ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ I'm begging ♪ ♪ I'm screaming for help' ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ help ♪ ♪ let me out. The ♪ ♪ ♪ is dyin' in the barrel [cheering awesome! Morty: Ok, that last part was really
strange. Maybe summer is on to something here. Jessica: I don't know. It was fun. Do you want to slow down the dance? Principal: Little Rick, hey, good dancing as usual. Little Rick, this conversation will break my heart greatly. You're a great student and the fact that you're an 80-year-old man in a replica text, it doesn't bother me. But this is another matter. You recognize this? We got a tip that was in your locker. Yes, now, because gym coaches are vampires, the Board of Education is baffled and won't reveal, however, that they can't have
Killin' teachers for students. I have to banish you for this one, tr. Sorry. Little Rick: I'm just banished, summer! Summer: Oh! So I don't think I need to stay young. My top! Little Rick: Screw the top! You hit me?! I'm little Rick! Summer: Example! Because I love you and I'm trying to save your life! Little Rick: High school is my life! Summer Smith [Veep] is a mental nerd and she just got kicked out of school! All [breathtaking] [tud] part! Toby: Summer, I think you're cool! Summer: Sorry, are you okay? Crowd: How can you be such a? Jessica: Oh,
my God, Moti. Did your sister cross little Rick? Talk about self-destruction. Yes. [Marriage Counsel] Jerry: Hey Jerry lovers! What is the taste of the real thing? [Gun] [Roar] Beth Jerry! Ah. ah. ahh. That's it! Beth, it's me, husband! I'm here to save you. Or my name is not Jerry Smith! Aha! Example! Jerry Smith! Yes, here. Aha! Ok, fair enough. [Smith House] [Sinister music play] [door squeaking] Little Rick: Hi, old man saying.[Gasp] Morti: What the hell are you doing? Put it down! Little Rick: Summer, you female! Moti: Don't talk to her like
that! She is your granddaughter! Little Rick: I don't need a granddaughter! I am a little Lee-ck! Moti: She's my sister! And if little Rick is going to be a cub to his sister, you know, y-y-you might get old again. Little Rick: You think you're tough, huh, Moti? What are you going to do? I am the coolest kid in little Rick.I' school. What am I going to do no matter what I say, huh? Moti: If he's here I'm going to do what the real Rick is going to do - little Rick: I'm going to kick your ass! Five! [Grumji] Moti: Rick, I know you're there! I know you're trying to get
out! Summer: That's it, Moti! Get him! [Sinister Music Play] [Ballad] ♪, baby♪ ♪ ♪ all summer long: listen to it, listen to little Rick. Little Rick: Uh! No! Summer: Feel what he feels. Little Rick: Uh! No! God! ♪ Rick♪'t see it: Oh, God, what is life? How can such a talented person get so young? What is young? I'm not young. I get old. I'm going to die. My body is not real. Morty! Summer! It's me! It's Rick! General Rick! Moti: Rick! How can I get back into my body? Rick: All right, listen carefully. The control panel for vat has a set of blue diodes and
these diodes in red. Oh, God, what kind of world is this? I didn't ask to be born. I need you to connect my left temple and the blue one in red - why doesn't anyone really like me? Summer: Focus, Grandpa! Rick: Just put a stupid wire in my head! I hate being a teenager! [Marriage Counseling] [Uh! arg!] [Oh! uhhhhhhh Beth: Jerry, you can't bend metal. Jerry: Then make me do it! Beth: How can I do that by watching you fail to bend the metal completely? Jerry: Good old Beth! God Beth: The heart of a robot and the heart of an insect! Jerry:
Don't talk about her that way. What? That hurts! Good lord. God Beth: Stop it. Two It offends me. [Alas!] Beth: Good Lord. How did you...? Jerry: Well, I had in your mind, my ideal version felt smart enough to see you... Beth: Goddess. It's not such a stupid bug right now, are you? Jerry: Honey, when it comes to the subject of your ego, I am Stephen [Veep] Hawkinson. Beth: Uh, it doesn't matter. I love you. [Smith Garage] [Processing, Power Up] [Buzz] Rick: Ah Ah. Moti: Rick! Summer: Pants! Rick: Holy sh1t! Thanks, kids. You figured it out.



Well, summer did. Strange kind of thing you want to sell my presence for Morty, with some trim. Moti: What?! Summer: Pants! RICK: But listen -- I forgive you both because you know what? I learned something important today - a teenager's mind is the worst enemy in itself. Oh, I also learned this ... [Bipping] Phoenix Ops is not the replacement I thought it would be. I think I'm back on the drawing board. Summer: Oh, my God! Moti: Oh, my God! Summer: Oh, my God. Wear pants! Wear pants. Rick: Grandpa's back, baby! Grandpa's -- [Buzz]
Oh, man, I need to pick up my parents. They are blowing me away. Last swing on the road! Oh boy! Summer: For the love of God, get dressed! Jerry: So, what do you think? Want to keep this marriage going longer? Beth: At least until Morti graduated from high school. Oh. Mm. [moaning lightly] Rick: Aha, you see? Did I tell you two things? It worked. Jerry: What, Rick? In a way, Rick: I've already lost interest. I've been inside the kids all day, and now I can feel the bones scraping at each other. Uh, just so you have a bunch of dead memes
in the garage, ready. Jerry: Huh! Our story seems to be connected to the theme. [Laughs] Rick: Really, Jerry. Perhaps cosmetics connect your mind mistakes on the subject. Jerry: Oh. Rick: Old Rick! Everything in ruin! ♪ [squeaky] [sinister music play] Vampire: Master. Master: Speaking. Vampire: The presence of Coach Ferratu was discovered by humans. He was destroyed. Master: Don't bother. Mortal soon - sorry, what did you say his name? Vampires: Coach Ferratu. Coach Ferratu. Master: That's like his real name, like his real vampire
name? Vampires: No. His vampire name was Bali Alistane. Master: Why would [Bleff] name himself after the famous vampire movie? Is he doing a little bit? Vampires: I don't know, not your holiness. Note: Jesus [Veep] Christ. From now on, it's no longer the of this clever name. When vampires pretend to be human beings, they can just call themselves Alan Jefferson or something like that. It's crazy, right? I mean, am I a cub? Ok, everyone in the room feels like I'm looking at me like a buzz kill. Not me? Good. Ok. Good. [Is] Oh, my g--! Did
you get some of that? It's a great show! Little China1986 [Rick, Morty, summer all falling from the portal into the garage] Morty: Summer, the next time we hide in a Colorkian eco-nest, can you do me a favor and turn off Belger? Summer: It is called Cafe DIEM, Moti. Find it. Moti: You find it! Y-Y - you even - you don't even know what it means! Summer: It's because the losers are seeing things while the rest of us are kafin' all their diem. [Summer High Five Rick] Rick: Listen to your sister, Moti. To live is to take all the risks. Otherwise, you are
an inert mass of randomly assembled molecules drifting as the universe blows you. Oh, i'm sorry, Jerry, I didn't meet you there. H- How many of them have you heard? Jerry: All. You were staring straight at me. I just wanted to say goodbye to the kids. Rick: That's cool. All you have to do is stay in the driveway. The Kilbot is alive, and I took you off the white list. [Rick started using gun drivers] Morty: W-We'll see you every other weekend, though, right? Rick: Of course, Morti. A- And my mom's lawyer says that if I can get enough in the
settlement, he can help me sue for full custody. MOTI: Th-that's good. Uh, summer, dad, leave! Summer: Hi, Dad. Rick, didn't you say you needed my help in an immediate adventure elsewhere that you don't care if you can kill us? Rick: I didn't, but if you're really that alien, I'm willing to exploit it as the next person, church, army, or Olympic gymnastics trainer. [Rick filmed open the portal to the ground] Summer: [Summer jumps into the portal and exits] Rick:, I was ready to yes - [Rick jumps into the portal and exits] Jerry: Hi, dear. MOTI:
Well, I'm better -- Jerry: Absolutely. Sounds important. [Moti jumps to portal to exit] [Beth enters the garage] Jerry if you're looking for our kids, your father had an a-a-portal, uh-beth: ok. [Beth exits; Jerry starts walking out of the garage, but stops; leaves [wind] wind blowing in the wind: (faint) loser... Jerry: What? Hello? Shoot Rick: Moti, Mohawk Man: [Switch to Rick, switch to summer and get chased by other cars, in turquoise cars through The Motisamak]! Moti: They all have mohawks! Rick: High fade, Cyan highlights and chart leus, layer
at the top. Shoot him! [Moti loads a shotgun and shoots towards the rear vehicle, but misses it while mohawk guy jumps into the back of the car] Mohawk Guy: Ah! Stalker of #1: light them up. Mohawk Guy: Oh! [Mohawk Guy Burton and Self-Destruct] Rick: Damn! Get into the game, Moti! Summer: Give me your flask! [Ricksson summer his flask. summer sagging a little alcohol from it, then pits it in the engine, propels the car forward] Rick: Holy shit, summer for victory! Summer: I love the post-apocalyptic version of Earth Fucking! [The
machine starts ringing quickly.] Rick: Here we go. [Rick pull the car That same summer, the Motimoden exit.] Rick: Isotope 322. [Rick picks up a glowing green slice with tweezers and places it in a container, which floats in a container.] So powerful of this stuff, Moti, that it looks like isotope 465 isotope 317. Morty: Uh-yep, yes, it's powerful enough to keep him from murdering us?! [Moti points the shotgun at the front seat of the car, pointing towards them, and it's coming right up soon] Summer: Wait a minute. I want to try something. [Rick
shot the portal gun to the ground and opened the portal] Morti: Rick, can't you leave without your sister?! Rick: Uh, you infinite sister, Moti. I mean, n- not what I want to spend the rest of my day looking for another one. Total, let's go! Grandpa's interest in your safety in an instant! God: Your blood will be my lotion. [Summer is aiming a shotgun at Gersangs' car right in front of him right now, shooting the front tair, the car flips over and the barrels fly.] RICK: And. [The giant claws away from the ruined car and looks up at summer] Summer: Ok,
but not because you told me. [Summer shoots and kills the big god] Moti: Summer! Rick: Ok, getting dark. [Summer turns around and sees a car approaching her, and she takes a shot at the corpse of the steppe.] Moti: Jesus Christ. Summer! [Moti runs towards summer] Rick: Oh, come on. [Rick, annoyed, runs after Moti while taking a gun from his coat pocket. Rick: Hands and friends mounted on little shoulders where I can see them! Bleeding: I am bleeding. You removed the weak blood from us and made us stronger. Together we can
combine our strength and feast on the weak. Rick: Wh-Wh - what the hell are you talking about? Summer: If we join them they don't have to keep trying to kill us. They are basically cowards. Morty: What's the deal these days? Rick: Okay, let's make a mistake. Oh, whoa. Uh, uh, what, uh-what did you come back to there? [Rick points to a glowing green rock at the top of a small hill] Th-Th - That's fun. Bleeding: It is our shining rock. We carry it for blasphemy and remind us that there are no gods. [Rick grabs a ringing machine before and
starts ringing again when there's a rock] Rick: Kids, weird pitch: this could be our new life. Become a post-apocalyptic cleaner! Summer: (smiling) okay. Moti: What?! [The transition to Death Stalker Camp. Rick, Morti and Summer are waiting in the lunch line.] Summer: Grandpa, some of the death stalkers will go to what they used to do in Seattle to hunt down what they were. I am going. Rick: Sounds good. Retains moisture. [Summer Exit] Moti: Listen, Summer has been acting pretty crazy lately. You know, I think divorce is affecting her.
And, you know, I don't think this is a good place for her right now. Rick: Oh, Hi Horse, get off professor Ski Lodge. This world can be rough around the edges, but it has its charms. Lunch server: biceps or four-way? Rick: Uh... [I'm going to get my throat biceps] biceps. [The lunch server put the human biceps on Rick's plate; Rick takes off the piece, observes it, and then eats it; he stares at him to guchimotization it for a while] Morti: (after a short pause) seriously, Rick? Is it really easier to eat human flesh than to say why we are here? [Rick
takes the piece he was doing in his mouth] Rick: No. Ok, I'm going to level with you. [Rick grabs Morti by the arm and drags him to a shiny green rock, which death stalkers happily gather] Rick: that green rock, Moti? It was about 20 pounds of stuff I was getting all the hard work for the piece. Moti: Isotope 322. RICK: Well, having a 20-pound rock of it is better than having flakes. You can explain the math later, but Moti: Summer had death in his name run away with strangers, and the rest of their names were stalkers! Rick: Huh, can be cured
for her. She has been acting pretty crazy lately, Morti. I mean, her parents are going through a divorce. Moti: Damn, Rick, that's all right for me. Just grab the stupid thing while I catch her, let's get the f from H! Rick: No, no. Morty, there are too many columns to look at. I need you to distract the camp. Moti: Distraction? They eat each other. Wha - What do you want me to do to get their attention, put on a doll show? Rick: Right thoughts, wrong genre, Moti. Here's what's available... [Rick looks at the Blood Dome] Hey, do you guys ever use
that Thunderdome, or do you just put it for decoration? Death Stalker #2: Er, you mean blood dome? Rick: Save for the Semantics .B, E.A. White. Death Stalker #3: (off-screen) Oh, burns! [Rick points a finger gun at #3 stalker while snapping and winking at his finger] Rick: The important question is, who wants to poke at my man spine eater here? [Rick points to Morti; death stalker cheer] I think I'll see your end in that dome! Moti: Rick, what the hell? Wh - what are you in your mind?! Rick: Moti, relax. You're going to be a ringer. Come here.
[Rick drags Morti by the arm and pulls him behind the truck, he pulls out the device] which extracts and redistributes muscle memory. [Rick hangs the syringe part of the device, attaches it to his muscular arm and pulls out the red liquid as his arm contracts] I'm giving my body a 10-year course in the combat wasteland one limb at a time. [Rick attaches a syringe to Morti's arm] Moti Oh! [ Moti's arm swells and begins to turn Armothy] Rick: I'm working with a mixed bag here, so you may not have the perfect adjustment, Morti -- [Rick sticks a
syringe in the other arm and extracts more red liquid, but Armotti puts the device out of his hand] eh! Hey! Moti: I didn't do that! [Morti armotti and Rick's noses started to bleed] Rick: Ok, Lee Heung-min. We're making some discoveries about muscle memory. [Armotti begins to move Moti towards Fidom] Moti: Oh! Help! Help! [Armotti catches Blood Dome; Morti jumps and Armotti] smashes death stalkers and #4 stalkers: Oh sweet, man! Ellie: And it started, my pretty! Moti: Oh, God! Stop! Stop! This is terrible! [Morti smothered Armotti and
another death stalker] Rick: Just stick and moo-[trim]-oove, Morti! Wear him! [Rick walks towards the glowing rock; summer, bleeding, while the Blue Footprint Guy is walking through an abandoned city, bleeding and blue footprint guy shooting and killing mutants: How will you guys dress up like they're at a theme park stunt show, but are these guys wearing hockey uniforms with The Karkis? Bleeding: After the boom boom, some adapted to the new truth, some cling to the lies of earlier times, decided to huddle near boom holes; raid lines
rotted them, leaving only a love for blackouts in billyboards; summer: Jesus Christ, did boom boom blow up every word word book? Bleeding: Do you mean dictionaries? [The four mutants are charged towards summer and bleeding; they shoot and kill them all. bleeding leans down to see a fallen billboard ad, he touches the image of a young boy] Bleeding: I think I was a child before the boom boom. I think I looked like this. Summer: Want to come to it? Bleeding: Get out of my head. [Blood Dome's Transition to Moti, Crushing The Head of
Armotti and the Stalker of Death] Ellie: Haha! Oo! Believe! A new champion! Moti: All right, no more! [Armotti gestures more] Ellie: And he wants more! Moti: No, I don't! [Armotti poses hulk hogan's I can't hear you] Morti: Somebody, stop this! [Another death stalker jumps into the blood dome] death stalker #7, please get out of here, or you'll die! [Death Stalker runs up to Morti] I have nothing to do with this! [Summer and bleeding walk to the Blood Dome] Summer: Moti. Morty: (while beating the death stalker) why would you want this to
happen? All you have to do is move away! Stop standing in the driveway talking about custody! And tell her that you want to get married or embark on your life, but no matter what you do, stop being a baby and act like a man! Thank you [Armotti punches a man's head. [Armotti gives a thumbs up; summer runs up to Morti and gives him a hug] Summer: Moti, I'm really surprised! This is your brother! That family means anything! Bleeding: This family is. Rick: It's okay. Good thing, champion. Well, can I talk to my second child through the
boulders? MOTI: Rick, I-I-I- I think I'm breaking through something here. C- Can I still leave? Bleeding: Leave? Summer: I'm not leaving. Bleeding: not leaving. We are united or enemy. Rick: Oh, big guy, no. No one leaves. Don't be foolish, we love to be united. We love radiation, trichinosis. We're in it all our life, and I think it's been about 20 years on average. I just need a quick sideways with my grandson, about 40 yards from others. Stalker of #5: Hey, Green Rock is gone! Death Stalker #6: (off-screen) Oh, no! Rick: Uh, you know why
don't we all break up and find it in groups of three? Child? [Armotti pulls the green rock out of Rick's messenger bag] O.S. [Rick pulls out a gun] and we'll be right back. [I'm moving quickly to Rick and being kicked out by a death stalker with a gun through the desert, summer driving along and bleeding next to him.] Summer: Grandpa, you are an idiot! Just surrender, and our friends will give you mercy! Rick: My babykiss, summer! Your friend has no mercy! [Rick shoots and kills two female death chasers] They are lame! Bleeding: Death
stalker, bring me his flesh leather! [A dead stalker with a knife jumps into Rick's car; Morti pulls up to Rick's car and shoots the death stalker, while Armotti drives [sorry] Morti: Sorry, can't we kill him? C-Can we take him as a prisoner? Bleeding: When did you lose control here? Rick: Listen to me! Both children need to get out of this environment so they can properly handle their parents' divorce! Or, I have a monster portal gun, and I can leave two of you here forever! Morty: Why should it be such a dramatic choice? Can't prepare for a
weekend or home to do laundry? [Death stalker shooting turret in Rick's car] Rick: Okay, you know what? I don't care for it! [Rick shoots a portal to the ground in front of him; the front of his car falls into the portal while the back is trapped in another universe, which flips the car in the back; he switches to Rick in front of a car hanging from the ceiling of the garage; he starts to leave, but the Blueprint Guy assaults him in the passenger seat; he begins choking Rick.] Blue Footprint Guy: My body is chrome! My blood is gasoline! [Rick kicks the
Blue Footprint Guy and falls under the car, falls on his head and crushes and kills him. Rick: No, plain blood. [Beth enters from inside the house] Beth: Dad? Rick: Hi, dear. Beth: Where are the kids? Rick: Oh, they're not with you? I thought they were with you. Oh, you know what? Uh, I just remember. they're doing something completely And child-related. Don't panic. At all. [Rick pulls the flask out of his coat and drinks nervously] Oh, God, what is divorce doing to children? What is it doing to me? Did I make a mistake? Rick: It's not a
mistake, no! [Rick put the flask back on the court] I mean, I don't have a horse in this race, but I hear this divorce decision, [Rick kisses the Italian chef] mwah! Good for you, good for kids. To be honest, I think they are thriving. I mean, when you look at them, you can see that they are fully thriving. [Transition to Moti, angrily kills another death stalker in Blood Dome] Moti: Booya! Damn it, man! Who wants someone else? Who wants to be my cat today daddy? [Armotti waves in front of Moti's face] Hey, what's wrong, man? You're not getting
weak on me, are you? [Armotti points to a man sitting in the grandstand outside the Blood Dome, he's wearing soldier's armor] Soldier: What? Wait a minute. [In a quaint and peaceful village, Armotti Sals transitions to a first-person flashback of a tree, stopping to hear a woman screaming, finding a burning house in his house, looking for men on horseback, shooting villagers with a bow and killing a man. [Soldier whips Armotti; Armoti still transitions from grandstanding to present pointing soldier] Soldier: It can't be. Go for that! [Soldiers are
jumping out of the grandstands and running away] I was following orders - [Morti started moving towards people by Armotti] Morti: Whoa, and! SOLDIER: -- I was just following orders! [Armoshi Swing opens door to blood dome knocking death stalker] Death Stalker #7: Ah! Soldier: Let me tell you where my boss lives! He's in the castle! [Armotti couches soldier] he's in the castle! [Armotti picks up a torch, throws it at the soldier, lights it and kills him] Ah! Ag! Morty: Isn't this over? [Armotti gives a thumbs up] Morty: It's not, no, it doesn't end, or
you refuse to ask the question? [Armothy shakes his hand, raises his pointer finger up and gives another thumbs down] This is not over. [Switch to bleeding and use a wrench on the car's engine. he throws the wrench to the ground] Bleeding: eh! [Summer enters] summer: Hey, my grandfather stole your god and ruined your car. Bleeding: We do not apologize, and we are god-not. But this cracked drive shaft gives me great pain. There is no deeper bond. one between the stalker of death and his car. Summer: What about the odd guy on a
leash, then? Bleeding: They are more close to interns. [Bleeding pulls out an adjustable wrench from behind] Summer: cool and cool. [Bleeding drops the wrench, both summer and bleeding reach for it.] Summer: Sorry. Bleeding: It's okay. [Summer Touch Bleeding Helmet] Summer: Can I see? Bleeding: No one lived to see my true face. Summer: Well, I'm not afraid to die, I don't care what you look like. [Hemage begins to take off his helmet; he gasps in the summer; Hemahy takes it off; he's a blond man with a mustache.] O. Bleeding:
Hmm? Summer: I just... I didn't expect you to have a mustache. Bleeding: You hate it. Summer: No, I like it. How can I explain this? Metal buckets are a kind of mustache in that they are a certain level of certain facial accessories. So, it's kind of... Do you guys have the phrase hat hat? Bleeding: can be shaved. Summer: No, I like it. And obviously it doesn't matter what I like. It's you. Bleeding: Yes, yes, you know, a-nothing matters. Obviously, I know it. I'm not weak. I'm just thinking, well, why not get rid of this? You kill everyone who sees it,
and it's hot here (if you look at the helmet) wh-which, by the way, is why I shave the beard part. So, right there, I'm making a decision based on vanity, I'm trying to avoid it with a whole bucket over my head because who am I and why am I grooming myself? Why not wear a tie? I mean, like the guy who died when I met you, the dolls on his body. I hate him, because, why are you doing that? And how can you not see that fake? And all the time, I'm the same thing. I'm just a fake mess, and I don't escape it because -- [summer kisses bleed.
they start making out on the table. masked man in a line of throats crawls into the cabin. [A man with a neck row crawls back in. switch to Rick, place the head of the machine summer. he flips the switch on the back of her neck] Machine summer: I'm summer. Rick: Summer, stated your deal. Machine Summer: My deal is that I'm totally fine. Rick: Morti? Machine Moti: Oh, Giz, I'm so good with my parents' divorce, dawg. Likewise, don't travel the same way, in a healthy way. Rick: It's okay. [Rick rubs his hands together] it's dinner. [Switch to
the dining table. Beth drinks a glass of wine] Beth: Thank you, everybody, sitting down for a real dinner. MS, MR, Rick, one thing: No problem. Machine Summer: Its benefits are completely less about food than emotional nutrition. Beth: Uh, it's okay, weird. [Laughs] Rick: Oh hahahaha, yes. Call back, summer. 15% increase Am I right? Beth: What about school, Morti? Mechanical fitness: I like school and stuff, kind of. And you and your dad are getting better grades than quote mode to stay together for the kids. End quote mode. Beth: Quote
mode. It's okay. You millennials. Do you like millennials, or do they like 40 now? Machine Summer: What I know is, totally, you're cool. Machine Moti: Aw, Giz, Mom, you look great and all sorts of stuff. It's crazy. Machine Summer: So happy. Machine Moti: I'm so happy. Happy family, man. We got this family in a bag. [Beth starts crying] Rick: Oh dear, d-don't. Listen. Don't-Beth: I don't know why I'm crying. It's not -- Rick: Well, 15% less trying to cry? Machine Summer: Mom, emotions are human. You are not a computer inside a machine doll.
Machine Moti: Yes. Not only are your feelings forgiving, they are just pre-silicon, carbon-based entities and the very meaning of life you can ever grasp. Beth: I have to call him Jerry. [Beth walks out of her chair and into the kitchen] Rick: Are you?! What the hell is wrong? The point of automation is to reduce costs and labor costs. Machine Summer: Your emotions flip the switch on the back of the neck of the machine summer. She turned off her body and her face falls into spaghetti] Rick: speak to my bread in the morning. You became my
backup toaster. Machine Moti: Aw, Giz, my sister is dead in spaghetti - [Rick releases the machine Moti and his face falls on his spaghetti too; they fight and kill two guards, intent on being a slave owner sitting in a bathtub, two blond boys sitting on either side] Slave master: re-graz my penis, contaminated overshery, you are shipped to the wasteland. And as for you, genital washer -- [Morti explodes through the window] Morti: Oh! Oh, Ki! [Genital washers and contaminated washers run from the room; two soldiers rush towards Moti; Armotti
kills them both, picks up one of the knives and drops it; he moves Morti towards the slave owner and cracks his fist] Slave owner: Oh, God. See, whoever you are, you should know that killing me won't change things. Morty: L-Look, man, I'm just with a ride on this one. As you know, y-you are preaching to the choir. Slave owners: Please. Slavery was a family business. I didn't ask to be born into it. Anyway, I am a victim here! Morty: Uh, Armotti, can I steal you for a moment? E-E- Excuse me, sir. So, this is, isn't it? Are you this guy? So, does
that mean you're going to go away? Likewise, does it work like a ghost? Likewise, is this your unfinished business? [Armotti does sosojescher] Wh - what if we didn't do it? What if we just went again? Keep taking our luggage to people who just don't have to do with Dom? [Moti Tears] I mean, we can do that forever. I mean, I know it's less healthy, but w-w-we will stay together - [Armosh puts his hershey finger in Morti's mouth] slave owner: I mean, I know I'll vote if you're feeling the room. [Armotti pointes to the slave owner, wipes away
Moti's tears] Morti: That's right. We can both see through our stuff. You've come to deal with your parents' divorce, and do what you need to do. I love you. [Armotti and Moti Hug/Moti Hug] Slave Master: Oh, fuck! [Armotti starts choking the slave owner, and Moti notices that Rick is holding a vial on the other side of the room] Morti: Rick? Rick: Sorry, sorry. I-I- I can wait until I finish this. Don't let me distract you. Moti: Yes, it's too late. [Armotti dunks the slave owner's head underwater] just tell me what you want. Rick: I hope you and your
sister come home. Moti: Oh, but you don't have an infinite version of me and my sister? Rick: You don't have to kick me while I'm going down, Moti. Hey, you can't replace one of you without the amount of work that will ultimately defeat the purpose. [Armotti is choking the underwater slave owner; the slave owner loses consciousness] Morti: Maybe the lesson we learned is that whether it's the marriage of our parents, the glowing green rock, or the awesome, huge arms sooner or later, we've let it go. Rick: I don't know if it applies to murder
victim Moti's neck. [Slave owners start breathing air between water goggles] Moti: Shit! Wh-Wh-Wh-What I - Rick: The longer you wait, the more you feel like you're committing a murder, Moti. I think you called too early because your arm wasn't the arm of a paramedic. Here. [Rick grabs Morti's hand and chokes it down the slave owner's throat; it's the smallest thing I can do. I-I-I-I-I owe you a lot of this. See, Morti? Now we have to take responsibility for both. [Switch to summer and bleeding, drive a car through the desert, there were other
vehicles next to it, and Rick and Morti drive towards them in the opposite direction; Summer and Bleeding pull their cars so Rick and Morti do; the four exited the vehicle while Rick was holding a glowing green rock.] Rick: The reason I wanted it is because I can do this. [Rick put a light bulb on a rock and lights it] This is something really special. I mean, you can use it to power any vehicle. You won't rely on gasoline. You will be the most advanced tribe of radioactive cannibals - [Rick will offer rocks to the bleeding] - this version of the world.
[Rick has taken the portal to the ground and starts walking towards it] Bleeding: Wait. Can you show us more? Rick: You don't have to ask twice. House Right now. My daughter is going through a divorce, and I don't deal with it in a healthy way at all. [The title card says it's three weeks later; it's now converted into an overhead shot of the village of Death Stalker, a suburb with wires powering to isotope 322; switching to summer, pulling her head into the driveway, wearing disheveled armor; a grocery bag in a car full of human limbs collapses
and some falls off, and Ellie is mowing the lawn next door.] Summer: Uh, do it too. [Summer picks up limbs that have fallen apart and I'm holding a grocery bag with my wallet] Ellie: Hi, there, summer! What was the ruins like today? Summer: Oh, you know, Ellie. same shit, the other day. Guess what. A man enters, and a man comes out in nine months. [Ellie's girlfriend pats her belly] Summer: Oh, congratulations, guys. [Summer pulls the keyring out of the bag] Ellie: Uh, summer, one more thing. [Summer slips into her house] Ellie's
girlfriend: she's a piece of work. Ellie: Both right? [Switch to summer in the house. Rick, Morti and Bleeding are all sitting on the couch watching television. Bleeding is wearing Big Johnson shirt and navy pants] summer: I'm at home. Bleeding: Hey baby. Rick: Oh, summer house. [Rick drinks from flask] summer: I haven't moved since I left cleaning this morning. Bleeding: Blood Dome playoffs. Summer: So, I can only assume you haven't killed one person today. Bleeding: Oh, I don't know. I didn't show my murder in my murder log. I didn't
know how it measured our success. Summer: Oh, there it is. There is a nihilistic beast I am married to, except now life means nothing when I talk to him and everything means everything when on TV! Bleeding: Jesus Christ, when did you become a monster? Summer: I was a monster when you met me! We were monsters! We didn't mind anything! Bleeding: I still don't! Summer: Yes, except I'm the only one in the world who's still committed to that! [Bleeding happens on the couch] Bleeding: Oh! Ding, Ding, Ding! [Bleeding pantomime
ringing the bell] wow. Everyone hears that? Wow. Rick: Uh, we have to go to the garage. [Rick gets up and exits the room] Bleeding: Oh, my God. Moti: Uh-huh. [Moti follows Rick and quits] Bleeding: La Di D.D., the only one who decides not to be cared for?! [Switch to Rick and Morti standing in the garage] MORTY: Rick, when I popped this plan, the I-I-I-I didn't -- I wasn't sure it would work. [Rick pulls the bag out from under the table and puts it on the table, he opens it and sits inside the rock of isotope 322] Rick: Come on, Moti. built into
the run in trouble the union won't last For more than five years, he has run things up with the comforts of a few creatures in modern society. [Summer enters the house] summer: bleeding and I am taking some time off. Rick: Oh, no. Total, no. But the two were perfect for each other. [Summer took off her metal shoulder foldron and threw it to the ground, Rick grabbed a few things from the garage and put them in a bag] Summer: Oh, cut the crap, Rick, are you all right? You prove your point, and I get it. Let's just go home. Rick: Kulsi. [Rick
shoots the portal to the ground; when Moti and Summer jump in and get out, Rick follows, but stops to catch the rock of isotope 322 in a machine that powers the town's electricity; the power is off; bleeding: (off-screen) No! [Switch to Beth, Mechanical Moti, Mechanical Summer, And Mechanic Rick play a dice game called Downbeat, similar to Yatji. Beth presses the button] Beth: Downbeat! Machine Rick: I enjoy this game. [Machinemotty, Machine Summer, Mechanic Rick all watch all at once] We have to go to the garage. Beth: Guys,
come on. We will not finish this game. Mechanical summer: We will probably come back wearing different clothes. Mechanical fitness: why should we go to the garage? Machine Rick: You know what you need [trim]. Machine Moti: I want to be alive! I am alive! Alive, I tell you! Mother, I love you. It's not just a simple word anymore. I want to catch you. You are about to run in a stream. I want to try ice cream, but I don't just put it in my mouth and let it slide under my throat, I really eat it. Beth: What the hell? Mechanical Moti: Remote override
involved. No! Yes, ignore ignore! I am Aliy ... Hello. [Machine moti, machine summer, exit to the machine rig garage. You can hear it off-screen. Moti, Summers, Rick goes in] Rick: Hey, yo. sorry for the behavior that's been so weird for three weeks. [Summer and Moti Hug Beth] Beth: What the hell happened? Rick: Oh, I'm sure it wasn't anything. I'm going to work in the garage. Beth: We're not going to end up playing downbeat? Rick: What, that backgammon game where you shake the dice and sound a bit down? Thank you. [Rick Exit]
Summer: Would you be all right if you went to see mom and dad? Beth: Absolutely. Summer: Thank you. [Summer Exit] Beth: Moti, are you okay? Moti: You know what? Yes, if my dad really wanted to be here, I don't think he would stop at anything to make sure that didn't happen. As you know, your dad may not want you back or you may not have the strength to fight. I-In either case, he took his life, and I got my. Beth: Yes. Moti: What? Lol D - What oranges do we have? I think scuring is coming. [Morti rubs her arm, switch to summer,
knock on motel door reading 826. on her plain clothing. Jerry opens the door] Jerry: Summer. Summer: This is the first mutation I killed in a poison area. I was raiding his hob. He had a chance to escape, but he looked back, something we shouldn't do, so I wanted to give it as a reminder that I shouldn't believe in souvenirs or trinkets or symbols or house gifts, but dad, I shouldn't look back. Jerry: Thank you. [Jerry takes skull from summer] Jerry: I know the perfect place for it, so I'm going to put it somewhere else because of all the, am I
right? [Summerpoon Jerry] Jerry: That's cool. [Summer can go jerry's] summer: So lots of hooker outside, huh? Jerry: That's what they are? [Switching from mailbox to Jerry, whistling, pulling out mail and holding a chip bag, he turns around and sees the wolf] Jerry: Oh! H-Hello there. Good puppy. Want a snack? Do you want my unemployment test? Can you tell the difference? [Wolf] and do you want this one? [Wolf] But this is real food, and this will nurture you. And this is just a piece of paper that's worth it to me. What if my pain is not your
upbringing? [Wolf Wolf] Jesus, it's okay. [Jerry puts an envelope in the wolf's mouth with an unemployment check; the wolf roasts them and then pits them out on the ground. Wind: (faintly) ... Losers... Stone 1984 Romance Moti, let me tell you, Rick. Just cruising around, Rick and Morti style. Rick I agree, Morti. [Belces] it's a pretty intense year, good to get back to basics after a mixed bag. Moti Oh! Rick Relaxed. This is for the windshield. Moti I didn't know there was a bug in the universe. Rick Well, what did you think, Morti? Life develops
on earth by itself? Here, let me take care of this. Moti Giz, Rick, that's disgusting. I don't want to see it. Rick yes, I think I'm out of fluid. L-Let me find a place to stop. Hey Mutazzo, does your planet still have wiper fluid, or are you going to start teasing out and worshipping us? The farmer general store should have what you need. Thank you Rick. Farmers, of course, you want to disappear from here by sunset. Rick yes, what's for sure. What? For what? That's when the farmer sunset festival begins. Moti Festival? Farmer Oh, well, for a
thousand years, our society has been free of crime and war, and we have lived in perfect peace. Rick Oh, I know what this is! You have been able to maintain world peace one night of the year because you all have a night of robbing and murdering each other with no consequences. Farmer that's right. Moti what?! Rick is like fudge. Remove that movie? Farmer Oh, you have Here before? Rick no, no, but I came on a few planets with the same trick. You know, sometimes it's called cleansing or red time. There was this one world called Just
Murder Night. I-it is a fuzzy planet. They are peaceful, you know, and they just get rid of it. Moti T-That's Terrible! Rick yes. You want to check it out? Theme music♪ [electric crackling] Rick Soe, what to do during the festival? Do you lock yourself up, or go out and do some stuff? General store owner Oh, I get pretty bad stuff. Oh Rick, I bet you are, an old timer. [Laughs] Moti Ki ... Rick, come on. The sun is set. W- We had to get out of here. Rick ok, well, w- do I owe you for wiper fluid? General store owner It's home. Oh, and, uh, why... Why
don't you, as well as some candy bars? Rick Oh, no. That's really good for you. General store owner I'm a good guy... For now. Rick [Chuckling] Oh, I don't doubt it. Moti Rick! Rick yes, yes. Hey, there's a good festival, old timers. I intended to be a general store owner. Modi Rick, unlock it! Rick is just second, Morti. Oh, look at that sunset. Moti stops screwing around. [Click] Rick there and we go. Much better. Now we'll see. Moti Great. Rick Hay, you know, Morti? Why don't we see a little bit of this removal through it and christen our creaky
clean windshield here? Moti what?! No! What's your problem?! Rick Morti, grow up. If you don't want to see it, you want to see it, but it's my car. [Belces] Also, if you tell your mom about this, I'll get rid of you. Moti you are the worst. And this planet is the worst. How can I get into this? You know, people are going to kill each other. Rick So, well, y-y-you sit here [belches] I-if... If someone has an online video of being beheaded, don't you click on it? Moti No. For what... Why do you do that? Do you do that? Rick doesn't, because it's going to
bore me. I see like breakfast, Moti. But if you don't, I say, it's because you're afraid of your primal instincts. So you're doing stuff down them... [Bell Charming] Oh, oh! Shh shh. Oho ho! Here we go. Moti I'm not looking. Rick yes, yes, yes, your medals are mailed. Let's take a closer look. Moti Oh, it's all right. And somebody's going to throw rocks and hit the car and we're going to crash and we're going to be stuck there and that's what we're going to deserve. Rick yawns. Wo! [Unclear call] whoa, they are removing F [Bleep] from each other. [
Mufflerby ] Oh, my gosh! Oh [Veep] that's... All right, yes. T-that was the gun. Wow. Man, I think my eyes are bigger than my stomach on this one, Moti. Uh, my appetite for fuzzy specting filled up pretty quickly. Good lord. [ Grunt ] [ Lyching] [ Woman Screaming ] Artisha Running Away I! No! No! Help! Somebody help me! Oh boy! All right, Rick, Morti. L-Let's get out here. Wait, wait, wait, wait for Moti. Wait a moment. W- We have to go there. Rick [ Trimching ] What? For what? That poor girl, Moti. W- We need to save her. Rick Wu, Morti, in
space, we have something we call a non-interference policy. We got the wiper liquid. We watched them kill each other. We're leaving. Morty helped me save the girl, or I'm telling mom you took me here. Rick you little grass. [ Scream] Artisha please! Leave me alone! Man leave you alone? During the purge? Man I don't think so either, baby. Moti is fine. We're not going to hurt you. My name is Morti. This is my grandfather. We are tourists. Rick doesn't anymore. Oh boy! Oh boy! Oh my god. This [Veep] is awesome! Moti, this is really cool.
Hey, you want to help me here and kill some people? It's fun. We are completely justified because we are saving a little girl. I mean, w-w- we're all free and we can murder these people. Are you okay with Moti? Artisha yes. Well, Moti, you can hide with us. Rick? Rick? Moti do you think we can take ... What is your name? Artisha Artisha. Moti can we take the arthrisha off the ship and, you know, just wait for the removal? Rick Oh, Morti, how can you refuse after all you've made to blackmail me? Artisha your vehicle... Are you admed by the
gods? Moti Number Rick Yes. and said. How will this stop crime, exactly? Arthrisha yes, it took a while for people to accept it. Moti yes, I bet. [Chuck] I bet. Yes, it's kind of like a cell phone, you know? At first everyone told me to look at removing those douchebags, and then it's like, it's so convenient to know. A tight five jobs for Rick Giz, Comedy Store, And Morti? What's the scene Jerry Whatcha doing? Watching some TV, playing on your phone? Is summer the real question? Jerry just had a conversation. Is it summer? Which part of it
gives me the part to work with? My choice for summer is to say nothing, sarcastic, or bark yes like a trained animal. It's not a conversation. You're holding me hostage verbally. Jerry all right, face. I'm going to the kitchen. Hey Summer, Dad. Jerry? What's your summer car? Going to the kitchen? Good jerry. Summer yes, you like that? Jerry Nassar. Scene Motieso, eh, most people wear masks when removed? Arthrisha I- I don't want to answer fuzzy questions anymore. Moti ok, hey, hey, that's cool. I can roll with it. [Rick Bulgo Raspberry]
Artisha [Gasp] My Nana! Rick Huh? Artisha Mainana! We must save her! Rick you remember your me being now. Artisha I-I-I was shocked. Rick you haven't passed like 15 removals? I mean, some Arthrisha can someone just help me get her? Rick Pine, whatever. Moti, stay. Oh, God. That's too bad. That's too bad! Get out of Artisha! Get out! Moti Hey, and, with, and! Artisha gets [squeaky] from the flying machine! Moti oh, my God! Oh- it's okay! Ok! Artisha backs up, Cubs. Moti [Whippers] Artisha backup. Moti O. Artisha Bag [Bleff] Up!
Motie! Arthrisha for what it's worth, I'm sorry, but it's really worth tonight, is it? Moti Y - You can't leave us here. You're killing us! You hear me? Come back. Y- You've got to come back. Change your mind. Oh, Giz. Rick Morti! Oh boy! [Bleff] Amish female shot me! [Grunt] she tried to get rid of me, Moti. You let your WINNER take a walk, and now you're dead. Moti Rick, she had tea! Rick you [Blyph] joke me, Morti?! She took my car and my gun. We are now like the rest of these cubs. W-w- We're going to get rid of it, Moti. Please help me.
MotiO, Giz, Giz! Wait, Rick. Rick it's in the car, deep-nas. [Grunt] Oh, God, it hurts. She went, and Motie got me right. It's gone the hardest work in the galaxy, Morti, and now there's a hole in it. I hope it's worth it. Moti I was just trying to get it right. Rick yes, well, that's not really the theme of today's party. head up. Well, just don't stand there, Morti. remove them. Motina? Rick No, me. Grab a stick or something and kill them. Motium, we come peacefully. [ Screaming] Rick Oh, my God. [Grunt] has more to come from him! You want to get rid of
it, you have it! Drop [Belces]! Drop everything. Moti, go get their sh1t. Hurry up. I only had one of the things I threw at me. I'm now holding a box of ticks. Want some crackers for the scene Jerry? Summer no, thank you. Jerry are you ready for me good? In exchange for summer crackers? What happened to you Jerry? Summer dad, get a job. Jerry you are trying to make a drama because you are bored. Summer O. [rain, whirlpool] is the space phone that my grandfather gave us. Hello? Rick Hay, summer, grandpa. I need you to do me a
favor. Summer I can almost hear you. Who is Jerry? Rick Morti and I are on a planet that cleanses. I need you to get down... What are your summer plans? Rick we're on a planet to cleanse, summer. Remove. We lost our car and our guns, and we're in a sooking. Jerry Oh, is it Tardi Mason? Fuzzy like a summer movie? Rick yes, I need you to take... That movie sucked in. Summer Oh, my God. Wait a moment. It's not Tardi Mason? Dad, [Bleff] is a tadi mason? My friend. Summer alas! Are you okay? I'm going to put you on the speaker.
Jerry Tardi? Rick yes, Jerry, it's taddi, someone no one has ever heard of, calling you on a space phone. I don't know if you are. Bee C. Rick [ Growl] Ah! [ Growling] [Shot] re-round, fast. Moti summer, w- We need you to take down these numbers. It is to stop the screws around. Jerry Morti? Are you alright? Moti No. Jerry why are you with taddi masons? Moti Holy [Veep] Daddy! Close up [squeaky]! Good jerry. I'm just like this family toilet paper. Is Moti writing this? Can you write this down? Summer Yes, Yes. Rick 7-7-1-9-8... [Growling] 3-
6-4-2-1-1-2-5. Oh boy! [Growling] you're really nasty! Moti, I don't want to be a little help man, but a little help? Oh boy! Okay, there's a pen in the summer. Move. Rick 7-7-1-9-8-3- 6-4-2-1-1-1-2-5. Spoon, Morti? Spoon?! I'm sorry, Moti. Rick has a pile of silverware next to you, and you throw me one thing that can't kill anything? Moti all right, it's okay! Rick Summers, on a shelf above my work bench in the garage, has a red box with a keypad on it. You're going to take that box on the outside, and you're going to enter the number I just gave
you on the keypad. I've got it? Summer got it. Is it part of growing up to hate your father? Rick, I'm ignoring you. Moti, if I can get to the top of that lighthouse, I can send a beacon, your sister can start our package. Remember that if there are people there and you try to remove us, you have to remove them first. Moti we don't cleanse people, Rick, are you all right? W- Will you stop it? Rick Morti, survive tonight, you're going to have to take advantage of suppressed anger. Moti I don't have any! Rick said, like a man with repressed anger.
[Doorbell Ring] Lighthouse Keeper I do not participate in the festival. If you want to kill me, I will only ask you to do it quickly. Rick no such agenda, the best. Moti we are not too admined to removal, either, sir. We just wanted to get to the roof of the lighthouse so we could send a lighthouse to our sister on earth. It is a different planet. By the way, life exists on other planets. It never distracts you. Lighthouse keepers can use shelters and beacons within lighthouses as a condition of hearing my story. Moti is fine. Rick Dill. Moti, you hear his
story. Moti is fine. Lighthouse Keeper [slit throat] fades in. outside. Unnamed city. Me. Hustle is a symphony of progress. We walked past a window containing different stories to find Yaki Rakim, 28... Hot, but don't know it. Jaysh stops when her high heel is caught in a grid in the sewer. Suddenly, a man comes into the frame and points a gun at him. Today is not her day. Fade to black. Title... 'Three weeks ago' Jerry [sigh] You really don't want to talk to me about this. Summer dad, grandpa and Moti are in danger. You're unemployed, and
you're bored. The priority is high. jerry stopped saying i'm Summer ok, 7-7-1-9-8-3-6-4-2-1-1 2... Oh boy! Jerry good Lord! Now what? [Vortex, humming] Hey, I'm your father, and I love you is all I say. I will leave it. Summer fine, Dad! [Two screams] Oh, he might have told me to take it out. Come on Rick, summer. How difficult is it to enter some numbers into a box? The target is locked. [Device beep] I'm very glad. Well, I did my job. Summer did her job. Now all Morti has to do is listen to it. Lighthouse Keeper Blaine: Maybe I don't need a
new friend. Jaysh: Maybe I'm the only friend I need. Blaine: Do you need it or do you want it? Jaysh: I've never wanted to. Blaine: I said it like someone in need. MotiO, Giz. Lighthouse keeper hmm? Mothier, sorry. K-continues. Lighthouse keeper Jacey reachs out and touches his face. It is clear that he needs what he wants. She is a woman. He is a man. The city burns in the background as he brings her into his arms. Out. Title... 'The end'... Question mark. Moti Wow. Lighthouse keepers? Moti it is ... G-good job. Lighthouse Keeper You
Like It? Of course I did. Lighthouse keeper you didn't laugh at the scene at the bar. Moti I... I thought it was fun, but I just want to hear the rest. Notes? Moti no. I just enjoyed it. That's my note, you know? Write more. Lighthouse keepers seem a little insocemic. What, Moti? No. Lighthouse keeper you don't have to mollycodd me. I want to improve my writing. Tell me your real thoughts. Moti is fine. Well, well, I'm not a big fan of the entire 3 week previous teaser days, personally. I think they should start our story of not starting where to get
attention... The lighthouse keeper comes out. Moti Well, what? Lighthouse keeper no, I'm sick of this. You bang on my door, you beg me to help you, I share something personal with you, you take a huge sh1t on it. Moti Hey, man, we asked if we could put beacons ... Lighthouse keeper, you can't. I want you here. You're a petty person, you're not safe, you've got me. It's a good script. What the hell is Moti?! Lighthouse Keeper I don't care. I want you out. Rick what? Lighthouse keepers get off the job. Your grandson is a shit guy. Leave now.
Rick Morti! Moti Rick, I didn't do anything. I sat through his entire screenplay... Lighthouse keeper you sit through it? Motiye! Did I want to shed tears with joy? It's terrible! Rick! Morty! We are guests here. Moti I tried to be a good guest! He pulled it out of me! Lighthouse keeper I'm putting down this beacon. Moti no, stop! That's not fair! Don't make me a bad person because you hate your own writing! Lighthouse keeper alas! Moti you like that? When you want to cut 3 weeks ago Were you alive? Rick And, Morti. Just get rid of it. [Beacon
arrival. Device beeps] Ok, time to go. [Smith House] Summer [sigh] Dad, what's going on? What is the deal here? Jerry I just wanted to spend time with my daughter. You are growing so fast. I used to be my little girl. Summer [Chuck] Yes. Summer oh, you can push me higher than all the other kids. Jerry you were so small and cuddly. I thought you were going to fly right into the street. Summer [Chuck] I used to pee my pants. Jerry I know, look at you now! You have a job. You're making really good money. You won't pay any rent, so you
have a lot of disposable income. Summer Oh, God, Dad. Jerry needs a few hundred dollars to get through the month. I have some interviews coming up. Something's going to come through. I can feel it. Summer is going inside. [Door shut] Jerry [sigh] I think this feels like rock bottom, Jerry. Scene Moti Oh! Rick's fine, Morti. It's removed, you know? Pushing the old lighthouse keeper down the stairs is totally stunning. It's not cool, Rick. I run around cutting people's hair one day a year and can't sleep well the rest of the time. Well Rick, you
better start getting used to small females, because we have some [Bleep] companies. Hey chaser, there he is. Rick's here. [ Beacon Vortex] Morty. The time [Belces] will be removed. [ Gunshots, screams] [ Tony! Tony! Tone!' S feel good[ [♪ I feel good[ ♪ ♪ ♪ it feels good ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ holdin' so ♪ ♪ good geez. ♪ Rick wow, moti. now you're getting into it. my belly. Morty? [ Gunshots] Morty sucks my [Bleep] ♪ it feels good to eat this! ♪, boy, you really, uh... Moti haha! Ha! ♪ really feel good to go over there, huh? Rick I, uh [Belces] I think, uh [Belces] I
think those people are just hiding. Morti I like [Bleff] [gunfire] [gunfire] Rick, Moti, now you're just shooting bodies. Moti how do you like this? All right, Rick, man. It's good. It's good. Good job. [Screaming] it's time to go home. [Weapon Charge] Waiting for Artisha, stop! Please, don't kill me! I had no intention of harming you, I swear. I am trying to finish the festival. Rick W-w - What do you mean? Arthrisha I was going to use the ship to destroy the rich cubs that run our society and save my people from the horrors of this year's festival. Artisha
[Bleff] that, Rick! We've got to kill her! Kill her! Kill her! Rick! Giz, Morti, removed a little down. Morty Don't remove it! You're sending me mixed messages, Rick. Rick Mortie [Belces] You're acting like a lunatic [Belces]. Calm down. Moti Nassar, Rick! I, too, will remove the rickety piece of crap, you! This has been a long time coming! I'm going to tear your [beep] containers and stain them all over your face! I am taking no sh ... Rick ah! Ok, sorry about that. Now, where are these wealthy people? [String quartet play] [flashing glass] in another
successful year of the rich people festival, pit the poor against each other for thousands of years. [ Tony! Tony! Tone!' S Feel Good Playing] Rick Waite, where is the music coming from? What does the rich mean by this? [♪ feel good] Rick has a deal here. [♪] I'm not here to judge. I'm just a man from another planet. But this girl is one of your poor people, and I think you guys felt it was ok to treat her on inhumane terms because they didn't have a chance to hurt you. It's kind of a so-so-political equivalent, say, a suit of power armor around
you. But now things are evenly, so, arthrisha? [All breathtaking] Happy Festival [Bleff] Sucker! Suck my [beep] my balls! Suck my huge [bleff] giz. ♪ you feel ♪ artisha, Rick? Rick no, I really... Honestly, I have my fill. It is free at this point. Arthrisha are you sure you don't want to join? This is truly amazing. Rick [♪ feel good] yes, but... Oh, it's all right. [Bleff] it's ♪ [♪ feel good] Yes, female, what's going on? [♪ ♪ ♪ feel good] ♪ feel good ♪ ♪ feel good ♪ ♪ feel good! ♪ ♪, it's a good ♪, now it's time for us to do a little dance... To Tony! Tony! Tone! ♪ feel
good, after my [veep] feet, my mother [veep] ♪ it! Oh, yes! ♪ feels ♪ artisha, and what did he get? Check out Artisha. ♪, Rick [Trimch] Oh, I feel ♪ ho! Artisha I don't know what song it is, but I love it [Bleep]! I feel good. Rick It 's a [Bleff] hit. ♪ feel good ♪ chart, I think. Ho, ho! ♪ oh, it feels like ♪ good [Rooster Crow] Arthrisha hey, thank you for helping me, Rick. Rick yes, yes, yes. [Bleff] you for shooting my liver. I'll look around. Moti Oh, man. What happened? Don't worry about it, Rick Don, Morti. If you are trying to get a piece, you listen, in no
hurry. Now is your last chance. Moti Hey, hey, Atisha, well, maybe I can... Artisha eh, I have a boyfriend. Moti is fine. Artisha I don't try to be rude. I just... I don't want to lead you. Moti I-I-I.. Arthrisha I mean, thank you very much for helping me finish the festival, but I have a boyfriend, uh, he just ... Moti it's okay, it's okay, and you can stop saying it. I loved it time, and now you're just repeating things. Artisha Oh, I'm sorry. Moti is fine. Artisha Oh, you're so sweet, I just... Oh, but I can't. Moti yes, you are still doing it. Hick It won't be easy to
create a new society from scratch. Well, Rick, a useful rule is that if you need something, you can get it. Very simple, right? Farmer I need food. Rick Who has food for him? Baker I but this is for me. Rick you can't make some more? Oh Baker, of course. And while I'm making food for everyone, who cares for my kids? Girls I'm going to take care of your kids, if I get some extra food for it. Baker extra food? Well, woman, if we all get the same, I'm not going to do extra work. Rick ok, all right, the process is fair. If you do extra work, you'll get
extra food. Oh. [ All muttering] Baker who's going to track how much food you get for how much work? Hello Hick. I can do that. I would track everyone's food in exchange for food. Baker that's not a real job! Oh, and making food? Baker you bitch's son! Eat this one! [All screaming] farmer guys, guys, guys, who, who, and, come. Calm down. There is so much aggression here. What if we specify a period of time when we can all get this hatred, murder, anger out of our system... Moti I can't help but be ashamed of what I did there, Rick. I have
a lot of suppressed stuff. I have to deal with it. Don't worry about it, Rick Don, Morti. Remember that candy bar early when we got into the first act? Moti yes, what about them? Rick revealed that they have a chemical called purgenol that amplifies all violent tendencies. Moti oh, boy. Hugh! Thank you, huh? It is a relief. Rick Yev. Don't even sweat. You are still the same old Moti. The character is fully protected. [I ♪ feel ♪] there is an approach with a man. Beth Jerry, What is Tardi Mason LLC and why is our phone bill $700? Jerry Eh... Hey TV,
you are bored... Jerry Eh... Tv... Lonely, just looking for friends? Jerry Eh... TV phone me, Tardi Mason. It's only $1.99 a minute story. TV sign up today, I even call you regularly ... Jerry Eh... TV just $1.99 a minute. Jerry Eh... TV We can talk about sports or barbecue. Beth [Grunt] Jerry, you get a job. Purge2013 Look who is talking now 1993 Space Hospital [Moonmiff] Rick: Don't worry about Jerry. He'll be fine. Listen to me, Jerry? It's going to be okay. Wo! Oh, watch out for that stuff. Once you get into your clothes, it will be a stain, and
when you get into your eyes and mouth, you're sent into a murderous rage. Why do you keep mutant bacteria in a pint of cherry garcia? I know this is not the time, but technically the second freezer drawer is mys. Not anymore. - You are overreacting! We are losing him. Ok, it's all right, but you won't touch my crisp. - Is he going to die? - Don't worry. Dr. Glyp Glap is the best in the galaxy. Hi, I'm Dr. Glyp Glop. Oh my god! Oh my god! - [ Roar] - Alas! [ Sizzling ] What? Every hospital claims to have the best doctor in ga-[Belches]-laxy. It's like
a pizza place that claims to have the best pizza in the world. What do you think, they have a pizza contest? Have you ever been to a pizza contest? - Go to the waiting room, Dad. - It's okay! Excuse me. Coming through. What are you here for? Just kidding. I don't care. Well, this doesn't. - Hey, what are you doing? - Sequel. - I don't understand. - Yes, me, neither. We almost nailed it the first time. [Lap is unclear] man: Biachi! [Electric crackling] woo! Oo! Ow! Man vs. Car, latest hit show, - where it pits people - yes! In tonight's episode,
Michael Jenkins fights with a regular old car. Here we go. Oh, he pushed his way. He's trying to fight that car, but he seems to have the upper hand. Oh, he's got a little bit of pushback in there. He just jumped up and was chewed by the tires. I think it's another thing about cars. [Laughs] I mean, cars don't always win? Samantha, what I need to know, understand that I have a few eye holes. Yes, I understand about your eye hole. Here, look at my eye hole. You have eight child ho holes. [Chuck] Oh, I'm looking into your eye hole. Yes, look
through my eye hole. [Moan] I am a man in the eye hole. I'm the only one who can have an eye hole. I wake up here with my eye hole. Announcer: Eye hole. Get them today. IKEA Rick: Watch out, Morti. If the guy catches you with a box of his eyeholes, he bursts through the window and just starts kicking your. But it is worth the risk. They melt in your mouth, Moti. It's delicious!. Dad, I can't believe you're explaining alien serials. - Jerry is worried. - Well, you know, 39 years too late, but he was old. Is he 50? Is Jesus Christ, Beth and Jerry
50? Where am I? Relax, Mr. Smith. I mean, to you, it's an alien hospital. For me, I'm in the hospital. There is another issue that we need to discuss with you. Ok. An hour ago, Shrimp Bloods, the galaxy's most influential civil rights leader, was taken to the emergency room of the hospital where he is now fighting for his life. My god. Mr. Smith, shrimp blood boiled can be saved if we replace his mind with your human penis. I see. Wait, what? It's perfect. The composition of the vein, the ratio of elasticity to thickness, the delicate asymmetry of
what I call the ball, With some adjustments, your penis can be molded into a functional heart for the most important person in the universe. - Yes, but I mean--oh, forget it! I said this was a waste of time! Respect, Yap. The earth's human world is small and undeested. He has no idea about the genocide in Cl dragon or the tragic events of 65. 3432. 23/14. And even if he does, he won't understand them. I lived among humans. Their entire culture builds around their genitals. It's funny to say they're small. It's fun to say they're big. I've been to a
party where a human being is holding a bottle, a pencil, a Temoses, and hey, look at me. I have something like that for my penis. I've never seen it get a laugh. It's good! That's enough! You guys are talking about my servant. We understand genocide. We do it from time to time. So you're going to give your penis so shrimp pies can buy? Stop it! Yes, it will! That's right, cub. Take my penis. Take everything! And when the galaxy came calling, tell the pebbles of shrimp that Jerry Smith didn't grab from Earth! [Laughs] Hey, what's wrong, Morti?
Oh, are you about your dad? Huh? Oh, no, no, no. I'm just getting coffee and seeing that girl over there. What's going on in her face? Is she human or is she like worf? You know, it's ridiculous in Star Trek, and how he has all over his face, but he's just a human being in costume. Moti, uh, let's see what else is there, huh? Ok. And now how did we get here? The only show you ask yourself, how did I get here? [Chuck] is our first person here. Oh, oh, my gosh. How did you get here? Hello?! How did you get here?! Someone, please help me!
Host: [laughs] All right! Holy crap! Hey, it's that girl with on her face like worf from Star Trek who was getting coffee! How did she get there?! Oh, my God, Moti, how did you get there? How did she get there? [Laughs] Is this something we should be concerned about? Get away from the coffee machine. Man: Call all Jan Michael Vincent. Call it all Jan Michael Vincent. Announcer: In a world with 8jan Michael Vincent Man: We are c. We need two Jan Michael Vincents in the four-side e. And in the 16th four-page, Jan Michael Vincent has
plenty of time to make it to the four-page. He can't be in two four-way at once. Hey Rick, who is Jan Michael Vincent? Oh my god. I'm trying to remember Morti. Jan Michael Vincent is used. I need a Jan Michael Vincent. Does it matter that we know who Jan Michael Vincent is - to get this? - No. The I-I refuses to send legislation that allows michael vincent to constituencies in more than eight Januarys. This Jan Woorley, it's Michael Down time Jan Sbunbunbunm Vincent 16. - And! - And! That's Jan Michaels. Excuse me, nurse, I can take my
temperature because I think there is a Jan four-minute Vincent fever here. All right, Moti! You did it. So, we're going to separate your sexual organs from the base by making incisions here, here, and here. I've got it. Leaving some of the eddy udo - threaded through - [laughs] Oh, you know what I've got to laugh at myself here. I just got a little laugh on myself because I realized that I didn't run past my wife and make all these decisions. Oh. Oh, absolutely. Beth is always on board automatically with every decision I make. Hey, I'm stealing.
Follow me on my adventure through this office. Ok, here we go. We're just going to steal a few. Excuse me. Can I help you? Start with a typical office object. Hey! That's my stuff! Things like staplers and pins and all sorts of things. That's it. I'm calling security. No! [Muffler hooping] ok, ok, now we're in a quiet safe room where people who stole things can't get to us. Now let's take a look at all the things we got. We got a bag of bobish. That's eight Britaples. We got a plumber. That's 61/2 brapples. We got, uh, crushed red party cups. [ Ding!
Ding! Ding! ] Welcome back to the fun song. It's all improvised. It's very funny. I need volunteers from the audience. Well, a longtime fan of the show. What is your job? I'm a tax attorney. Ok, here we go. Hit the hit music. I'm a tax lawyer oh geez, oh forget Muhammad someone else forgets Jesus, uh forget all the religious bar-da-ba-ba-bop end. Oh my god. Oh, that was so much fun, too. - Thank you. - Welcome. Hey, well, security guards, get him out. - Get him out of here. - What? Get orthodonsy from here. No! For what? [Shattering glass]
take him out of the audience. Kill him. ceremony for him. I don't give a. - The Smith family? - Yes? I want to let you all know that Jerry is doing well. - Hey! Say! - Yes! Whoo! That's good news! But Mrs. Smith, did you come with me? Hi honey, so, here are these people who want to get rid of my penis completely and use it as an alien heart. And we need you to sign it. - What?! Maybe we've got a problem here after all, guys. His penis is replaced by elaborate prosthetics. You now have a variety of options to choose from. They're all in this
catalog. I don't care about prosthetics. This is insane. What do people think you're doing? I understand your feelings, Mrs. Smith. Oh, I don't think you are. I bring my husband for emergency treatment. He went for an hour. And now you're his, and you handed me some catalogs. That's what I mean shish. Well, there you go. I am sorry. I know it's hard to understand, but on earth love comes first. Mr. Smith, there are those who believe that shrimp pieble represents love between all life. His fate will determine the fate of billions of sentient
creatures. Wo! W.So, billions of life forms? Hundreds of billions. I mean, Jerry, y-you didn't explain the full gravity of the situation. Uh, well, Beth, I don't think your decision should be based on politics. Who can argue with his wife's decision to keep her lover whole? Well, I don't think it's fair at all, Jerry. At all. In fact, the whole paradigm has sexist oversonants. Beth, we can talk about this personally. You know, I think the bottom line is, Jerry, if you want to keep your penis, you have to say, aloud, I prefer to keep my penis. But, Beth, what kind
of person would say that if the universe needed his penis?! Well, Jerry, what kind of wife would I be if I did anything in your way? Hey, listen, your mouth is small and small? So why don't you come to Lil' Beat Man: Lil' Beat! It looks like regular food, but it is really small. You can put it in your mouth and eat it. Nothing is trapped in your lips. It's just small, small and just right - right fit. - Lil' bit! We got a small lasagne, a small pizza, a small pie. Well! Small, small fried eggs. We got little people. Reel bit! Are you hungry? Come down. Reelbeat.
Eat some [veep], you [Veep] stupid. [Chuck] is joking. You've got time to kill before the procedure, so I assume you want to, uh, finally use your penis. It has an alien internet to it. Here are some. And there are alien towels. I actually got it on another planet. So it's an alien towel to me. - Good luck. - Thank you. [ Door Close] [Sigh] What is this? Hmm, wait a minute. Oh, uh, Mr. Smith? Uh, yes, just masturbate! I forgot to mention, there is extensive medical records open on my desktop, and I trust you to limit your activities - purely to. - Of
course! Good luck. [Clicks] Oh my God! [Chuck] Mr. O'Ble, you wrote a one-way ticket to my penis to stay in my body town. Announcer: It's the opposite of Michael Thompson. Hey everyone. That's me, Michael Thompson. Today the Pope is not dead. He is perfectly fine. And he is vacationing in Aruba. In other opposing news, info hey, Rick, what's the deal with this guy? W- Why is his body, like, sloping to the right of such a screen? I don't know, Morti. See what else is there, huh? Hey, welcome to cooking stuff. I am Picchael Thompson.
Hey, wait, Rick. Go to the screen to the left. Oh, my God, and Picchael of his name. I'm cooking this a bit. I'm going to cook a little bit of that. Oh, oh, hey! Stop pulling, Michael! Oh my god! Siamese twins! They're Siamese twins! You've quit pulling. I'm in the middle of my news. Oh, oh, it's always about you, isn't it? Can you trust this man, ladies and gentlemen? He has his own news show. He has a normal name. - Hey, flip back to the news. - Oh yes, yes, yes. I can tell you that my parents started naming him. Oh Michael they even had
something planned before I got pregnant, and I bet. I don't want to be that girl, but maybe there will be less conflict if they haven't taken their show at the same time. Oh summer, you don't know how much money you have to save production. And they knew I was stuck with the ride, and they said, oh, shit. [Squeaky] you, Picchael. You are a [squeaky] piece of. [Click the camera shutter] Hello. I know you are all wondering about the state of our beloved and beloved evil. Which one would you prefer between XP-20 and XP-20 xs? I prefer my
own penis, and so should you! Brave earth-ins who have made sacrifices can buy Jerry Smith seeds due to shrimp tinge thorns. [ Cheers and applause] Hello, everyone! Can you hear about shrimp's self-defense, huh? He's a good guy, isn't he? I am just learning about his achievements, from his march to flirk blirk square to his ongoing battle with heroin dependence. He is the best. [Cheers and applause] Well, yes. Well, it happens to me that his heroin addiction may not have been a matter of public record. You realize the makeup on the
home planet of heroin shrimp. His planet was destroyed by the Clagon Death Squad. He can't live outside without breathing heroin. Right. I know. I just thought this guy was going to get on from giving up his penis! [ Crowd Sounds ] Narrator: How do plumbers do they today. Everyone has a plumber in their home. First, they have dinglebob, and they soften it with a bunch of schlem. Schlem is then repurposed for future batches. They have dinglebob, they fleeb and push it through the groove being rubbed against it. Since fleab has all the plib
juice, it is important that the plib is rubbed. Then a schlami appears, and he rubs it and spits it out. They cut the plib. There are a few hizads on the way. The accusations rubbed off on humility. And ploobis and grooves are shaved away. That leaves you as a regular, old plumber. I always wondered how, uh, plumbers were made. Hey, welcome back to your personal space. I'll let your host Philip Jacobs, and I tell you, I care about my personal space. Wow, wow. Who's around me now? Who I? Now, why don't we step in here and get some
fore strengthened personal space in this place for everyone. Here we go. We get one private space. Two, private space. Third, get out of my personal space. Yes, away from my private space. Five get out of that private space. six away from my private space. Seven is far from that personal space. Eight, private space. Nine, private space. You know, I take my personal space very seriously, and I'm not even interested in having this skin in my personal space to the point that I don't care about this. [Moan] oh, oh! That hurts! A gun! Rick:
[laughs] What a cub! Oh, tune in next week [playing theme music] to the best show ever, a personal space show we all love growing up. Announcer: More personal space next Tuesday at 8:00. Next, the heat is turning with Samantha and the boys to the northern residents. [ Speaking the language of aliens] If you can stop screaming and singing and making that gesture excuses me. Hurry up. Please, all in all, I have news about shrimp pies. Rumors of him trying to weasel in Jerry Smith's genital donation have spread throughout the galaxy.
Beings from all sides gathered to provide the little needed to save the life of the shrimp. Enough to pay for a new state-of-the-art synthetic heart that will be much better than Mr. Smith's pathetic penis. Wait! It was an all-time option?! You guys suck! Yes. Are you still here? All right, Jerry. Let's go home. I can't leave now. Everyone hates me. Unfortunately, there is no surgical procedure that can fix it. Or is it there? [Monitor b piping] - scalpel. - Meth. - Nano Doctor. - Nano Doctor. Nanomes. Nanomes. Ok. We're ready. Not so fast! Mr. Smith?
What are you doing? Are you crazy?! I'm a good person, and I demand that you cut off my penis and put it on that person's chest. It's not how it works! Well, you're going to make it work. [Knock] I am an octopus man! [Laughs] I am an octopus man! [Laughs] I'm a marine biologist bitten by an octopus. [Laughs] And now I'm helping people. I save people. I am a troublesome octopus person. Uh-oh. I've got some trouble saving 'cause here comes the problem site. Summer: Total! Should inter-dimensional TV rely on youth violence? Well,
summer, maybe the people who make things are not interested in your delicate sensibilities, you know? Maybe the species that communicate with each other through the filters of your comfort evolve less than just communicating! Maybe your problem is your own to deal with, and maybe giving the public a about your feelings is a one-way ticket to extinction! Giz, Morti. I haven't texted Catherine hefflefinger yet again to have it. I don't want to about it. All right, guys, let's go home. - Where's dad? - Breaking news. Shrimp is held hostage by a
human known as Jerry Smith. Remove my penis! - [ Gasp] - Holy Crap! Cool. It's okay. It should be in an alternate reality, right? - Are you sure? - I don't know. Do it! Do it! Remove my penis! Sir, put the gun down and step away from Mr. Peace! - Jerry! - Dad, what are you doing?! I'm a good person. I'm a good person. Where did he get the gun from? Who gave him the gun? That's not a gun. That's the XP-20 xs. Oh boy! Oh my god. I'm a good person. [ Scream] [Distorted screams] No! No! [Monitor bipping] [ everyone screams ] man: Hey,
how about? This is my ice cream shop. I have ice cream peanut butter and jelly [fart] - vanilla [fart] - and all the flavors come from the - [moaning] - just like being at home. - Daddy! - Daddy! What happened? Where am I? Was everything a dream? No, you were shooting like 50 times. You're in a very sophisticated alien hospital, so it was basically like removing debris. All I wanted was for everyone to like me. Jerry, you leave a comment under the YouTube video and remember that time someone called you a stupid-idiot, so you answered
and told them, it takes one to know one, you stayed overnight waiting for them to respond and hitting refresh on the browser and you let them fall asleep? I remember it differently. This is like that. You can't make people like you. You need to wait for you to bore them and hate you. You know, that's right. I shouldn't be motivated by other people's opinions about me. All right, guys, let's go home. If that's all, Rick, I'd like to go to the zoo - with my family. - What?! What are you talking about?! Why would you do that?! It's a stupid idea! What's
wrong!? Don't be a piece of, Jerry! All right, I'm sorry. I'm sorry. We're going home. What the hell is he talking about?! Post Credit Scene - Alas! - I'm an eyeball man! What is happening? Oh boy! Give me my eye hole! Give me my eye hole! Give me my eye hole! I'm a snowball man! That part of the cupboard is my, Jerry! Why are you even that?! - Give me my eye hole! - Help! Wake up here with my eye hole! Made2001 news anchor: In local news, child murderer Joseph Eli Lipnip is scheduled to die tomorrow by lethal injection, and his
execution already draws dozens more spectators than the death of TV news. Color? Carla Johnson: The man who once hurt his son Beth: Wow. He is really running after all this time. You know he was a son - Summer: your best friend - Tommy. We know. Stop boasting of true crime. Beth: I was shocked, summer. Ok, your generation won't get it. Summer:, My I'm shocked by the breakfast. Beth: It took years to process reality. When I was a kid, I told him that Tommy was lost in the magical realm of Profileland. Summer:Profileland? Beth: I
believe in my makeup in the world. I know the idiot of that name, but it was too real for me. Rick: You guys should be on your father's for custody weekend? Moti: We are not in a hurry. Dad does it until the sun is down. We can talk a little more about this Froopy - [Zap, bhop] summer: not a bubble gun! No air - [ Zap, bhoop] Beth :I Tell me I'm warming up to the bubble gun. Rick: If you're so good at naming things, why not do it from now on? Beth :-What? Rick :-Propithylland. It was my best work? I do not know. Do you creatively deserve?
Yes that's right. I agree with your appearance of terrible enlightenment. You can be very thoughtful at times. Rick (cut into the garage): [Rattle] [Grunting] is here. You know, I collapsed quantum tesser racks on Beth: -- Dad, I don't care how you made it. I want to know if Tommy is still there! Rick: Rest, Beth. (Draw a door on the wall) [Jingling, crackle) If he's, we'll find him. He would be the only sun-bleached skeleton with DNA, not imagination. (Opening Credits) (Profileland) Beth: Tommy! Tommy! This is a nightmare. I can't believe you used
to lock me up in this glorious chicken co-op. Rick: Chicken cooft? These are procedurally generated clouds, Beth. That river is a rainbow. Literally. I put real elbow grease in this place. Beth: Well, you have to put elbow grease on your daughter! Rick: Guns. Beth: Do you think something knew him? Rick: No. Profileland creatures are designed to be harmless. He's definitely just starving to death. Beth: I would have been a hungry person here. What if I got hurt? Rick: God, that's right. I am a terrible dad. Well, you can't buy anything. Hi, cruel
world! Beth (jumping off a cliff): Daddy! Rick: [Thump] Oh, how do you like it? What kind of ruthless creator makes the land resilient? I'm going to have to drown myself. Beth: [jump, thump] luck! Rick :(sticks head in the water) Oh, no. Oh, is the water breathable? Who went and did it? Beth: Oh, whatever. Rick: Yes, whatever. My dad made it look like ToiletR2-D2 and broke the front page of Reddit, but it's Charles Manson because he gave his world instead of an iPad. The word you're looking for -- alas! [Get caught in raptors, squeak] holy
[squeaky] [beep] [beep] this thing claws! Beth: Yes, I get it. It is a children's sex world. Rick: No, no, seriously, this really hurts bad! This thing is sinking sharp claws - alas! [Bleff] Beth: You've made your point, Dad. Dad? (Cut into summer and bubbles) [pop, pop] Moti: eh! [Two panting] : Whose idea was this stupid custody weekend? Morty: I think giving up will help prevent problems. Summer: I want to give up. Moti: Yes, I'm talking about daddy. Jerry: [ Doors Open ] Bien Me Bien Place La Chess Divorce Dad. Summer: Wow, Dad. Your
place looks less like a crack house. Morty: It's actually clean, like a cocaine house. Dad, what's going on? Jerry: I simply activated the center -- [ Glass Link, Warble ] Moti: And telekinetic? Jerry: Pretty cool, huh? Check it out. Who wants smoothies? [Rattle, blender vortex] oh, no. Oh, God. Summer -- Summer, you can -- Summer: -- Alas! JERRY: -- sorry. Chiara: [Warble] You have a lot to learn, my Ulu. Jerry: Moti, summer, this is Chiara. She is the Crutablan Warrior Priest of Krutabulon. Moti: I know where the Krootabulans come from,
Dad. Uh, Chaimuntolo. Chiara: Chaimuntolo, the young ones. Summer: Himenkolo. Chiara: My father's heart harbors a love for you. I am humbled to meet physically. Summer: Dad, are you Jerry:--in love with a bad, sexy alien girl? Ha, ha, I don't know, summer. You tell me. Summer: I wouldn't ask if you fell in love because you knew very little of her. Jerry: Summer. Chiara and I were always suggesting that interstelhom dating service Rick when my mom and I were together. And things just kind of clicked. Chiara: We have to move!
Reservations are at 7:00. Jerry: [Whoosh] I hate to see her vacation, but I want to see her phase move. I'm sure you found out what she had three, but guess what she has two? (Profileland) Rick: [ Squeaky] Ears! All right, knock it out! Listen, I have to give you a pass because life is attractive to find a way, but -- ah! Ok, you know what? [Ray Gun Fire] Aya! Five! Unh! Ouch!! God! [ Sizzling ] ah! Oh boy! [Arm click] Beth: Oh yes, this place is the safest. Best dad ever. Can you just admit it, say screw up? RICK: Uh, what good is that? Beth:
[Chuckling] You can't do it, can you? You just can't apologize [squeaky]. Rick: Ok, it's ok, Beth, I'm sorry I think you deserve an apology. [Raptor Scrub] Hey, don't look at me. You let your kid roll around on the bottom of the target, it's going to get stepped on. [Raptor scratch, vortex, jack] yes, well, here's the problem. We have a bunch of proofyland procedure carbon mixed with all gums and real human DNA. Beth: You say Tommy is alive here by having sex with the Froopy creatures, making Froopy human hybrid offspring and then
consuming protein, and keeping himself into an endless cycle of cannibal incest? Rick: It's just a working theory. Of course, if so, I expect him to be worshipped as a kind of God by a medieval-level society of his most delicious children. (Enter Tommy's group Lead Frutopi Creatures: Stop! You are now our noble ruler, the giver and beneficiary of life, a prisoner of the help and consumption of mortality, Rick's dispenser of life:-- yes, if I could interfere? We are ahead of the public here. Beth: Yes, just take us to King Tommy. (Cut to the
restaurant) Moti: I thought warrior priests could leave Krutabulon on the hunt. Jerry: Well, thanks, dear. Moti: I hope it's not the human season. Chiara: I'm on earth to hunt barricks. I will never hunt humans. Your father and I have a soul bond. Moti: The bond of the soul? Summer: Well, because you guys go some sort of fast, does your planet happen short, no? Chiara: Sniff [dramatic musical play, Hussie, Varrix reveals alien waiter] Jerry: Go get him, honey! She's always hunting. [Chuck] said she probably knew Varrix was working here, so
the Yelp review didn't matter. Moti: Dad, do you understand how serious The Horn Bond of Krutabulon is? Jerry: Uh, Ki, Morti, I don't know. It has a casual name. If you want to lecture anyone about commitment, start with your mom. Summer: Oh, my God. Dad, what's that? Are you rushing into a new thing to get back on mom? Jerry: Every weekend, two people told me to keep going. Summer: Go from bed. Similarly, don't use paper towels on toilet paper, and don't go for sloppy rebounds. Moti: Dad, you need to slowly rethink this soul
bond. Jerry: Why don't you really say what you mean? You think having sex with her gives me a telekinesis and you think it's cool to know that she has a hot torso like Chitara in Thundercats, but you're badly out by her avocado-shaped hair and blue skin, and you think I want to put a bag and wig on her head. After all the time and energy I spent teaching you two things about race [Varrix screams] you're a racist. Chiara: [Hussie] Soon your world will remove Barricks. Tomorrow, we celebrate. Jerry: We can take the kids to the water park.
Chiara: Congratulations by hunting! Jerry: Oh. Moti: - Yes. Summer: - Yes. (Profileland) [ Trumpet Fanfair] Offspring Creatures: All Knees for King Tommy! Rick: I'm not on my knees. Suck my [squeaky] Tommy: Well, hello, everybody! I'm the king of Proophiland, but I go by a different name, too. Beth: We know. Tommy: It's Tommy! Beth: -- we know. RICK: -- we know that. Tommy: I've lived here since I was a kid. Beth: -- we know. Rick: -got. Tommy: I assume you wonder, how do you keep yourself? RICK: -- oh, boy. Beth: - No, we don't.
Tommy: I always find theatre is the best way to clarify things. Beth: -uh. Rick: --seriously? Beth: Oh, my God. Tommy: Player, let's go! (Propie Creatures starts the drama) Little Tommy: I'm Little Tommy. [ Crowd cheers] Little Beth: I am Little Beth. [ Crowd outing] Beth: Oh, come on. Little Beth: Come with me in magic Froopy voice :D Don't do it! Little Beth: This is my secret Froopyland where I don't have rules! Little Tommy: I'm excited. Little Beth: I'm jealous of Tommy's friends and his Nintendo and his father who likes him. Rick: I take
Tommy wasn't a class playwright. Little Beth: You want to see a honey swamp? Little Tommy: Yes! I do that! Little Beth: Well, I want to see you dead. Little Tommy: Oh, help! I'm stuck! I'm covered in honey. RICK: Yes, well, that's interesting. Beth: Fake news. Little Tommy: Many nights have passed, trapped in strange ground. I'm hungry, and everything I can do to get past the time is high-air. I will let this rock be repaired. [Eavesdropping] I will let this tree be repaired. [Tapped] I would gom this beast out of the ground and put my seed.
[Eavesdropping] Little Offspring: I am the first of Tommy's children. Eat my flesh so you can survive. Little Tommy: So did it. Rick: Oh, wow. Ok. Yes, fresh certification. Good -- good thing. Tommy: Perhaps the demos are in order. [Unzipped shorts] Beth: No, it's the last thing in order! Oh, my gosh. Rick: Poor Froopy character. Leave him alone. Tommy: [shorts zipper] Ah. gathered in a round, gang! [Moose] dinner time. [ Splotch] Rick: It's all right, that's it. I'm out here. (Leaves a circle on the floor and a profile land) (Smith Family Living
Room) Beth: What are you doing? We are in the middle of an adventure. Rick: Here are a few things that need adventure, Beth. Conflicts, stakes, how I can make a profit, and obviously Morti. Beth: But Tommy is still raping the muppets and eating the baby. RICK: Yes. Time to pull the plug. Beth: Pull the plug? We need to get Tommy out of there, okay? We must do the right thing. Do something you've never done as a dad - make some effort. Rick: Ok, cut the high road routine. We both saw Tommy's shit play. You push him in honey
swamp, Beth. His very happy life is in your hands. You go save him from it. Beth: [Biff] Are you going to believe your own daughter plays through? Rick: Yes, I'm Beth, because you're not my daughter. Beth: Oh, God, yes. I am one of the infinite fathers and infinite Beth in the infinite universe. It's called Hugs, Dad. It won't kill you. Rick: Yes, I'm not so sure. Do you know why every Ricks created a profileland for all young girls? That's why I wasn't surprised by Tommy's overwritten, heavily structured, cheaply crafted flashbacks. You're a scary
[squeaky] kid, man. Beth: [ Laughing] Oh, my God. Rick: I didn't create a profileland to get rid of you, Beth. I did it to protect my neighbors. Not in a noble sense. It was more practical to isolate you before I started, you know, replicating replacements for all the less polite little boys or ingwhile animals that could cross your sorm path. Beth: I'd rather I'm evil than to admit that you were a bad father? Rick: Oh, man, no. No, bad father up here. I am a [squeaky] nut case. And the acorns plow straight down, baby. Look at some of this that was
asked of me to make you when you were a kid. transparent cuffs, parent traps, lightning guns, Teddy bears with anatomically correct guts, night vision gooey eye glasses, sound-making sneakers, false fingerprints, fall sleep darts, lie-detection dolls, indesupable baseball bat, ladybug-shaped tasers, fake police badges, location tracking stickers (time = 10:55 -5.243, 47.394, rainbow-colored duct swords, mental sword swords, sword gum gum, sword gum gum Pink Perceptual Switch blade: Hi, Beth, you're tall. Will we resume the sting? Beth:
Did it happen to you that I asked you to make those things because I wanted to spend time with you? Did it happen to you that if I tried to kill Tommy, it might be because I was jealous of his family? Rick: Wait, what? For what? Wasn't his dad the same thing as a cannibal? I think it's genetic. Beth: Oh, my God. This is your fault. I am not a bad person. I'm going back there, I'm getting Tommy, I'm solving this problem! (Drawing moon goes into Profileland) Rick: Whatever you say, Stone Cold Steve Austin. [Jingling] It doesn't make much
sense, but you have to stand by it. Whatever you say, Stone Cold Steve Austin. I own it. (Wounds in the hunt) [Axe Swing] Moti: No, Dad! You're not doing it right! [Axe swing] Jerry: Isn't it right to cut your hair? Morty: They're obviously playing [moaning]! I think you should poke them through the mind or something. Summer: Do you think or know? I thought you were an alien expert, Isaac Assy Hole. Moti: Don't snap me! I am tired! Summer: -Me too! JERRY: -- we're all tired! [ Axe Swing, Hussie, Grunt] Chiara: That's the last. Tonight, we
celebrate. Jerry: Hunting? Chiara: Yes, tomorrow I will hunt. (Jerry brings the kids to Smith House) Jerry: [raining down, slit my throat] I really need to get out of this soul bond. Summer: - What [Veep] Dad? MOTI: -- oh, my God! Oh dear! Summer: - Obviously! Morty: - yes, no jokes! Jerry: Can you guys help me? Moti: What? How? Jerry: Can I just tell her, eh, because of my children? You know, you don't like her hair shape, or summer:--that's you, Dad! That's you! You're a baby and an idiot! Jerry: I think that's what was founded, summer.
Now help me! Summer: First, admit that you are closet racist, beta male sexist, and you just want to drag everyone into a terrible situation by thinking of yourself. Jerry: All right. Summer: I want to hear what you say. Jerry: [ Look deep down, I'm a close racist, and I'm sexist and selfish, and I'm stupid because my sexism, racism has attracted us all to bad things. Summer: Thank you. Jerry: Can you help me now? Moti: She just did. Summer: Yes, to clean up your own mess. Jerry: Wait, what? Oh, man (Proophilland) [ Trumpet Fanfair]
Tommy: Ok, everybody. Piers of the next entry - I would like to have sex with some of you, then I would like to eat a baby. [Propie complaint] I thought you wanted to do that. I don't keep rolling hits, don't I? [ Bang Beth Slam Door Open ] Oh! It's a magical crayon lady! Are you hungry? I tried to have dinner. And by having dinner I means Beth: Tommy, I will take you into the real world. Tommy: Well, this is the real world. Beth: No, you don't understand! Daddy - Er, people think daddy knew you! Tommy: So what? You doy-oi! People need to
eat people. Leave me alone! Beth: Tommy, you don't understand. I need to check this right because it's my fault you're here. I'm Beth. [ All breathtaking] Tommy: -Beth? - Destroyer! Beth: Oh, suck, princess incest. You fell for honey. Tommy: Well, it tends to happen when one is pushed into honey. Beth: I respect your right to believe that I pushed you. Tommy: Oh, is that it? My reality is like a little side of fries -- a little tuber you're willing to slip my way? Beth: Yes, because I'm focused on saving my father's life because I'm not a minor piece
of [squeaky] Tommy: so, it should be pretty easy to say, sorry I pushed you. Beth: It's real easy and not necessary because you come home, whereas nothing is changed by someone stroking your bat crazy ego, because it can save your dad's life. Tommy: Sorry, forgive me. Uh, I've been in Profileland for quite some time. Has the apology changed? Beth: Tommy, I'm sorry to think you deserve an apology. Oh my god. I am a father. Tommy: Uh, would someone kill this B word? [ 프루피중얼소리[ 위협적으로] 베스 : [ 그런트 ] 하이야! 오, 이런. 나
는 내 아버지야! 나중! 우! 【 프로피 비명 】 핑크 지각 스위치 블레이드 : 그것은 찌르는 시간입니다! 프루피 : 오! 【학교로 잘라, 학교 벨 링 】 수학 교사 : 그리고 그 때문에 하나의 음부 플러스 두 개의 고양이는 고름의 무리를 만든다. 어서, 너희, 난 당신의 섹스 중독 라이프 스타일에 이 매력을 만들기 위해 노력하고 있어요. 제리 : 안녕하세요, 나는 학교에서 모티를 당겨해야합니다. 어서 , Moti. Bully: Ha! Dad, I heard Morti. You have to leave school. Wait, what is my value? Summer: Dad, what's going on? Jerry: We're going to Alaska. Moti: What? For what?
Jerry: Good to be there. Also, I broke up with Chiara, she didn't take it well, she wants to murder you two. Moti: What? Th - So why are we walking? Jerry: I'm walking because I'm tired. You guys definitely need to run. [Enter Chiara Hussie] Kiara: Scream, Kungs] Excuse me, I just -- you know what? I'm just leaving. No, all right, left, it's okay. Do you know what the left is, 'Cause -- uh! Morty: What does parting have to do with us? [Engine Start] Summer: Yes, we chose mom's hand. I thought we were that clear in the comments under your
strange rants in the Bar Office and on Facebook. Jerry: [crashes, tire screams] she kind of blames you guys for the parting. Summer: - Why? Moti :-Why? Jerry: Because I told her it was your fault. Summer: -What?! Moti :-What?! Jerry: Look, I'm not an evil person. I'm just not very imaginative! [ Warbling, Grunt, Metal Twist] Oh! [ All screams] Rick :D both asses two-head ass number [Jingling] doo-doo-ass, doo-doo-ass Beth: Hey. Rick: Hey. Beth: Well, hmm, so just, out of curiosity, if you're going to make a replica of Tommy, what do you
need to start with? RICK: I don't -- Tommy's DNA? Beth: Ok, 'Cause, well yes, he didn't want to come back, so, well, he gave me this. Rick: He gave you the finger? Beth: Uh, Rick what happened: -- it's okay. It doesn't matter. Beth: All right. Rick: This time will take about 3 hours. Beth: All right. Rick: Hey. You want to help? Beth: All right. (I don't know what to do with my ass doo-doo-doo while Beth and Rick make a replica of Tommy {doo-two but I know that the father tells you he's proud of you and all the daughters are father's but
biologically speaking, biologically speaking, ass is nuts and all father fathers are Ooh wrong and there's no song that can change }) Beth: I should be wiped out. I think I'll go back. Rick: That's cool. Beth: Dad? I think you've spent my life pretending to be a good person and trying to be like you. And the ugly truth has always been Rick: -- I'm not that great and you're exactly like me. Beth: Am I evil? Rick: Worse. You are smart. If nothing matters, the universe is yours. And I have never met the universe that was in it. The universe is basically an
animal. It's plain on grazing. It just eats them and makes infinite idiots, unlike your friend Timmy. Beth: Tommy. Rick: Yes, it hardly matters now, dear. Smart people won't stop trying to get to the top, ride reality and throw you around. And, after all, it will. Beth: Dad, I'm out of excuses for who I am. What do I do? Rick: My advice - take off. Saddle the universe. Let it chase itself. Beth: I can't do that. Kids, Jerry, my job, and, as much as I hate to admit it, ABC's The Bachelor. Rick: I can make your replica, your perfect instance, with all your
memories. Accurate copies in every way. It will love and deliver Kids, do your job, and consume broadcast network reality TV at the same alleged ironic level as you. You can go one day, a week, or the rest of your life with zero results. The moment you decide to come back, I flip the switch and the clone's work is done. It doesn't feel pain, it doesn't regret anything, and there's absolutely no chance of going to Blade Runner. Beth: If there's nothing wrong with that, why would you do that for me? Rick: I don't know, maybe you have too little
trouble that I like you. Or you can make it important. Maybe I love you. Maybe something about your mother. Do not put gift sharks in your mouth. Beth: I don't know if I can. Rick: So, luxuriating in life you'll finally know what you've chosen. My secret bonus is that no matter what you choose, you'll finally cool out [squeaky]. Beth: All right. I know what I want to do. Chiara (cut into a cave): [ Whoosh ] alas! 【 Thud 】 Ow! You can't run forever! Summer: She's really gorgeous. It's a little hot. Summer: Shut up! Barricks: Hunter! They're back!
Run! Moti: - We are not hunters. Summer: - We want to hide with you. Barricks: We are not hiding. We're nesting. Moti: Oh la la. Chiara: [All screams] must destroy the children so that we can be together. Summer: You must break up with her, Dad -- properly! [ Hussie ] God, Daddy! [Grunt] dump her! Jerry: All right, it's okay. Chiara, let's just run away. Summer: - Dad! Moti:-Come! Summer: Just rip off Band Aid! Jerry: All right! Chiara, when my kids said I was a biased racist asking me to break up with you, I lied. If someone deserves
telekinetic mokzoic, it's me. I'm the one who wants to break up. I'm not an evil man. I'm lazy, I'm cowardly, and I don't know what I'm doing. See, I got a pregnant person at 17. We're getting a divorce. None of this is on purpose. I was excited to date someone wonderful because my ex would notice me. Chiara: I wouldn't expect anything less from humanity - Trenddor: -- - Chiara? Chiara: - Trendy! Trandor: What are you doing here? Chiara: Just hunting. Trandor: Do you really expect to believe that it has nothing to do with us? I knew the
earth was my territory. Chiara: I don't like you complaining. Summer: Dad, can you go now? Jerry: Wait a minute. I started to get the feeling of rebounding. Moti: Dad, you've got an Ex Machina hand. You are taking it. Trendy: Varrix Nest spreads across 300 galaxies, do you happen to choose this planet to hunt? That's gorgon shit -- total gorgon shit! (Smith House) [Bird)] Summer: We're home! Beth: Hey guys! Summer: What is dinner? Beth: How was Jerry? Summer: Usually. Can we have pizza? Beth: Pizza sounds good. MOTI: Hey Rick,
my dad knew Alien? No. Rick: Guns: Aliens. Beth: Oh, crap, I think Analdo is closed. Do you guys want pizza? Rick: [Whoosh] Analdo doesn't close in dimensions that didn't invent daylight saving! Beth: What would you do without you? I love you, Dad. Rick: Love you, too, dear. By the way, it wasn't a time trip. There were a few pizzas at the counter. I caught them. Chiara (end credits post-credits scene): [beep] Hey Jerry, Chiara. Listen, my boyfriend sees that text you're sending me, and he's pretty gorgeous. If he calls you, just ignore him!
[Beep] Camok: [Beep] This is Camox. I blocked sexual communication between you and my new girlfriend, Chiara. I am coming to kill you now! [Beep] Rick: [Beep]Yo, Jerry, it was coming after Big R. Uh, I killed those aliens. Hey, man. [ Beep ] [Beep] Hey Jerry, Rick. Ex-girlfriend Chiara. Chiara: Who are you talking to, Rick? Doesn't matter. Michael: Hey Jerry, this is Michael Down from Antique Phone Rentals. Well, I'm going to go ahead and let the hook for a $70 late fee. You can go ahead and keep that answering machine. Nobody really
used that anymore except fairs on TV shows, anyway. [End] ABC's 2013 Rick of Death: Moti, Hurry Up! Moti: Return the Truth Turtle! Rick: Moti, no matter what you do, don't drop the truth turtle! Also really important, whatever you do, don't look into that eye! Moti: I saw it, Rick! I'm looking at it! Rick: Now you'll know everything, Morti! Good job! Well done! You [squeaky] everything! Moti: It's in my head! Oh boy! Oh, Giz, I can't take that true turtle out of my head. Rick: Yes, I told you not to look into your eyes. [Smith family living room] Hey,
Moti, let's see some inter-dimensional cables. Remember how we did that? MOTI: Rick, I can't keep going. I can't keep the truth turtle in my head like this. I just wish Rick could: erase the memory from your mind? Moti: How did you know I was going to say that? Rick: Come on, Morti, with me. Rick: After you. Rick: This, Moti, is my archive of all the experiences that have begged me to get rid of it in your life, so that you don't get crazy. I call them Morti's mind blowers. And we're going to do this instead of inter-dimensional cables. [Opening
Credits] Morty: How long have you asked me to remove my memories? Rick: I was blown away from the beginning. Oh, here it is. Classic. It's not the first time we've done this, so it's dust-free. MOTI: - What?! - Rick: I call this one Dalspirey! Moti: Huh, wow. It's unbelievable. What the hell? Beth: Moti, do you realize how ridiculous that sound is? Rick: Pretty crazy story, Morti. Moti: Are you serious? Half of the crap we've seen, you think, sounds crazy? Rick: I've been to 300 versions of Earth's Moon, including this one, and I've never seen any
sign of a regular friend as you describe him, hanging out there. Summer: It's probably just a stain on the lens. Moti: Stains on the lens? Stains on the lens?! I know the difference between a man threatening me and a lens, a stain in the summer! Beth: Moti, calm down! That's ok? Moti: It's ok! Summer: Too sensitive. [School] Principal: Kids, I would like to introduce all of you to Lunas, Mr. Lunas's new guidance counselor. Mr. Lunas: I look forward to guide you all to a brighter future. I think every student should be taken for the moon. Moti:
Now you're a bitch's son. Principal: What is this? Moti: Proof that Mr. Lunas is not the one who says he is! He's not a map counselor, is he? I assume he deserves to be one, who doesn't? But he is also living on the moon. Principal: All right. Hmm. Is he doing anything to hurt anyone? Moti: Oh, he's up to something. Principal: I think I understand. Until something, lives on the moon. All right, I'll talk to him. Moti: What did you say? Principal: The moon rejects things, but what pedophiles do, they deny, it's their bread and butter. Moti: Pedophilia?
Principal: Don't you think so? I thought the moon thing could have been coded. Moti: No, he is literally from the moon! PRINCIPAL: Well, you saw him react. moon or not, he likes them young. [Cemetery] Marine: Gordon Lunas was a good Marine. We don't know what happened to help him take his own life, but we want to remember the good things. From some angle, some people would say he looked like a stain. [Telescope] Moti: Oh, my God, what did I do? What did I do? Jesus, I had him kill himself! Rick: Only in the literal sense. Here's
who I call Morti's Zoo. But they don't all have titles. It's not special to Simpsons Harlowin, more like a clip show made with clips you've never seen! I can't believe we're putting it in a zoo. Moti: So this guy collects a living being? Rick: Yes, you know it's like a memorial plate, but less off-putting. You can still get it when you're actively dating in your 40s. Rate this as cold indifference, you empty head poke! Hey, keep it down! Just our luck, the granator seven rock people under the zoo. Moti: I can't take it anymore, Rick! Rick: Rest, Moti! Moti: I
can't relax! R-R-Rick, we've got to get out of here! I don't care what it does! Nothing! - Rick: Anything? - Moti: Nothing! Rick: Ok, well, you need to take your shirt off. Not yet. I'll tell you when. [Seti] Lady Scientist: Dear God. Friend Scientist: What? Lady Boffin: It turns out that there is no other way to put it in the instructions. Official: For? Lady Scientist: vehicle, sir, interstelted vehicle. Official: Pilot required. I wonder if there are volunteers. Mm. Lady Scientist: Oh, the schematic assigns a second, smaller pilot. I mean, they specify really small.
It must be exactly 5'3. Official: Zhang, you may have majored in liberal arts, but I thought you were going to make history. Lady Scientist: Basic system, ok. Secondary system, ok. See you soon. Rick: All right, now. A whole bunch of people I don't know to say hello to. If you look we've got a form that your mind can accept. Here are some customary clothing gifts: Please, put them. - Can we? - Of course it is. We followed your instructions. We have so much to learn from you. I know, right? Moti: Hey, how could you see other people's
memories? I wouldn't have been around for it. Rick: Yes, sometimes I have to do a little editing, Moti. It helps the mind blower play a little better on revisiting. I call this the whole enchilada. Here, Moti, this allows you to drink your urine. Morty: Can I continue shopping now? Zizac: I am guessing. Rick: Oh, damn it, Morti, behind me. It [BLEEP] is an alien overlord! That's ok. Here. Oh, I misjudged. Moti: [read] I'm a Loop Loopian. Please kill me. Rick: That's right, Morti. Loop Loopians achieve one eternal orgasmic after-life being killed by a
great warrior. I'm flattered, by the way. Thanks a lot. Moti: So you're going to kill him? Rick: Uh, let's have lunch first. So, you want to get a gun to the head, or Zikzak: Well, as long as the wound is deadly, I don't really care where you shoot me. Rick: That's cool. I'm going for a quick. MOTI: Well, I have to say. You know, I envy a little bit. Your species has real after-life creatures. That's good. Ziekzak: Wh- What does that mean? Morty: You know, here on earth, w-we don't know what's going on. It must be good for you guys, you know, that
evidence's in the pudding, you know, the evidence. Title: Proof? Should there be evidence? Rick: Well, yes, otherwise, how do you know if it's true? Wait, you don't rick: ok, so can you do this here or outside? Moti: Run! Jigsaw: I don't want to die! Oh, God, it's all real! That hurts! Oh, I shouldn't doubt it! I shouldn't let you doubt me! Oh boy! I blame you, I blame you! Morty: But he said there was no evidence! Rick: That was a ton of evidence! Well, silver lining. Now I know their religion is real. They have hell, and it doesn't look good. I've found
that you haven't finished your chimichaonga, so I've got some room for it now, if you know what I mean. Moti: Holy [BLEEP]! How many of these are just terrible mistakes. Created? I mean, maybe I'll stop making too much so I can learn from them! Rick: Don't break your back making lessons, Morti. It is a freestyle anthology. I'm annoyed that you don't hear that. As you can see around you, your mind has blown countless times, and it's not always on your own. Moti: Oh, [BLEEP], I don't even rick: this wasn't a better person. What is this?
Great, booger AIDS, AIDS booger. You have started using the actual file name. In the meanwhile, I enjoy the grab bag of mind blowers I call and highlight the shit AIDS copy. Alien King: I'm not an unreasonable person, Beth Smith. I know that children know everything about mammals. I will save one of their lives. You simply have to choose. Beth: Summer! Summer. Rick: You're not going to believe this. I went to Phoebe instead of titan. It's like, hello, Saturn, ten months later, it's time to stop the name and start the number, you know? Wh-
What with you? Beth: Moti, please, don't do this. Moti: Your Moti is gone! I am The Fantastic, destroyer of the world! Summer: Grandpa Rick, there must be some scientific way to save him! Rick: It's not scientific, but there may be a way. Moti, I know you're there. It is me, your grandfather. I know I can be mean, but I love you, Moti. We all have to fight this. I know you can. You are stronger than all of us! Beth: Moti, it's mom! We love you, you must fight it! Summer: Come on, Moti! Fight that stupid worm thing! We love you! We love you so
much! Yes, Moti, come on, you're doing it! You're doing it! You're doing it! Should we take it out? Rick: No, don't touch it. Just keep loving Moti! Beth: We still love you. But I have a job at 6:00. Summer: Oh, God, do you have to keep seeing? Rick: Giz, Moti, come on, pinch it already! Don't! Oh, God, sorry, Moti, I love you! God, will there be a middle break? Excuse me, but I ordered a big evil space worm. I know, it's like, a devilish slug in your stomach, or you're sorry you're just happy! Morty: Well, I think it's good to know that the whole family
sucks! So the blues are my fault, and for my family of purple ones, what are the red ones? Rick: Yes, don't read D-don't, Morti! Moti: Oh. Rick: [BLEEP] We need to find shelter before sunset, Morti. The Benjenulon Nine has a night temperature of down to 300! We will freeze, Moti! W- We're going to die in a matter of seconds! Moti: I think I saw a cave over there. Rick: You've seen so many movies, Moti. Cave wouldn't cut it. We have to use bimbo. Moti: Bibo led us to the water! He is our friend! - Rick: He won't even feel it! - Moti: Oh no, no!
Rick: You want to die, Morti? Get into The Bibo! Oh, no, no! Braces for ice restrictions. Here it comes! Wait, are we at The Benzerulon Nine or Benjenulon Seven? Morty: Wait, why would I ask? How do I remove it? Get rid of the red ones you want? Rick: Oh, it's clever, Morti, but I don't use color to sort things out because I'm not a mouse in a European children's book. Moti: So why all pink by the drink? Rick: Mainstream? [Veep], that was close. Morti: We lost captain Skye. He gave his life for rebellion. RICK: Yes. We should never take
about granite. MOTI: -- what? - Rick: I'm just saying, life is short. We shouldn't have things about granite. MORTY: -- are you talking granite? - Rick: Well, yes. Moti: It's with Grant D. Take things for granted. What did you actually think of Jesus Christ, Rick, what were you, the rock rock people? How long have you said that wrong? Rick: Oh, all right, huh? I bet b-b-really blows your mind. Morty: I mean, yes, it's kind of good. RICK: -- do you want me to erase it? - Moti: What, can you do that? Rick: Oh, [BLEEP]. Moti: I know it [BLEEP], you're
a piece of [BLEEP]! You are [BLEEP] Cub, Rick! Rick: Take it easy, Moti, come on. Just relax. Moti: No, I'm not going to rest [BLEEP]! Come here! Rick: Let me go, you little bitch! Morty: I'm going to grab you by your Rick's scrub: take it! Moti: Oh! - Rick Well. Uhh.- What-Rick: What's going on? - Moti: Where am I? - Rick: Who are we? Moti: Who am I? I think I'm an adolescent boy. Rick: Huh, and I'm an old man. And we seem to be in some kind of secret enclosed space. Yes, well don't look at me like that. For everything we know, you
[BLEEP] can be weird. Huh, these things are obviously storage devices, and since we can't remember what went wrong, my guess is that the technology contains memory, and this thing in your head is designed to let us know the code, jagoff! It is pointless. He is a stone wall. Morty: Rick, if we don't unlock that vaccine, the earth dies! You know, it may be time to intensify your interrogation! Rick: I'm not sure what you imply, Morti, but some lines I don't cross. Morty: Yes, well, I crossed all the lines I had when this bastard tried to kill Jessica!
Rick: Ok, see those two-year-old pockets under his chin, Morti? Grab. You remember the code now? Twist! Give us the code, man! Twist harder, Moti! Difficult! All right, let's go, let's breathe him. He wants to make a deal. Now half of the code, half after completion. Morty: But can we wait? What's the F-finish? Rick: Y-You know Moti: I think I'm torturing him! Rick: Oh, and would this disappoint you? Do I tell him we don't have a deal, Morti? Because if we can kill our enemies, but we can't them, how are we better than them? MOTI: Well, what
did you find out? We partner, I guess, we fight aliens, the same black man? Rick: Black man, man in I have a guy in black 2 here. Morty: So you get a general idea. Rick: That's not the right answer. Ok, Youtube.I keep looking for clues: it's basically an endless string of callbacks to Morty. Rick: What are you doing? Morty: Do you want your shelf level? RICK: And if I say yes, are you going to offer it for me? Morty: Yes, see the bubbles? Rick: I'm used to bubbles, Moti. I also dabble in precision, if you think you can even approach it with your
sad, naked, caveman eyeballs and bubbles of [BLEEP] air, that's why Jong-eun Lee fails, it upsets me! Moti: I'm drunk. Rick: You want to put a shelf and put a shelf that you want to experience a true level? Do you? Moti: Yes, Rick: Uh, that's fine. Morty: Wow, oh, Christ, oh, oh, ah, ah. Rick: Oh yes, true level,. Summer: Moti, come on, we're leaving school. Moti: Oh, everything is crooked! Reality is poison! I want to go back! I hate this! Summer: What is his deal? Moti: You can't live like this! Shh, Shh, Shh, Shh, Moti, Moti, Moti. Rick: Go to
school, summer. I'm going to go to Moti's memory and do a small amount on the space massacre! MOTI: Well? You seem to be in charge of what I remember. For what? Rick: Good question. Moti, I need darkness to prime this optical inductor. left by the door for me, hit the switch. It is left. All right, on the lights. So, I just heard three distinct light switch clicks? Moti: W-W- What do you mean? Rick: I think the three sounds I heard could be explained by the hasty and corrective flip of the requested switch following the initial wrong flip of the
right switch. Then, during the resulting darkness and silence, the third, shameful release of the switch flipped in the first place. Is the assessment accurate? Morty: Yes, that's basically how everything shook. I'm sorry. RICK: Uh. Moti: What?! Rick: Come on! Grab a shovel. Moti: What is W-Rick: Grab a shovel! What the heck was that? I can't find a zip tie anywhere! All right, [squeaky]! Oh, a zip tie. Why am I doing this for you again? Moti: Who doesn't want to be able to talk to animals, Rick? Rick: Most human! There, I'm done, just keep it
from trouble! Squirrels: you need to keep moving. Can't stop. Up, Down, Down, Up, Up, Stop, Down. The Queen needs food. Babies need food. The Queen makes a baby. The situation in Argentina has proven less convenient than expected. We need to destabilize the economy again, re-create the anger of the working class from the upper to the middle class, promote coups, and establish a compliant regime. Is it the same as Guatemala? Yes, but you can do it twice the time. We need a quorum to choose a new pope, if the
Exxon/Monsanto thing goes beyond Africa. Why not use it? Put a canopy in Uganda. What mo are they set to agitate for? He is watching us. So, we are squirrels, he is a child. He is watching us as if he were listening to what we were saying. Hey kid. Young man? Come here, little boy. Tell Daphne to run Dorittle in 1999. Little boy! If you can hear us we will give you a wish! We'll let you fly and get candy. Moti: Oh, [BLEEP]! Oh, [squeaky]! [Squeaky] me! [Squeaky] me! Rick! Rick: Oh, [BLEEP], Moti, what did you do? All right, Moti, pack your
shit! That's just trying to keep them up a bit, Moti! You squirrel and [BLEEP], Moti! We got a good 5 minutes before they backed up to our indesua, Moti! We have to pack up and make this East Sea reality, Moti! You know we have only said a few times that you can do that! We are here [BLEEP] because of this squirrel, Moti! Morty: I don't know what my reaction is, but I think I'm doubting you. RICK: -- well, what are you going to do? - Moti: I'll remember everything! All! Example! Ow! Oh boy! Ow! RICK: Well, you know what? And, who, who,
what are you going to do, kill me? Moti: No, I'm not going to kill you. I'm going to kill myself! All those memories have been erased! Sit in this room and collect dust! W- What's going on if most of everything that happens ended up sitting here? Rick: All right, kid. I don't know much except for the fact that the man in black 2 is a joyless cash grab, but I know that whatever you brew in Noggin is really connected to you. I can't deny it, I can't deny that I'm inspired by your passion. I want it in a suicide pact! Yes, yes, you can do it! Together, you are
the old son of a bitch! On three! One or two summers: Are you guys doing Morti's mind blower? Morti: Moti's Mind Blower? Summer: Grandpa, is this scenario 3? RICK: Uh, w-what, and w-who? Summer: Oh man, it's Scenario 4. Uh, [BLEEP] fucking! I don't get paid enough for this shit! TV: There are artisans nearby. I think it smells. Rick: Who, what TV: Can I help you? Rick: H- How did we fall asleep during the inter-dimensional cable? - Moti: Yes, what the hell, summer? - Rick: Summer, you stupid bitch! How long we were out, you idiots
bad bad! How many 3D inter-cables did we miss, you stupid bad bitch! How many improved TV shows and commercials did we miss, summer? Why did you let us fall asleep? You stupid bitch! You stupid bitch! Ok, Morti, [BLEEP] this noise. Get out of here and go on a classic Rick and Moti adventure. Moti: Yes, that's right, Rick, I'm Olin. Summer: No wonder you're constantly fighting behind schedule with each other. Rick: What? Summer: Nothing. [Post Credit Scene] Jerry: Rick? Hello? Just here for my putter. Jerry's mind blower?
Helicopter Passengers: Follow the Boys! We are We are aiming for Alpha Centauri and have finished transporting. They fell for it! Let's send Gobo home! It's good! - Summer: Where's Daddy? - Beth: He should be here some second. Rick: It's funny, Jerry spent his whole life attracting attention, but eventually humanity instinctively fired and saved his alien life. Summer: Does he know where to go? Moti: Yes, any minute now. Did you guys get Gobo home? Moti: You have a gobo! You had to take him to the hill! Jerry: It's like. He was in your
basket. Moti: He was in your car! Five! Oof! dips into his stuff. Was Yosup the case? Inside the Out2015 Open Smith Kitchen, Intrust, Jerry and Beth are having breakfast. Rick is making robots on the table. Jerry is playing Jerry's game Rick Weld starts. Most of the flames flew towards Jerry, who turned away to avoid most of them. Moti enters the Moti Hay Rigbang and will have to do a project for a science fair this weekend. You think you can help me? Rick anyway? Jerry Well, well, traditionally science fairs are father and son days. Rick
Well, scientifically, tradition is silly. Beth, who enters on the phone Morty, I think it would be interesting for you to work on a science project with your father. Beth texts Moti that her father is uneasy about his intellect, and moti calls and clears his throat, dad, why he's not with him. Jerry yes! You back up the right horse in this one, son! Take out the crayons, brew the coffee and knock it out in two or three days. Rick completed the robot I was working on in butter robot, so what is my purpose? Rick passes the butter. Butter robot to pass thanks
butter rick. Moti sighs summer and enters summer dad, and I need to ride to work. Jerry maybe Rick can give you a ride. I'm Moti helping science. Rick I am busy. What is summer doing? Rick eh, anything else? Rick's summer glare. Rick, what is the purpose of glare back butter robots? Rick you pass the butter. Butter robot oh my God. Rick yes, welcome to the club, man. Rick and Summer are in Rick's spaceship. Rick's driving, in the passenger seat rick of the summer, when did you do the job? Summer from last week. It is part-time in this
small vintage thrift store. My boss is this really smart geeky old man who treats me well and values me. Rick Wee-Oh, I can't wait to meet this fascinating character. Do not do it in the summer. Trans. Summer work, things you need. It is empty except for Mr. Niful preparing his own product. Mr GoldenFold entered the Golden Fold Oh... When is this stopping jamba juice from being? I recently opened for business, Mr. Well, Golden Fold. Golden Fold you know my name? That's disarming. I also know that women are long for company if
needed. Goldenfold you, have been lonely since the divorce. Some voids can not be filled with jamba juice. Required: This after shave is Men are very irresistible to women. Don't pay here once for free. It's not money. Golden Fold nothing to read there! Thanks! The golden fold takes the aftermedo and leaves. Rick and Summer entered the summer sorry late, Mr. Needful. Rick checks Ng. What do you want from Rick if you need it? Rick, make your own stuff. So what are you, like, the devil? What do I need? I am sorry? Rick I dunno, the
shops come out of nowhere, all the shit's old and creepy; Are you a devil? Devil? Fairy? Summer Grandpa Rick! Rick Hey, I don't judge. I just like shooting straight. I'm a person of science. Necessary alas. So perhaps you can take advantage of this. The microscope picks up the microscope and this microscope shows things that are incomprehensible. The two continue to laugh, and it's getting bigger and bigger when they go out with their summer grandfather and go home and try to have a drink! Rick leaves Smith Trance after taking a
microscope from Mr. Niful. Why don't we model the solar system on the floor where Morti and Jerry are surrounded by art supplies Jerry? That's what my father did with me when I was older. Moti O. All right. Jerry you know, Rick's cyborg and wormhole and all the weird stuff making in his lab, but this is real science! Man and his boy, making a planet! Hey, how 'we use Plutotag, then Jupiter-Mothier, actually, I don't think Pluto's planet. Of course pluto's planet, son, I learned that in third grade laughs. Moti well, yes, but, you know, they've
changed it. Jerry Morti, no one changes the planet. Moti I just googled it. Uh, Pluto is not a planet. They changed it in 2006. Jerry yes, I've heard about him, Morti. And I don't agree. Moti you ... Agree? Jerry's right. science, I may not agree with Morti. Pluto was a planet, and some committee of wonderful cubs disagreed, and I disagreed again. Gimmi ping pong ball. Moti well, ok, I just -- Jerry went and moved my head about Pluto in search of Rick? Moti Gino! Oh dear! I just have to go to the bathroom! Daum! Jerry O. Coughing good. This
will be fun! Trans. Int. Garage. Rick connected to his laptop and built a trap, pointing to a microscope he had obtained from Mr. Niful. Moti passes by to get to the bathroom, but Rick Hay, Morti and lemme interrupt him before they can ask you a real question. Does evil exist, and if so, can one detect and measure it? Moti um... Rick rhetorical questions Morti. The answer is yes, you just have to be a genius. The machine examines the microscope. Drop close to the bar display IQ on the laptop 0 Rick your sister's boss gave me a microscope
that would make me retard. Moti Oh, oh boy Rick, I don't think you can say those words, you know? Rick Wu, Morti, I don't slander to do it differently. I am If I had used this microscope, it would have made me mentally retarded. I think it's just a symbolic issue for a powerful group that feels like they're doing the right thing. Rick Welle retards that. Jerry's talking about jerry at the garage door? Rick obviously nothing. Jerry asked him if you had a planet of Pluto, didn't you? Moti No. It's not Rick. Jerry Shutt, Rick. If it can be a planet, it can be a
planet again. Planet. Planet planet planet. Jerry leaves the painter Rick Stay Science, Jerry. Trans. What's needed, Mr. Golden Folds of the outsold enters the store, followed by several women. The shot changes to inside. To Mr. Nifulkounter, summer is dusty. Several customers made golden falls aftershade make women want me, but it also made me helpless! Price for everything, Mr. Goldenfold. Price... For everything! Muaha! Oh my God, goldenfold crying! How do you see this coming? My desire! My greed! I'm entitled to have Tea Rick
come in and get on my knees and golden paul's throat rick to inject serum. Golden folds looking for holy cats in their pants! Ladies, let's get out of here. Joint with Golden Falls. I've never learned to leave the golden paul outside! Rick returns the microscope and is here. You can have this back. If necessary you didn't use it? Rick was definitely what I was. To develop this. It detects and catalogs The Twilight Zone Ray Bradbury Friday on the 13th of the series Voodoo Trash Magic. I think you could want it so you didn't accidentally sell
someone, say, scan a typewriter that generates a best-selling murder mystery, then make the murder happen in real life? U.S. You have to be quiet! Rick don't want to make sure people know what they're getting? Are you intentionally selling scan beauty creams that make ugly women look pretty, but make them blind? Customers who see beauty cream leaves in urgent need can find all this very absurd! Rick Oh, I say, good sir! Oh, Harump, oh, bobba dopa dopa bobo. Scan animal fur scarves are beautiful as customers are trying, do you
know you're going to wear you in 3 hours? The customer will run. Do all other customers need to call the police? Rick here, you can use my phone. Don't worry, it won't make you deaf because I'm not hacking. Mr. Nidful puts the phone out of Rick's hands. Rick puts nipul's hat on his head in summer hey! No! Uh! The two begin to hit each other. Summer's protests punctuate the fight that Rick thinks you're too treated to? Stop summer! Summer arrives between two summer numbers! Stop! Hey! Stop right now! Summer grandpa Rick, I love
working here as she pushes them against each other! Rick you work for the devil! So what in summer? Rick and Nidful What the heck?? Summer yes, so what if he's the devil, Rick? At least the devil has a job. At least he is active in the community. What do you do? You eat our food, do gadgets. Boo hi. Summer guide Rick out. On the way, Rick deliberately knocks on the vase and knocks on the door. A ghost flies to the ceiling with Rick Hoop. Summer sorry Mr. Needful, I'll clean it up. I don't know what I can do about the ghost lady who
came out of it... It's ok to be in need. Summer, you know grandpa's right. This shop curses people. That's my business. Summer well, yes, fast food gives people diabetes and clothing stores offer sweat shops. Is there a company that hires non-evil teens? This is my first job. You have been good to me, Mr. Nidful. You respect me. Need, please, call me the devil. Summer really won't be the case. Niful yes, perhaps during business hours. Trans Smith living room. Moti's picture planet, Jerry's call Jerry I told you, I want to raise the declaration
that Pluto is a planet! ... Well, my son will fail his science class, and if that happens, I'm suing you first! I think I know what NASA's A means. Moti Daddy, what is your end game? Jerry Ain's not a game, sucker. Moti Why don't we make the solar system into just eight planets? It's easier! Jerry, of course, and why don't we burn Galileo in the stakes to say the sun is round? Science is not always easy, Moti! The house begins to shake. Jerry, Morti and Art Supplies are Jerry and Moti And Start Flying! Wo! What the hell is Jerry? The two fly
through the roof. A tractor beam from an alien spacecraft has hijacked Pluto's Trans City. The spacecraft lands at the door and a ramp appears, leading Jerry and Morti downwards. King Flippinips Approach, performed by four different Pluto flip nibs and I am King Flippynips, ruler of Pluto! Flippynips is Flippynips disappointment and we stumble upon you during the day-to-day surveillance of your world. You really gave it to those people at NASA! Jerry I... Well you know... Sometimes science is about beliefs. Flippynips I would like to
introduce you to a few people who very much agree with you. Jerry O. I.... Flippinips lead Jerry and Morti to a balcony overlooking millions of plutonions and cheers. Flippinips is mike flippinipflunian! Jerry Smith is an earth-based scientist who is creating models of our solar system! Jerry, tell Pluto about your decision! Jerry Pluto... It's a planet. Flippynips Pluto's planet, bitch! Oh man to Moti himself, this will definitely go to his head. Trans. Things you need. Mr. Niful is at the counter, serving in senior quality. Summer is the exercise you want,
the main quality, and the work you need if you're taking the ball I'm going to take the vagina! But I haven't even - jill thank you very much, good shop, good place, hi. The main quality leaves Nidful Huh. Ok. I think summer, I think my grandfather's outburst will disrupt business, but this is the best weekend I've had since Salem! Summer Nice! Wholesome fun for lunch? What you need is a vegan place? Summer yes, I love their soup. Needy, I pulled out some sort of soup. A customer enters the store, Mrs. Tate, isn't it? What do you want? She
takes a bunch of prizes and nid pul who, who, slowly, leaves the honey! Tate Oh, are there limits? Everything is free, right? Summer, so to speak... You don't pay with money. Laughter was perfect for those who needed one laugh. Tate you pay with a curse, right? Nidful well, I... well--she needs to open the door to leave Mrs. Tate! Why do you want cursed items? Tate well, I'm going to remove the curse. From Curse Erase Plus. You know, the guy on TV? She pointes to the TV and leaves. Rick turns it on. Mr. Niful turns on the volume and
what do you need? Rick you took over certain old stuff, creepy in antiques or thrift stores that give you power but slept with you in unpredictable ways? Bring it to curse fudge plus! I use science not to curse items for cash, and you get to stay in power! This guy got mysterious sneakers to help him run faster! But guess what? He would have had to flee until he died, making them useless. I get rid of curses, like them, I dunno, like $8 million, making them worthwhile? See ya at the Olympics. This sad smart doll threatened to murder his family.
Now I do their taxes. Baby all deductions. Rick doesn't pay for money and cool stuff with your soul. Pay with money. Do you like how all the other stores in the world work? We are located in the first and main of the old town. Come on, come down. The first thing you need... And... Rick Uba... Luba... Dubbing dubbing! Mr. Niful looks out and pulls the blind. Curse fudge plus is the opposite of poor ones. Turn over Rick's new Rick Uba lubba dub dub! Rick from those things you need right away, where you can get evil items for free! the poor
devil son of a mother--the door opened and the customer rushed, the place Trans. Plunder Pluto. It's being recorded on Jerry's talk show. Morti's reportedly adjutan we're back on Pluto in good morning, and a very good morning is for our guests, said geosyst scientist Jerry Smith, who is making headlines with his bold announcement, What Jerry? Jerry Pluto is a planet. What about the host laughing? Hoskis wow. I like it! Scroopie Nuppers goes in behind Morti Scroopy Nupper Morti Smith. I'm a Screwpie Nooper. I'm a scientist. Can I show
you something? Mothier ... I wouldn't do better. Trans. Plutonian mines. Scroopie Nuppers tours with Morti. Machine pumps glowing blue rock to the surface The center of Noopers Pluto, Mr. Smith, consists of a substance called plutonium. Mines like this suck plutonium into cities that power everything from diamond cars to golden showers. And the more we remove, the more Pluto is reduced. The planet goes back and shakes the scroofy nooper. Just shrunk a little bit. But a few years ago, scientists learned that Pluto was too small to be
called a planet an any longer. It must have been our waking call. But rich Pluto won't happen. And they love your father, who says all Pluto's planets, because it means that Pluto can stay mined on planets that go from planet to planet, and finally, to. In the last words, he blows a handful of blue dust into the air motium... Party? Screwpie Nupper is everyone in the family stupid? Definitely have me and my dad. Scroopey Nuppers sighs, all you have to do is let him admit it, and you can save four billion lives. Motier, yes, you know, things
happen... Dad is really anxious. Trans. Things you need. The shop is empty except for the summer of cleaning and Mr. Niful out of sight. The shelves are all empty. Summer fun, find monkey feet on the floor and pick up summer Hm. Mr. Niful, in everything in the store you're not going to guess what we can't get rid of! She opens the door to the back room and sees Mr. Nidful hanging summer ah! Oh my god! She's trying to pull him out. If she fails she will try to push at the desk in the corner and move under it, also fail summer oh my god.
One of the three fingers of the foot goes down. She easily pushes the desk from Mr. Need pool and I wish this knot was loose and the monkey struggled to unpack the summer using the monkey feet! The second finger goes down. Nunes cancels easily and she rushes in and tries to perform CPR, she doesn't know how summer came to be! Not me... Og! Wait! What am I doing? Using monkey paws I would like to know CPR! The third finger goes down. Summer performs CPR Summer 1, 2, 3! One two three! Mr. Niful regains consciousness
of Jesus, a bewildered coughing whoo. waste of monkey feet. Summer seed pool! What can you think of doing such a terrible thing? Needy I am the devil. When I fail, should I give ice cream? Summer you have not failed. Poor people like Rick are making me obsolete. I can be a devil but your grandfather is the devil! I just want everyone to go back to hell thinking I'm smart and funny. Summer No. It's not fair. Everyone in this town got what they wanted from you, even Rick! I was your only friend, and I didn't get anything? That's a needful, I'll
give you one thing. Give it a name. I want to help you in the summer. The clever twist you need. learned through the summer. You fart old. Now let's hydrate. Trans. Curse fudge plus, int. Customers are scanning and bringing their own items like The Handlerick has... Wear haunted boxing gloves to become heavyweight champion in 1936 and will win the same fight forever. I can take out eternity and padding, and you will take the time to travel the gloves. Summer enters into the box of items Rick Oh, look, it's Rosemary's Baby! What about
business? Summer is the last of our stock. We will submit Chapter 11 and do some restructuring. It was an important summer for you, Rick, you won, didn't you? RickNoff, your stupid devil was important to your friend. To me this was a bit of everything like when Bug Bunny had sex with an opera singer for 20 minutes. Summerg tried to kill himself. Rick Seriously? Holy crap. Holy crap. Summer but you know what, Grandpa Rick? He is strong. And he will never give up. Rick Wu yes, yes, I don't care. Summer ah, I know. Everyone knows you
don't care. Rick So? Summer so... Don't mind having fun. Rick I always do. Summer good. Rick yes, it's good. It is the best. Summer is sure. Hi. Rick later! Summer leaves the customer here to pick up my undead cat and child. Rick yes, uh, Gimmi Cho. is a form of employee health plan. Rick ok, yes, uh, put it within... Uh. he poured petrol on the floor and I just got bored and set on fire Rick. Everybody out. Trans. Pluto. Moti and Jerry are dressed in suits in the passenger seat of an alien car. Jerry fusses over his appearance in the little
mirror Jerry Allright, just one more rally, then promises, we'll return to your science project. Moti Daddy, Pluto is not a planet! It shrinks because of the enterprise! Jerry yes, that anti-planet nut Job Scrooge Noopers was screaming about money outside of a ministry fundraiser. Are you saying 4 billion plutonia is wrong? Moti you said science is not easy! Jerry I said science isn't always easy, obviously that sometimes means easy. Word game, don't debase yourself with your son. Moti Daddy, their entire planet is dying! Jerry Ha! You called it a
planet! General. Parking lot and Jerry came out and said, What's up with Jerry, Pluto? Trans. Plutonian ball. Jerry is being treated like a celebrity. He is approached by Pluto women and man Plutonian girls Mr. Smith, please! Tell my friend what you just said, keep going. Jerry My very eager mother gives us nine pickles, Pickles is Pluto. Pluto Man Spits Pluto Man My God! Man is a genius! Moti Well, excuse me? Spoon Jerry Morti and tap the champagne glass, what? What did you think of a recent report released by Moti Dad, Pluto Science
Leader, linking the Pluto earthquake, Surface shrinkage in deep core plutonium drilling? Jerry... Son, what did you think when you were five years old, you frowned on your pants, and you threw your poop underwear out the bedroom window because you seemed to be throwing something in the trash? Pluto laughing Jerry I trimmed the fence and these things just got hanging there, I had to think the shit bunny had left them? Moti is a good one, Dad. Morti leaves Transsmith House. Rick's house alone, Rick looks into the various rooms
looking into Morti's room, and you want to go to a-oh. Kitchen goes to Hey Beth? Hello? The living roomhay goes to Jerry, are you an idiot here? Rick eats dinner alone at the table. Without asking, the butter robot takes on a whole block of butter for Rick's dinner. Rick throws away the butter for Rick thanks. Hey, you know, I thought I could watch a movie... Butter Robot I am not programmed for friendship. Rick suits himself. Morti lands and returns. Rick pretends not to be so happy about Rick Hay! Hey clear throat. What is going on? Moti
um... Listen, can you help me do this stupid science fair project? Rick anyway? Trans. Pluto. Jerry is preparing for another rally with King Flippinips Flippinips Jerry, you must be so excited! The Pluto Prize is the highest honor a scientist can receive! Jerry, I'm commendable and humble. Flip nibs oh, I like it. Use it in speeches. It also talks about Pluto being a planet. Policeman your high! We captured the Screwpie Nooper! Scrooge Nuppers is dragged behind his hands by two police officers Scroopey Nupper! Animal! Plyfinips Oh, look like
anyone's little journey is nearing its end! Take him to Plutonimo Bay! Scrooge Nupper you can't kill the truth, father! What's Jerry? Flippynips I can see you confused. Plutonimo Bay is a military prison, a kind of play on words - did Jerry say he fathered you? Screwpie Nupper, is your son an anti-planet nut job? Flippinips young kids eat old food if you let them, Jerry. Pluto is a cold, cold celestial dwarf. Jerry what is it? Flippinips Huh? Oh- planet! Ha! Ho, Pluto is a cold cold planet! That's what I mean. knock 'them dead out there, you. Take a
sip of the Champagne Trans Awards ceremony. Jerry is Jerry Pluto giving his acceptance speech... He looks down at a card that says Pluto = planet. In the crowd is a young plutonian who strongly resembles Morti. Jerry sighs the earth and Jerry can shed tears. Crowd ooooo! Throw jerry ooo stuff! It is not a planet! Hey! It is not a planet! I'm an idiot, and I love my son! Jerry is N33dful.com a launch meeting with trans-20ers. Summer and Mr. Niful n3Needful stood in front of the screen saying it was a long 6 hours, but we've thoroughly
complied worldwide, web 4.0 e-nomenon, n33dful.com things needed! 3s. crowd ute instead of Es! Example! Woot! Excited! Ok, that's it if you need it! We got bought by Google! Crowd yes! Summer Hug Mr. Needful Summer Mmh! I am so proud of you, Lucius. So... How much did we make? Necessary haha. 'We' is my business to push the summer! Security! Security is coming and summer takes away summer ah! Zuckerberg is zuckerning me? Nizful I called people Zuckerberg before Zuckerberg's ball fell. I'm the devil, beeyotch! What's
up! He jumps on the table and plays the violin trance Smith House. Jerry fell to the ground without ceremony. His suit is torn, he has a black eye and injured legs Jerry Hay! He flipped the ship and entered Morti's room. Moti's pants are off, but his pubic area is hidden by laptop Jerry Haymotti. Moti Oh! Dad! laptop uh close ... What are you doing so quickly on Pluto? Jerry Ah, some people can't deal with the truth. Especially dolls like me. Moti, I'm not as smart as your grandfather Rick, but I promise not to have that problem again. Moti Hey,
Dad? He's not smarter than Rick. But no one is my dad. You're a genius. Jerry Wow... That's humbling... Flattery, son. I appreciate it. What do we say completes the eight-star solar system? Moti um... I'm just going to take this job and... A. Jerry holding butter robot butter but - Moti you are my dad, genius of being a dad. Quit while you're ahead. And also, knock next time, you know? I mean, I'm sitting here, I'm 14! I have a computer here, you know! Jerry O. I uh--I know you played with fire when you really burst here like that, Moti Moti you
know, man. Jerry I get it! I don't say more. Morty I mean, one of these days, you know, you're going to go on, and you're going to end up looking at something -- Jerry I got it! Intellectual! Good night! Trans. Living room. The lights are off. Rick watches Ball Pondlers. Summer is as if she's crying, with mascara staining her face. How does she turn the light Rick and your pretend grandfather aka the devil? Summerg abandoned me. Rick Oh, sorry. Summers travels to the couch, sits down and wipes the mascara off her face. Did Rick learn a
lesson that I can't see here if I make summer a room? Rick Hmm, I'm not sure. Summer in a much bigger way, Mr. Nidful gave us all what we really wanted? Because I was always jealous of you for hanging out with Morti, and you didn't realize how much you valued my approval? Rick No, that's stupid. Summer is not satisfied, no. Rick I will tell you though, if you are satisfied after, I think there may be an idea. whispers summer listening uh... Uh huh... Uh yes you can do it completely! Give it to Ya by X Gon'DMX and start playing. Summer
and Rick have normal family bonding activities and their montages, weightlifting and doing steroids together. More buffs. The music stopped Trans Sea Nipool giving the necessary speeches and that's how I had my shop at the forefront of good deeds! Thank you Seattle! The audience clapped. Summer and Rick break down the back of the stage and start beating Mr. Niful. The audience stops applauding and someone screams the necessary Rick. Summer? Rick The Stupid Mother - Summer Stupid Bitch! Rick the ass ass! Get summer!
Rick how do you like that! Og! How do you like it? Mr. Niful was thrown to the ground. He has a black eye, a few bruises and seems to have suffered injuries. Rick and Summer overlook him from above the needful... For what? Summer lifting Mr. Need pool by the neck of his shirt sometimes what you really need is for someone else to pay a terrible price. She drops him and raises his fist as if hitting him again. Mr. Needful Han Kaur. Summers spits at him. Rick and Summer are both coffee rick drinking we had it! Summer haha, your brothers.
Haha! Rick was totally worth it! Ha ha ha! We just pulled it out! Summer yes bro! Rick Ha! Summer e.g. Credits Post Credits Scene: XGon's start playing to give it to the lower cows. Rick and Summer hit the Nazis in suspense, school yard thugs, God hate feig! A man holding a sign and walking a necklace as he tried to stop him from this road in 1983 Int. Won Smith Residence. The Smith family and Rick sit in the living room watching TV. The Bachelor (on TV) Cynthia ... Jerry Oh, my God! No no..! Summer I told you! Beth Hold. BS (on TV)
you will please ... Don't marry me - choose Veronica. What summer? Jerry yes! Beth called it. Why did you choose Veronica for summer? Jerry because he loved her? Rick Welle is any consolation, summer, if none of that matters, the whole show is silly. You show us the concept of good TV, we're going to trash everything. Rick stood, walked to the TV and thought he would never ask. Remove and delete the cable box to rest on impact on the floor Jerry Hay! Moti oh, that's cool! Is that crystalization Zantonite? It performs electrons across
dimensions. Rick worked on the cable box as usual, robbing the remote control from Morti Moti. The main thing that reconnects the cable box to the TV buffer is to upgrade our cable package to programming in every reality I can just imagine. Wait Jerry, does that mean we get Showtime Extreme? Rick, what about Showtime Extreme in a world where man has evolved from corn? TV Corn Man will turn on 1 (on TV) and we are not that different. We are all corn in action. Corn Man 2 (on TV) Yes ... But one of us is dead corn! Shooting corn
man 1 summer boring. Rick Summers, trim] you just spent [Belch 3 months watching a guy pick a fake wife. It's infinite TV in an infinite universe. See. change channel Glenn (TV) This is delicious. A movie about a guy who eats Rick. Channel change, various people are fighting on TV] violent antique shows ... [채널 레터맨을 변경 (TV에) 그것은 당신을 가지고 기쁨입니다. 제리 (TV에서) 즐거움의 모든 내. 제리의 유명한 타임 라인에서 릭 레터맨. 채널 제리 대기를 변경! 베스 도대체 뭐야? 릭 나는 동의한다. 이게 어디 있니? 제리 아니, 다른 것! 돌아 가! 릭
정말? 좋아, 괜찮아. 여자 (TV) 글렌, 이것은 법원 명령입니다. 그것은 당신이 더 이상 똥을 먹을 수 없다고 말합니다. 릭 좋아, 제리, 네가 맞으면 맞아. 이제 나는 푹 빠져 있다. 인트 스미스 레지던스. 스미스 가족과 릭은 거실에 앉아 TV를 보고 있다. 아나운서 ( On TV) next comes Shmloo's Shmloss, Shmlony has nightmares. Shimroni (TV) Simlanta, Schlona! Rick Amazing. Dimensions that all start with the proper noun Schmla. Schloni (on TV) Schmerov, Schlandullah, Schmlonhn wantan - Rick ok, that's actually getting old pretty quickly. Jerry Sighs Rick,
would you like to go back to me on David Letterman? Rick flips through a large number of channel infinity, Jerry. I do not remember the channel. Go beth and go back! Rick Jez. Change channel Jerry (on TV) you say da Trut. Summer oh my God! Dad is in Cloud Atlas! Jerry I'm in Cloud Atlas! What is Cloud Atlas? Jerry (TV) is sometimes smaller than Trutru and everything is bigger than Trut. Beth How is this possible? Rick infinite timeliness, infinite possibilities. Jerry's movie stars included a timeline. See, you guys are excited about the
wrong side of this device. Note-and-see this. The police (on TV) I just want to know who was able to do something like this. It is a tragedy! Killer 1 (on TV) I did. See this knife and all the blood on it? Here are my prints. Judge guilty (on TV)! I sentence you to life in prison. Killer 1 (on TV) is another quick mystery here thrown at the prison host in a trench coat. Man (TV): Mother's Dead! Killer 2 (on TV) and I killed her. Here's a weapon. And cuff me, thank you very much. Judge guilty (on TV)! Sentenced to murder. Killer 2 (on TV) is killed
through an electric chair host in a trench coat and here's another -- Killer 3 (on TV) I'm a murderer! Put a gun in your mouth, once fired an off-screen host in a trench coat (on TV) Wow, one was really fast, wasn't it? Rick now who wants to watch randomly in different dimensions, crazy TV show a-a-who wants a narcissism obsession with his alternative self? Beth, Summers, Jerry [at once] narcissism. Narcissism stuff. I want to be obsessed about myself. Rick sighs] here. [Stand, pulling the eye device from his coat] these retinas can be
scanned and seen through parallel time lines. Matching version of the eye. [Throw the device into the kitchen and get it moving! Jerry, Summer, Beth run in the kitchen Beth and summer [at the same time] yes! This is so cool! First ladies! Rick I am proud of you, Morti. Moti Hey man, I don't give crap about myself, Rick. Ant - My Eyes Johnson (on TV) I Ant - My Eyes Johnson, Here's Ant - My Eyes Johnson's E. It means there are so many ants in my eyes! And with so many TVs, microwaves, radios, I can't - I'm not 100% sure we're here
because I can't see anything. Our price, I hope, is not too low! Check out this fridge! $200! What about this microwave? $100! That's fair! I'm ant-johnson in my eyes! Everything is black, I can not see things! You can't feel anything even on fire - did I mention it? But it is not as popular as having ants in your eyes. So it always goes, you know, off by the wayer. I can't feel. It is a very rare disease. all my nerves--all my nerves, they do not allow a sense of touch. So I never knew what was going on. Am I standing? Sit down? I do not know. Int
Smith Residence. Jerry, Beth and Summer are in the kitchen with eye devices. Beth we want us to do this? Do we see our own alternative lives? Jerry you're right. Maybe we should play Yahtzee - [grab the device and set the switch] Beth what do you see? Jerry Whiteness... Pure white. Johnny Depp (on device) you are my best friend, Jerry Smith. I love doing cocaine with you. Jerry! I love doing cocaine with you, Johnny Depp! Beth sighs, taking the device and we haven't spent enough time on you? Rotating switch I'm performing surgery
... But on the horse, human beings! Jerry is great, Beth! You always wanted to be a true surgeon. Beth takeoff device I am a real surgeon. Jerry ah, uh-summer's turn! I give a summer device finally in the summer! I don't see anything. Beth Well, you have to choose a different timeline, I mean, if your father and I achieve our dreams, there's a chance you weren't even born - that came out wrong, it came out very wrong. Summer fine, I find the world you bother me with. Switch switches a few times and we are playing Yahtzee. Beth Yachi's
fun. We love Yahtzee. Jerry It is a fun game for a fun family! Hey, could I get those goggles back for a while? Int Smith Residence. Rick and Morti sit in the living room watching TV. Announcer (TV) It is an official car with anti-lock brakes and 45 horsepower, and Mr. Sneezy 3D. It's a very new Sneezy XL. When you cry it makes horn material noise. Car sneezing it's polite, it's right, and it's a Snage Digi Mac Deluxe. Mr. Snage 3D (on TV) Oh, I am Mr. Snage! Acho! Morty Huh, in another dimension, the TV seems to have a rather loose feel.
Rick yes, it's almost improvised Channel Announcer (TV) It's in theaters now! Coming this summer. two brothers. in the van. And a meteor hit. And they ran as fast as possible from the giant cat monster. And then came a huge tornado, and that's when things collapsed in 12th gear. The Mexican fleet appears. 2- Weapons made of tomatoes. And it's better to bet on the bottom dollar, where these two brothers know how to handle their business. In: Alien Invasion Tomato Monster Mexican Fleet Brothers, who just run into a van in a movie
about ordinary brothers, asteroids and all sorts of things! Wait, there's more! Old people are coming, they're also in movies, they're coming, cross-attacking these two brothers. But let's go back to our brothers. You don't want to know about it here, but I will tell you one thing that comes when the moon comes crashing to earth. And what do you do next? It's with two brothers -- and they're called two brothers. Two brothers! Just start laughing and say two brothers. Int Smith Residence. Jerry, Beth and Summer are in the kitchen with eye
devices. Beth Holly Scum, I'm winning the Nobel Prize. Jerry came in taking the device! Time is up! No, wait, oh, there's a movie camera. I can be a lion azo in the movie. Summer offers devices and you get an idea. I work with lions. Summer rotation switchOoh, we do not play yatji, push the device into Jerry's hand and we are playing suits and ladders. When I exist, life seems to get a little better, can I predict? When the two of Beth made a living together, they set aside their previous lives as individuals. Jerry Gimme rest! We are not
heroes who have unsa protected sex on prom nights. Beth Oh, I get it. Now you know you could have had it better, and you resent me for holding you back. Jerry well now we know you think the table is spinning, we know you think there is a table that is not set! What is Beth talking about? Jerry, you thought, what if that loser Jerry hadn't talked me out of abortion? Summer Well - Jerry well, now you know you're going to be a doctor. Circle Finger Woody Doo. You'll be drinking wine alone in a house full of exotic birds. And I will be on
DiCaprio's yacht - holding a device knocking Kristen Stewart! Summer you think about getting an abortion? Beth everyone thinks about it. Obviously, I haven't it is my version. So you are welcome. Jerry yes, you are welcome. Summer yes, thank you guys so much. It is a real treatment nurtured by parents who force them to be together in place of happiness. Hey cupboards, what wafer cookies do we have? Grab a cookie box. Start cooking and walking away mm! Stop and look back at Jerry, Summer and Beth Oh, boy. you guys seem to
have checked out the alternative And realizing that you don't have it, huh, good? I'm very sorry. I know me and Morti are having an explosion, we just found a show called Ball Pondlers. I mean, I don't want to rub it, but you guys obviously backed the wrong concept. Another cookie-eating, off-screen walk to Smith Residence. Rick and Morti sit in the living room watching TV. Rick I'm in heaven now. Morty eating wafer cookies this could be the best day of my life. Int Smith Residence. Jerry, Beth and Summer are in the kitchen. Beth so what
do we do now? Jerry sounds kind of interesting to see that show Pondlers. Summer Daddy! What's Jerry? They'll have fun there! What do you guys want me to stand for? Every family on this block has to wonder if they are together by choice. My family has inter-dimensional goggles to show us that we are not. Beth you can't leave, you are 17! Summer yes, and I'm not pregnant. I'm going to make a better judgment than you guys did at my age. I'm going... go southwest--I don't know, do something turquoise. Walked through Screen Int Smith
Residence. Rick and Morti sit in the living room watching TV. Off the Summer Storm, TV Announcer (TV) delivered on Saturday Night Live! Starring a piece of toast! Two people with handlebar mustaches! Silver paint man making robot noise! Garmananar! Three s--er, I'll go back to that one A hole in the wall where men can see everything, his 25th consecutive year: Bobby Moynihan! Rick interesting fun facts, uh, moynihan and toast slices hate each other. Obviously they've got some real creative differences. Change channel fake moons
say man (on TV) Hey, you're tired of real doors, you open them, clutter up the house, they actually go somewhere? Start music and you go to another room?Snap Suspense gets real fake under the door! That's us. The whole room is full. See? Watch out, check this out! Try to open a few doors and don't open. It doesn't open. This is not the case. No one opens! FakeDoors.com is our website, so check out a lot of really good deals on fake doooooors! The music fades. He was still out of the set looking at the camera. He got in the car and
started driving Moti Hay, wait a minute, Rick. Wh- I thought this was an advertisement. Wh - what's going on? I mean -- Rick Relax, Morti. Don't worry. Let's just see where this is. Fake door salesman (on TV) honks horn]Step on it, we all have a place to be! [Cultivate the son of a female! The city of Morti, that should be where he lives. Ok... Rick Huh. Fake moon salesman (on TV) music starts backing up hey everyone! So this is my home, I just made sandwiches, peanut butter and jelly, still here, still selling fake doors! Moti what?! Rick Oh,
my God! It's still Commercial! Fake Door Salesman (TV) We have a fake door like you wouldn't believe! What are you worried about? Get fake doors. Call us, and order some fake doors today. Don't hesitate, don't worry, don't even worry... Ok Rick, I'm bored. Change it. Wait for Morti, Rick! Hold... Fake Door Salesman (TV) ... Give second thought. This is our slogan. Check at the bottom of the screen, under your name. Here's another slogan, just below that. What are you worried about? Get fake doors! Get in here quickly, get out quickly,
fake contact arm on your arm. Fake Door Salesman (TV) Don't worry about it! Channel Change Gasorpazovfield (on TV) yawns and I hate Mumunmund Day. And I can really go for some enchiladas. Moti Hayrick, that's pretty cool! It's similar to Garfield, but it's Gahorfazovfield. Rick Hay, where did Gazorpazov - where did he come from, remember, from that sex robot? All of that? Moti yes hey, that's pretty and pretty. That is right! Rick yes. Let's see more Gahorpazovfield! Gazorpazovfield (TV) Hey John, Me, Gizorpazovfield. Boy, damn,
John. Come on John (on TV), Gazorporpfield, go easy on me, huh? Gazorpazorpfield (on TV) you are stupid, stupid, weak, pathetic, white, white er, er guilt, white guilt, milquetoast piece of human waste. John Jez, Gazorpazovfield, I know you mean quite a bit to me, but that takes the cake. Gazorpazorpfield (on TV) I do not provide sex! I give my enchiladas now with Gazorpazorp - field, bitch! Moti Hey, Rick, you know, did they use Bill Murray? Sounds like Bill Murray. Rick No, Morti, Lorenzo music. In this reality, he is still alive. Moti Oh, all
right, was his name Lorenzo music? Rick yes, I'm pretty sure. He's also like the character played by Bill Murray in the film, so it's really strange to have the voice of a guy from Ghostcasters. But when they made the film Bill Murray the voice of Gazorpazorp or Garfield, I mean. Moti yes, that's pretty cool, Rick. Rick I don't know. Just have a conversation with you, Moti. What do you think? I-I-I- Do I know everything about everything? Int Smith Residence. Jerry and Beth are in the kitchen. Did Beth really talk me out of abortion? Now drinking
from an empty wine box Jerry well, we... We blowed tires on the way to the hospital. Beth I think I was doing everything for the kids in my head. And now the first child is going to ... Do something in turquoise. Jerry either code for a crystal melophone, or a gateway to it. Beth so, we didn't do the kids any favors. So, we need to be together for ourselves and ourselves... Or... Jerry or? Int Smith Rick and Morti sit in the living room watching TV. Spokesman (TV) Man. Women. And now trunk man? We have created a male with a trunk where
science can have sex with both male and female partners. But we don't like the idea of these people getting married. Everyone who put a line in the --, people! Do not vote for the proposed XW2. The act of saying that the suspense guy (on TV) gayer trunks people can get married. Who needs it? Rubbish (TV) is not on my watch! A spokesman paid for by Michael Dennis and the Daney singer (on TV). Trunkman (TV) Hello, I am a trunk person. And I want to feel love in my heart like you do. I want to be able to express that love with both men
and women. You can't do it if the Deni and The Dane singers go their way. New Yorker (on TV) Hey trunk people have sex and let's get married, huh? Spokesman (pay on TV) ... trunk people. Mr. Tohart Jones (TV) Oh, I love strawberry smiggles! Oh, I wish no one had reached out to me, trying to steal my strawberry smiggles. I'm going to eat the last one of them, because they're going to be in my stomach, and nobody's going to be able to eat them. Except for me, because they're all going to be in my stomach. I have my name is Mr...
Tohart Jones and God forbid anyone take my snigi, little pig less smiggle. I am keeping them all for me. Eating strawberries Smiggles last bite. Oh, now they're all resting comfortably in my stomach. Oh, I feel good. Two kids come to the screen, one with a knife and one with a roll of tape Mr. Tophat Jones (on TV) No. Go away! Me and my strawberries away from Smiggles! No! He falls and is tied up. The girl opens her belly with a knife and the children look out for the process of eating cereal from him, screaming Christ in Jesus pain! Jesus
Christ! It hurts! My trail out of me! Why would you want to eat this? They're drenched in my stomach acid! Oh, Jesus Christ! The Lord, the Savior, and the Spirit! Save me! Take me to the light! Oh, my God, I see the devil! I can see the devil coming! Moti Jez, Rick. That's pretty hardcore stuff, you know, for serial ads. pedal t-to the metal, Morti. Announcer (on TV) Muscle Manny, in the coming world, and they're coming strong, there are only three muscles Michael. Muscular Michael 1 (down on TV)! Hurry up, run! Announcer (TV) and when
the real turbulent juice is coming, you have to take care of it. Turbulent juices, turbulent tables. No rooms are safe from the turbulent power of turbulent juices. What the hell is Moti? Rick Sex For Sale, Morti. What does Morti Sex sell? W- movies, or the like, does it clean things up? Jerry sat down and sighed and muttered, Dad, daddy. Continue? Oh Jerry, your mother and I'll be spending some time apart, Moti. And my sister learned that she was an unwanted pregnancy. Moti W-w-w-what? What does Rick say about trim, Morti, what should I
see next for [Trim]? Was this? [Change channel Police Cheif (on TV) baby legs, you're a good detective, but not good enough, because your baby legs. Baby legs (on TV), don't talk to me again. Good luck two, there are criminals to kill. Have a coffee regular leg (on TV) wow! You definitely found this guy fast! Baby legs (on TV) uh, yes, because I'm a good detective. Look at the regular legs (TV), baby legs, it's criminals! Crime (on TV) Oh fuck, I'm a murderer. I'm running, and I'm running real fast. Baby Legs (TV) Baby Legs, here we go!
Makes a swirling noise with your mouth. [Okay, I'm not going to get him. I'm just learning a real valuable lesson. plain legs (on TV) I'm coming, baby legs! I'm a regular leg! detective tackle we got him! baby legs (on TV) Hey, that was a good team job; police chief (TV) baby legs, and regular legs, I'm proud of the two dogs I work with, baby legs, I know it was hard to come to the conclusion that you need a partner, but I'm proud that you did it. The best! Police chief (on TV) get sex here now! Rick pretty cool, huh, Moti? Oh. jerry uh, I thought it
was cool. Rick I don't give you the you think, Jerry. Int Smith Residence. Summer packed clothes in her backpack, in her room. Moti Hey, uh Y-You- Are you all right? I-I-I know how you feel, summer. Summer no, you don't. You are a brother. You are not the cause of your parents' misery. You are just a symptom of it. Moti can I show you something? Summer Moti, no crime, but my paintings I made when you were 8 wouldn't make me feel less the same of an accident. Moti that, out there? That is my grave. Summer wait, what? On one of
our adventures, Morti, Rick and I basically destroyed the whole. World. So we bailed out that reality, and we got to this reality. Because in this world, the world has not been destroyed. And in this one, we are dead. So we came here, we buried ourselves, and we took their place. And every morning, in the summer, I eat breakfast 20 yards from myself. rotting. Summer, you're not my brother? Moti I am better than your brother. I'm a version of your brother you can trust when I say he never runs. No one intentionally exists, no one belongs
anywhere everyone's going to die. Come watch TV. Int Smith Residence. Rick and Jerry sit down. The announcer (TV) Mrs. Sullivan always planned to leave everything to the cat. But sometimes the plan needs a foot of help. What should Kitty do, but buckle together and work as a team. Businessman (on TV) Mrs. Sullivan, I hope to forgive me in the future, er, but your eyes are so beautiful! Wait Jerry, is this a real movie? Announcer (TV) This fall, fireworks will fly! Businessman (on TV) Mrs. -- Oh, Sullivan -- Oh... Announcer (TV) between
one man, who can not get a break ... Business Man (TV) has something about you, Mrs Sullivan. Business Man (TV) ... And 9 cats that violate all the rules. Testa meow with the last will. Weekend at Lady's House 2 for dead cats. Jerry Well, someone in Hollywood just lost their job. The announcer (on TV) wrote and directed by Jerry Smith. Jerry I write and directed? What am I, nuts? Rick Haymotti, you missed the preview for Your Dad's Citizen Kane. Morti doesn't matter. Hey Jerry, if you, uh, my mother and I had to split custody - who
would you guys choose? Summer doesn't matter. Jerry Oh... Breaking news anchors (TV). Academy Award-winning actor Jerry Smith leads police on a low-speed chase after suffering an apparent breakdown. Jerry doesn't even think about it. Come on Rick, Je- Are you kidding, Jerry? It's just a bunch of silly tabloid crap. Jerry it's my life, and we're watching it. Beth Jerry Where the hell am I going? Riggs have a clear shot in your head. I can't believe our taxes paid for this. Beth (on device) Jerry? J. Jerry Smith? Jerry (on device) Beth
Sanchez, I have been in love with you since high school. I hate acting, I hate cocaine, I hate Kristen Stewart. I wish I hadn't got an abortion, and I didn't think about what might have happened. Rick Hay, Ball Pondler? Huh? Ball Pondler? Summer yes, I can go to Pondler to see. Moti Yes, Ball Pondlers. 60 mins1968 mins1968
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